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"For Want of the Actual Necessaries of Life":
Survival Strategies of Frontier Journalists

in the Trans-mississippi West.

Larry Cebula
College of William and Mary
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Editorial Cares.--The editor of a Texas paper gives the following
figures of a statistical memorandum of his every day life, and
still people will think that editors have but few cares to disturb
their slumbers and start into the newspaper business to enjoy life:

Been asked to drink
Drank
Requested to retract
Didn't retract.

11,392
11,392

416
416

Invited to par Les and receptions
by parties fiAling for puffs 3,333
Took the hint 33
Didn't take the hint 3,400
Threatened to be whipped 174
Been whipped 0
Whipped the other fellow 4
Didn't come to time 170
Been promised whiskey gin &c.,
if we would go after them 5,610
Been after them 5,000
Been asked what's the news 300,000
Told 23
Didn't know 200,000
Lied about it 99,977
Been to church 2
Changed politics 32
Expect to change still 50
Gave to charity $5.00
Gave for a terrier dog 25.00
Cash on hand 1 00

Source: Unidentified clipping found in an 1867 R. H.Hoe & Co.
printer's catalogue.
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In 1866, James J Ayers was surprised to meet his friend hark

Twain in Honolulu. They had last seen each other in San

Francisco, where Ayers had sold his interest in the Morning Call

newspaper, for which Twain covered the police beat as a city

reporter.

"How in thunder, Mark, does it happen that you have come

here?" Ayers asked.'

"Well, you see," Twain explained in his trademark drawl, "I

waited six months for you fellows to discharge me--for I knew

that you did not want me--and getting tired of waiting, I

discharged myself."

There was "more truth than poetry" in his friend's

assessment, Ayers thought to himself. He and his partners had

indeed been carrying Twain, who'd been unable to adapt to the

gentrification of journalism as San Francisco moved past the

frontier stage of development. "However valuable his services

had proven to a Nevada paper, where he might give full play to

his fertile imagination and dally with facts to suit his own

fancy, that kind of reporting on a newspaper in a settled

community, where the plain, unvarnished truth was an essential

element in the duties of a reporter, could hardly be deemed

satisfactory," Ayers reflected.2

In fact, Twain hadn't "discharged himself." He was fired.3

The frontier style of invective and exaggeration that Twain had

learned in Missouri and Nevada was unwelcome in increasingly

cosmopolitan San Francisco. Unable to conform to the new



standards of journalism that were coming into vogue, and sick of

the "accursed homeless desert" of Nevada, Twain was attempting a

new career as a free-lance travel writer.4 He had published a

few stories in some eastern magazines and contracted to write a

series of letters about his experiences in the islands.

Ayers, too, was in search of opportunity. After numerous

unsuccessful newspaper enterprises, he had struck gold by

founding the Morning Call, one of San Francisco's most successful

newspapers. But Ayers became ill and sought a more healthful

climate in Hawaii. His health recovered quickly, and he cursed

having sold his interest in the Call. Now he began a daily

newspaper in Honolulu, "directed to spreading and intensifying

the pro-American sentiment . . . and to discouraging by every

argument possible the growth of the pro-British feeling," in the

imperial clash for control of the Sandwich Islands.5 But Ayers

failed to win the patronage he had hoped for from the pro-

American faction, and his Daily Hawaiian Herald suspended

publication.

Ayers and Twain were survivors of the rough-and-tumble world

of frontier journalism. They had scratched out editorials and

set type in mining camps and farming communit3.es, and watched one

newspaper after another fold. The economics of publishing on the

frontier were always precarious. But as the frontier began to

close after the Civil War, the print economy underwent changes

and contractions that forced out men like Ayers and Twain. Now

they stood at the western extent of the American empire,

2
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searching for another frontier.

The frontier editor is a favorite stock figure from the

gallery of pioneer types. Strong willed, hard-drinking, and

perhaps a little anti-social, he was (the story goes) a fearless

crusader for the truth, smiting his enemies with a venomous pen

and defending his own person with ready fists and a Colt

Revolver. Publishing his newspaper under tremendous

difficulties, he worked both to promote and to reform his town.

Later he might go down to the Long Branch Saloon for a drink with

Miss Kitty.

The image is in no small part the work of the journalists

themselves, who reveled in self-promotion. They advertised their

doings in the pages of their newspapers, recounting hardships and

fights and drinking bouts. Such accounts were "clipped" and

reprinted by newspapers in the east, which used such western

shenanigans as human interest pieces.6 Also contributing to the

image was the army of travel writers produced by the late

nineteenth-century explosion in travel literature. Hundreds of

such authors scoured the West for exotic impressions to stuff

into their notebooks and pour onto the printed page, and many

became fascinated by the western journalists.7 Finally, some of

the editors themselves--Bret Harte, Mark Twain, Bill Nye and a

few others--became nationally known authors and mined their

Western experiences for stories and lectures. Such is the stuff

of which myths are made.
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So it is no wonder that the heroic editor loomed large in

the minds of two generations of western historians. Writers of

history-as-literature like Bernard DeVoto composed biographical

sketches of "the fraternity of goodfellows," who carried their

presses into the wilderness, while antiquarians like Douglas C.

McMurtrie compiled sterile lists of printing "firsts" for every

state and county.8

Since the 1960s a new historiography of western journalism

has emerged. Daniel Boorstin elevated frontier journalists to

the center stage of western development; his editors called new

towns into existence with promotion and publicity. Other

historians have emphasized the editors' role in promoting social

order and defining social hierarchy in new towns.9 In both

interpretations, the frontier editor comes across as a pivotal

figure.

But there is another primary source of information about men

like Twain and Ayers. Late in their lives, usually after they

had retired, some western journalists wrote memoirs and

autobiographies. In addition, retired journalists wrote many of

the first state and local histories in the West, and usually gave

their own craft a large page count. Freed of constraints of

boosterism and self-promotion, they were able to write more

openly of the pressures under which they worked, and of the

disappointments they encountered.

Much in these books is informed by the conventions of the

mythic West, with obligatory chapters about "Famous Bad Men I

8
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Have Known," and stories about the editor overcoming a pistol-

wielding reader in search of a retraction. Yet when these

autobiographies, histories, and occasional collections of letters

are read with the economic realities of their profession firmly

in mind, they reveal new insights into the workings of frontier

journalism. We find that western journalists were more often

pawns than players in the politics and deal-making of the

frontier. Their editorial independence was sharply curtailed by

economic constraints. Any riches they encountered were short-

lived. And hopes for advancement proved an illusion. Journalists

struggled against long odds with a variety of survival

strategies. But for most frontier editors, as for so many other

hopeful immigrants to the West, their experience was one of

economic failure.

Before looking at the autobiographies, we need a few words

concerning the development of the frontier press.

In America, the history of printing and of the book is in a

large part the history of newspapers. Newspapers spread rapidly

along the frontier, and were the first items printed in 24

states.m In the 1820s, Cincinnati had seven weekly and two

dai7.y newspapers. In 1835, St. Louis had nine, and by 1855

Tucson was home to six papers. Virginia City had four dailies, a

German language paper, and a literary magazine within five years

of the founding of that city." Alexis de Tocqueville marvelled

that "in America, every village, nay, every hamlet, has its

press."12

9
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Dissemination of newspapers accelerated aftPr the Civil War.

A proliferation of new communities, and the growing importance of

railroads and the urban frontier, made the West ever more fertile

ground for newspapers. Technological developments also aided

this growth, as presses were developed for the frontier market.

"This is the smallest and cheapest reliable device we know of for

printing a country paper of small circulation," boasted the

manufacturer of what was little more than a metal roller to which

type was attached. "[We offer it] to customers who do not wish to

invest much money in what may be a mere experiment . . . There

is nothing wonderful about this kind of newspaper work except for

the cheapness of the outfit for it."° Known as "Army presses,"

models like this might sell for as little as $150.14

The aemand for printed materials in the West was tremendous.

Periodicals in particular were thought to promote cultural

cohesion. "It is the newspaper which links the pioneer to his

former home--the subtle, invisible wire over which courses the

constant stream of intelligence, civilizing influences and sweet

memories, drawing the wanderer back into the world," idealized

one mining camp editor in his inaugural editorial.° And

newspapers helped reduce that sense of isolation that could be so

palpable in the undeveloped West. "We are shut out, as it were,

from the world and have little that is new to attract our

attention," a California 149er wrote to his family in the east,

"And so when we get a hold of a newspaper, it is read again and

again, and every little incident forms the topic of

-A 0
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conversation."I6 Women were especially avid readers of

periodicals, caught up as they were in the necessities of

household production in places where the neighbors could be many

miles away. "Have taken it easy today," a housewife wrote in her

diary in Aurora, Nevada in 1867. "Not sewing, only read

'Enterprises.""

The leaders of the new communities of the West considered a

newspaper a more important acquisition than a school or church.

A local journal was a sign of economic well-being and permanence

for the town. It functioned as a weekly advertisement to the

outside world, designed to attract immigrants and investors with

sunny reports of the area's climate, crops, mineral wealth, and

future prospects. Some newspapers even included instrucfions on

how to emigrate from the East. The editor was a one-man chamber

of commerce in many communities, and if an editor did not show up

on his own the town fathers might pool their money to bring one

in. Such was the case in 1879 in Spokan Falls in the Washington

Territory. J. M. Glover and other property holders solicited

Francis Cook to relocate his press from Tacoma to their would-be

metropolis (population 150). They offered him a corner lot,

advertising, and perhaps transportation costs. Cook moved and

began the Spokan Times."

The editor was caught up in the same dream of easy wealth

that attracted so many others to the frontier. A weekly journal

could be started with a relatively modest amount ofcapital.

Interested parties might offer financial inducements to lure a
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newspaperman to their town. The need to publish laws and

ordinances, and especially the legal notices required to claim

public land, offered the editor a regular source of advertising

revenue. If the new town boomed, he thought, he could in a few

short years find himself a respected citizen in a prosperous

community. If prosperity passed him by, he could pack his

presses and try his luck in another imagined Chicago.

And prosperity usually did pass him by. For after the rapid

expansion of the press in any new territory, there was a

contraction nearly as abrupt. In 1855 Arizona had 28 newspapers,

in 1859 there were only 11.19 An 1881 history of Nevada noted

that 91 newspapers had been published in that state since 1859,

and that only 28 survived." Only one of the 25 newspapers

founded in the Washington Territory in the 1860s was still in

existence when statehood was granted in 1889.21 And in San

Francisco an incredible 275 newspapers appeared from 1850 to

1870. Half of these survived less than six months, with 68

newspapers published in 1868.22

There were several reasons for this contraction of printing.

Often the towns themselves would fail: the gold or silver was

mined out, the anticipated farmers did not arrive, the railroad

would go omewhere else. But even in successful towns, the ratio

of newspapers to population would plummet. The abundant

advertising revenue that came from printing land claims and

notices evaporated as the land was "proved up" and the laws

known.23 And as the town developed, successful competition

legal
were
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hinged more and more on the steam presses, divisions of labor,

and economies of scale that large capital made possible. Smaller

operations were squeezed out. And with greater divisions of

labor came an increasing specialization and professionalization,

with an eastern standard of "objective" journalism slowly taking

hold. There was no place on a big operation for the old style

editor who was a jack of all the printing trades but a master of

none.

Entering journalism was itself a survival strategy, as many

of the autobiographies reveal. Most came West for other reasons,

often hoping for a fortune from mining, and fell back into

journalism when all else had failed. For some journalism became

an avocation, while for others it was merely a refuge before

setting off on another scheme.

Prentice Mulford left his home on Bridgehampton, Long Island

out of economic necessity. Of himself and the five other boys

from his town who sailed out on the ship Wizard for the

California gold rush, he wrote: we were obliged to leave

our native heaths because there wasn't room on them for us to

earn our bread and clothes. 104 He arrived in California in 1857.

His first attempt at a career, as a sea cook, did not turn

out well. "There was a general howl of execration forward and aft

at my bread, my lobscouse, my tea, my coffee, my beef, my beans,

my cake, my pies," he recalls. He next tried his hand at mining,

"where I had the privilege of digging for next to nothing for two
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years . . . " He failed as a hog-keeper as well- "These hogs of

mine broke through the cloth walls of the cabins and would

consume the miner's entire weekly stock of provisions in a few

minutes," he remembers. "There was no reasoning with the

suffering miners on this matter," he adds. As a schoolteacher he

performed only indifferently. "The California summer heat is, I

think, unfit for educational purposes," he explained. His joint-

stock prospecting company came to an end when "the man who

subscribed the use of his horse, wanted him back. I was obliged

to suspend operations." Of his attempts to become a traveling

lecturer Mulford writes: "It is sad to hire a hall in a strange

village and wait for an audience that never comes." Finally, he

lost an election for the state legislature ("I had the profit of

an experience in a semi-political debut, and the people profited

by sending another man."), and took a job on the San Francisco

Golden Era as a last resort.

Thomas Fitch had some newspaper experience before he came to

California in 1860.. He left New York City at the age of 14,

when his father's business failed. He worked as a clerk in

Chicago and Milwaukee before opening a dry-goods store in St.

Joseph, Missouri, in 1859. Fitch sold supplies to parties

joining the Pike's Peak gold rush, and was soon in legal trouble

for questionable business practices. Fitch rushed back to

Milwaukee to take a reporter's berth on the Milwaukee Free

Democrat. Active in Republican politics, he emigrated to

California in 1860 to seek political office. Though he got a job
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as a campaign speaker' for the 1860 race in that state, no

appointed office materialized afterward, and he took a job on the

San Francisco Evening Gazette and Times. The next year Fitch

went on to found the Placerville Republican, as a springboard for

his political career. Throughout his life Fitch continued this

pattern of using journalism as a path to political office, and

falling back on journalism if the politics didn't pan out.25

James J. Ayers was a printer who ran out on his

apprenticeship for the California mines. Finding the fabled

riches harder to acquire than he had hoped, he too returned to

printing. In 1851 Ayers became part owner of the San Francisco

Public Balance, but the presses were destroyed in a fire the next

year. He would go on to found four other newspapers, and work as

a reporter or editor on a half-a-dozen more.26

From the stories of these men, we see how typical was Mark

Twain's experience. Twain learned printing at various newspapers

in Hannibal, where he received "the usual emolument of the office

of apprentice--that is to say, board and clothes but no money."27

Often he worked for his brother on one of a series of failing

newspapers that Orion Clemens owned. When he turned seventeen,

Twain became a tramp printer, working in New York, Philadelphia,

and St. Louis. After his oft-described experiences as a river

pilot and Confederate irregular, he went West with his brother in

1861. In tl-ie Territory of Nevada he caught the silver fever and

spent a year prospecting without success. Flat broke and his

credit exhausted, he was more than willing to lay aside his

1 j
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dreams of riches for $25 a week as city editor for the

Territorial Enterprise.28

Clearly mobility was an important survival strategy.

Frontier editors got around a lot, When printing ceased to pay

in one town, it was time to look for another in which to start

anew. This prospecting with a press could several forms. Most

often an editor set up operations in a given locality at the

request of a group of businessmen boosters of that town, often

men with land to sell or political ambition. Sometimes an editor

might come on his own accord or at the behest of a single patron,

the later almost always a candidate for public office.

Experienced editors could be canny judges of the future

prospects of a given town. In 1875 a series of printers came to

Snohomish, Washington Territory, at the request of a citizen who

thought the town could support a newspaper. The printers saw a

town with no railroad, no county seat, no mineral find or other

sign of future growth, and declined to start a newspaper in

Snohomish. The town was left unlettered for another year.29 But

printers could also make bad judgements and be influenced by an

overzealous promoter or by the promise of sudden mineral wealth.

When an area was especially promising, there could be a rush

of editors right behind the rush of miners, each seeking to be

the first to establish himself in the future metropolis and

thereby gain such plums as the right to print the town or county

ordinances. In Denver in 1859, two rival editors raced to put up
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their forms and see who would be able to claim to be Denver's

first newspaper."

James J. Ayers founded at least four n3wspapers. After a

San Francisco fire destroyed his interest in a newspaper there in

1851, he and some associates started a newspaper in Mokelumne

Hill, "a large and flourishing mining camp." Their Calaveras

Chronicle prospered. Ayers sold his interest a few years later

to form a traveling theater company to tour the camps. In 1856

he joined a riartnership to found the Morning Call, which would

become one of San Francisco's most profitable newspapers."

In 1868, after his failure in Hawaii, Ayers took a temporary

job editing the Territorial Enterprise in Virginia City, Nevada.

The regular editor was vacationing abroad. "I had not been long

in the editorial chair of the Enterprise," he wrote, "before

mysterious hints about marvelous discoveries came from the region

of White Pine."" His experiences in White Pine County are worth

examining, for they reveal much about the economics of mining

camp journalism.

"The boom was on." Ayers continues. "The White Pine fever

seized everybody . . . Miners were moving in columns from

Montana, Idaho, and Utah towards Hamilton and Treasure Hill."

Ayers was skeptical at first, and used his position as editor to

make private inquiries. He learned from "sources so authentic

and direct as to leave no room for doubt" that White Pine was to

prove another bonanza, as rich or richer than the Comstock

itself. Soon Ayers was "clean gone." He sold some land he owned

1
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in San Francisco, bought an "elaborate newspaper outfit" and

prepared to join the rush.m

He had competitors even before he arrived, as hungry

printers eyed the new town:

Announcements had been made all over the coast by the
publishers of small newspapers that they intended to remove
their concerns to White Pine, and I concluded that if it was
generally known that I was taking a very large establishment
to Hamilton it would discourage Ulem, and that I would have
the field to myself. So I issued a prospectus that had the
desired effect.m

Hamilton, the new mining camp of White Pine County, was

going to boom the same way Virginia City had, Ayers believed, and

he intended to own the future city's most important newspaper.

For an "enormous sum" he brought to the remote camp "a large

power press and four or five job presses, with the types to

publish a large-sized daily and the material for a complete job

office."m By having the biggest and best presses he figured to

gain a competitive advantage over any rivals who dared to show up

with a press of their own.

His paper he grandiloquently named The Inland Empire. At

first, everything went as planned. The mines "gave promise of

richness and permanency," the newspaper was "well received

everywhere," and business "as great as we could handle."37

Then the largest mine suddenly closed, for the silver ore

had unexpectedly run out. "No one could help feeling that the

bottom was dropping out of the district," Ayers remembers.

"Business was greatly depressed. Bills came to be hardly

collectible. Everybody almost was living on credit." Ayers

8
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still might have been able to eke out a living in the busted town

but for his competitor, J. W. Forbes.

"It is not every editor that can run a newspaper, a whiskey

mill and a gambling establishment at the same time," Ayers said

of his diversified rival. The huge presses and level of

professionalization which Ayers had brought to Hamilton now

worked against his success, while Forbes was able to earn a

living by doing a little of everything. "No wonder his paper out-

lived mine," Ayers rued."

Ayer's actions in establishing the Inland Empire were those

of a savvy printer with lots of experience on the frontier. His

attempts to dominate the print market, by intimidating and out-

capitalizing his rivals, were cagey and effective and showed a

thorough understanding of the stages of development of the

frontier press. By skipping a stage he expected to steal a march

on his competitors and to own a paper as profitable and respected

as the great Territorial Enterprise.

Ayers was a good printer, but a poor prophet. The Inland

Empire suspended operations in April of 1870, thirteen months

after the first issue. He sold his modern, useless presses for

what he could get and returned to San Francisco, to work as an

editor for wages on a political paper."

Ayers was one member of an army of editors who scoured the

West in search of economic opportunity. Virtually every editor

had a long resume of past positions; E.A. Littlefield worked on

at least 15 different newspapers between 1864 and 1881, four of
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which he founded.4°

Even when a town prospered, the editors were often vexed

trying to keep their readers, advertisers, and patrons happy.

The survival of a newspaper often depended upon its politics, and

here the survival strategy emphasized flexibility.

The first newspaper in town would usually declare the

editorial policy of said journal to be "independence." On its

first anniversary the Territorial Enterprise declared that its

only political goal was to agitate for the organization of the

Territory of Nevada (which was then part of Utah).

Beyond this question, and the measures nearly or remotely
connected with it, it is not our purpose to meddle. The time
has not come for the division of people into political
parties, and that time never will come, until the attainment
of that great measure--a measure of paramount importance to
our whole people--the establishment by Congress of the
TERRITORY OF NEVADA. Until that time, we say, every true
citizen ought to ignore, as we shall ignore, all side issues
and party politics of the organized and established
states.41

Political separation from Utah was not a controversial issue

in the predominantly non-Mormon western part of that territory.

Thus the Enterprise declared itself free of any politically

divisive issues. Though neutrality was presented as being of the

greatest good for the greatest number, it was more 2ikely a

survival strategy. Earlier the editor told how "many a time in

the last year have we suffered for lack of fuel, and been pinched

for want of the actual necessaries of life." A year before the

Comstock lode was discovered, there was barely enough public
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support to keep the paper in business. The Enterprise could not

afford to alienate or anger anyone.

In Pueblo, Colorado the founder of that town's first

newspaper, the Colorado Chieftain, discovered this strategy for

himself. "At the outset he intended to making the proposed

newspaper a Democratic organ," his grandson recalled, " but soon

after beginning his canvass he decided he would publish a

nonpartisan paper--as he discovered the Democrats talked a good

game but were tight when it came to money."43

Partisanship would usually emerge with the arrival of

another newspaper. Two newEpapers in the same town would nearly

always exchange insults in their editorial columns. "The

Virginia Bulletin has suspended drivelling for a time, and taken

entirely to misrepresentation and blackguarding," a rival

Virginia City paper reported in 1863, adding "The change will be

agreeable to its readers; for anything is better than the nothing

of inanity."44 The development of political partisanship was

uneven. During the Civil War, nearly all of the newspapers in

areas loyal to the Union declared themselves to be Republican

papers and were quick to brand rival editors "Copperheads."

Though editors would often attack one another in political

terms, the cause of newspaper rivalry was economic. Newspapers

would battle it out even when their politics and stated ends were

the same, attempting to discredit their rivals in the eyes of the

readers and espcially the advertisers. The most common and most

damning accusation was that an editor was not an effective
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"booster" of the community. When the Walla Walla Watchman

printed a bloody account of the Nez Perce War of 1877, a

newspaper in nearby Dayton criticized the Watchman for scaring

away potential immigrants. The reply of the Watchman editor

shows how competition and boosterism could color the news:

The Dayton News and the Dayton Ubetcher and still another
badger set up a whining and a howling because we feel
inclined to publish what we hear, and talk about hurting the
country and playing ----. We see no reason to galvanize
matters simply to coax on emigration, and we look over our
exchanges who thus presume to advise, we find one article
ridiculing the very idea of their being Indian trouble, and
in the next column they quote: 'The Indians have destroyed
everything below and above us on the river. It would make
the heart ache to see the little children, &c.' Why don't ye
keep mum all ye wise akres! How do you know it's so! Why not
follow your advice! But if you can't and won't, then please
take o.Ars and dry

Advertising was the most important source of income for the

frontier editor. Subscriptions could be important in farming

communities of settled population, but the transient mining

frontier provided little of this type of support. Job printing

also played a role at many newspaper offices, but it is difficult

to determine how important a role since so little of such

printing survives.°

These were the major, but not the only possible sources of

income. In the heated economy of a mining boomtown, what was

printed in a newspaper could make or break the stock of a new

mining company. For the reporters in such towns as these,

selling influence was a matter of course. Twain describes how it

' 2
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was done with surprising candor:

New claims were taken up daily, and it was the friendly
custom to run straight to the newspaper offices, give the
reporter forty or fifty "feet," and then get them to go and
examine the mine and publish a notice of it . . .

Consequently we generally said a word or two to the effect
that the "indications" were good, or that the ledge was "six
feet wide," or that the rock "resembled the Comstock" (and
so it did--but the resemblance was not startling enough to
knock you down) . . . 47

Everyone knew that many of the mining stocks were humbugs--

contemporary accounts are full of skepticism--but it was hard to

determine which were the humbugs and which might be the next

bonanza. Fraud was rampant, and in this too the journalist had a

hand. Consider the case of Mark Twain and the North Ophir mine.

The North Ophir was one of the Comstock's most infamous

mining swindles, celebrated for its boldness. The North Ophir

was a worthless "assessment" mine, wishfully named after the rich

Ophir of the Comstock lode. Reports that a rich find had been

located in the North Ophir sent the price of the stock up from a

few dollars to over $60 a share in a few days." But the price

dropped just as quickly when a group of investors went to see the

mine.

They found silver all right, "Perfectly pure silver in small

solid lumps."49 But when this silver was assayed, it waJ found

to be alloyed with copper--a metal never before found on the

Comstock, but always present in the silver coinage of that day.

Speculators had salted the mine by melting down a lot of half

dollars and pouring the molten silver into the ledge.5° The ruse

uncovered, the stock fell as precipitously as it had risen.
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In his memoir Roughing It, Twain presents himself as another

victim of the ingenious con men who ran the swindle. He

describes being taken to the mine and watching the owners pan

nuggets of pure silver from the bottom." Presumably Twain

described the rich new find in the columns of the Enterprise (no

copies of that paper exist from this period), which helped

account for the stock's rise.

In Twain's letters home during the same period, however, he

presents himself as more swindler than swindled. "I pick up a

foot or two for lying about somebody's mine," he told his sister

earlier in the year." "If I don't know how to blackmail the

mining companies, who does, I should like to know?" he asked in

another letter." It is exactly in regard to the North Ophir

that he makes his most specific boast: "Now, I raised the price

of 'North Ophir' from $13 a foot to $45 a foot, today, & they

gave me five feet . I shall probably mislay it or throw it

in my trunk & never get a dollar out of it. But I am telling you

too many secrets, & I'll stop."m Clearly, Twain was a

participant in the North Ophir fraud.

As a reporter, Twain was in a uniquely lucrative situation

in which to indulge this sort of chicanery, a reporter for the

most influential newspaper in the nation's richest mining region.

Less fortunate journalists had to sell their influence for what

they could get. The most frequent purchasers were politicians.

Office-seeking was a favorite survival strategy. For the
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western journalist political office was the great brass ring, the

ultimate ticket out of the unstable and unprofitable world of

newsprint. "No state is more intensely scourged by office-

seeking than California; offices being here numerous and salaries

and pickings are fat . . . " wrote Horace Greeley of his 1859

visit.m Greeley was critical of the biased reporting of what

was then a largely Democratic press, and thought this bias was a

product of office-seeking on the part of newspaper editors.

Thomas Fitch was surely the most eager office-seeker in the

whole American West. In 1861 he founded the Placerville

Republican newspaper as a springboard for his political

ambitions, and he was elected to the California assembly the next

year.m In 1863 he founded the Daily Evening Washoe Herald in

Virginia City, Nevada, a newspaper which lasted less than a

month." In 1864 he edited the Virginia City Daily Union, ran

for Congress and was defeated, and was wounded in a duel with

Territorial Enterprise editor Joseph Goodman.

An informal arrangement among the state's politicians called

for the next Congressman to be chosen from the eastern portion of

the state, so Fitch moved to the town of Belmont and commenced

"to spread his net."" The editor of the Belmont paper, the

Silver Bend Reporter, was a Democrat and vigorously opposed

Fitch's ambition, so Fitch decided to start a paper of his own.

He bought a printing press and hired W. F. Myers as an editor,

and began issuing his Mountain Champion." Fitch was able to use

his money and influence to out-capitalize the Reporter and to
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lure away its advertisers.

In an effort to compete, the Reporter increased its size and

began to publish twice a week. But this only increased the cost

of publication without bringing in more revenue. In July of

1868 the Reporter suspended publication and its editor went to

White Pine--not to publish, but to go into the lumber business.

In October, Fitch was elected to Congress. He rewarded Myers

with a federal appointment and gave the Champion to his business

agent, who moved the presses to another town. Belmont would go

without a newspaper for the next five years.°

Even for an editor not in search of office for himself,

election years could provide relatively fat times. Political

parties would often buy a press and hire an editor, or subsidize

an existing newspaper, to publicize their candidates. In 1856,

three politically opposed newspapers were issued on alternating

days from the same Plumas County, California press, two of these

papers folding after the election.m An 1858 history of

California newspapers written by editor Edward C. Kemble tries to

trace the political evolution of the newspapers in that state.62

For most, their politics changed at least once:

The Herald early abandoned its neutrality, and, during its
seven-and-a-half years of existence, passed through the
several stages of political changes of Whig, Know Nothing,
Republican, and 'Star and Stripes...The Inquirer tried the
virtue of Simon Sugg's motto, 'It's good to be shifty in a
new country,' vi:ering around to opposite points in the
political compass during its short career. For awhile it was
neutral, then it took on Know-Nothingism, and finally went
back to Democracy, in which it died . . . The True
Republican . . . was a thorough advocate of Republican
doctrines until last Winter, when it espoused the cause of
Doualas . . . [it] has been gradually dying ever since its
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birth.°

The ultimate survival strategy for the western journalist

was to leave journalism. Just as necessity forced men into the

profession, necessity forced them back out again as opportunities

contracted. The journalists in our sample did pretty well. Tom

Fitch served a term in Congress, after which he generally found

the practices of law and land speculation to be more profitable

than journalism (though he did find time to write a moderately

successful novel). Prentice Mulford became a professional

lecturer. James Ayers gave up his dreams of his own newspaper

and settled in as an editor on the Los Angeles Star. And Mark

Twain, of course, became canonized.

The relative success of these men is what enabled them to

leave us memoirs, but in this they were not typical of frontier

journalists. For a more representative sample we can turn to a

1882 history of Plumas County, California. Written by journalist

William E. Ward, the volume gives a roll call of the men who had

practiced journalism in that one small county in the previous

twenty-five years:

The gentlemen who have wielded the editorial pen and snapped
the shears in Plumas county have been scattered far and wide

. . rJ.he pioneer of all, John K. Lovejoy, removed to
Carson City and edited the Silver Age in that place, and
later the Pi Ute, at Washoe City, in which he failed to make
a success. He died a few years ago. He had an immense
capacity for whiskey, was a great talker, and a blackguard
of the worst stripe . . . His partner in Quincy, Ned
McElwain, returned to his family in Illinois and has been
lost sight of by the people here. John C. Lewis engaged in
the newspaper business in Nevada for many years leaving this
country, but met with little success . . . He is now
practicing medicine in Reno. Jim McNabb removed from Quincy

c 7
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to Petaluma, became interested in a paper there, and was
elected to represent Sonoma county in the Senate . . . John
S. Ward removed to Honey lake, and took an active part in
the organization of a county government there . . . Atlas
Fredoyner turned out bad. [See elsewhere in this volume.]
Tom Bail went to Idaho, where he afterwards committed
suicide by cutting his throat. Lewis Curtz has been lost
sight of. Matt Lynch . . . fell victim to his intemperate
habits. William E. Ward is still with us, and ready to
answer for himself.64

Of the ten Plumas county journalists, only William E. Ward

was still at the business. Two others--Jim McNabb and John S.

Ward--appear to have successfully moved up and out of the

profession. But for seven of the ten, journalism proved a

failure. Their contemporaries often explained away such

failures. "The explanation was that he always had been delicate,

or that he never had taken care of himself, or, if all the usual

explanations failed, it was said that 'he was out of luck," a

Nevada journalists recalled.° But the steady movement of men

out of journalism shows that they understood more than they let

on.

Despite the great importance of print in the development of

the American West, the individual journalist was a marginal

figure in all but a few communities. Caught between a

contracting print economy, an increasing need for capital, and a

gentrification of the profession, the frontier journalist was a

transitory phenomenom. Journalists sought to survive by moving

to new territories, by seeking to capitalize, and by selling

their influence. But by 1880 there was little new territory to
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exploit, and editors were pushed into the ultimate survival

strategy, that of leaving journalism.

The status of journalists needs to be considered by any

Western historian using newspapers as a primary source. The

precariousness of frontier journalism could color the news in

dozens of ways, as newspapers changed politics, participated in

various frauds, downplayed violence or other problems, and

boosted local businesses. The editors' very powerlessness meant

that frontier newspapers were but slender reeds for reform. And

no single model of boosterism can serve as an historian's

corrective for the ommissions and distortions that made up the

news columns of these papers, the possible influences were too

numerous and too local.

Finally, questions of the evolution and economics of

frontier journalism reflect on the larger historiographical

debate between the New Western Historians and their critics. In

each new community in the West the print economy evolved through

broadly similar stages. These stages mirrored the evolution of

printing in the East from colonial times to the Civil War in a

manner that was frankly Turnerian, "from savagery to

civilization." Certainly the journalists themselves would have

endorsed this interpretation, forever portraying themselves as

they did as the vanguard of civilization.

But behind the braggadocio of the journalists self-portraits

were the stark economic realities and disappointed dreams that

characterize the New History of the West. Under-capitalized,
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undereducated, abused by his patrons, abandoned by his readers,

the frontier journalist found the mythic West a sore

disappointment. Those few that survived past the frontier stage

of development did so, not by any Turnerian innovation, but by

adapting to the journalistic standard of the urban East and by

accepting a loss in status. In conclusion, it may be seen that

for most frontier journalists, their experience was one of

failure, and as a professional, the frontier editor fought, not

for reform, or for truth, but to survive.
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"Legal Immunity for Free Speaking": Judge Thomas M. Cooley,
The Detroit Evening News, and New York Times v. Sullivan

On March 9, 1964, the U.S. Supreme Court issued what has been

called the most important free expression opinion in American

jurisprudence and perhaps the most important libel decision ever

written. In New York Times v. Sullivan, Associate Justice William J.

Brennan, Jr. created a new standard for libel, advocating a nearly

absolute protection for matters of speech related to self government.

Scholars of Times v. Sullivan have correctly pointed to the influence

of free speech philosopher .Alexander Meiklejohn in Brennan's opinion

even though Meiklejohn was never directly cited. However, Brennan did

cite another, albeit older influence on his thinking, a Michigan

Supreme Court jurist who was considered the leading free expression

defender of the late nineteenth century. Thomas M. Cooley, one of

America's first prominent lawyer-academicians, refuted hundreds of

years of English and American libel law when he wrote in 1883, "the

mere publication of items of news in which the public may take an

interest as news merely, and the discussion of matters which concern

the public...are their own affairs." It was Cooley's philosophy, aE.,

cited in an early twentieth-century Kansas libel decision called

Coleman v. MacLennan, which Brennan invoked by name in Times v.

Sullivan decision, especially his belief that "however damaging it may

be to individuals, there should and must be legal immunity for free

speaking, and that justice and the cause of good government would

suffer if it were otherwise."1

Thomas M. Cooley's ideas on Constitutional law have been amply

1
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examined, debated, and dissected by legal scholars, but the historical

circumstances that influenced his thoughts of the press have been

overlooked. Ironically, his belief in a strong free press was severely

tested by Michigan's first penny newspaper, the Detroit Evening News,

and its vociferous founder and editor, James E. Scripps. Cooley came

to dislike the excesses and sensationalism of the Evening News so much

that he refused to even read the paper. The several libel suits

involving the Evening News tried in Cooley's court sorely tested his

patience as well. In 1885, at virtually the same time that he was

writing his free press philosophy in his law books, he lost a re-

election bid to Michigan's high court due largely to a vicious campaign

waged against him by Scripps and the Evening News.2

The adversarial relationship between Cooley and the Detroit

Evening News needs to be examined to understand the significance of

Cooley's influence upon Justice Brennan in New York Times v. Sullivan.

That relationship was not built upon Cooley's belief in "the increased

professionalism of the press" as one legal scholar has explained. Nor

was it exclusively the "arrival of popularly oriented evening

newspapers during the Gilded Age" or mere "flamboyant journalism" as

others have claimed. Instead, Cooley was trying to accommodate the new

profit-motivated late nineteenth-century commercial press in the same

manner that he had done for other newly emerging industries. Cooley's

ultimate goal.was to update old laws to preserve the ideals of his two

heroes, Thomas Jefferson's belief in limited government and Andrew

Jackson's concern for equal rights. No doubt Justice Brennan wrote the

Times decision eighty-two years later with a similar purpose in mind.3
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To better understand Thomas McIntyre Cooley's faith in American

democracy, it's important to know more about him and his decisions.

Near the end of his life, Cooley provided a succinct description of his

childhood; "I was brought up as a poor boy, with hard work; gave myself

such education as I possess; began married life with absolutely no

means whatever; [and] lived the first ten years with greater economy

and fewer of the comforts of life than beginners now think they can

possibly consent to." Born in 1824 near Attica, New York, Cooley was

one of fifteen children born to a traditional early nineteenth-century

farm family. Although he spent his earliest years working on a farm,

he briefly apprenticed for a lawyer in Palmyra, New York and acquired a

taste for the law that he never outgrew. Uninterested in the drudgery

of farming, he moved to the newly admitted state of Michigan in 1844,

studied at a law office in Adrian, Michigan, and was admitted to the

state bar at the age of 22 in 1846. Tall, lean, and rugged in stature,

he grew to resemble Abraham Lincoln, not his heroes Jefferson or

Jackson. Following Lincoln's election in 1860, Cooley grew a thick

black beard and enjoyed turning people's heads for the rest of his

life.4

As a young lawyer, Cooley began in politics as a Jackson Democrat

and Free-Soiler and he remained a Democrat in his heart for the

remainder of his life. He once defended Democratic President James

Buchanan as "a true patriot...[who] managed public affairs during the

last days of his administration quite as wisely as they were managed

during the early days of [his successor, Abraham Lincoln]."

Nevertheless, Michigan, along with the rest of the midwest, turned
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Republican during the 1850s and 1860s and Cooley aligned himself with

the new party so he could run for public office. In 1864, he was

elected to the Michigan Supreme Court as a Republican and he called

himself a Republican for the rest of his political career. Still, he

remained a disciple of Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson's

egalitarian idealism, and evoked their philosophies whenever he could

in his judicial decisions. Regarding the press, Cooley believed that

the First Amendment gave newspapermen a great deal of latitude in

covering public events and figures, including the right to damage or

destroy reputations when necessary. Cooley especially admired

Jefferson, who had suffered greatly at the hands of the press during

his two presidential terms, yet remained a firm proponent of a free

press following his retirement.5

Although Cooley briefly edited two local newspapers during the

1850s, providing him with an appreciation of their financial and legal

problems, the law remained his primary interest. In 1859, he was hired

as a faculty member of the newly founded University of Michigan law

school, the first law school in the state. He quickly established a

reputation as a legal scholar without rival in either Michigan or the

rest of the country. He reorganized Michigan's hodge-podge system of

statutes, introduced the now common lecture and case method form of

study, a technique then in use in only a few schools at the time, and

wrote two of the first American law textbooks, Constitutional Limits in

1868 and a Treatise on the Law of Torts in 1879. His lectures and

books had a profound influence on several generations of lawyers and

judges even after his death. His teaching technique impressed his
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student's minds "so indelibly that not only what had been said DLit the

precise words used were easily retained." Justice Brennan cited

Cooley's Constitutional Limits book in Times v. Sullivan and both

volumes can still be found on the book shelves of law school

libraries.6

Joining Cooley during his years on the Michigan high court were

three justices of lesser but still formidable stature. James V.

Campbell was a dyed-in-the-wool Republican who also taught at the

Michigan law school. Not only was he the ideological opposite of

Cooley, the two disliked each other personally. In their more than

twenty years on the bench together, they rarely ate together, spoke to

each other, or even stayed in the same hotel. Of their relationship,

Cooley later wrote, "I cannot attribute this to any fault of either,

and indeed I think our friends believe the contrary to be the fact, but

somehow the sympathy from which intimacy must spring has never seemed

to be present." Campbell was a simple-minded frontier man who had

little interest in complicated political philosophies or ideologies,

preferring straight-forward equity decisions whenever possible. Unlike

Cooley, he was reclusive and resented the demands and intrusions of

public life. In spite of their antagonisms, Cooley and Campbell found

themselves in agreement on decisions many times, including those

involving libel.7

Beyond the high court's two intellectual leaders, sliere were two

lesser figures. Thomas Sherwood, a one-time circuit court judge, was

more of a politician than a judge. Isaac Marston, an Englishman and

former law student of Cooley, typically agreed with his mentor on
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matters of libel and helped form a majority for him on significant

decisions.8

In contrast to such a distinguished high court, James E. Scripps'

Detroit Evening News was as sensational and irreverent as a 1870s

American newspapers could be. Throughout Michigan's early history, the

newspapers were largely partisan in nature, especially the Detroit

press. Often edited by aspiring politicians such as cooley, they

served primarily as propaganda vehicles for political parties or

partisan opinions. Few functioned as sources of news or entertainment.

Subscriptions were expensive, averaging between five and ten dollars a

year, and circulations were limited. Due to their content and cost,

most were read by a narrow segment of society, educated, politically

active, white, upper-class males. Not surprisingly, the entire

Michigan Supreme Court bench was comprised of such men and Cooley and

his colleagues had grown up reading such partisan newspapers. No doubt

they would have lived happy lives if Michigan's newspapers never

changed.9

But they did change. Beginning in the 1830s, a new newspaper form

known as the penny press began appearing in large American newspapers.

These papers differed from partisan newspapers because they made their

money on the sales of copies, not party support. To avoid alienating

readers, they filled their columns with non-political news such as

crime and human interest stories. They appealed to a broader class of

readers but in doing so tended to denigrate the same educated, upper-

class readers that had been celebrated in the old-style political

newspapers. As sociologist Michael Schudson has observed, such papers
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were less concerned if they hurt a few prominent citizens because as

commodities, not propaganda, the more copies that were sold to the

emerging middle class, market societies of nineteenth-century America

the more profit their publishers made."

James E. Scripps wanted to produce just such a newspaper for

Detroit. The half-brother of the soon-to-become more famous Edward W.

Scripps, he cut his teeth in journalism on the highly-partisan Chicago

Tribune and Detroit Tribune. Tired of political commentary disguised

as news, Scripps envisioned a penny newspaper for Detroit based on the

popular New York Sun. In 1873, he started the Detroit Evening News

with a $2,000 investment and the paper became profitable within six

months even though Detroit was in the depths of a recession at the

time. By 1875, his circulation had climbed to 16,C00, more than any

other Detroit newspaper. The News employed more than 600 persons in

1877, including thirteen reporters and editors, twenty-three printers,

114 correspondents, and more than 200 newsboys. In his diary, Scripps

reported yearly profits of $13,000 in 1876, $18,000 in 1877, and

$14,000 for 1878. In comparison, Michigan Supreme Court Justice Thomas

M. Cooley made an annual salary of $9,000 and another $1,000 in

royalties, teaching fees, and related legal work. By 1880, the News'

daily circulation had climbed to nearly 39,000, making it the seventh

largest circulating newspaper in the United States and in 1882, Scripps

could legitimately brag that he had a larger circulation than his old

employer, the Chica o Tribune."

Scripps' secret of success was that he made his newspaper timely,

affordable, and sensational. Late in his life, he wrote, "had I held
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everything down to my own views, I should have produced a good but dull

paper, which I do not doubt I would have made succeed, but which

probably would have not risen much above the dull prossiness of the

Detroit journalism of that day." Instead, his motto was to "cram the

News down everybody's throat." His half-brother E.W. Scripps worked as

a News reporter and city editor during the 1870s and remembered the

paper as "about as wild and reckless a bunch of newspapermen as I have

ever known gathered in one room." He wrote,

The Detroit Evening News was practically the founder of what is
known as "personal journalism." Rich rascals found that, as far
as the reporters of the News were concerned, they were living in
glass houses, and they had no means of protecting themselves from
public exposure. This applied to rich men who were affected with
petty meannesses, so-called respectable men in political office
who were doing wrong, clergymen who had faults that unfitted them
for church service or even decent society, professional men--
doctors, lawyers, and even judges on the bench--who had depended
upon the cloak of their respectability, or position, to cover a
misdeed.12

Detroit was a fitting locale for the Evening News. The city had

experienced an unprecedented crime wave beginning in the 1850s and the

organization of a professional police force in 1865 had only hidden

crime by setting up a system of payoffs and bribes. By the 1870s, the

city had grown from an Indian settlement to a modern, gas-lighted

metropolis of almost 100,000 with all of the problems attendant to a

modern city, which made excellent news for the News. Scripps modeled

his newspaper as the un-elected champion of the common man in Detroit,

the only true warrior against evil. That an honest public servant like

Thomas Cooley might get in the way of the Evening News from time to

time was not a concern of Scripps as long as a better Detroit emerged

from the fray.13
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Cooley's first libel suit, Detroit Post v. McArthur, came to him

in 1868, five years before the News was born. The Detroit Post and

Free Press printed the name of a Detroit man and predicted in several

stories that he would be charged with a serious crime shortly. He

never was. In appealing a trial court judgement of $1,100 in favor of

McArthur, the newspapers admitted the defamatory nature of their

articles but argued that it was a mistake brought about by the

industrialization of the newspaper business. With staffs of editors,

reporters, and writers, no one publisher could approve everything that

appeared in his paper. Cognizant of the economic trend toward

industrialization, Cooley and the high court agreed with the

newspapers' argument to some extent. Writing for the majority, Justice

James Campbell noted "when it appears that the mischief has been done

in spite of precautions, [a publisher] ought to have allowance in his

favor which such carefulness would justify....," especially if the

publisher could prove that everything possible had been done to prevent

a libel. However, Campbell also reminded publishers that "there is no

doubt of the duty of every publisher to see at all hazards that no

libel appear in his paper" and upheld the lower court verdict.14

The McArthur decision stimulated Cooley to organize his thoughts

on the press in the newly developing American industrial society.

Writing in his first text book, Constitutional Limits, which was

published the same year as the McArthur decision, he noted, "the

publisher of a newspaper...though responsible for all the actual damage

which a party may suffer...cannot properly be made liable for exemplary

or vindictive damages, where the article complained of was inserted in
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his paper without his personal knowledge...." Still, he recognized

that the McArthur case did not have all of the elements necessary for

him to remake libel law. At the time, libel damages were based not as

much on the content of the speech but on the amount of harm done to a

person's reputation. It was logical that better known persons such as

public officials had more of a reputation and were therefore entitled

to larger damage awards. No consideration was given to whether the

libel involved private matters or subjects of public concern. At the

same time that he discussed the McArthur decision, Cooley also posited

that the press should be able to "bring any person in authority, any

public corporation or agency, or even the government in all its

departments, to the bar of public opinion" but he had no common law to

validate his point.15

In contrast to the legal profession, James E. Scripps had another

idea about libel. If he was to expose the corruption of Detroit, he

considered libel one of the many costs of running a profitable

newspaper business. Beginning with his first case in 1875, Scripps

routinely recorded his many court appearances, legal meetings,

verdicts, and settlements in what appear to be only minor disruptions

in his diary. By his own account in 1878 and 1879, the last two years

that his diaries have been preserved, Scripps, his newspaper, or one of

his reporters were named in at least ten different libel suits, not

counting appeals or rehearings. That was more than all of the libel

suits heard in Michigan courts in the decade before the Civil War.

Verdicts or settlements ranged from nothing to almost $2,300 but

Scripps apparently did not mind. By 1878, he had become so accustomed

4 6
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to either being sued for libel or becoming a father that he jotted down

"paid judgement in Cavanaugh case $104.10" before he wrote an entry on

the birth of his fifth child.16

The first Scripps libel case to be heard by the Michigan Supreme

Court came in 1875. One of Scripps' star reporters, Robert E. Ross,

had accused Detroit circuit court judge Cornelius J. Reilly of

adultery. Reilly, enraged at what he considered to be an unprovoked

attack upon his character, sued the newspaper for $25,000 and was

awarded a jury verdict of $4,500, a significant amount at the time.

Writing for a not unsympathetic high court, Justice Isaac Marston noted

that the newspaper had produced a "sensational and wholly unjustifiable

article" but still ruled for the paper, noting that it had used "the

very latest and most reliable news" from official public records and

"that on such occasions the same careful scrutiny cannot [be] exercised

that would at others." Cooley considered the decision open and shut

and did not contribute to it. Despite his loss, Reilly continued

harassing Scripps and the publisher finally settled with him in 1878

for $2,500, money Scripps presumably considered another cost of running

his newspaper business."

Scripp's second case developed in 1878 when a reporter for the

competing Detroit Tribune, James E. Tryon, was alleged by the Evening

News to have revealed a confidential source in a story on police

corruption. The News noted, "there is not a patrolman on the force who

does not...condemn the reporter who made public a private

conversation." Tryon sued Scripps for libel, alleging the story hurt

him in his profession. The trial court ruled for the News, holding
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that the charge of breaking a confidential source was not a crime in

Michigan and therefore could not be libelous. Writing for a unanimous

court, Justice James Campbell overturned the lower court verdict and

ruled that a person could be libeled by a claim that was not in itself

criminal. According to Campbell, "the general public to whose

entertainment or instruction all newspapers are supposed to be devoted,

has no concern whatever with the lawful doings and affairs of private

persons." The News vainly argued that a similar spoken accusation had

been found in another case to not be defamatory but Campbell held that

a printed libel was more serious than a spoken slander. At a second

trial, Scripps was ordered to pay Tryon $100.18

That same year, the News was sued by a physician for a story

claiming that he had negligently vaccinated a one-year old child for

scarlet fever, unintentionally killing him in the process. The paper

argued that the doctor's public prominence gave it the right to report

the information, a position Justice Campbell denied in his majority

decision. Campbell held that the doctor was not a public official

because he had volunteered to administer the injection for free and had

no official status. Cooley concurred with the bulk of Campbell's

decision, but renewed his call for lenience toward the press in

reporting public issues. According to Cooley, "there are many cases in

which the public benefits of free discussion are so great that

privilege must be admitted even though individual injury may be

serious." The case went to a third trial before it was ultimately

settled out of court.19

The case Cooley needed to articulate his advanced free discussion
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of public issues philosophy finally appeared in 1881. Ironically,

Atkinson v. Detroit Free Press did not involve the Evening News but

another Detroit newspaper that Cooley admired. The case began when a

Detroit lawyer named John Atkinson filed a libel suit for another

Detroit man accused by the News of murder in 1880. The News was

exonerated in the resulting trial in what it modestly characterized as

a ringing victory for the press. In their glee, the News and the rest

of the Detroit press set out to destroy Atkinson's reputation. When

the Free Press ran a series of articles charging him with fraud and

theft, he sued for libel and won. The jury verdict was appealed on a

variety of technical grounds and the state supreme court upheld it.

Justice James Campbell noted that the article was libelous since it was

not "connected with any matter concerning which it could be regarded as

privileged" and the paper could not prove any of its charges in court

even though the evidence strongly implicated the plaintiff.20

In a lengthy dissent, Justice Cooley sided with the newspaper.

"No doubt [the Free Press] might have used more carefully-guarded

language, and avoided irritating headlines," he admitted, "but in a

case of palpable fraud, which this seemed to be and was, something must

be excused to honest indignation." According to Cooley, it was

Atkinson's "misfortune that it was impossible to deal with the case

without bringing him into the discussion," or in other words, that he

was an involuntary public figure. Cooley wrote,

If such a discussion of a matter of public interest were prima
facie an unlawful act, and the author were obliged to justify
every statement by evidence of its literal truth, the liberty of
public discussion would be unworthy of being named as a privilege
of view....[the Free Press] would have been unworthy of the
confidence and support of commercial men if its conductors had
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shut their eyes to such a transaction.

Although Cooley could not point to any specific precedence for his

opinion, he noted that the principle of open discussion of public ideas

was "embodied in the good sense of the common law, where it has

constituted one of the most important elements in the beneficent growth

and progress of free States."21

Although a dissenting opinion, Atkinson v. Detroit Free Press

became Cooley's most persuasive statement on the First Amendment. It

was the most ringing defense of a free press to emerge from a century

that did not have a strong record favoring free speech. Ultimately, it

was the Atkinson case and Cooley's textbook philosophy that were cited

in a 1908 Kansas libel case, Coleman V. MacLennan, which in turn was

cited by Justice Brennan in Times v. Sullivan. Cooley's effort did not

receive much attention at the time but it did not pass without notice.

A few months later, an editor friend wrote, "your ideas of successful

journalism are essentially those I have always held....[my newspaper]

will be devoted to the highest good of the community and advocate the

right in a dignified but fearless manner."22

Cooley repeated his philosophy in another case the following year,

Miner v. Detroit Post & Tribune. The Post & Tribune accused a

municipal judge of violating judicial ethics by failing to properly

enforce liquor and gambling laws. The judge sued for libel and the

newspaper made what has come to be known in the twentieth century as a

"fair comment" defense, arguing that it was stating a true opinion on a

matter of public interest. The high court disagreed, citing the

newspaper's imputation of "specific moral delinquency" as a claim that
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was provable and therefore more than a simple opinion. Writing for the

majority, Justice Cooley made a distinction between publications "of

grave public concern" and publications discussing gossip and scandal.

To equate both, according to Cooley, was to place "the reckless

libeler...in the same company with respectable and public spirited

journalists." Cooley ordered the case back to the trial court.

Although it seems out of character with the Atkinson decision, Cooley

never intended to give the publishers of idle gossip the same

protections as those he envisioned for public controversies. No doubt

his prejudice was based in part on the excesses of the Detroit Evening

News. In Times v. Sullivan, Justice Brennan failed to make a similar

distinction, perhaps because it was difficult for him to define "idle

gossip," but he did set a limit of outright lying or "reckless

disregard of the truth" in developing his Times standard.23

Cooley was pleased with the Atkinson and Miner decisions. He

wrote fellow Justice Isaac Marston in August 1882, "I think we have got

on the right track at least in libel cases and I am pleased to see that

[new Justice] Shipmann approving heartily the Atkinson and Miner

cases." However, the News remained a concern to him. Based upon his

diaries, he read Detroit's three other dailies but he never mentioned

the News in any of his entries. He avoided the News' reporters

whenever he could as well, providing a late nineteenth-century

equivalent of "no comment" to their questions at one point. His

behavior was reminiscent of the so-called "moral war" that had been

waged by New York City's upper class against James Gordon Bennett's

penny press New York Herald in 1840. Interestingly, Scripps'
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circulation, just as Bennett's, continued to climb during Cooley's

years on the bench. Even though Cooley may not have read the paper, it

was clear that many others of the upper class were doing so, perhaps

out of the public eye.24

Cooley's final libel case on the Michigan Supreme Court occurred

in 1883, revealing more of his disdainful attitude toward the Evening

News in the process. In MacLean v. Scripps, the News accused a

University of Michigan medical professor and one of Cooley's personal

friends of forcing a consensual sexual relationship upon a female

patient. The front-page story appeared under the headline, "Debauchery

and Ruin: The Sad Story of a Crazed Husband and Broken Family, The

Wreck of a Canadian Home Charged to a Michigan University Professor."

The paper wrote, "the good name of (the University of Michigan] is

being seriously compromised" and also accused the professor of sending

love letters to the woman filled with language that "was most

disgusting." There was little evidence in the case beyond the two

accusations but the trial court found for the professor, granting him

$20,000 damages, the largest libel verdict in Michigan history at that

time. In its story on the verdict, the News implied that the jury had

been bribed. A Scripps' biographer later wrote, "as was the case in

other news libel suits, sympathies of people were with the paper and an

immense crowd waited before the court building...until 9 p.m.,

discussing the case and speculating on what the verdict would be. When

the result was announced there were many expressions of disgust."25

The supreme court upheld the case on appeal. With Cooley's

concurrence, Justice James Campbell wrote, "private reputation cannot
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be left exposed to wanton mischief without redress." He held that "a

person may publish falsehoods of another who occupies a position in

which his conduct is open to public scrutiny and criticism, without any

referent to the object to be secured by the publication, is a doctrine

which has no foundation that we have been able to discover." Only

newly elected Justice Thomas Sherwood dissented, noting that Scripps

had shown no signs of malice in his testimony on the witness stand.

Instead, "if the charge was true, the defendant, as editor and

publisher of a paper with 35,000 or 40,000 subscribers had not only the

right, but faithful journalism made it his duty, to publish the facts;

to 'cry aloud and spare not'." Cooley was not pleased with either the

case or the verdict. He noted in his diary, "the libel case of MacLean

& Scripps...came in with a most extraordinary farrago of nonsense in

favor of reversal."26

MacLean was unusual for several ethical reasons. As already

indicated, both Cooley and Campbell were colleagues and friends of the

plaintiff, fellow faculty members of the still relatively small

University of Michigan. As well, former Justice Isaac Marston

represented Scripps before the high court. Cooley wrote in his diary,

Judge Marston in the course of his final address to the jury
took the liberty of drawing comparisons between the manager of the
News and the conductors of other Detroit papers to the prejudice
of the latter; and they were so grossly--I may say grotesquely--
unfounded that they only excited derision. There is quite a
general feeling, I think, among [Judge Marston's] friends that he
made a mistake in engaging in the case at all.

At that same time, MacLean was represented by Justice Campbell's son.

Today, judicial canons would require a judge to recuse himself from

such a case but nineteenth-century judges operated under a less
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stringent ethical code. Marston wrote a letter to Cooley eight days

after the high court verdict complaining about the decision. In his

diary, Cooley noted, "the opinion is certainly not one to do Judge

Campbell credit; but he had the excuse that he prepared it in the night

between 10 & 3. Nobody praises it, and those who like the conclusion

regret that it was not more satisfactorily expressed."27

James E. Scripps was furious with the ruling, especially the

various ethical improprieties, and demanded a rehearing. Cooley wrote

in his diary, "in court through the day. Among the motions was one for

a rehearing in the MacLean v. Scripps; the principle ground being that

Justice Campbell, by whom the opinion was prepared, was the father to

one of the attorneys in the case. In point of law the motion has

nothing whatever in it; but I have always felt the awkwardness of

sitting in cases under such circumstances, and generally have refrained

from doing so." By the consensus of the other justices, Cooley was

asked to review the case. The one-time newspaper editor dismissed

Scripps' contention that Campbell had been prejudiced in his verdict

but recast portions of his hastily written decision. He argued there

were satisfactory "proofs from which the jury might infer that the

publication was made in entire disregard of the plaintiff's rights, and

from interested motives." At the end of his patience with Scripps and

his new form of journalism, he also observed,

No court has gone further than has this in upholding the
privileges of the press, and very few so far. If there has, by
oversight or otherwise, been any failure to recognize and support
them in this case, the court would be prompt to make the
correction on....But there has been no such failure.

In Cooley's mind, there was no doubt that the First Amendment had never

r
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been written to protect James E. Scripps and the Detroit Evening

News.m

Even though Scripps lost the MacLean case, he had an important say

in Justice Cooley's future. Cooley was up for re-election to the high

court in 1885 and as previously indicated, his ties to the state's

Republican party had been tenuous at best in the past. Privately,

Cooley had little love for politicians and thought that supreme court

justices should not to have to run on a political ticket. He noted in

his diary in 1884, "Andrew Campbell, an ambitious farmer living in

Pittsfield, called to see what I thought of his becoming a candidate

for Congress. I sent him to the politicians." Cooley was also angered

in the early 1880s when he surfaced at least twice as a possible

candidate for the U.S. Supreme Court but was passed over as a result of

partisan bickering within the Michigan Congressional delegation.

Although he never confided his true feelings on the matter in his

diary, he held Michigan's Republicans responsible for denying him the

ultimate judicial position in the country.29

His disgust evidenced itself through his selection of DencL.rat

Grover Cleveland in the 1884 presidential election. "I voted for

Cleveland as a protest against public dishonesty," he benignly noted in

his diary. Although he never denied voting for Cleveland, he did not

want the fact publicized for obvious political reasons. Somehow, the

Evening News and the other Detroit papers learned of his defection and

launched an attack on him for his lack of party allegiance. The News

predicted in February 1885, "should the republicans nominate Cooley,

there will be a fair, square fight in this state. It will not be a
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partisan fight in any sense, for Cooley has not been a republican since

1876. He voted for [Democratic candidate Samuel J.] Tilden that year

and Cleveland last year."3°

The News made other personal attacks. In the same February

editorial, it documented what it alleged was favoritism in Cooley's

decisions toward large monopolistic corporations and against the common

man. Another article alleged that he was a prohibitionist, an

unpopular political position among a large immigrant electorate that

had grown up with alcoholic beverages. In an editorial titled "Not a

Question of Motive," Scripps also wrote,

At the close of the famous suit of MacLean against
Scripps...after the supreme court--upol: which sat two fellow
professors of the plaintiff and the father of the plaintiff's
attorney--had refused to open the case again...after Judge
Cooley's friend and fellow professor had received the cash from
his judgment, and after Judge Campbell's son had received a
portion of his contingent fee--in a word, after the robbery had
been consummated...there was but one opinion of the transaction
among the unprejudiced masses of Michigan. The press of the state
almost unanimously condemned the affair as a travesty on justice,
as a disgrace to the courts, an indelible blot upon the highest
court.31

Cooley was disconcerted but not too concerned by the News campaign

against him, especially in light of what he considered to be nearly

twenty years of unselfish service to the state. He briefly considered

resigning, but friends talked him out of it. The day before balloting,

he wrote in his diary,

The election is progress is a very warm one, and so far as I am
concerned has been perfectly unscrupulous from the first. I feel
no confidence in the result, and while most of my friends are
confident there are many fears. One thing is certain: the best
men of the state are supporting me almost to a man; and it is
equally certain that the worst elements of the state are very
active against me.

On election day, the News gloated, "Thomas M. Cooley is being pasted
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unmercifully in almost all sections of the city." The paper's

prediction was prophetically for Cooley lost the election by a margin

of nearly 30,000 votes. After the election, one of his supporters

noted, "the course of wholesale dealing in falsehood and villainy

adopted by the Detroit News did us great damage no doubt."32

Thoroughly disheartened by the repudiation, Cooley resigned from

the high court in September 1885 and never served as a judge again. No

longer needing to restrain his disgust of the News for political

reasons, he gleefully noted in his diary in late July 1885, "a reporter

for the Detroit Evening News called on me for an 'interview' and was

told I was too busy to talk with him." A month later he wrote,

Two newspaper reporters have been after me to ascertain the

truth to reports appearing in [the News]....I told them that

because some scribbler had run to a gossipy paper with a rumor

would be no reason with me for following him there.

Several days later, Cooley personally delivered review copies of a new

book he had written on the history of Michigan. Only one Detroit paper

did not receive a copy, the Evening News.33

Knowing the personal anguish that Cooley felt in the aftermath of

his 1885 electoral defeat, his support of a free press that was echoed

by Justice Brennan in Times v. Sullivan is all the more surprising.

Cooley was not responding to "the increased professionalism of the

press" because journalism had few professional standards in the late-

nineteenth century and, as evidenced in this paper, the Evening News

had even less. Nor was he supportive of the "arrival of popularly

oriented evening newspapers" or "flamboyant journalism." He detested

them, especially the "gossipy" journalism of the Evening News. Rather,

Cooley was trying to accommodate the new profit-motivated commercial
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press of the late nineteenth century into the American tradition of

egalitarianism. In a 1967 Journal of American History essay, Alan

Jones refuted the popular legal notion that Cooley as a "zealous

advocate of the judicial protection of property rights." According to

Jones, "Cooley illustrates in an exceptional way the travails of the

doctrine of equal rights from the age of Jackson to the age of

McKinley....[he is] less the villain of Progressive historiography than

an ironic example of its tenet affirming a vital equalitarian tradition

that stretched from Jefferson to Wilson and beyond." His defense of

the press as a vital element in American democracy came at a personal

price to him, perhaps much the same feeling that the publicity-shy

William Brennan, Jr. has felt over the years since Times v. Sullivan in

the face of his many controversial decisions.34

As previously indicated, Cooley never again served as a judge

following his 1885 defeat. He did not altogether retire from public

service. In 1887, President Grover Cleveland appointed him as the

first chairman of the newly-formed Interstate Commerce Commission.

Although the I.C.C. was a frail, ineffective bureaucracy in its early

years, Cooley acted as an advocate for community self-determination and

anti-monopolism and it became a model for subsequent federal regulatory

agencies. Cooley was optimistic that the I.C.C. would bring the huge

railroad industry under federal control but he was frustrated in his

efforts by a serious of restrictive U.S. Supreme Court rulings,

decisions Cooley could have influenced had he been appointed to the

Court. He resigned after the death of his wife in the early 1890s and

lived his final years at his home in Ann Arbor, Michigan, dying in
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1898. Still, his efforts toward regulation were much in keeping with

his ideals of limited government and equal rights and set a precedence

that was embraced by the I.C.C. and other government agencies when the

Supreme Court reversed itself in the early twentieth century. Today,

federal regulation and a vigorous press, like many other of his other

Constitutional principles, remain elusive goals.35
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"Legal Immunity for Free Speaking": Judge Thomas M. Cooley,
The Detroit Evening News and New York Times v. Sullivan

The United States Supreme Court issued its most important free

expression opinion in March 1964, New York Times v. Sullivan. Scholars

have pointed to various influences for the decision, but one explicitly

cited by its author, Justice William A. Brennan, was Thomas M. Cooley. The

leading American jurist and scholar of his day, Cooley attempted in several

Michigan Supreme Court decisions to acknowledge the modernized,

commercially-motivated late nineteenth-century press yet retain the law's

Jeffersonian-Jacksonian ideal of free public speech. His philosophy was

best summarized when he wrote in 1883, "however damaging it may be to

individuals, there should and must be legal immunity for free speaking, and

that justice and the cause of good government would suffer if it were

otherwise."

Although scholars have amply investigated Cooley's legal thinking,

they have overlooked the historical circumstances that influenced his free

speech philosophy. Most ironic was the 1873 founding of the Detroit

Evening News by James E. Scripps, half-brother of E.W. Scripps. The

Evening News instigated several libel suits that helped Cooley expound his

free expression theories. It also campaigned against Cooley and led to his

defeat for re-election to Michigan's high court in 1885. Notwithstanding

the personal embarrassment he experienced during the campaign, Cooley

argued for the rest of his life that public officials deserved less

protection from libel than private figures, the same position Justice

Brennan adopted some eighty-years later in Times v. Sullivan.
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Abstract

This study examined women's wartime experiences in Journalism to

explore the significance of World War II as a watershed in the history

of women Journalists. Using gender as the category of analysis, the

study approached the war as a discursive field where men and women in

journalism strove to either maintain or contest the masculine code of

professionalism. Trade Journals provided the main source for assessing

the influence of the war on women in Journalism as well as the

contribution of women to Journalism in wartime.

The manpower shortage on the home front brought young women

unprecedented opportunities for entry-level positions in the newsroom.

By 1944 women were shouldering more than half of the journalistic

activities in areas stricken by the manpower crisis. Not only did the

number of women Journalists soar, their professional horizon broadened

in the war years. No longer confined to the women's pages or the

bottom of the professional hierarchy, women journalists stepped into

positions traditionally held by men. Some of them even broke into the

almost exclusively male territory of war correspondence.

The rap:.0 increase of women in wartime challenged the traditional

sex-typing of journalism as a "man's" Job. Devaluation of femininity,

however, preserved men as the standard of professionalism and traits

associated with masculinity as the core of professional identity.

Despite women's wartime progress in the profession, the masculine

orientation of the field severely curtailed the prospect of long-term

improvement in the status of women Journalists. Women were nonetheless

instrumental to the proper functioning of the press under the stress of

war.



The 1940 screwball comedy Ris Girl Friday featured the Rosalind

Russell-Gary Grant duet as Hildy Johnson and Walter Burns. Hildy, a no-

nonsense city reporter, is frustrated with the locker-room misogyny in

the newsroom, but she never demands that it become woman-friendly. She

resolves instead to leave her Job to be a full-time suburban

housewife. She tells Walter, her editor and ex-husband, the reason why

she is quitting: "I'm gonna be a woman, not a newsgetting machine."

With wit and charm, Walter convinces Hildy that a domestic life is not

her calling and wins back his ex-wife as well as leading reporter.

Opting in the end for a tough career rather than comfortable

domesticity, Hildy chooses to sacrifice her womanhood to meet the

masculine standards in her profession and proudly declares, "I'm a

newspaperman.".

In Woman of the Year, 1942, Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy

portrayed Tess Harding and Sam Craig as the dueling couple. A star

wartime political reporter for a major New York City newspaper, Tess is

a woman who would not sacrifice an ounce of her demanding news career

for her role as a wife. In her spare time, she talks to women's groups

about feminism rather than stay home to prepare dinner. Her husband,

Sam, is a sportswriter on the same paper. The night she is to receive

the Woman of the Year Award, Sam walks out on her, retorting acidly,

"I've got the perfect lead, the woman of the year is not a woman at

all!"2

Strong female characters such as Hildy and Tess enlivened movies

of the early 1940s.2 Even in the fantasy world of Hollywood, however,

it was inconceivable to be professional and womanly at the same time in

the male world of Journalism. The term "woman Journalist" was indeed

1



an oxymoron. Both Hildy's assertion and Sam's emotional one-line

outburst captured the complex tension between gender and professional

identity that surfaced in Journalism during World War II.

Journalism was traditionally considered a male enterprise. The

ideal Journalist was distinguished by flexibility to work late evening

shifts, perseverance to meet daily deadlines, aggressiveness to get

scoops, courage to cover gruesome crime scenes, and sophistication to

understand government bureaucracy. All qualities culminated in the

professional ethos of "coolness under fire."4 Identified with

masculinity, these characteristics appeared antithetical to the

stereotype of women as docile, naive, timid, weak, and flighty.

Working on women's pages was the only Journalistic activity deemed

compatible with traditional ideas of femininity. Extending women's

primary social function in the private sphere, women Journalists wrote

about food preparation, home decoration, child care, personal

relationships, social life, etc. Even when they branched out of the

women's department, women journalists often distinguished themselves

with the feminine point of view that uncovered the human interest side

of hard news. Conceived overall as a "man's" Job, Journalism was not

regarded as a field suitable for women.

World War II is a historical point of gender disruption that

allows one to question the sex-typing of journalism that reflected the

seemingly natural and immutable differences between men and women.

Comprehensive texts often characterize World War II as a brief boom

period for women in Journalism but fail to investigate whether the war

was truly a watershed for them." Attempts to focus on the significance

of the war from the perspective of women tend to celebrate the

2
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achievements of a few notable female war correspondents.' With a

mission to show that women were as professional as men in reporting the

war, these accounts reflect and reinforce the assumption that men were

the standard of journalistic excellence. Both the home-front and the

war-front approaches thus failed to grasp the gender implications of

the wartime experiences of women in journalism.

This study approaches the war as a discursive field where gender

intertwines with professional identity. For men and women in

journalism, another war front opened in their struggles to either

contest or maintain the masculine terms that defined the profession.

To illuminate the hidden code of gender in the conception of

professional standards, trade Journals in the war years were screened

to assess the news industry's reaction to the manpower crisis and the

ensuing influx of women. Discussions on these issues appeared

consistently in Editor & Publisher but graced the pages of The Guild

Reporter only occasionally. The Newspaper Guild remained mostly

concerned with labor issues such as strikes, contract negotiations, and

the spirit of guild members. This study's focus on gender should not

obscure its goal to explore the meaning of the war to women in

journalism as well as the significance of women to journalism in

wartime.

"U. S. AT WAR !" Big headlines in newspapers across the country

announced the coming of World War II to America on December 8, 1941.

War was great news to the news industry; war created a wealth of



stories and increased the public's demand for information. Preoccupied

with mirroring the exciting world at war, newspapers at first did not

see themselves in that very world they reflected. Journalism, a

profession in which men occupied 75 percent of all reporting and

editing positions according to the 1940 U. S. Census, found itself in

dismay at the manpower shortage. Only a year into the war, Kenneth E.

Olsen, dean of the Medill School of Journalism at the University of

Wisconsin, estimated that daily newspapers would have more than 6,300

vacancies in all departments within the next six months.' Alarmingly,

the news industry had no replacement prospects.

In July, 1942, the War Manpower Commission in charge of the

national mubilization declared newspapers as one of thirty-five

"essential activities" eligible for occupational deferments. The

industry lobbied for a broad coverage of deferment. Editor & Publisher

rallied publishers to "demonstrate very definitely that the removal of

any given man from his job would cause a serious loss of

effectiveness."° Much to the chagrin of the industry, however, the

commission extended draft deferments to only four categories of

journalistic jobs: managing editors, news editors, foreign

correspondents, and photographers.'

In the early stage of the manpower crisis, newspapers relied on

draft deferments as their major coping strategy although they

contradicted the national war effort that the press was helping to

mobilize. While papers were devoting advertising space to aid in the

recruiting of women war workers, the selling of war bonds, blood

donation drives, and various programs to help win the war, Editor &

Publisher endorsed deferment claims as "altogether proper and
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legitimate."2° Ironically, the ideal of masculinity championed by the

profession undermined the deferment strategy. Journalists were eager

to answer the manly call of patriotic duty. Some of them resented

employers' claims for deferred service status.11 Many volunteered to

serve in all ranks from officer to private. By February, 1943, no less

than 25,000 newspaper employees were under arms or in essential war

activities.12

As the United States got deeper into the war, the manpower drain

became more and more devastating to newspapers, and deferment claims

could no longer solve the problem. Isaac Gershman, general manager of

the City News Bureau of Chicago, illuminated the crisis in February,

1943. "Since a little more than a year ago we have lost more than

eighty men, a turnover rate of 200 percent," he said. "To one

newspaper alone, we lost eleven men in a group. So we decided to take

girls."12

The course of history showed that women provided society with a

flexible supply of labor. The war years were no exception." To help

with the nation's war effort, 6.2 millions women left their homes to

take the jobs men left behind.15 During the war, the employment rate

of women rose from 17.6 percent to 37 percent." Most women moved into

blue-collar work, particularly in the booming war industries. Except

in the federal government', women did not expand their employment

opportunities in white-collar sectors.

Even in the wartime exigency, the news industry was reluctant to

tap the female labor force to solve the manpower problem. In 1940,

women already constituted 25 percent of the nation's editors and

reporters. Increasing the number of women would further threaten the
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tradition of male dominance in the profession. A higher visibility of

women would also contradict the masculinity of the newsman's job.

Employers resisted the hiring of women until it clearly became the

last resort. In the first year of the war, Cleveland newspapers lost

three hundred men to draft calls, but women did not move into the

editorial rooms of newspapers such as Cleveland Press, Cleveland News,

and The Plain Dealer. Men in clerical positions were advanced to fill

vacancies in reporting and editing, while women were hired to take

their places." Employers were so reluctant to hire women that they

zealously recruited men formerly considered unqualified. Columns and

columns of want ads for draft-exempt or service-discharged men appeared

in Editor & Publisher. "Those too old or too young for the draft,"

recalled Nan Robertson, reporter of The New York Times, "functional

alcoholics, semi-incompetents, or men who have been judged not

physically fit for the military" filled vacancies in the newsroom."

To uphold the masculine image of the profession, even this group

of marginally qualified men seemed attractive to employers, who assumed

that maleness naturally ensured masculinity. Some employers, however,

found the tradition of a family wage for the male worker too

expensive. Under the uncertainty of wartime economy, the lower wages

of women sometimes outweighed bias toward men. Alerted of several

instances in which newspapers refused men employment, Editor k

Publisher urged employers to do their best to meet the required pay of

these men based on their age, experience, and "material

responsibility."19

Not only did most employers resist hiring women, their male staffs

resented working with women. In October, 1942, a feature story on
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women new to the field in Time magazine revealed the less than amicable

attitudes of male old timers in the newsroom toward female rookies.2°

Since the war started, William L. Ayers, the "fat-faced, bull-necked,

roughshod" managing editor of the Chicago Journal of Commerce, had been

dreading the imminent necessity of hiring women. With his all-male

copy desk depleted by draft calls the previous month, the time had

come. No one, least of all his "cryptic, cigar-chewing" day-side

editor, Sid Forbes, had ever heard of a female copyreader. Forbes did

not even like to think of one. The rest of the Journal staff, strong

men all according to the Time article, turned pale at the idea of

having women around in the newsroom. After a month, "the swellest

hennery in town," as Ayers called his short-lived all feme.le copy desk,

was replaced by men.

Time reported that the women left the newspaper because they could

not distinguish facts from fabrications inserted in the copies by their

male colleagues. The oversights of the female copy editors were

reprinted in the magazine supposedly to amuse readers. It was clear

that the article meant to validate the professional bias that women

simply did not have what it took to be a good Journalist.

Inadvertently though the story shed light on the intolerance of women

in the masculine newsroom culture.

Despite the strong resistance of men, hiring women soon became

imperative as the small pool of men ran out. The manpower drain hit

small dailies and weeklies much harder than metropolitan newspapers.

Because of their limited financial resources compared to large

publications, small papers before the war were already working with as

small staffs as possible. To fill the vacancies, they had to compete
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not only with the booming war industries, but also with the

metropolitan papers, which drew on the reservoir of small newspaper

personnel to fill gaps.21 The so called "institutional advertising" of

great corporations in the war years benefited large publications much

more than the struggling small papers.22 Unable to afford competitive

pay, their existing staff as well as prospective replacements could

easily be lured away to metropolitan newsrooms and war plants. The

stress of war forced some to suspend publication.22

The dire situation of smaller papers pushed the news industry to

develop a replacement pool of women, especially young and inexperienced

women, who could provide cheaper labor. In April, 1943, the American

Newspaper Publishers Association started a campaign to recruit young

women. Letters, interviews and advertisements encouraged graduating

female high school students to take short training courses. To lure

them away from the more lucrative Jobs in the booming war industry, the

news industry offered rare opportunities of entry into the field and

long-term prospects as incentives. "It seems altogether likely that

young women who break into newspaper work during the war will find a

good many opportunities for permanent jobs and at rates of pay

comparable with those of the men the are filling."24 Opening the

newsroom to women, however, was clearly an emergency measure. The

effort to encourage young women to enter journalism was to last only

for the duration.25

Echoing the news industry's effort to recruit young women, in

Bepteober, 1943, the Federation of Business and Professional Women's

Clubs announced that now at last came the chance for women to get that

newspaper Job they had been dreaming about. "Now that the bright young
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men who formerly were favored with most of the beginners' jobs have

gone off to war," an article in Independent Women reported, "editors

are turning to the bright young gals."2' Even the big metropolitan

newspapers were beginning to open to women "the usually closely guarded

portals of the city room."27 Apparently with a couple of years'

experience on a small town or college newspaper, a young woman could

move into a position in the city room at a minimum of $28 per week,

with a $5 increase after a year.

The manpower shortage indeed provided young women with

unprecedented opportunities for entry-level positions ranging from news

to production. In 1943, eighteen-year-old Marilyn Nesbitt became the

first woman to cover the Board of Trade Activities for Kansas City Star

in its seventy-four year h1story.2° At The New Orlean Times Picayune,

four women now ran and checked proofs nightly.2° Even The New York

Herald Tribune bowed to wartime necessity and hired two copy girls.

Janet Lester and Florence Birmingham became the first women to work in

the newspapers's city room since World War 1.2° Women of color, if

persistent enough, might overcome the double bind of gender and race to

break into the mainstream press. The San Diego Union and Tribune Sun

boasted of having probably the first Chinese copy girl in the country.

After a stab at aircraft work, Lin Lyang attempted to enter newspaper

work. On her eleventh visit to the managing editor's office, she was

finally put on the payroll in August, 1942.31.

Deep-rooted bias against women persisted in the mobilization of

women in journalism. Femininity was a disadvantage in a profession

that valued masculine traits embodied by the objective, persistent,

bold, aggressive, and competitive Journalist. Many editors and
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publishers simply believed that "women make lousy reporters," as George

Minot, managing editor of The Boston Herald, said to Ann Hicks when she

graduated from the Columbia University School of Journalism with honors

in 1940.32 In the 1943 meeting of the Inland Daily Press.Association,

Isaac Gershman, general manager of the City News Bureau of Chicago,

advised his colleagues: "We found that in hiring girls we must be twice

as careful in selecting them as we would in selecting a man."'

Although he was pleased at the progress of his copy girls, W. D. "Bill"

Chandler, acting editor of The San Francisco Chronicle, maintained that

"it is more difficult to put a woman in a spot than it is to have a man

take over because the average woman doesn't look upon newspaper work as

a life-time career as a man does."34

Assumptions based on sexual stereotypes confronted the young women

entering Journalism. In training, a woman had to demonstrate that she

was not of those "girls" who "did not work well in a group, those

having pretty jealousies, and those denanding unwarranted promotions or

privileges" in the words of Isaac Gershman.35 Although editors needed

them to cope with the shortage of manpower, they also harbored serious

doubts about the competence of women. Gershman, for example, devised a

quality check for his female Job candidates. They were given test

assignments during which their supervisors could closely observe them.

Besides news stories, each had to strive for a satisfactory written

report on her "attitude, personality, and ability to adapt herself,

both to people and to working conditions." Editors at The Chicago

Journal of Commerce tested their new female copy editors with fake wire

stories to see if they could distinguish facts from fabrication."

None of these extra demands were made of the small and precious pool of

men available.
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To ease the burden on editors and publishers of "the slow and

sometimes painful process of training inexperienced women,"3° the

National Council on Professional Education for Journalism developed

wartime programs specifically for female high school graduates.

Journalism schools in Northwestern, Syracuse, and Boston offered short

courses ranging from six to twelve months. This undertaking to enlarge

the replacement pool of women encountered criticism from men who sought

to capitalize on the manpower dra1n.39 Editor & Publisher reassured

them that the women would not threaten their wartime opportunities.

"None of the deans of the three schools mentioned believed that a six-

month short course to high school girl graduates can produce people

competent enough to hold a metropolitan desk or street job."'" The

program aimed only to train them in the fundamentals of writing and

editing for $25 per week entry-level positions in order to rescue small

publications from suspension. A 1944 national survey indicated that

women were shouldering more than half of the Journalistic

responsibility in areas stricken by manpower shortage.43-

Discrimination, however, did not subside with the influx of women

into Journalism. Throughout the war years wilen women were advancing in

the field, their male colleagues vigilantly patrolled the borders of

their privileged positions in the professional hierarchy. The all-male

National Press Club continued to exclude women. Women Journalists had

no access to speeches given by officials in the men's club. The

Overseas Writers, made up of men who had experience working abroad,

refused women membership. Paying the same dues as men, women in the

White House Correspondents Association were nonetheless barred from its

annual dinner. In 1944, they filed a formal protest with the
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association, but to no avail.42

Far from eroding the opportunities for men, the influx of women

into journalism boosted men's market value. Some editors maintained

that they could not use women on night shifts and that there was an

even higher demand for men to relieve the problem created by too many

women on their staff.'" Although the editorial staff of The San

Francisco Chroniclg "as switching from young men to young women, editor

Bill Chandler said that "it has been necessary to hire a few older

experienced men to serve as a nucleus on the staff."44

In addition to opening the profession to young women with

journalistic ambition, the manpower drain also presented career

opportunities for women who were already in the field. It was a day of

Jubilation when members of the National Federation of Press Women

gathered on July 28, 1944, to assess the positive influence of the war

on women's news careers. Speakers declared that Journalism was no

longer a "no-woman's" land. Presenting a national survey on the place

of women in wartime journalism, [Miss] Joe Baumgartner, chair of the

annual writing contest of the National Federation of Press Women, said,

"the war has been and is at the present time instrumental in elevating

women in contemporary journalism to kaleidoscopic heights. The wartime

manpower shortage has enabled women to step into positions never before

visualized."'"

No longer confined to the women's pages or the tottom of the

professional hierarchy, women Journalists achieved breakthroughs both

on the war front and the home front. The 1944 nationwide writers'

contest sponsored by the Federation of Press Women indicated the

broadening of women's journalistic activities. In the past when
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women's pages were the major Journalistic medium of expression for

women, the women's department generated most of the entries in the

contest. In 1944, they received no entries from the classification of

women's pages."

A 1943 survey by the University of Oklahoma School of Journalism

showed that more than ninety-two women were editing newspapers or

filling other executive positions on Oklahoma newspapers, spots

ordinarily handled by men.4' Before the war, the United Press bureau

in Washington, D. C., had only one woman; in 1944, the bureau had

eleven women on beats and eight others in the office.'" In the Senate

and House press galleries, the number of women increased from thirty-

three in 1949 to seventy-four in 1943.49 Whereas only three or four

women used to cover presidential press conferences, among the four

hundred reporters accredited in 1944, thirty-three were women.5°

On the home front, the number of women in Journalism reached a

critical mass in the manpower crisis to cast doubt on the traditional

sex-typing of the profession. If journalism was truly a man's job, how

could so many women became competent Journalists? The wartime increase

and advancement of women pres nted a serious challenge to the masculine

image of the profession. After all it was a male persona that

represented the prototype of a Journalist: the hard-boiled, street-

wise, cigar-chewing, beer-drinking, and card-playing news junkie.

Here feminist theorist Marilyn Frye's analysis of male chauvinism

helps to understand how the contradiction of women doing men's jobs in
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Journalism was resolved. Frye points out that in a situation where a

man is confronted with a woman's abilities, he performs a "perceptual

flip" to block out the fact that she is female. By seeing her as "one

of the boys," he avoids acknowledging her abilities as a woman.'

In the same vein, to stabilize the fusion of masculinity and

professional identity, women in journalism had to be defeminized into

"newsgetting machines." In the mobilization of womanpower in wartime

Journalism, the professional tenet was that "a girl can do a man's job

if she is trained and treated Just like a man."°2 At The San Francisco

Chronicle, editor Bill Chandler took pride in turning girls into "copy

boys."'" "Good morning, gentlemen," opened most Washington press

conferences, with women constituting sometimes nearly half of the

audience."' "You write like a man" was the highest compliment a woman

could strive for in the newsroom. Reinforcing the reporting and

writing styles established by men as the standard of Journalistic

proficiency, the compliment also exerted pressure on women to conceal

their sex. When writing a "real honest-to-God he-man story," Ruth

Cowan, war correspondent of the Associated Press became "R. Baldwin

Cowan." Sylvia Porter had to by-line her financial news stories "S.

F. Porter" when she joined The New York Post in 1942.'6 Professional

wisdom had it that a woman's by-line would undermine the writer's

authority and credibility. The disregard of the gender of women

Journalists served to discredit the possibility that one could be

womanly and professional at the same time.

Countering the vigorous denial of their gender, women Journalists

on the home front began to understand womanhood as a central part of

their professional identity. In a 1944 interview, Mary Hornaday, staff
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correspondent of The Christine Science Monitor, brought attention to

the detriment women suffered in the masculine professional culture that

made invisible their gender and hence their special contribution to

Journalism. Earlier in her career, she took the "you write like a man"

remark as a compliment. Now she was cautious about embracing the

implicit degradation of women and the equation of male value to

Journalistic excellence.

Eve Curie, I remind myself, does not "write like a man." Anne
O'Hare McCormick does not "write like a man." Women, they have
shown, can have the same firmness and conciseness of expression
that man-directed newspapers have long fostered and still
contribute a new note of sympathy and compassion they have long
expressed in family life the world over...women have within them
a special faculty for convincing editors and the public Mat it
doesn't take a scare or a fight to make a headline.'

No longer internalizing the masculine standards in the profession,

Hornaday asserted that "newspaperwomen contributed a special quality to

news writing that is rare among men."

Hornaday's awareness made her realize that although there was no

official discrimination against women journalists, there were

nonetheless subtle prejudices that each individual woman must

eliminate. In July, 1944, Editor (5( Publisher published a feature on

her as an outstanding Washington correspondent. She turned the

interview into a chance to protest against the lingering barriers

against women as well as the seemingly innocuous disparagement. The

term "paper dolls" had came into fashion to describe women journalists

as their number soared in the manpower shortage. Annoyed by the

belittling connotations, she said "it only proved that most men are

'too damned dumb' to hire smart newspaper women.'

Connecting gender to their professional identity as Hornaday did

often made the difference as to whether women journalists felt outraged
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by what would be considered discrimination today. Once they dared

assert their gender, they stopped conforming to the male majority and

demanded the profession accommodate their differences. In 1943, women

of the Washington Press Corps lobbied powerfully for "a power room" in

the Capitol. In addition, they denounced the social gatherings where

journalists made news contacts as "stag affairs" that hampered women's

ability to gather news."

Besides articulation of their indignation, women journalists

expressed through attire their demand to be recognized as professional

as they were womanly. While the older generation of newspaperwomen

dressed in a more masculine style, the younger generation advancing in

the war years did not shy away from feminine decor. Veteran

correspondents such as Marie Manning Gasch of the International News

Service and Martha Strayer of The Washington Daily News went to work in

"mannish suits and flat-heeled shoes."° Younger correspondents such

as Mary Hornaday of The Christian Science Monitor and Ann Cottrell of

The New York Herald Tribune wore "not too severely tailored clothes and

becoming hats."'i Deviating even further from the masculine dress

code, Lee Carson of the International News Service wore "dressy

clothes, high-heeled shoes, theatrical hair-do's and liquid make-up

that gives her face a mask-like appearance resembling that of a

Balinese dancer."'2 Sporting a siren look, she was the epitome of the

women's audacity to insist that femininity not be compromised in a male

dominated profession. The feminine styles of women journalists made a

mockery of the masculine image of the profession as well as a powerful

statement that they could do a man's job and still looked like women.
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The dissonance between femininity and Journalism appeared even

more salient on the war front. The masculine traits valued in the

profession culminated in the image of the roaming foreign correspondent

in a trench coat, the intrepid lone ranger chronicling the intrigue of

international politics. More than any other area of reporting, foreign

correspondence was a male monopoly. In time of peace, the field marked

the pinnacle of professional prestige. The title denoted "superior

Journalistic skills, broad knowledge of intricate subjects, facility

with languages, ingenuity at handling unexpected obstacles blocking the

gathering of news."" In time of war, the field paved an expressway to

stardom. The war correspondent, in addition to journalistic

proficiency, commanded "physical courage and incredible stamina to

withstand the constant threat of personal destruction; mental courage

to witness rampant brutality and injustice, yet report the facts

without fear, prejudice, or distortion.""

Among male war correspondents, traits associated with masculinity

such as bravery, fortitude, adventurousness, etc. were encouraged and

rewarcried. Proud newsmen in decorated uniform graced the covers of the

wartime issues of Quill, a magazine published by the fraternity of men

in Journalism. Trade publications such as The Guild Reporter and

EditQr & Publisher celebrated the valor of male correspondents. For

example, Leo S. Disher, war correspondent of the United Press, won the

Purple Heart in April, 1943, for "extraordinary heroism, great devotion

to duty, meritorious public service for his conduct during the attack

on Oran."G5 "Disher was wounded fifteen times," Editor & Publisher

reported, "but swam ashore to dictate eye-witness story to another U.

P. man in Oran Hospital." Parachuted to a jungle from an Army bomber
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in a storm, Vern Hangland of the Associated Press miraculously survived

a forty-three-day ordeal of exposure, starvation, and fever. He was

decorated for "devotion to duty and fortitude."'

The masculine domain nonetheless attracted women Journalists.

Professionally, war correspondence offered opportunities to prove

themselves, and many went to the front for the "big story."2

Personally, it promised exotic adventures as well as the excitement of

pioneering in a no-woman's land. In a 1941 interview, Eleanor Packard

of the United Press reminisced about "the funny little Moslem hotel

where the chamber maids wear harem trousers," the villa in Madrid where

she and other correspondents "munched Spanish omelets made into

sandwiches and drank rioJa vino tinto squirted into our mouths from

goatskin botas."'2 Dressed in "a Yugoslav coat, Rumanian hat,

Hungarian boots," Sonia Tomara of The New York Herald Tribune had her

photograph taken in Istanbul." 1,ife photographer Margaret Bourke-

White used to picture herself "doing all the things that women never

do."71 When she became the first woman correspondent to go on a combat

mission in January, 1943, she wrote during the bombing raid: "I was the

first woman ever to be allowed such a privilege. I was very proud."2

This group of women journalists characterized in Independent Woman

as "adventurous, audacious, resourceful, and impervious to the danger

surrounding to them" finally broke into the male-dominated terrain of

war correspondence in World War II." In World War I, the U. S. Army

had refused to accredit women correspondents. Through sheer

persistence, 127 women won accreditation from the War Department, which

accredited a total of seventeen hundred war correspondents."'
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The field of war correspondence was immune from the manpower

shortage that affected other branches of journalism because draft

deferments covered foreign correspondents. Without a demand for their

service, women had to bank on their gender to enter the field. They

got the chance to cover the theaters of war with strings attached

they were there to provide a "woman's point of view." In August, 1942,

Marjorie Avery, woman's editor of The Detroit Free Press, won her

overseas assignment to cover the war for the Knight Newspapers. "She

leaves the international politics and fighting to the experts," editor

& Publi,sher reported, "and dwells on the homely little subjects that

are of interest to the women--and the men, too--at home.""5 For some,

.the feminine vantage point turned out to be a restraint on their

journalistic careers. Ruth Cowan, war correspondent for the Associated

Press, recalled, "I always had to worry about the women's angle, but

that was not the real story. I was after the real story. A women's

angle would be covering nurses, covering hospitalization, covering

whatever civilian things would carry over into the military, covering

the food, but not covering the fighting, the battles, not going in when

they planned what kind of a move they would make."'

The blessings of femininity that helped women break into the ranks

of war correspondents became a curse in the theaters of war. Military

officials imposed on women Journalists traditional ideas of femininity

to Justify differential treatment of male and female correspondents.

Women Journalists were perceived as the weaker sex and paradoxically

the dangerous siren. "In a combat situation," Margaret Bourke-White

noted, "men tend to overprotect"97 To shield them from unpredictable

attacks, the Army sent women correspondents to the war front by sea in
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convoys while their male colleagues flew. The nice safe way backfired

when Margaret Bourke-White went to the African front in 1942.

Expressing her frustration in a humorous tone, Bourke-White wrote: "The

upshot of that was that those who flew---and this included most of the

brass---stepped out on the African continent with their feet dry. I

had to row part of the way."'" Her ship was torpedoed. In a war zone,

a women correspondent had to be accompanied by an officer of no lesser

rank than lieutenant. The moment she wondered off her billet without

the escort, she immediately violated the Army regulation and could be

disaccredited."

The Army banned women correspondents from covering combat,

maintaining that the very presence of women up front where men were

doing dangerous work would be so distracting that they would be

careless and have accidents." Helen Kirkpatrick, war correspondent of

The Chicago Daily News, remembered being the only one left to hold the

fort in the newspaper's Paris bureau: "I suppose if I hadn't been (a

woman], I might have been assigned to cover the landings in Normandy,

but the men were all there."91 To restrict the women's access to

combat news, the Army ruled that they could go nn closer to the front

lines than did the Women's Army Corps or Army nurses." Ironically

sometimes the hospitals where the women were billeted were as much as

forty miles closer to the front than the comfortable press camps the

Army set up for male correspondents. To the chagrin of their male

colleagues, the women managed to scoop them despite their

disadvantages."

Compared to the home front, the dilemma of femininity on the war

front cut in an opposite direction. While the mass of women
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Journalists on the home front were defeminized, the small number of

women on the war front were overfeminized. Through accentuation of

their gender, the challenge they presented to the masculinity of the

field was neutralized. Imposing traditional ideas of femininity on

women war correspondents kept them contained in the margin of war

correspondence and therefore preserved the potent masculinity of the

terrain. Under the strong emphasis on gender difference, women war

correspondents strove to meet the masculine standards to prove that

they were no different from their male colleagues. They asked no

preferential treatments and avoided exceptional notice."' In the

European theater, Iris Carpenter of The._121.sto_n_alolga Lee Carson of the

International News Service, and Ann Stringer of the United Press asked

no favors, dug their own foxholes, and took front-line life without

complaint." Looking back at her wartime experiences, Helen

Kirkpatrick felt that sometimes she overdid it and came across tougher

than the men."

In contrast to women Journalists on the home front who were

asserting their femininity, women war correspondents had to disregard

their gender. Without contextualizing their experiences, Lilya Wagner

argued that based on her interviews with women war correspondents,

gender was not as influential in shaping their careers as assumed." A

further inquiry into the tension between gender and professional

identity reveals the danger of taking experience as evidence." The

women correspondents who internalized the masculine code of

Journalistic proficiency were not likely to conceive of their

experiences on the war front in terms of their gender. Some of them

resented the mark of gender in the title "women" war correspondents and
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thought of themselves as "war correspondents," period." Emphatically

denying that gender was a factor in her Journalistic career, Helen

Kirkpatrick took pride in being Just "one of the guys." Asked if she

brought a feminine perspective to her reporting, she replied, "I didn't

see there was any difference."" At a later point in the same

interview, however, she acknowledged her frustration with not being

able to cover combat news as her male colleagues. The contradiction

between her self perception and her own account of experiences could be

seen as an illustration of how women war correspondents coped in the

male dominated world on the front by disengaging gender from their

professional identity.

The World War II manpower shortage in journalism did create career

opportunities for women. According to census figures, the number of

women editors and reporters almost doubled from 14,750 in 1940 to

28,500 in 1950. The percentage of women in the field increased from

25.3 percent to 32 percent in the war decade. As much as women

capitalized on the manpower crisis, however, the masculine orientation

of the profession curtailed their long-term progress. Draft deferments

extended to key editorial positions protected men in the top niches of

the professional hierarchy. The scarcity of manpower boosted the

market value of the small pool of available men who had previous

experience. Unable to compete with other men in peacetime, they moved

in wartime from the margin to positions supervising inexperienced women
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and to metropolitan newspapers, which had the financial resources to

avoid the last resort to young women's cheaper labor.

The flexible and affordable labor of young women was instrumental

to the proper functioning of the press under the stress of the war.

They were especially significant to the survival of small newspapers

stricken hard by the draft and by competition with lucrative war

industries. In terms of vertical distribution, young women moved into

the bottom of the professional hierarchy; in terms of horizontal

distribution, they tended to concentrate in small publications rather

than large metropolitan papers, which provided higher pay and prestige.

In developing the replacement pool composed of young women, the

profession did not radically depart from tradition. It had long been

acceptable for young women to have a brief career in journalism before

they married. The expectation that these young women would soon leave

the newsroom to get married also complemented the anticipated postwar

restoration of male dominance in Journalism. To protect the newsmen

drafted, the Newspaper Guild fought to include in contracts military

clauses that guaranteed returning servicemen their same positions or

comparable ones without diminution in pay.'

For women who were already in the field, the war enabled them to

break out of the women's pages where they were usually relegated

regardless of their interests and abilities. Contemplating the long-

term influence of the war in the 1944 conference of the National

Federation of Press Women, Joe Baumgartner wondered, "Could it be that

women's sections of papers will eventually disappear, leaving the

society section, always popular from a social news angle, to exist on

its own, with other women's activities integrated into the news or
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editorial styles of presentation?"2 The wartime euphoria, however,

dissipated with the postwar expansion of women's pages. Not until the

late 1960s would women's pages be transformed into today's unisex

lifestyle sections.

The manipulation of femininity also mitigated the challenge women

presented to the masculine orientation of the profession.

Defeminization resolved the contradiction of a large number of women

doing what were considered men's Jobs. Perceiving these women as she-

men served to preserve men as the standard of professionalism and

traits associated with masculinity as the core of professional

identity. On the other hand, overfeminization minimized the threat

posed by the relatively few women in the theaters of war, where

masculinity was valorized. The traditional perception of women as the

weaker sex justified the sexual division of labor in war

correspondence. Men covered the military actions, which were regarded

as hard news and hot news; women covered civilian effort, soft news.

These mechanisms succeeded in containing the wartime breakthrough

women achieved so that the overall male dominance in journalism

survived the manpower crisis. In 1950, American Society of Newspaper

Editors, the most prestigious professional organization, listed only

five women among its more than five hundred members. Rebecca F. Gross,

editor of The Lock Haven in Pennsylvania and one of the women members

of ASNE, noted that prejudice against women as editors and executives

existed on many larger newspapers. Journalism suffered from such

prejudice that led to the loss of women in the readership of

newspapers. "The interests of the women were neglected for years," she
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observed, "and even yet there are few newspaper staffs not

predominantly masculine."'"

Finally, the story of women in Journalism may suggest a pattern in

how women working in male-dominated fields conceptualize their

professional identity. Pioneers such as women war correspondents and

the older generation of women Journalists tended to internalize the

masculine code of professionalism and consign femininity to the

periphery of their professional identity. When they reached a critical

mass like the women Journalists on the home front, they started to

question the validity of the masculine standan.i.s. Once skepticism turn

into subversive challenges, gender became a central part of their

professional identity.
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Many scholars and meMbers of the public believ- that the

Watergate scandal ushered in a new era of investigative

reporting. After Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein of the

Washington Post helped bring down a president, this argument

contends, journalists became much more aggressive and more

willing to question the government's official explanation of

events.

Scholars and observers have seen the 1975 exposés of the

intelligence community as quintessential examples of this new

spirit among journalists. Stories like Seymour Hersh's

revelations of CIA domestic spying and Jack Anderson's

disclosure of a secret CIA mission to raise a sunken

submarine have been cited as examples of the media's

unrestrained pursuit of political scandals after Nixon's

resignation.'

But careful examination of newspaper, newsmagazine, and

television coverage of the intelligence community during the

Ford administration demonstrates that the post-Watergate

press was often deferential to the executive branch and

willing to censor itself at presidential request. As Michael

Schudson has contended in his recent book, Watergate in

American Memory, the image of a uniformly aggressive press

after Watergate is largely a myth.2

This study uses the media's reporting on the

intelligence community in 1975 to demonstrate that there were

distinct limits to the "adversarial" nature of post-Watergate

journalism. Some reporters did try to pull the veil of
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secrecy from the national security state. But many other

journalists, acutely aware of their role in bringing down

President Nixon, were afraid of the potential costs to the

country and to their own profession if they continued to

attack the government. As a few unusual reporters tried to

push the media to adopt an even more adversarial and

aggressive stance, other journalists began to call for a

return to a more "responsible," objective press a press

that respected and tried to stabilize the weakened national

institutions.

Even before the Watergate scandal erupted, some

neoconservative intellectuals argued that the press was

becoming much more adversarial toward the government. The

rise of investigative reporting in the late 1960s, the

increasingly critical tone of media coverage of the war in

vietnam after the Tet Offensive in 1968, and the spread of

alternative or advocacy journalism caused many intellectuals

to worry that the media was becoming too much of an

independent force in American politics.

Daniel Hallin has called this argument the "oppositional

media thesis."3 Advocates of this thesis claimed that the

"imperial media" had begun in the late 1960s and early 1970$

to question all political authority.4 For example, in an

important 1971 article in cQmmantary, Daniel Pe.trick Moynihan

claimed that the press had grown "more and more influenced by

attitudes genuinely hostile to American society and American
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government." If the "culture of disparagement" did ncit end,

he predicted, American democracy would be endangered.5

These complaints in prestigious opinion journals

increased during the Watergate scandal. The prominent role

of the Washington Post in advancing the Watergate story

later mythologized in the book and movie All the president's

Men caused some pundits to worry that the press was

becoming too powerful. In 1974, for example, Paul Weaver

charged that the new aggressiveness in journalism represented

"an incipient retreat ... from the entire liberal tradition

of American journalism and the system of liberal democracy

which it has fostered and served." Similar complaints

continued even though, as scholars have noted, the media's

role in exposing Watergate was not nearly as great as many

critics and supporters believed.7

Many meMbers of the general public also seemed uneasy

about the media's alleged responsibility for bringing down a

president. In June 1973, one-third of the American people

said they agreed with Vice President Agnew's charges that the

liberal press was out to get President Nixon.8 Shortly after

Nixon's resignation, one angry reader, typical of many

Americans who believed that the press had grown too powerful

and too adversarial, asked the editor of the Washington Post:

"Now that the Post has dispatched Richard Nixon with one-

sided journalism, what new crusade will the Post undertake?"

Many Americans were "honestly fearful" of the media's power

,21
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because they knew that journalists had become "wholly

unaccountable for their actions," the writer concluded.9

Faced with the real possibility of a public backlash,

many editors and publishers worried that their public support

and possibly even their First Amendment freedoms were

in serious jeopardy. Journalists were so concerned by the

anti-press backlash after Watergate, Time magazine declared

in 1974, that "many are torn between self-congratulation and

self-doubt."1° As post publisher Katharine Graham said in a

post-Watergate letter, "A lot of the administration mud and

deliberate attacks on the press has stuck people do think

we are unfair and too powerful and that someone should

control or at least judge us."11 The Post, as Nixon's primary

nemesis in the media, had received most of the credit for

exposing the Watergate scandal. As a result, it was

especially worried about this public reaction.12

Media magnates, in short, were concerned that the

press's prominent role in Watergate would damage the

legitimacy and credibility of their industry. They wanted to

reassure the public and the government that the press, though

free of government controls, would act responsibly. "Editors

said, 'Let's watch out for reporters who try to act like

Woodward and Bernstein,'" former Post editor Ben Bradlee

recalls.13

Moreover, many publishers had personal and ideological

reasons for restraining their more aggressive reporters in

the post-Watergate period. Adversarial reporters can offend
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advertisers, provoke costly libel suits, and anger important

news sources. They can also irritate the publishers'

friends. As Tom Wicker has pointed out, the press, as a

meMber of the establishment, does not want to risk

establishment disapproval. Elite journalists fear "not just

government denunciation but a general attitude among

'responsible' people and groups, even other journalists, that

to 'go too far' or 'get too involved' is bad country,

not team play, not good form, not responsible.

This media desire to reassure the pUblic and control

aggressive reporters is demonstrated in two cases of

reporting on the intelligence community in 1975. The few

journalists who tried to report on Gerald Ford's CIA the way

that Woodward and Bernstein had covered Richard Nixon's White

House were quickly punished for transgressing the limits of

"responsible" post-Watergate journalism.

Seymour Hersh, the energetic iconoclast who had exposed

the My Lai massacre and Henry Kissinger's wiretaps, was one

reporter who was not affected by the post-Watergate

atmosphere of caution and retrenchment. Just months after

Nixon resigned, Hersh reported a scandal so momentous that

his employer, the New York Times, later called it "son of

Watergate." He described a "massive" domestic spying program

by the CIA against American dissidents.15 According to his

sources, the Agency had collected 10,000 files on American
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citizens even though it is barred by law from police and

security functions within the United States.

The Times, which had always been a strong advocate of

greater oversight of the CIA, gave Hersh's reporting

prominent display. In fact, perhaps because of their

embarrassment at being scooped by the Post on the Watergate

scandal, the Times editors consistently devoted generous

space to Hersh's domestic spying stories. Congress reacted

dramatically to the revelations by establishing special

investigating committees headed by Senator Frank Church and

Congressman Otis Pike. President Gerald Ford also appointed

a presidential commission to examine the charges.

Given the fame and fortune recently heaped on Woodward

and Bernstein, one might expect that the rest of the media

would enthusiastically try to advance Hersh's story. But, as

Times reporter Harrison Salisbury later wrote, the

journalists of Washington "did not rush to verify" the

charges. "Instead word circulated in Georgetown that Hersh

had put the Times out on a limb. Ben Bradlee of the

Washington Post had said, so the gossip went, that Sy's story

was overwritten and under-researched."16 Hersh's competitor

on the intelligence beat at the Post, Laurence Stern, wrote

an article on Hersh's stories for the Columbia Journalism

Review under the condescending headline "Exposing the CIA

(Again) ." Stern criticized Hersh for the "dearth of hard

facts" which "stood in sharp contrast to the article's page-
!

one display." Furthermore, Stern wrot.), Hersh had followed
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his initial story with a "remarkably febrile succession of

follow-ups."17 Stern's employer, the Post, editorialized that

the Times had used too many anonymous sources a surprising

charge from the newspaper that had relied on Deep Throat.19

Newsweek agreed that Hersh's stories were "sparse in

detail" and quoted several sources scoffing at his

revelations. "There's something to Hersh's charges, but a

hell of a lot less than he makes of it," one source said.19

Time magazine was the most blunt of Hersh's critics, saying

"there is a strong likelihood that Hersh's CIA story is

considerably exaggerated and that the Times overplayed it."20

Time reassured its readers that many observers "who are far

from naive about the CIA" nevertheless considered its

officials "highly educated, sensitive and dedicated public

servants who would scarcely let themselves get involved in

the kind of massive scheme described."21

The anonymous intelligence sources quoted in Time,

Newsweek, and the Post agreed that Hersh had probably

exaggerated a simple "jurisdictional" problem between the CIA

and FBI, with the CIA straying into a "gray area" in its

charter when it was unable to cooperate with the FBI on

counterintelligence. The Post's editorial board warned of

confusing these jurisdictional problems with illegalities.

Through the strategic placement of quotation marks, the Post

questioned the credibility of Hersh's reports: "While almost

any CIA activity can be fitted under the heading of 'spying,'

and while CIA activities undertaken on American soil can be
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called 'domestic spying,' it remains to be determined which

of these activities has been conducted in 'violation' of the

agency's congressional charter or are 'illegal.'"22

Many observers were surprised by the Post's lethargic

performance in pursuing the domestic spying scandal.23

William Safire, a conservative New York Times columnist who

had served in the Nixon administration, was appalled by the

Post's lack of enterprise on the story. "With heavy heart,"

Safire wrote, the Post "trudges along after the New York

Times on the CIA probe, reminding us constantly of the danger

of doing damage to institutions in all this investigating of

past abuses." With Nixon gone, Safire charged bitterly, the

thrill was gone for the investigative journalists at the

Post.24

Television coverage of the domestic spying charges also

reflected skepticism of Hersh's stories and sympathy for the

CIA. The "CBS Evening News," by far the most important news

program of that era, emphasized denials by Agency officials

and, at this early stage, did not encourage its own reporters

to advance the story. Commentator Eric Sevareid, the CBS

equivalent of an editorialist, tempered his call for an

investigation of the Times charges with the observation that

"old hands here" doubted that the CIA had ever threatened

U.S. civil liberties.25

The consistent skepticism of his reporting by his peers

cost Hersh a Pulitzer Prize. Conservative columnist John D.

Lofton wrote that the Pulitzer jury had turned down the
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stories as "over-written, overplayed, under-researched and

underprovaa.' 126 But a month after he lost the Pulitzer, a

presidential commission headed by Vice President Nelson

Rockefeller substantially vindicated Hersh's reporting.

Hersh had the last laugh on his critics. "I hope they're all

eating crow tonight," he said on a national TV show after the

release of the Rockefeller comission's report.27

Hersh, it seemed, had been accurate. But his stories

had come at the wrong time. He had insisted on continuing

Watergate-style muckraking into the post-Watergate era, while

his colleagues wanted to stabilize national institutions and

prove the "responsibility" of the press.

A second example of the post-Watergate media's

reluctance to challenge the secret government came just a few

months after the Hersh exposé. In early 1975, the Los

4;ngeles Times learned of a top-secret mission linking the CIA

and billionaire Howard Hughes. The Agency had agreed to pay

Hughes an enormous amount of money, estimated between $350

million and $500 million, to construct a deep-sea salvage

ship called the Glomar _Explorer. The ship had a special

purpose: to raise a sunken Soviet submarine from the floor of

the Pacific Ocean. The diesel-powered sub, now fifteen years

old, had exploded and sunk for unexplained reasons in 1968.

The Soviets had been unable to recover it. The Agency, using

Hughes's Summa Corporation as cover, was hoping to succeed

where the Russians had failed. Disguised as a mining vessel,
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the ship had already made one unsuccessful attempt to raise

the submarine. The crew did manage to recover one-third of

the sub, but not the part containing code books or missiles.28

On Saturday morning, February 7, 1975, the first edition

of the L,A,_limaa trumpeted the paper's scoop in a banner

headline with four-inch letters: "U.S. Reported After Russ

Sub." The story was wrong on several details, including the

name of the ocean where the sub had sunk. Nevertheless, the

CIA immediately swung into action. Before the papers had hit

the street, an Agency official rushed over to the L.A. Times

building to meet with editor William Thomas. The CIA argued

that the project code named "Project Jennifer" -- was a

continuing military operation; the Agency planned to try to

raise the sub again sometime in the future. The official

predicted "grave harm to national security" if the story

continued to run.29

Thomas proved to be most receptive to national security

arguments. Saying that he regretted printing the story at

all, he dropped it to page 18 in subsequent editions and

promised not to publish any future stories on the subject.

The CIA official reported to Washington, "I do not doubt that

Mr. Thomas is on cur side and will do what ever [sic] he can,

with this most unfortunate development."30

But the Agency could not suppress the story that easily.

AB a result of the L.A. Times story, Time, Newsweek, CBS,

National Public Radio, Parade Magazine, and Seymour Hersh

(who had dropped the story months earlier for lack of
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information) were trying to discover the truth about the

submarine project. Colby, who somewhat unconvincingly

maintained that the L.A. Times story had not destroyed the

project's cover, frantically tried to keep the rest of the

story from becoming public.

And the post-Watergate press, the institution credited

with the downfall of President Nixon, the very people

criticized by neoconservative intellectuals and others for

practicing "advocacy journalism" and dealing cavalierly with

national secrets, listened to the CIA, Director. All of the

editors approached by Colby agreed to suppress the story. At

one point, when Colby received an alarming phone call from

General Brent Scowcroft of the National Security Council

about Hersh, Colby said, "I cannot believe his boss would let

him run a story."31 Post publisher Katharine Graham agreed

with the CIA director that the sub project did not sound like

"anything we would like to get into." Colby praised her

restraint and patriotism, saying the self-censorship was "a

great tribute to our journalists."31

A few individual journalists like Hersh questioned the

wisdom of suppressing the story. The Soviets, after all,

knew about the operation probably h,efore the Los Angeles

Times story, and certainly afterward.33 The only interested

parties who did not know about the project were the American

people, who had spent $350 million more than President

Ford had requested for aid to Cambodia as it fell to the

Khmer Rouge on a failed project to recover old missiles
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and outdated codes. As Senator Frank Churc]a later said, "If

we are prepared to pay Howard Hughes $350 million for an

obsolete Russian submarine, it's little wonder we are

broke."34

But American newspaper bosses decided not to question

the CIA's national security arguments. For his part, Colby

was "totally surprised and pleased" by the media's self-

censorship.35 He had engineered "the weirdest conspiracy in

town ... an American conspiracy."36 The most interesting part

of the affair, he thought, was "the way the American press

showed its great responsibility."37

Indeed, "responsibility," not aggressiveness, was the

watchword of the post-Watergate press in the case of Project

Jennifer. Far from playing the mythic role popularly

assigned to them after Nixon's fall, the nation's editors

seemed terrified of the potential risks of defying the

government. "I would just as soon not be in the position of

getting credit" for releasing the sub story, one L.A. Times

editor told Colby.38

It would take only one reporter to break Colby's

carefully crafted news embargo, however. In mid-March, that

reporter emerged. Jack Anderson, a Pulitzer Prize-winning

investigative columnist, was not afraid to anger the

government. He had been such an enemy of the Nixon White

House that Nixon's plumbers had even discussed killing him.38

He had also been one of the targets of the CIA domestic
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spying program exposed by Hersh a fact which, he joked,

ensured that he led a virtuous life."

Anderson learned of the Glomar project from an attorney

with the American Civil Liberties Union, Charles Morgan, who

was trying desperately to convince journalists to run it.

Colby tried just as desperately to persuade Anderson to join

the crowd of distinguished journalists who were suppressing

the story. As Colby told Les Whitten, Anderson's associate,

"Everyone else is sitting on it. That is one of the most

fascinating parts of it the whole press ... has been just

splendid." Whitten was not impressed. wWe are all doing a

half-assed job," he replied.4' Anderson broke the story that

evening in his radio broadcast.

As if to justify their long collaboration with the

Agency, most of the press presented the sub story as a

triumph for the national security establishment. According

to the media, the project was a daring, high-tech success

story that demonstrated just how competent the Agency could

be.42 The Post editorialized that the project showed the CIA

"performing its prime function brilliantly."43 The New York

Times editorial board also used the adjective "brilliant" to

describe the "complex and fascinating undersea adventure. u44

Time called Project Jennifer "the great submarine snatch" and

characterized it as "a clean, highly creative enterprise that

had served its purpose."45 Newsweek declared that the

besieged CIA "had shown it could take on a real-life Mission

Impossible and make it nearly possible after all. u 46 The
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L.A. Times, invoking Jules Verne and Ian Fleming, proclaimed

that "the feat must rank with the greatest exploits in the

history of espionage."47 There were a few critical notes in

the press coverage: both Hersh's story for the Times and

Anderson's column criticized the project as a $350 million

boondoggle, a silly, expensive and dangerously provocative

experiment that had predictably failed.48 Daniel Schorr on

CBS similarly described the project as an expensive failure

that had produced a "meager payoff so far."48 But the vast

majority of the Project Jennifer coverage was overwhelmingly

favorable.50

Once the dust had settled from the Glomar revelations,

media critics began a fascinating process of self-examination

as they attempted to understand the mass self-censorship in

the wake of Watergate. Most of those who had joined the

eMbargo defended their decision to do so. The Post,

typically striking a note for "responsible" journalism after

Nixon's fall, proclaimed in an editorial that its suppression

of the Glomar story did not undercut its devotion to a free

press. "On the contrary, a willingness to make such

exceptions when confronted with compelling arguments from a

government in exclusive possession of all the facts of the

matter is a mark of a responsible free press," the paper

intoned.51 Time castigated the media for jeopardizing

national security by writing about any CIA secrets; the

continuing intelligence controversy, "of which Project

Jennifer is only the latest fuel," could irreparably damage
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the Agency.52 In a separate story, the magazine complimented

the journalists who, like the Time editors, had correctly

used "restraint" on the story.53

But Anderson charged that the post-Watergate press

seemed more concerned with restoring its reputation for

"responsibility" than with exposing government wrongdoing.

"The old pre-Watergate, pre-Vietnam ideals of partnership

with government, of cozy intimacy with the high and mighty,"

was beginning to appeal again "to a press concerned that its

abrasive successes have earned it a bad name and a hostile

reception," he wrote.54 As a result, he told a reporter,

journalists were trying too hard to prove "how patriotic and

responsible we are, prove that we're not against the

establishment, the government, that we're not all gadflys."55

The post-Watergate press wanted to reassure the government

and the public that the "fourth branch of government" would

not disrupt the balance of power in Washington.

There were other cases of media self-censorship in these

first post-Watergate years. In early 1975, for instance, the

New York Times's editors learned of CIA assassination plots

at a luncheon with President Ford, but decided not to write

about the plots on the president's request. The story later

leaked to CBS reporter Daniel Schorr.

A year later, Schorr was the main actor in another drama

that demonstrated the perils of reporting aggressively on the

CIA. He obtained the secret report of the House Select
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Committee on Intelligence, which charged the intelligence

community with gross incompetence, systemic flaws, and a lack

of accountability.56 When the House suppressed this explosive

document, Schorr decided he had a duty to publish it. In

response, not only the executive and legislative branches but

also the "watchdog" press rushed to condemn him. Some of the

editorials criticizing him were so vitriolic, a rare Schorr

supporter noted, that they "read as if they had been written

by former Vice President Agnew."57 In the end, Schorr

narrowly avoided a contempt charge from Congress. But he

lost his job and saw his name vilified by his former

colleagues.

By continuing to batter away at the nation's

institutions after Nixon's departure, reporters like Schorr,

Hersh, and Anderson had defied the government. But their

colleagues' reaction to their stories indicates that they had

also defied an important segment of the press. The post-

Watergate media, far from seeking to engage the government in

a mythic battle, worried about the consequences of continued

attacks on the nation's institutions. Most editors and

reporters repudiated the colleagues they percei7ed as too

adversarial. In the area of national security reporting, at

least, the image of the fearless, unrestrained, post-

Watergate press is largely a myth.
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FEMALE ARGUMENTS: AN EXAMINATION OF THE UTAH WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE
DEBATES OF 1880 AND 1895 AS REPRESENTED

IN THE UTAH WOMEN'S NEWSPAPERS

. BY JANIKA ISAKSON

This paper attempts to define and examine tae rhetorical
techniques which Utah newspapers, especially those edited by
women, used to overcome the paradox between polygamy and woman's
suffrage. Women editors, so intrinsically involved in the
woman's suffrage debates, offered their own answers to the
pressing question, "How could what appeared to be the most
liberal view of woman's rights--suffrage--and the most enslaving
marital arrangement--polygamy--develop and coexist in the same
environment?"

Jennie Anderson Froiseth, an Irish immigrant, married
Bernard A.M. Froiseth, a surveyor and map maker assigned to work
at Fort Douglas, Utah. In addition to editing the Anti-Polygamv
Standard, she was actively involved in political issues and
served as vice-president of the Women's National Anti-Polygamy
Society. Froiseth also traveled around the country as a lecturer
on the topic of polygamy and published many anti-polygamy and
anti-Mormon literary works.

She appealed to her audience's sense of moral duty, whether
male or female, Utahn or non-Utahn, Mormon or non-Mormon to take
up the banner of anti-polygamy. Froiseth did this by equating
respect for purity and virtue with the obliteration of polygamy.

Although the Woman's Exponent was not directly supported by
the LDS church, the Church Relief Society President, Emmeline B.
Wells edited the newspaper. She served as the vice-president of
the National Women's Suffrage Association and regularly attended
suffrage meetings all over the nation with Susan B. Anthony.
Alongside local and national woman's suffrage information, the

. paper included news of ward socials, homemaking tips, and public
affairs. Emmeline Wells and her editorial staff wrote for a
generally homogeneous audience of LDS women who valued family,
church, and country.

Both of these editors tried to persuade their audiences to
feel it their religious, moral and patriotic duty to fight for
the equality and advancement of all people. They wrote to
specific audiences and used their finest rhetorical abilities in
resolving the paradox of polygamy and woman's suffrage.
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FEMALE ARGUMENTS: AN EXAMINATION OF THE UTAH WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE
DEBATES OF 1880 AND 1895 AS REPRESENTED

IN UTAH WOMEN'S NEWSPAPERS

Introduction

The fight for woman's suffrage in Utah was not an easy one.

From the time the Utah Territorial Government first gave women

the vote in 1871,1 the issue of woman's rights in Utah received

much attention from national women's organizations and both the

Mormon and non-Mormon press. The Utah situation continued to

demand attention with Congress' 1882 Edmunds Bill and the

subsequent Edmunds-Tucker Act of 1887. These congressional

actions sought to disfranchised all Utah women and all men

practicing polygamy.. In 1895, Utahns debated over the hot issue

of statehood and the inclusion of a woman's suffrage bill in the

new state constitution. Due in part to the efforts of the Utah

press and woman's rights activists, all Utahns gained the right

to vote with statehood in 1896.

The volatile struggle between the opponents and proponents

of woman's suffrage in Utah was often fought out on the editorial

pages of various Utah newspapers. Not only was the struggle a

political fight for enfranchisement, but it was also a deeply-

rooted religious battle between the Mormons and Anti-Mormons.

Newspapers such as the LDS Relief Society newspaper, the

Woman's Exponent, and the LDS Church-owned and edited newspaper,

the Deseret News, as well as the National Woman's Suffrage

Association advocated woman's suffrage in Utah. At the same
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time, such newspapers as the Anti-Polygamy Standard and the Salt

Lake Tribune emerged with opposing voices to the Utah debate.

The issues involved in the debates were equality of the

sexes, polygamy, politics and stetehood. These hot topics

demanded the most skillful and persuasive rhetoric that these

newspapers could offer. In addition to converting the neutral

masses to their ideologies, they also raised consciousness and

reinforced new identities among those already involved in the

movement. In looking at the newspapers of the times one sees

that these participants in the woman's suffrage debate employed

effective rhetorical techniques to promote their ideologies.

This paper attempts to define and examine the rhetorical

techniques which Utah newspapers, especially those edited by

women, used to resolve the paradox between polygamy and woman's

suffrage. Women editors, so intrinsically involved in the

woman's suffrage debates, offered their own answers to the

pressing question, "How could what appeared to be the most

liberal view of woman's rights--suffrage--and the most enslaving

marital arrangement--polygamy--develop and coexist in the same

environment?"2

Literature Review

The goal of this paper is to present a comparative

rhetorical critIcism of the Anti-Polygamy Standard and the

Woman's Exponent, thus offering a new angle from which to view

the paradox. The analyses made in this paper rely heavily on the
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writing and research that has already been conducted on woman's

suffrage in Utah.

The works described below are only a small sampling of the

significant information available on this opic. They are

divided into the categories of, first, the press involvement and

second, the history of the woman's suffrage movement in Utah.

Sherilyn Cox Bennion presents the efforts of women newspaper

editors in bringing about woman's suffrage in her article,

"Enterprising Ladies: Utah's Ninetoenth Century Women Editors."

Bennion's article in the Utah Historical Quarterly entitled "The

Woman's Exponent: Fortytwo Years of Speaking for Women," offers

the history of the newspaper, explains its efforts in the area of

woman's suffrage, and describes the characteristic attitudes of

its writers and editor, Emmeline B. Wells.

In addition to these two articles, Lorenzo Jack offers

insights into the antagonistic relationship between the Deseret

News and the Salt Lake Tribune in his master's thesis, Woman

Suffrage in Utah as an Issue in the Mormon and NonMormon Press.

This thesis provides many statistics and interpretations of data

that prove helpful in describing the context of the movement.

Beverly Beeton's book, Woman Suffrage in the American West

covers the historical background of the woman's suffrage movement

in Utah in great detail. It is a valuable historical account of

Utah's experience in relation to its other western neighbors. An

article written by Jean Bickmore White, "Woman's Place is in the

Constitution: The Struggle for Equal Rights in Utah in 1895,"
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recounts the political struggles Utah women experienced on a

national level.

Along with secondary sources, original documents such as the

Woman's E..Tonent, the Deseret News, the Salt Lake Tribune, the

Anti-Polygamy News, and the Acts, Resolutions, and Memorials of

the Utah Legislative Assembly provide invaluable information.

Methodology

By comparing and contrasting the efforts of both sides to

persuade their audiences, I will analyze the rhetorical devices

used by both proponents and opponents in the newspapers during

the Utah woman's suffrage debates. In order to understand the

arguments given by the opponents and proponents, I will combine

historical background with the analysis of various rhetorical

devices.

The body of the paper will include a study of the major

newspapers (both opponents and proponents) involved in the

woman's suffrage movement in Utah. The Woman's Exponent and the

Anti-Polygamy Standard will be analyzed for their rhetorical

devices, purposes, audiences, and their effectiveness.

I wish to focus on the arguments of the women editors

involved in the debates and so coverage of the Salt Lake Tribune

and the national woman's suffrage movement will be limited in

this paper. In-depth coverage of all of the individuals involved

in the movement will be limited to a few key people such as

Emmeline B. Wells, Wilford Woodruff, B.H. Roberts, William S.
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Godbe and Jennie Anderson Froiseth.

Because the Anti-Polvgamv Standard was only published for

three years it would not be fair to compare its entire editorial

'contents with that of the forty-four year publication of the

Woman's Exponent. In an attempt to analyze and compare the

relative rhetorical deviCes, only one critical year from each

newspaper will be analyzed.

The coverage of the Anti-Polvgamv Standard will focus on the

year 1880, when it argued that Utah women should be

disfranchised. On the other hand, the Woman's Exponent coverage

will deal with the year 1895, when the editors argued that Utah

women should be enfranchised. Both of these years presented

great obstacles for each respective newspaper; thus, their

rhetorical devices were at their finest.

The conclusion will compare and contrast the rhetorical

techniques, audiences, effectiveness of efforts and perceived

gains of both sides. It will also include a general summary of

the points made in the paper and reinforce the thesis that both

sides engaged in effective propaganda in resolving the "paradox

of Utah."

The Paradox

In order to understand the complexity of the situation in

Utah regarding woman's suffrage, one must be familiar with the

situation and its effect on the Utah paradox. One writer of the

day characterized the situation thus: "Polygamy is utterly and

entirely opposite to equality, for how can equality exist where
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mutual confidence is impossible between husband and wife?"3

For this writer, polygamy and equality were incompatible. The

issue of woman's suffrage in Utah presents an interesting paradox

to researchers of today as well as those who were experiencing it

first hand.

It seems from the outset that such a liberal cause as woman

suffrage would actually destroy polygamy,' yet in the case of

Utah, polygamy and the woman's suffrage movement succeeded in

coexistence until at least 1890 when Wilford Woodruff, president

of the LDS Church declared in his Manifesto that polygamy was no

longer an accepted way of life for members of the Church.

Beverly Beeton, a modern expert on the woman's suffrage

situation in Utah asks these questions about the Utah

suffragists: "Were they downtrodden slaves of a religious

oligarchy? Were they free thinking feminists? Or were they

something in between?"5 It was a complete paradox to many

observers that the seemingly enslaving practice of polygamy could

coexist with the liberal and progressive action towards woman

suffrage. Edward Tullidge, a contributing writer to the

Phrenological Journal, commented in 1870:

Utah is the land of marvels. She gives us, first, polygamy,
which seems to be an outrage against "woman's rights," and
then offers to the nation a "Female Suffrage Bill". . . .

Was there ever a greater anomaly known in the history of
society?6

The Woman's Exuamtata written and edited by women of the LDS

Church, represented the anomaly that Tullidge wrote of. In its

editorial stance, the Woman's Exponent embraced the seemingly
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oppressive practice of polygamy as an integral part of the LDS

religion, yet it also aligned itself with the reform-oriented

National Woman's Suffrage Association.

Me Anti-Polygamy Standard, written and edited by women who

held strong anti-polygamy sentiments, also represented the Utah

paradox. It proclaimed that polygamy was evil and only kept

women inferior to men, yet the editors consistently mocked

efforts of Utah women to gain the vote. The editors, like those

from the Woman's Exponent, also affiliated themselves with a

woman's organization, the Women's National Anti-Polygamy

Society.' It is interesting to note that both sides belonged to

such reform-minded organizations with aims of elevating the

status of women.

Ironically enough, both of these newspapers, whose stated

purposes included raising the level of women in their society,

advocated different methods of attaining similar goals. The

women editors were trying to clear up the paradox that existed in

Utah for their readers, but they exemplified the very paradox

that they were trying to explain.

Opponent of Woman's SuffrageThe Anti-Polygamy Standard

From 1880-1883, the Anti-Polygamy Standard and its editor

Jennie Anderson Froiseth represented the woman's voice in strong

opposition to woman's suffrage and polygamy in Utah. In addition

to opposing polygamy and suffrage in its pages, the Anti-Polygamy

Standard included news, mining information, household tips and
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exposes of polygamy.8

The Anti-Polygamy Standard was started by Froiseth in 1880

as a voice against polygamy, yet in later editions she used it as

a tool against woman's suffrage in Utah. She wrote in an

editorial that she felt only "kindness and good will toward

Mormon women," although wanted to destroy the system in which

they were held captive.8 In the prospectus of the newspaper she

emphasized the religious duty of all readers to do away polygamy,

the "system which had its origin in sin." She also appealed to

her reader's sense of freedom and humanity in stating the purpose

of beginning the newspaper.

It [The Anti-Polygamy Standard] is issued in the interests
of the Ladies' Anti-Polygamy Society of Utah . . . to plan
and execute such measures as to suppress a system which had
its origin in sin, and which is as inimical to progress and
true humanity as it is enslaving and dishonoring to
womanhood.u)

Froiseth, an Irish immigrant, married Bernard A.M. Froiseth,

a surveyor and map maker assigned to work at Fort Douglas, Utah.

She was actively involved in political issues and served as vice-

president of the Women's National Anti-Polygamy Society.

Froiseth also traveled around the country as a lecturer on the

topic of polygamy and published many anti-polygamy and anti-

Mormon literary works.11

She appealed to her audience's sense of moral duty, whether

male or female, Utahn or non-Utahn, Mormon or non-Mormon to take

up the banner of anti-polygamy. 12 Froiseth did this by equating

respect for purity and virtue with the obliteration of polygamy.
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She proclaimed in the first issue:

We believe that the importance of our object (the
destruction of polygamy) will be appreciated by every man in
the country who respects purity and virtue and honors
womanhood, and by every woman who would resent the
profanation of her own woman,:ood, and would preserve her
innocent sons and daughters fiom corruption.13

Froiseth recognized the existence of an audience ready to

accept her newspaper and saw the need for an opposing voice in

the predominantly LDS community. This may have accounted for her

scathing portrayal of the LDS priesthood. She portrayed the

priesthood brethren as forcing the downtrodden LDS women to vote

according to the priesthood's evil political agendas. In the

following quotation she describes Mormon women as completely

submissive and afraid to stand up for their own beliefs.

If it were suspected that a Mormon woman would not do as she
was told, she would first be labored with, and if she still
evinced an unwillingness to obey counsel, she would not be
allowed to approach the polls."

Emmeline Wells, in an editorial in the Woman's Exponent,

voiced her discontent with Froiseth's views such as those

expressed above. She writes: "We have grown tired . . . of being

classed with idiots, lunatics, and criminals."15 She argued

that Utah Mormon women had the right and responsibility to

practice their practice their religion and take part in community

affairs.

The editors of the Salt Lake Tribune, as well as Froiseth

feared that the Mormons were simply trying to maintain power in

the State of Utah by allowing women to vote. Froiseth hoped that

the Utah women would take advantage of their opportunity and vote
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polygamy into oblivion. In a later edition she displayed her

disappointment by writing that the women of Utah were simply,

"driven to the polls like sheep by the whip of [their] masters,"

and "[they] ought to rise and defeat the re-election of the man

[a polygamist] who has made your wifehood a badge of shame and

dishonor."

Froiseth commonly stated that she was not in favor of the

woman's suffrage movement, or at least not the paradoxical Utah

variety. She did, however concede in one article that she could

find some value in the movement because it, "gives a great many

women, whose time would otherwise be idle, something interesting

to think and talk about.""

Representing the views that many opponents of woman's

suffrage held, including the Anti-Polygamy Standard, one writer,

Erna Von R. Owen, described the Utah woman's suffrage debate as a

farce. In an article in Harper's Weekly published in 1914, Owen

took a retrospective view of woman's suffrage in Utah. She

argued, "suffrage was given the women of Utah as a political

measure to strengthen the position of the Mormon Church.'

Wilford Woodruff, President of the LDS Church, declared that

similar opinions from the newspapers Anti-Polygamy Standard and

the Salt Lake Tribune regarding the LDS Church and the woman's

suffrage movement were unfounded and biased. He felt that the

opposition simply did not understand the LDS position on the

suffrage issue and would go to any means to harm the Church and

its members.
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There is a deep-laid scheme to deprive the Mormon people of
all political rights. . . . By misrepresentation and taking
advantage of popular prejudice against the Mormons, founded
chiefly in ignorance, they succeeded in securing the
disenfranchisement of the older settlers who made the
country and then of all the women. They want every Mormon
deprived of the vote, no matter how good and law-abiding he
might be."9

The opposition that President Woodruff referred to consisted

in part of William S. Godbe's Salt Lake Tribune, an early

supporter of the Anti-Polygamy Standard. It was founded in 1870

as the result of Godbe's apostasy from the LDS Church and his

desire to present another editorial voice in Utah.2° Godbe's

newspaper briefly supported woman's suffrage in its earliest

stages as a means for Utah women to break free from the enslaving

chains of polygamy.

Yet, once the Tribune editors realized that the Mormons

simply doubled their voting power by enfranchising the women,

they violently opposed woman's suffrage. In fact, one scholar

Ralph Lorenzo Jack, writes, "The Tribune was a radical and free-

wheeling type of journal, often attacking woman suffrage with

more vigor than considered judgement would warrant."' Although

quite liberal in its general editorial stance, it argued fiercely

against the seemingly liberal cause of woman's suffrage in Utah.

The editors feared that Utah politics would be completely overrun

by the LDS Church if woman's suffrage remained a reality in Utah.

So, too, did Jennie Froiseth's Anti-Polygamy Standard fight

against woman's suffrage, a cau.se that under normal conditions,

it would have supported. This newspaper and Utah's Liberal
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Party, with which the paper aligned itself, worked hard in 1880

to disfranchise the women of the Territory. They hoped to create

enough antagonism in the public that court action against

suffrage would be taken.22

Proponent of Woman's SuffrageThe Woman's Exponent

The Women's Exponent was intended from its beginning in 1872

to be a newspaper written to provide information about and for

Latter-day Saint women, most of which were involved in the

Church's women's service organization, the Relief Society. The

prospectus stated that the monthly paper would "discuss every

subject interesting and valuable to women, . . defend the

right, inculcate sound principles and disseminate useful

knowledge.""

In addition to providing information for Mormon women, it

also gave these women a voice. In an 1880 edition of the

newspaper Emmeline Wells writes: "Through its columns the sisters

. . have spoken to the world, as they could not have in any

other way, . . giving evidence of their liberty of thought and

action, and their religious sincerity. uN

Although the Woman's Exponent was not an official

publication of the LDS church, it was edited by Emmeline B.

Wells, the Church Relief Society President. In addition to her

church assignment, she served as the vice-president of the

National Women's Suffrage Association and regularly attended

suffrage meetings all over the nation with Susan B. Anthony."
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Alongside local and national woman's suffrage information, the

paper included news of ward socials, homemaking tips, and public

affairs.

Emmeline Wells and her editorial staff wrote for a generally

homogeneous audience of LDS women who valued family, church, and

country. These writers tried to persuade these women to feel it

their religious, moral and patriotic duty to fight for the

equality of all people. The women of the Church were encouraged

by church leaders to be "anxiously engaged in a good cause," and

to be an influence for good in their communities.

Early on in the suffrage debate, religious leaders such as

Brigham Young, Wilford Woodruff and Orson Whitney supported the

editors of Woman's Exponent in their "good cause" of woman's

suffrage. This support allowed the newspaper to focus most of

its efforts against anti-Mormon and anti-suffrage opponents.

The year 1895 presented great challenges to the woman's

suffrage activists in Utah. In the Woman's Exponent October 15,

1895, Emmeline B. Wells wrote to persuade her audience to become

more active in the political process of the day. In this article

she appealed to the audience's sense of patriotism and desire to

be "good" citizens.

Wells credited women with holding the highest moral and

ethical judgement in the community. With this high status, Wells

felt it would be a heinous crime not allow woman's involvement in

politics. Wells wrote in the October 15, 1895 edition:

It cannot be but productive of good and it is a hopeful
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outlook for any community when women, the mothers and wives
lay hold of the grave questions of the state, that agitate
the public mind and assist intelligently to better the
conditions of living according to their best thought and
high sense of honor.26

T. statement was made in a speech addressincT the tc.pic of

Utah's 1....coming statehood and the probability of women becoming

full-fledged citizens with the men. Wells expressed the view

that the purpose of her work in behalf of woman's suffrage was to

help women prepare themselves for "the actual duties and

responsibilities of citizenship."21

She also made it clear that her efforts on behalf of woman's

suffrage were not only for the women of her day, but also for

women in generations to come. Wells stated that she expected her

work to provide posterity a way to "make it possible for equality

in government to be the rule and not the exception."

Along with presenting general woman's suffrage issues, the

newspaper was also actively involved in presenting political

issues. One of these issues was the inclusion of a woman's

suffrage bill in the new state constitution of Utah. In the'

April 1, 1895, edition, the editorial board wrote of its approval

of the new proposal for submission. According to the article the

new proposal stated:

Resolved that the rights of citizens of the state of Utah to
vote and hold office shall not be denied, or abridged on
account of sex. Both male and female citizens of this state
shall equally enjoy all privileges."

In this same article the editors disputed an allegedly "weak

and flimsy" argument made by the "minority" that Utah "women were
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too good to vote. . . .and their generosity and religious

convictions might make it dangerous."" The editors then went

on to comment that they thought it pitiful that men try to make

women think they "worship them and think them far too good" to be

involved with political affairs.

Wells contended that many men believed in the false claim

that the laws prohibiting woman's suffrage actually protected

women from losing their femininity. Wells then stated that, "all

this suspicious reasoning does not change the stubborn facts that

still remain, and of which some women at least are well

informed."3°

In an earlier edition of the newspaper Wells declared that

Utah with its moral advantages and young population should be in

the forefront of making political equality a reality. To her

there was no paradox of values--to grant freedom and

enfranchisement was a moral and patriotic duty for every member

of the Church.

If the men of Utah do this simple act of justice knowing as
most of them must know that it is the right and proper thing
to do having the courage of their convictions, the coming
generations will look back with pride upon their record, for
the trend of all education and sentiment is towards
political equality, and it is bound to come, therefore, why
not Utah be among the progressive communities where she
should be?n

The women of Utah were in a peculiar position in 1895: their

fate was completely in the hands of the men. The Territory first

granted women the vote in 1870, yet it was taken away in 1887 by

the EdmundsTucker Act of Congress. The women of Utah, or at
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least the editors of the Woman's Exponent, had the taste of

enfranchisement on their tongues and they were prepared to use

all of their rhetorical powers to gain the vote once again.

Because of Emmeline B. Well's involvemnt with the local and

national woman's suffrage movement, the editorial pages closely

followed the progress of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady

Stanton. The Woman's Exponent regularly made mention of Susan B.

Anthony as a proponent of woman's suffrage in Utah and

highlighted her work with the National Woman's Suffrage

Association. The editors relied on Anthony as an example in

woman's suffrage issues, as shown by the article entitled, "Miss

Anthony and Party," in the April 1, 1895, edition. They wrote:

We need Miss Anthony now more than ever, we are in a state
of transition as it were and such power and eloquence, such
wit and wisdom as she possesses in great abundance will help
Utah women to [be] more strong, emphasize the platform of
equal rights, and to appreciate the new conditions which
will come to them with an increased responsibility. .

32

Although opposed to the practice of polygamy, the leaders of

the national movement stated, "We are not battling for religions,

but for political rights. . .freedom is one and the same the

world over, irrespective of religious beliefs."33

Leaders of the national movement, Susan B. Anthony and

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, first took interest in Utah's woman's

suffrage movement in 1871 after Utah's Territorial Government

enfranchised women.34 This support surely existed because the

Utah Territorial Government was the second, after Wyoming, to

grant women the vote in 1870.35 The Salt Lake Tribune in its
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editorial column commented on the prospective influence of

Anthony, Stanton, and others in Utah's anticipated statehood.

There is. . . a class who, if possible, will handmaid our
State into existence . . .namely that of the Iwoman's
rights' women led by such innovative spirits as Victoria
Woodhull, Mrs. Tracy Cutler, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
Susan B. Anthony. These have all their peculiar social and
political schemes, such as female suffrage, the
reconstruction of the relations between the sexes and the
general remolding of society.36

Yet no matter which famous national woman's suffrage leaders

supported them or how many women of Utah were on the side of

woman's suffrage, the final decision was left up to the men of

the Utah Constitutional Convention. In this situation their

persuasive efforts then went to their faithful readers' husbands,

the men of the Constitutional Convention.

The editors appealed to the men's sense of integrity

("defying the injustice and prejudice of the past . . .") and

their patriotic desires ("the time clock of American destiny. .

.to inaugurate a larger and truer civil life") . They expressed

their trust and faith in the men to include the equality of all

sexes under the law. Combining the rhetorical elements of ethical

persuasion and a plea to social responsibility, the Woman's

Exponent wrote to the men of Utah:

We believe that now the time clock of American destiny has
struck the hour to inaugurate a larger and tru,r civil life,
and that the future writers of Utah history wil. immortalize
the names of those men who, in this Constitutional
Convention, defying the injustice and prejudice of the past,
strike off the bonds that have heretofore enthralled woman,
and open the doors that will usher her into free and full
emancipation."

The editors also report in this article that a plea was made
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to these men to "provide in the Constitution that the rights of

citizens of the State of Utah not be denied or abridged on

account of their sex."" They emphasized their expectation that

these men were, "dealing honestly and righteously with [them],

and by doing so were elevating the status of all of humanity, not

just women.'

B.H. Roberts, a member of the Constitutional Convention and

opponent of woman's suffrage,° recognized the work of Emmeline

Wells and other suffragists in bringing about reform. He

acknowledged women's desire to have the vote, yet felt no desire

to support a woman's suffrage measure. He stated in his

autobiography:

The trouble really arose over the idea that the question of
woman suffrage had been canvassed in Utah many years before
[the Constitutional Convention] and that the women of the
state were exceedingly anxious for this so-called "reform"
in the electorate of the state.4'

Roberts, although not opposed to the basic principles of the

woman's suffrage movement, argued that it was not prudent to

enfranchise the women of Utah in the state constitution.

Although most of the men in the Convention were in favor of

including the woman's suffrage bill, Roberts felt he should go

against the crowd and bring up an opposing opinion.42

Roberts worried that the constitution would not pass in

Washington, that the woman's suffrage movement did not have

sufficient merit, and that suffrage would degrade woman. He

comments that,

It was I who called up the possibility of the constitution
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being defeated at Washington if the suffrage clause was
inserted in the Constitution. . . . having noted that
President Cleveland was opposed to woman suffrage."

Even though the editors of the Woman's Exponent were not even

supported in their cause by the President of the United States,

they still remained strong and waited for the day when suffrage

would be granted them.

Conclusion

The Anti-Polygamy Standard and the Woman's Exponent overcame

the paradoxical nature of Utah's political and religious

situation to present coherent and effective arguments for their

cause. In both of these years (1880 and 1895) the respective

newspapers fought most vehemently for the issues that first

provoked the emergence of their newspapers: anti-polygamy and

woman's suffrage.

In 1882 the women of Utah first received the blow of the

Edmunds Act that sought to disfranchise them. The editors of the

Anti-Polygamy Standard certainly acknowledged this event as a

victory and a direct result of their persuasive attempts.

Shortly after the Edmunds Act was passed, the Salt Lake Tribune

stated that the Act was a "real triumph at last, the first real

triumph in a contest which has raged for twenty years.""

Comparatively, 1896, the year after the Utah Constitutional

Convention, was also seen as a victory, but for very different

reasons. The Woman's Exponent celebrated the newly won woman's

suffrage and Utah statehood, whereas in 1882 the Anti-Polygamy
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Standard celebrated disfranchisement. The Woman's Exponent

utilized its finest rhetorical skills in the constitutional

debates, and surely felt proud to have influenced the decision

makers.

Both of these newspapers had well-defined audiences that

were interested in the specific topics they discussed. With such

specialized audiences they clearly had an increased ability to

persuade their readers to their points of view. Both newspapers

actively sought to persuade their neutral readers to get involved

in the debates, and encouraged their "converted" readers to

maintain reform-minded identities.

Religious and ethical arguments were used by both newspapers

to support their cause with an added emphasis of complimenting

their readers as moral and religious people. Rather than

focusing on the logical elements of the arguments they tended to

focus on the emotional pleas and heart-felt issues of home,

family, and humanity.

Most Latter-day Saints, as shown by Emmeline B. Wells, did

not see a conflict between polygamy and woman's suffrage.

Polygamy was simply a manifestation of their faith and devotion

to their religion. Woman's suffrage was seen as a political

rfght, patriotic duty, and as a positive influence in increasing

Utah's chances for statehood. If leaders of the LDS Church had

seen a conflict between these two forces, woman's suffrage would

not have been advocated in the Woman's Exponent. If the leaders

had seen woman's suffrage as a serious threat to their cause, it

1 40
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would have been stopped early in its development.

In conclusion, the question still remains: How could

polygamy and woman's suffrage coexist in the same environment?

The persper;tive of the LDS population was obviously different

than the non-LDS population. Latter-day Saints did not think

women suffrage rights would threaten polygamy or the basic

foundations of their religion. Pragmatically, the leaders of the

LDS church realized that granting Utah women the right to vote

would help them achieve statehood, despite B.H. Roberts' belief

that women should not receive the vote.

In general, the leaders of the national woman's suffrage

movement supported the Utah suffrage movement in spite of what

they saw as the sexist and enslaving practice of polygamy. They

saw value in supporting any group of women who wanted the vote no

matter what their religious beliefs. The paradox existing in the

Utah woman's suffrage movement was further complicated by the

anti-Mormons, who under normal conditions would have supported

the liberal cause. They fought against woman's suffrage, in

part, because of their hatred for the LDS Church.

The opposing views presented in this examination of Utah's

suffrage experiment show the great conflict that existed between

foes and friends of the Utah suffrage movement. In the end, much

of the conflict between Utah's Mormon and non-Mormon elements

ceased when Wilford Woodruff's 1890 Manifesto barred polygamy in

Utah. The fiery debates were further extinguished when Utah

gained statehood in 1896 and the progressive Utah Constitution of
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1896 granted suffrage to all citizens of Utah.
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Back Channel: What Readers Learned of the
Tri-Cily Herald's Lobbying for the

Hanford Nuclear Reservation

Abstract

A small newspapers community leadership has frequently been practiced
not by a watchdog editorial product, but by joining forces with business leaders in
initiating projects for community growth.

It could be anticipated, therefore, that this would be true in the Columbia
River communities in Washington state adjacent to the Hanford nuclear
reservation where the publisher helped form the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial
Council to promote community growth and Hanford development.

This study examined all memorandums the publisher, Glenn Lee, wrote
between 1969 and 1971 on Hanford, and compared them to what his newspaper
published about this activity, most involving public office holders.

The comparison shows that while some activity was reflected in print,
much was not, including not only that of Washington's governor and
Congressional delegation, but the publishers access to the White House and
Executive Branch offices. Even if the industrial council's activities were not
covered, what these public officials did should have been.

This study suggests that First Amendment criteria, the ethics of conflicts of
interest, and editors in power structures should not be separate strands of
analysis. A synthesis of these factors with community and newspaper economics
will be needed to assess fully a newspapers performance.
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Back Channel: What Readers Learned of the
Tri-City Herald's Lobbying for the Hanford Nuclear

Reservation

As had thousands of his predecessors, Glenn Lee as a

daily newspaper publisher faced the task of balancina

community promotion with objective news coverage. To

paraphrase one definition of these roles, Lee had to decide

whether he would be a community publisher or a journalist

publisher.1

Significance of Lee's task, however, is in one sense

national in scope; his communities were adjacent to the

Hanford Nuclear Reservation in the state of Washington.

Even if he were expected to be both a booster and watchdog

at home, the nation expected him, implicitly through his

Associated Press membership, to inform it objectively of

what the federal government and its contractors were doing

at the site where the plutonium for the Hiroshima and

Nagasaki bombs was processed.2 An author who recently

joined the study of the Atomic West gives low marks in her

The author expresses appreciation to research assistant Paul Saltier= for his assistance in preparation of this article

and to the Glenn Lee estate for the grant that made his cataloging of the personal papers possible.

The terms "community editor" and 'journalist editor" were used in Alex Edelstein and Joseph J. Contris, "The
Public View of the Weekly Newspaper's Leadership Role," Journalism Quartedy, 43 (Spring, 1966), p. 18.

2
The Associated Press depended on member newspapers for news of this area until the late 1980s, when it assigned its

first full-time staff member to Central Washington, Yet Jack Briggs, publisher today of the Tri-CW Hem/d, remembers with
frustration the failure of the AP until the mid-1970s to take an interest in the Hanford stories the newspaper filed. Telephone
interview, April 20, 1993.
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brief assessment of Lee's Tri-City Rera1d.3 She says that

while the newspaper criticized the Atomic Energy Commission

for not providing more financial assistance for local

government services, it never questioned the basic

commission policy of "pushing plutonium production to the

maximum" at Hanford.4

Lee's personal papers are now in the public domain and

can be examined to determine the congruence between what he

knew and did as publisher and secretary of the Tri-City

Nuclear Industrial Council, and what his newspaper reported

about Hanford.5 Specifically, these personal papers contain

scores of memos he wrote for file purposes or to his staff,

or received from his newsroom employees. The purpose of

this study, therefore, is to examine the newspaper's

coverage in light of selected memos to determine the extent

the newspaper informed the public of the publisher's

contacts with public officials as secretary of the

industrial council, a community trade and lobbying group.

The dates of 1969-1971 are selected from the decades of

memos in the collection for this initial study of the Lee

papers because they fall within the period of intense

3
The term TriCities refers to the Columbia River communities of Pasco, Richland, and Kennewick adjacent to the

Hanford Nuclear Reservation.

4
Michele Stenehjem Gerber, On the Florae Front The Cold War Lepwy of the Han fond Nudear Site (Lincoln:

University of Nebraska Press, 1992), p. 70.

5The Glenn Lae collection ofpapers was donated to the Washington State University Manuscripts. Archives and
Special Collections division in 1984. Cataloguing of the material was completed in 1993.
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activity by the industrial council and the newspaper to

offset the reactor closures initiated by President Johnson

in 1964. The closures continued until 1971, by which time

all eight of the open coolant reactors at Hanford were

closed.6 Both Lee's newspaper and the council, confronted

with such dire economic news, rushed to offset the effects

on Hanford's work force, which numbered between 8,000 and

9,000 persons in the 1960s.

The households of these employees made up a goodly

number of the 25,000 circulation base of the Tri-City Herald

in 1970 and the significant portion of the local economy.7

A small newspaper's community leadership has frequently been

practiced not by a watchdog editorial product, but by

joining forces with business leaders in initiating projects

for community growth.8 It is anticipated, therefore, that

Lee's newsroom memos will document the indiscriminate

booster nature of his community and journalistic

activities.9

* * *

6
Gerber, On the Home Front, p. 140.

7
The daily circulation of the Tri-aty Herald in 1970 was 24,414 and 24,830 Sundays, according to 1970 Editor &

Publisher International Yearbook (New York: The Editor & Publisher Co., 1970), p. 287.

8
This activity is reoognized in George A. Gladney, "Newspaper Excellence: How Editors of Small & Large Papers

Judge Quality," Newspaper Researth Journal, 11 (Spring, 1990), p. 62.

9
The booster nature of community leadership is further discussed in Gladney, "Newspaper Excellence," p. 71.
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Glenn Lee's tenacious personality might have been

devoted to the business of flour milling if an opportunity

had materialized in that trade in 1947.10 But with partners

Hugh Scott and Robert E. Philip, the World War II veteran

bought the weekly Pasco Herald that year, transforming it

into a daily within months.11 The newspaper experience of

this native of Eau Clair, Wisconsin, and graduate of the

University of North Dakota was limited to deliverina copies

in his home town.12

Two major challenges to the new owners arose quickly.

A major cutback at the Hanford nuclear facility was

instituted in 1949, with 10,000 employees laid off.13 Local

leaders and officials of the Atomic Energy Commission and

its Hanford contractor, the General Electric Company,

realized the problems of a single industry community in

which production of plutonium for weapons would not continue

indefinitely.14 The second challenge came when the

International Typographical Union struck the Tr-I-City Herald

10
Lee's obituary recognized an "embattled career" and cited him as a man of "extraordinary energy, determination

and impact...a driven worker." Bob Woehler and Wanda Briggs, "Glenn Lee: A builder, a leader, and a doer," Tri-aty
Herald, August9,1985, p. A4.

11Frances Taylor Pugnetti, Tiger by the Tait Twenty-live Yeats With the Stormy Td-at y Herald (Pasco,
W ashington: Tri-City Herald, 1975), pp. 7, 25.

12
Maryfran Johnson and Gale Metcalf, "A road from 3o a week to publisher and leader, Hotels, Navy and flour

mills led Glenn Lee to Tri-Cities," Tti-aty Herald, August 9, 1985, p. A5.

13
Ibid., p. 46.

14
Christian Cahneyor Fleischer, 91e Tri-City Nuclear Industrial Council and the Economio Divervifioation of the

Tri-Cilies, Washington, 1963-1974," unpublished master's thesis, Washington State University, 1974, p. 21.
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in 1950, and then supported a competing daily newspaper, The

Columbia Basin News, until 1962.15

Lee took his case charging the News with violations of

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act to the U.S. Supreme Court, but

won no hearing.16 However, he continually won informal

hearings in Washington, D.C., before the state's

Congressional delegations and the Atomic Energy Commission

as he, other officials of the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial

Council, and his editor, Don Pugnetti, all lobbied for

stability or expansion of the Hanford nuclear reservation.

An illustration of Lee's activities, even before the

cities' industrial council was formed, came in the

newspaper's campaign to maintain the dual function of

Hanford's ninth nuclear reactor, with construction underway

in 1958. Promoters sought to have waste steam sold to the

Washington Public Power Supply System, which would aenerate

electricity to be marketed by the Bonneville Power

Administration, a move private power interests fought before

losing in Congress in 1962. Lee, an erstwhile private power

advocate, made two trips to the capital that summer and

Pugnetti three to convince a core of 38 Republican

representatives to support the dual reactor. Both men

successfully lobbied senators, Northwest governors, and the

15
Pugnetti, Tiger by the ng pp. 147-253.

16
Ibid., p. 253.
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Washington [D.C.] Evening Star as wel1.17

Tri-City civic leaders, a drum and bugle corps, and a

color guard were on hand at the Pasco Airport to honor Lee

and Pugnetti upon their return. In the spring of 1963,

Pugnetti was named winner of the Thomas L. Stokes Memorial

Award for his articles and editorials concerning the steam

plant fight.18 The contest judges wrote, "Pugnetti acted in

the best tradition of Tom Stokes . . . so, too, did his

paper and its publisher, Glenn C. Lee, and we commend

them."19 The award--and the column inches upon which it was

based--is evidence that even while active as a lobbyist,

Pugnetti carried out his role as editor of the Tri-City

Herald, a factor pertinent to this study.

In September of 1963, President John Kennedy traveled

to the Tri-Cities to wave a "nuclear wand" that by remote

control lifted the first shovel of dirt to start

construction of the Hanford steam plant, undoubtedly

grateful for the legislative victory the Tri-City newspaper

men had helped to give him the previous year.20

This campaign demonstrated the pattern for the activism

of Lee, as a founding member and secretary of the Tri-City

Nuclear Council, and of Pugnetti, as founder and president

17
Ibid., pp. 254-283.

18
Stokes was a nationally syndicated columnist noted for his writing on the development, use, and conservation of

natural resources. Pugnetti, Tige rby the Tail, pp. 281-282.

19
Ibid., p. 2112.

"Ibid., pp. 256, 282-283.
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of the Benton-Franklin Counties Good Roads Association. In

these capacities they returned to Washington, D.C., to lobby

successfully in behalf of a Tri-Cities route for the north-

south Interstate 82, oriainally designed for an alignment

into Oregon to the west.21

A third figure in the newspaper, Tri-City Herald

president Robert E. Philip, was equally as active in

community economic development. With community leader Sam

Volpentest, he organized Exo-Met as a locally owned and

capitalized corporation and proposed to the Atomic Energy

Commission in 1962 that the firm take over the operation of

Hanford's metal fabrication shops. The AEC rejected the

proposal, but the step demonstrated the community's

initiative in attempting to diversify the economy and end

dependence upon the government's primary contractor, General

Electric. Two years later, the AEC opened the Hanford

contract to other firms to achieve these goals.22

By that time, the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial Council

was formed, incorporating in February, 1963, with Philip as

president and Lee as secretary among the 85 supporters who

contributed $40,000 for the first year's operation.23

21
Ibid., p. 325. In a personal letter to a Washington state district highway engineer, Pugnetti is identified as

president of the Benton-Franklin Counties Good Roads Association, both by signature and on the letterhead. Donald A.
Pugnetti to G. E. Mattoon, February 15, 1967. Glenn Lee papers, Manuscripts, Archives, and Special Collections Division
of Holland Library, Washington State University, Pullman.

22

23

Fleischer, 'The Tri-Qty Nuclear Industrial Council," pp. 28-30.

Pugnetti, Tiger by the Twit, p. 294.
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Effects of President Johnson's State of the Union

message on January 8, 1964, posed the first major challenae

to the council. With the nation's stockpiles of nuclear

materials at the saturation point, the President expressed

his desire to curb the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Therefore, he announced a 25 per cent reduction in the

production of enriched uranium and the closure of four

reactors, including three at Hanford.24 AEC Chairman Glenn

T. Seaborg the same day said the decision would not affect

startup of Hanford's New Production Reactor for which Lee

and Pugnetti had lobbied in Washington, D.C. He added that

the commission would help communities attract new industry

and diversify their economic base. But loss of the three

reactors meant 2,000 jobs or 24 per cent of the Hanford work

force would be eliminated; the nuclear facility comprised 80

per cent of the Tri-Cities' economy.25

The decade of the 1960s saw Lee, Pugnetti, and the

nuclear industrial council intensify their activities to

ensure that their three communities on the Columbia River

did not become ghost towns. Within ten days of the

President's message, Lee contacted NASA representatives

about siting space facilities on the nuclear reservation.

In February he spoke to directors of Seattle First National

24
Fleischer, "The Tri-City Nuokar Counoil," pp. 47-48, quoting Congmaionn/ Quartrrly Alinanok; 88th Cong., 2nd

gess., 1964, 20:863.

23
Fleischer, "The Tri-City Nuclear Council," pp. 48-49.
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Bank to encourage investment for private industry in the

Tri-Cities. In seeking to obtain a NASA tracking station,

the nuclear industrial council enlisted the aid of

Washington Senator Henry Jackson, who successfully

introduced legislation further to diversify Hanford.

Lee and Volpentest returned to Washington, D.C., on

numerous occasions to appeal to the AEC and NASA to utilize

Hanford facilities, including a formal presentation in 1965

unsuccessfully seeking AEC's 200 billion electron volt

particle accelerator.26 Yet Hanford was given the $188

million Fast Flux Test Facility, providing a preliminary and

vital step in the development of the new generation of

Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors. Lee considered all this

the consolation prize in the accelerator campaign "because

we had penetrated so deeply into the minds of important

people in Washington, D.C., with our sales pitch, stressinu

the advantages of Hanford...."27

Diversification of the Hanford operation during the

1960s maintained employment levels. General Electric had

been in Hanford since 1946, when it had taken over from the

original contractor, DuPont. Winning contracts upon the

departure of G.E. were U.S. Testing, Battelle Memorial

Institute, Douglas United Nuclear, and ITT. Yet the

26
Fleischer, Tri-City Nudear Industrial Council," pp. 51-109. Volpentest, political fund raiser and friend of

Washington Senators Henry Jackson and Warren G. Magnuson, first introduced Lee into high level political dirks, according
to Bill Bequette, former managing cditor of the Tri-orYtyHendd. Telephone interview, April 21, 1993.

27
Ibid., pp. 109-110.
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closures of the reactors themselves continued, the first in

1964, with two more in 1966, and one in each year between

1967 and 1971.28 That the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial

Council efforts to diversify the economy "have been crowned

with a notable degree of success" was undoubtedly true in

the face of the reactor closures.29 How much news readers

got about this type of activity on the part of their editor

and publisher will now be examined.

* * *

To determine the extent the reading public was made

aware of the activities of Lee, Pugnetti, and, to some

extent, Philip, some two dozen memoranda written by or to

Lee between 1969 and 1971 on the sublect of nuclear

development were examined. These constitute the earliest

extensive file of memos concerning Hanford in the Lee

collection and range in subjects from visiting dignitaries

to Lee's meeting with John Ehrlichman at the White House.

Issues of the corresponding weeks of the Tri-City Herald

were then examined to determine what news of this activity

was passed on to readers. The major findings are reported

here.

Lee, Pugnetti, and Volpentest returned to the nation's

28
Gerber, On the Home Front, pp. 140-141.

V
Fleischer, 'The 'Fri-City Nuclear Industrial Council," p. 86.
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capital in February, 1969, in an effort to staunch the

reactor closures still threatened in the Nixon

administration. With Volpentest present, Lee made a

presentation at the Bureau of the Budget the morning of

February 6 after determining to his satisfaction it was the

bureau, not the AEC, that was ordering the budget cuts

affecting Hanford. Among those attending were Philip S.

Hughes, deputy budget director, and, later, for part of the

meeting, Robert Mayo, budget director.30

Lee told the group the main concern of the Tri-Cities

was that the budget cutbacks would thwart the

diversification underway to private contractors. John

Knievel, administrative assistant to Representative

Catherine May of Washington State's Fourth Congressional

District, who also attended the meeting, asked that reactor

closures be delayed.31

That afternoon Lee spoke from prepared remarks for 22

minutes in a meeting with the full Atomic Energy Commission.

Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg commended him for his eloquence,

but mentioned the directive from the Bureau of the Budget

concerning cost cutting. AEC Deputy General Manager John

Erlewine added that $9 million would be spent on Hanford's

Fast Flux Test Facility that year and $25 million the next

30
Glenn Lee memorandum, February 6, 1969, Washington State University Manuscripts, Archives, and Special

Collections Division. Many of Lees memos were not addressed. A second Lee memo dated February 6 about the trip to
Washington is also in the collection.

31
Ibid. 1 Go
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in addition to a $6.3 million laboratory and waste storage

proposal that would total $10 million.32 On February 7,

Volpentest returned to meet with AEC Commissioner James T.

Ramey to reinforce the points made in the meeting both men

had attended the previous day.33

Readers of the Tri-City Herald were not told in advance

of this trip to Washington, D.C., by the newspaper and

industrial council representatives. Subscribers learned of

the activity only on February 10--after an intervening

weekend--on both the front and editorial paaes. The

decision to close the reactors was the AEC's, not that of

the Bureau of the Budget, "Tri-City Nuclear Council

representatives learned last week," said the story, which

ran under the headline, "Nuclear Council Probes Reactor

Cutback."34

The editorial bragged that the Nuclear Council men

"opened some eyes" in Washington:

Sen. [Henry] Jackson, Mr. Seaborg and the
other commissioners must now see that heavy
cutbacks at Hanford made too soon can severely
damage, even stop the growth of the diversification
trees they planted in the Tri-Cities.35

The second series of memos to be examined here, written

to Lee by staff member Jack Briggs, resulted in no immediate

32
Ibid.

33
Sam Volpentest memorandum, Feb. 7, 1969.

34

35

"Nuclear Council Probes Reactor Cutbacic, Td-OtyHerald, February 10, 1969, p. 1.

"Roots Need Moro Growing Tuue," Td-Citylieneld, February I I, 1969, p. 10.
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news stories, but demonstrates how the newsroom kept the

publisher informed about nuclear issues. In August of 1969,

Briggs reported his telephone conversation with Paul

Clifton, chairman of the California Nuclear Power Plant

Siting Committee, who reported that state was not having

much trouble in getting nuclear plants located. Lee or

Brigas for emphasis marked in pen on the memo that a great

deal of credit for the lack of any hysterical oppostion to

nuclear power plants should go to the utilities, which

Briggs said had done an excellent job of public relations.36

Briggs's next memo made it apparent why nuclear plant

siting was of specific interest. The public power utility

Umatilla Electric in Oregon, downstream from Hanford on the

Columbia River, had the authority and capability to borrow

money and build a generating plant.37

The issue of these memos may have been support for

nuclear power generally rather than an attempt to have a

plant for Oregon power sited at Hanford, as was the case in

1970 when the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial Council brought

Seattle officials to town to convince them their new

facility should be built 150 miles inland. The news story

and editorial that coincided with these memos merely

supported the Oregon activity. The Herald commended Oregon

Senator Robert Packwood for supporting construction of the

36Jack Briggs to Glenn Lee memo. August 22. 1969.

371b1d., August 28. 1969.
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state's first nuclear power plant in Eastern Oregon

"otherwise the Pacific Northwest is going to have an

electrical brownout in a few years."38 The day this

editorial was printed, Oreaon Representative Al Ullman was

reported telling 200 Eastern Oregon and Tri-City industrial

and r_Igricultural leaders that expansion of low-cost electric

power was among the region's top priorities.39

Siting of nuclear reactors was also the subject of a

memo Lee wrote to his newsroom staff and Philip a day

following the visit of Washington Governor Daniel Evans to

the Tri-Citie t! late in 1969. The governor's appearance at a

new shopping center, his press conference, and speech to the

Nuclear Industrial Council were of course reported in the

Herald as spot news. Lee's memo reversed earlier practices

when memos anticipated news stories. This memo merely

reported for the record what Lee heard the governor say at

the prss conference and industrial council speech--that the

state had to provide leadership in siting not just one or

two nuclear reactors, but the total needed for the region's

future power requirements.40

In November of 1969, Lee called Washington, D.C., to

talk to John Kneivel, Representative Catherine May's

38
"Horse-Sense Thinking," ni-Cily Humid, August 27, 1969, p. 10.

39
"Ullman Asks Area Cooperation," Td-aly Ilentld, August 28, 1969, p. 3. In November, ABC Commissioner

James Ramey in the Tri-Cities expressed approval of proposed sites at Paterson in Washington state and at Boardman in
Oregon. "Commissioner Ramey Impressed," Tri-atyHerald editorial, November 26, 1969, p. 10.

40
Memorandum, Glenn Lee to Don Pugnetti, Bill Bequette, Jack Briggs and Bob Philip, October 16, 1969.
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administrative assistant, concerning a House and Senate

conference committee on the status of Hanford reactors. Lee

asked whether members of the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial

Council should make the trip to Washington again to try to

influence the course of events. Kneivel was non-committal,

but demonstrating the role the Herald news staff played in

such lobbying efforts, he suggested that Don Pugnetti call

California Representative Craig Hosmer, a member of

Congressional conference committee studying reactor cuts.41

Two months later, Lee and Volpentest were back in

Washington, D.C., attempting to prevent closure of Hanford's

K reactor as announced by the AEC. Lee upon arrival

immediately wired Governor Evans, urging him to come to

Washington to appeal to President Nixon to keep the reactor

open. After meetings with Washington Senator Warren G.

Magnuson and Representative May, Lee himself went to the

White House on January 22, 1970, meeting with presidential

assistant Harry S. Dent, who promised that Lee's information

about the reactor, including general reactor use as a source

of electric power, would be passed on to John Ehrlichman.42

But readers weren't told this detail of Lee's activities at

the capital; they were merely told a day earlier that Lee

and Volpentest had flown there to determine the rationale

41
Glenn C. Lee memorandum, November 24, 1969.

42
Ibid., January 26, 1970.
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for the closure decision.43

A month later, Lee was back in Washington, meeting

first at the White House with John Ehrlichman. Then he went

on to the Bureau of the Budget, not "begging ... we just

wanted to figure out some way how we could utilize the

facilities and the land area and the brain power and the

people at Hanford before they shut down any more

reactors."44 Of the nine reactors Hanford had seen, only

two then remained in operation. He and Governor Evans met

three days later with James R. Schlesinger, acting deputy

director of the Bureau of the Budget, and, more briefly,

Robert Mayo, director of the budget.45

But even before this meeting, readers of the Tri-City

Herald 'ad been told "K-Reactor Rumors Untrue." The rumor

that the remaining K reactor was to be shut down was without

basis, "the Tri-City Herald learned today." Catherine May,

a member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, had

informed Lee that the AEC planned to continue operatina the

K and N reactors.46 But readers that week did not learn of

Lee's access to the budget and White House officials.

Readers were told when the five members of the Seattle

City Council Utilities Committee were briefed at Hanford

43
"Senators Ask President to Continue K Reactor," Tti-a y Ikrald,January 20, 1970, p. 1.

44Glenn
C. Leo memorandum, February 24, 1970.

45
Ibid., February 27, 1970.

46
"K-Reaotor Rumors Untrue," Tri-aty Herald, February 24, 1970, p. 1
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during a trip sponsored by the nuclear industrial counci1.47

Industrial council members hoped to have Seattle site its

new power generatinu facility at Hanford; Lee's lengthy memo

on the briefing pointed out it was 150 miles between Seattle

and Hanford compared to 115 miles between Seattle and the

city's Ross Dam facility in Skagit County.48

But it was not only the congruence between the H3rald's

stories and memos in March, 1970, that sheds light

on the newspaper's coverage of its local industry. A "flap"

about "hot ducks" is illustratjme of this tone as it

reported that four ducks taken in routine sampling had

abnormally high amounts of radioactive material in their

bodies from algae growing in the waste trenches:

A person eating one pound of meat from a duck
at this level would receive a dose to the bone five
times the yearly guidelines for a adult established
by Federal Radiation Council, but less the amount
allowed for radiation workers.

Eating a pound of the meat--and a person
more likely won't eat less, the AEC said--would give
a person of 2.2 rems of exposure for the whole body,
when the Radiation Council sets a guide of .5.
Radiation workers are allowed to absorb 5 rems.49

The editorial page booster tone was similar when 100

Eastern Oregon and Eastern Washington business and community

leaders toured Hanford facilities:

47
"Hanford Could Save Seattle Millions, Power Probers Told," Tri-Ci ty Henild, March 13, 1970, p. 1.

48
Glenn C. Lee memorandum, March 13, 1970.

49
"AEC Embroiled in Flap Over Roosting Hot Ducks," ni-at y Herald, March 13, 1970, p. 3.
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Not a one expressed any doubt about the
safeness of the operation....They virtually
became nuclear missionaries and planned to
spread the word of what they saw and of the
great potential offered by nuclear power
plants....These were intelligent, articulate
men and we need them and more like them to tell
the story and convince utilities and government
agencies of the wisdom, benefits and advantages
of locating the reactors east of the Cascades.50

Local politicians were a part of the triumverate with

the press and the nuclear industrial council promoting

Hanford. State Senator Mike McCormack, Tri-Cities Democrat

who would succeed Catherine May in the U.S. House of

Representatives, told visiting environmentalists the

Columbia River might be the most radioactive river this side

of the Iron Curtain, but environmentalists need have no fear

of it. He told the Washington Environmental Council,

meeting in Pasco shortly after the business leaders were in

town, that "unscrupulous people are making a lot of money

exploiting fear and twisting facts about atomic

energy....The radiation level of the river is entirely

safe."51 The next day the newspaper reported that McCormack

was resigning his position as a research scientist for

Battelle Northwest, a Hanford contractor.

A lead story by Don Pugnetti topped by an eight-column

banner headline reading "Environmentalists Hear Hanford is

the Best" quoted one member of the environmental council as

asking why a nuclear power plant should be built in his home

50
'The Shape of Things to Come," Tri-Qty HersI4 March 15, 1970, p. 8.

51
"1-Jot Columbia' No Threat McCormack," Td-Qty Hang March 22, 1970, p. 1.
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county; "we don't want them and you do."52 Pugnetti, who

covered this Sunday meeting of the environmentalists, was

mentioned in Glenn Lee's lengthy memorandum account as

having talked to Battelle and AEC officials about the charge

that cooling ponds the nuclear industrial council apparently

favored were worse than cooling towers. "You guys don't

know what you are talking about," a Battelle official told

Sam Volpentest in his capacity as head of the counci1.53 Of

course this exchange did not make it into Pugnetti's story.

Neither did a report of an April, 1970, trip by Lee and

Philip to Seattle and the state capital make it into the

Herald. The two officers of the newspaper first met with

two representatives of the Seattle City Council Utility

Committee in the continuing campaign to attract Seattle

power facilities to Hanford. Then it was on to Olympia for

a meeting with the governor and other officials, including

Dan Ward, director of the State Department of Commerce, who

was to be in Washington, D.C., later in the month, and was

urged to arrange an appointment at the White House with John

Ehrlichman. Gov. Evans suggested that Ward should write to

Ehrlichman regarding the Hanford reactors, the transition

from closing military reactors to new development, acquiring

a liquid metal fast breeder reactor for Hanford, and

52
Don Pugnetti, "Environmentalists Hear Hanford is the Best," Tri-Cityllerald, March 23, 1970, n. 1.

53
Glenn C. Lee memorandum, March 25, 1970, p. 3.
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creating a Hanford laboratory for environmental studies.54

Glenn Lee met Ward in Washington, D.C., on April 22,

1970, to plan their strategy. Lee met with AEC Commissioner

Jim Ramey that afternoon, with Ramey stating the AEC would

like to keep the K and N reactors operating, but it was

subject to the dictates of the Bureau of the Budget.55 Two

days later Ward and Lee were in Ehrlichman's office in the

White House, discussing Hanford as a site for new reactors

and Lee's hope that the existing reactors would remain

operative for enough years to stabilize the economy. On the

latter point, Ehrlichman was non-committa1.56 No story that

week, however, told readers of the publisher's return to the

White House.

By the time Lee was back in Washington, D.C., in

August, the Senate Appropriations Committee approved $23.1

million for continued operation of the K East reactor at

Hanford in a $1.9 billion AEC appropriation.57 The Herald

commended Washington Senator Warren G. Magnuson's

"aggressiveness and dedication toward meeting the region's

power needs," which would be appreciated by and a benefit to

present aenera14ons and those unborn.58

54
Ibid., April 6, 1970.

55
Ibid., April 22, 1970.

56
Ibid., April 24, 1970.

57
"Committee Clews K Reactor Fund.," Td-aty lioneld, August 11, 1970, p. I.

58
'Magnuson'. Leadership Action," Tri-atyllernici, August 11, 1970, p. 6.
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Lee did not record in print details of the conversation

he held at the White House August 13, 1970, with Todd Hullin

while Sam Volpentest visited with California Congressman

Craig Hosmer. Lee warned Hullin that the Pacific Northwest

faced a power shortage because of continued delays due to

reactor siting problems. If Hanford were approved as a

nuclear park, Lee told him, reactor construction could

proceed promptly and the Nixon administration could take

credit for a showcase operation. Lee asked the White House

to tell Seattle, Tacoma, the state's public utility

districts, and the Washington Public Power Supply System

that Hanford was the favored site for nuclear power

development. If Ehrlichman did that, Hullin said, it would

be interpreted as White House interference. Lee countered

that another federal agency such as the AEC might perform

this function for the White House, but Hullin said the

president would probably take money away from the AEC to

give it to veterans.59

All of Lee's lobbying to date paled in comparison to

efforts that followed the AEC announcement in January of

1971 that not only the last K or plutonium production

reactor would be closed, but also the dual purpose N reactor

whose Congressional approval had been met with bands and

59
Glenn C. Lee memorandum, August 13,1970.
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speeches when Lee returned to the Pasco airport in 1962.60

The Tri-Cities organized a campaign to generate 50,000

letters of protest, and Governor Evans appointed an eleven-

member task force to press in Washington, D.C., for the

continued operation of the N reactor.61 But readers of the

Tti-City Herald never learned of the bitter assessment of

the governor Lee expressed in memo form:

(So it appears now that [Sen. Henry] Jackson
and Evans knew about this all the time, at least
for a couple of weeks, but they wouldn't tell
anybody and they let us run around putting a lot
of work and effort and they were afraid to
stick their neck out. All our efforts with
Ehrlichman were worthless because he didn't make
the decision and he couldn't do anything about
it and had he let us known [sic] about it,
perhaps we could have done something with the
aluminum company presidents, or through Senator
Magnuson or the governors of the Pacific North-
west. So it appears that neither Jackson nor
Evans would stick their neck out when they
should have been doing it but they just waited
for the axe to fall, and then they want to jump
in and fight for it and get the public to think
they are doing a great job for the Northwest.
The horse has been stolen and it's too late).62

Lee claimed he had "firm information" that Governor

Evans and John Ehrlichman both knew of the closures 14 days

before the AEC announcement, but "Evans wouldn't do anything

about it, he wouldn't level with me, he wouldn't answer my

poone calls, he wouldn't come back to Washington, D.C., he

just sat there until the reactors went down and then he

60
An amount of the closure announcement is given in Pugnetti, Tiger by the Tail, p. 308.

61
1."14 Reactor Task Form Named," Tri-aty lienaltt February 4, 1971, p.

62
Glenn C. Lee memorandum, January 31, 1971,
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wants to be a hero."63 While Lee's pessimism was

understandable, Don Pugnetti shortly informed him via memo

that Evans had indeed been talking to Caspar Weinberger,

"the No. 2 man in the budget" at the White House.64

Subscribers never became privy to the all of the additional

machinations the editor reported to his publisher in the

memo clearly marked "confidential"; they merely read that

the governor had announced that the closure of the N reactor

would be delayed. Editorially, the newspaper warned,

"before Tri-Citians relax and rest on their oars they'd

better recognize that at the most we've won a skirmish, not

the war."65

When evidence of all this back channel activity did

creep into print, it was disguised at best. On February 7,

1971, Sam Volpentest talked to Jim Ramey of the AEC, who

said the Washington Public Power Supply System or the

federal Bonneville Power Administration would have to raise

steam payments by $10 million to $20 million to keep the

reactor open.66 Three days later an eight-column banner

above the flag on page one reported "Way Suggested to Save

N-Reactor." It quoted an unnamed AEC official in

Washington, D.C., saying resumption of operation was

63

64

Ibid., February 3, 1971.

Donald Fugnetti memorandum, February 5, 1971.

65
"Good News, but the Fight'. Not Over," Tri-Cliy Herald, February 4, 1971, p. 10.

66
Glenn C. Lee memorandum, February 7, 1971.
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possible if the state power supply system would be willing

to pay the $10 million to $20 million a year for steam.67

Lee viewed Ramey as Hanford's only friend on the AEC and

privately recorded a Seattle consultant's view that

Ehrlichman was "hopeless and helpless and overrated."68 Lee

saw the whole issue as confirming his suspicion that the AEC

would like to close Hanford and the Battelle laboratories so

AEC work could be concentrated at Savannah River, South

Carolina, and Oak Ridge, Tennessee.69

Pugnetti briefed Lee by memo, implying the problem lay

in the White House rather than the AEC, and in the

unreliability of the N reactor if not its safety. In an

extensive background piece not reflacted in print, Pugnetti

said former Representative Catherine May had seen a letter

from Caspar Weinberaer to Governor Evans stressing that the

N reactor was down 42 per cent of the time, The editor

reported that Mrs. May could play a role in influencing

Nixon because she had stood by him in his 1960 defeat and

"Nixon is the type of man who does not forget those who

stays with him during the lean years." Besides, she was a

friend of Clerk McGregor's, the presidential adviser, who

67

68

"Way Suggested to Save N-Resotor," Retald , February 10, 1971, p. I.

Glenn C. Lee memorandum, February 8, 1971.

69Ibid., February 10, 1971. The cloture controversy became additionally complex whenan unidentified .ource "high
in the Nixon administration" was quoted by The New York Times as raying the N reactor was unreliable, a possible safety
haurd, and a sloppy engineering job that would take millions of dollars to bring up to acceptable standards. This prompted
the AEC to say the reactor "very definitely is not and never kw been unsafe." Cf. "AEC Denies Reactor Unsafe," Tri-City
Ifenild, February 10, 1971, p. 3, and Carroll Clark memo, Glenn C. Lee collection, February 10, 1971.
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handled the president's appointment book. Pugnetti provided

Lee Mrs. May's home and office numbers in Washington, D.C.70

Governor Evans telephoned the Tti-City Herald

"immediately" after the governor's task force completed its

three-hour presentation to White House officials on behalf

of the N reactor. Among those present were AEC Chair Glenn

Seaborg, James Watt as assistant Secretary of the Interior,

and representatives of the Office of Management and Budget,

the AEC, and the Bonneville Power Administration.71

Although Nixon did not attend, Evans did spend 40 minutes

with him.72 "With that much time with the President, I had

an excellent opportunity to express our concern about the

closure as well as explain the details of our proposal," the

governor said. His presentation must have been helpful; the

N reactor was soon back in operation.73 In September, Nixon

visited Hanford, meeting Lee and thanking him for his "loyal

and continued support."74 Also contributing to the campaian

were Senators Warren Magnuson and Henry Jackson, the Sierra

Club, labor unions, and Seattle, Portland, and Spokane

newspapers.75 The N reactor was finally closed for safety

70
Donald A. Pugnetti memorandum to Glenn Lee, February 11, 1971.

71

72

"Evans Optimirtio on N Reactor," Tri-City Herald, February 17, 1971, p. 1.

"Evans Sees President Deciaion in a Week," Tri-Cily Herald, February 18, 1971, p. I.

73
Pugnetti, Tiger by the Taih p. 311.

74
Ibid., p. 299.

75
Gerber, On the Home Fron4 p. 206.
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reasons in 1987, two years after Lee's death, and was closed

permanently in 1988. The Tri-City Herald had been sold to

the McClatchy Newspapers group before Lee died.

* * *

The Tri-City Herald was proud of its activist role in

the community. "Most newspapers would have been satisfied

to record history as it passed by--but the Tri-City Herald

is unique in the fact it actually was responsible for making

history," is how the newspaper proudly saw its

achievement.76 It was the driving force behind the TrCity

Nuclear Industrial Council, which might not have otherwise

survived.77 Lee thus saw his personal role as a community

booster and he encouraged Don Pugnetti as his editor to join

in his lobbying efforts and to form and head the roads

association. But two of Lee's former editors agree he not

only largely took a hands-off approach to local Hanford

coverage, he encouraged enterprise reporting at the nuclear

facility.78 If that is demonstrated by further research,

his boosterism may not prove to be as indiscriminate as

anticipated in this study, which examined reporting of

76
Pugnetti, Tiger by the Tag p. xiii.

77
Mid., p. 312. Former Tri-City Ilenild managing editor Bill Bequette goes so far as to say that the Tri-City Nuclear

Industrial Council was "just a front" for Lee's and Volpentest's lobbying activities. Telephone interview, Bill Bequette, April
21, 1993 .

78
Telephone interviews with Jack Briggs, April 20, 1993, and Bill Bequette, April 21, 1993.
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national lobbying activity, not Hanford plant coverage.

The majority of the Tri-City Herald readers were

Hanford employees and they undoubtedly appriciated the

efforts of its newspaper to keep their jobs secure. To

them, the newspaper's activism provided the highest example

of community service. That the news columns did not carry

all the details about how this was done was secondary to

their economic interests. All they knew was that both their

community and their newspaper were economically more sound

because Glenn Lee saw no separation between his role as

publisher and secretary of the Tri-City Nuclear Industrial

Council, and that he demanded no separation from his editor.

The Lee memos reflect a rich intercourse by the press

among the industrial, political, and economic interests of

the state and the nation. Some degree of this activism is

at work on any newspaper any time an editor or publisher

seeking information picks up a telephone and by a first name

addresses a senatorial administrative assistant, federal

undersecretary, or governor. Likewise, reporters on any

newspaper write memos to their editors, and editors to their

publishers, in forms similar to those preserved from the Lee

estate. A gap thus exists on any newspaper between what the

newsroom knows and what it prints. But while Lee may not

have felt compelled to cover the private lobbying

organization, under First Amendment watchdog assumptions, he

was not free to have his editor become a lobbyist and ignore

the activities of the many office holders with whom they
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dealt.

This comparison between what a newspaper knew and what

it printed at an important period in the country's Cold War

history is instructive at two levels. At the practical, it

illustrates how little readers may learn of the decision-

making processes among the federal, state, and regional

power brokers, especially when their newspaper is actively

involved. At the academic level, the study calls into

question the single strand explanations of press

performance--testing the watchdog approach, or the ethics of

conflicts of interest, or the editor-in-power-structure

consideration.79

More realistic would be a synthesis of these factors

incorporating close attention to the economy of the

community and its newspaper. The case of the Tri-City

Herald is illustrative in this regard. Pertinent economic

questions are the age of the community, whether it is

predominantly a one-industry town, whether the publisher or

editor activist stepped into a community leadership vacuum

as Lee apparently did, and dependency upon government

budgets, grants, and contracts.80

Lee and his staff got out of town, something editors

and publishers of many small town newspapers never do.

79
The role of the editor in the community power structure is discussed in Clarice N. Men, George A. Donohue, and

Phillip J. Tichenor, "The Community Editor's Power and the Reporting of Conflict" Journalism Quarterly, Vol. XXXXV
(Summer, 1968), p. 245.

80For
a series of articles on economic aspects of newspapers, see Journalism lfistory, Vol. I 8, 1992, an issue

entitled, "The Media Business."
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Whether the local readers benefitted or were neglected by

this activity will lend itself to colorful study as more

becomes known about the Cold War's domestic front.81

81Scholan
wishing to pursue the subject of the Atomic West may wish to contact Prof. John Findlay of the

University of Washington Department of History for availability of papers and proceedings of the Atomic WestConference
held in Seattle Septemlw 25-26, 1992.
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The Canadian Dragon Slayer:
The Reform Press of Upper Canada

It is one of the miserable consequences of the abuse of liberty,
that a licentious press is permitted to poison the public mind
with the most absurd and wicked misrepresentations, which the
ill-disposed, without inquiry, receive and act upon as truths.1

So said John Beverley Robinson, the Attorney General of Upper

Canada, in 1838, as he sentenced to death Samuel Lount and Peter

Matthews for their role in the Rebellion of 1837.

The Rebellion marked the end of the Reform press which had

captivated readers in Upper Canada, now the Province of Ontario,

from 1820 to 1837. Members of the Reform press were outspken

proponents for a reform of the government. Fearless in their

attacks on those in power, they represented a marked departure

from the early newspapers of the province which depended upon

the government for their existence. Not only was the Reform press a

watchdog for the people, but it was actually instrumental in bringing

about a change in the govermental institutions of the province. It

set the agenda for a movement toward ministerial responsibility,

and the government had no choice but to follow.

The vociferous opponent of the Reform press was the Tory

press. Archly conservative and staunchly British, the Tory press had

the backing of the government of the day. The two press factions

1 Paul Rutherford, The Making of the Canadian Media (Toronto: McGraw-Hill
Ryerson, 1978), 1.
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fought an ardent fight with the Tory press winning the battle, but

ultimately losing the war. The Reform press, it will be argued, left a

legacy of an open society with a free press and a responsible

government.

Atlhough the Reform and Tory presses existed throughout

Canada during this time period, this paper will be limited in

discussion to the press of Upper Canada.

By 1820, Upper Canada was a hotbed of social, economic, and

political conflicts. The province was a strange mixture of native-

born and immigrant, Catholic and Protestant, Anglican and

Dissenter, and Loyalist and American.2 The widely dispersed,

heterogeneous population had little sense of community and a great

deal of distrust of each other and of the government sent from

Britain to rule them.3

The rapid growth in population, which occurred between 1820

and 1830, lead to urbanization and a clash between town and

country. While the early agrarian settlers had lived a relatively self-

sufficient and simple existence, free of governmental institutions,

the towns required new and more complex social structures and

government hierarchies than had previously been in place.4

The governmental framework during the 1800s was what has

been described as Royal Government. The Gov,..:rnor, Executive

Council, and Legislative Council were appointed by British

2 Ibid., 23
3 Gerald M. Craig, Upper Canada: The Formative Years 1784-1841 (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1963), 65.
4 J. B. Brebner, Canada: A Modern History (Ann Arbor: The University of
Michigan Press, 1960), 229.
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authorities and were guided by British instructions and by British

laws of trade. The Assembly was elected by the people, but

legislative action required the assent of the Governor, the Legislative

Council, the Assembly, and the British Government.5

The Assembly, although technically representative of the

people, was powerless against the executive authority and the

legislative council. The effective government in Upper Canada was

in the hands of an exclusive oligarchy which ran the show to its

advantage.6

Patronage was a way of life, and insiders skimmed the cream

off every source of colonial wealth.7 Since there was no native-born

aristocracy, in the British sense of the word, the oligarchy drew

recruits from wealthy individuals who mainly lived in the capital city

of York, now Toronto. They were often newly arrived members of

the British gentry. Such action intensified the scorn felt by both the

rural population and the townspeople toward the oligarchy.8 As

Susannah Moodie, a less than enthusiastic immigrant from England,

observed:

the native-born Canadian regarded with a jealous feeling men of
talent and respectability who emigrated from the mother
country, as most offices of consequence and emolument were
given to such persons.9

Although the government of Upper Canada treated the British

gentry with deference, Canada as a whole was not able to attract the

5 Ibid., 146.
6 Craig, 201.
7 Brebner, 146.
8 Craig, 190,
9 Quoted in Brebner, 231.
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British emigration, investment, and general economic intercourse

that America could. The fledgling colony of Canada suffered from

Britain's desire to form a friendly alliance with America.10

Given short-shrift economically, many Upper Canadians

desired more political autonomy. Having close ties to America, they

watched the American experience with interest. Like the Americans,

they wanted a form of democracy, but, at the time, there was no

real desire to separate from the mother country. Ideally, they

wanted the American freedom to govern themselves without losing

their dependency on Britain.11

Upper Canadians were hampered in their goal of greater

autonomy by three prevailing British sentiments. The first was the

traditional mercantile belief that it is better to have no colonies at

all than not to have them subservient to Great Britain. This notion

was, of course, reinforced in England by the American experience.

The second was the antirepublican, antidemocratic temperment of

obligarchy that prevailed in Great Britain. Post-revolutionary

America and Napoleonic France were the two despised examples of

republicanism and democracy at the time. The third force was the

presence in the colony itself of an oligarchy which attempted to

maintain itself by stressing colonial subordination.' 2

Historian Aileen Dunham aptly described the situation existing

in Upper Canada at this time as follows:

10 Ibid., 145.
11 Ibid., 147.
1 2 Ibid., 146.
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the infant settlement of Upper Canada lying adjacent to the
United States, and yet a British province, peopled one-half
from Great Britain, one-half from the United States, formed a
battle-ground on which were fought out the conflicting ideals
of religion, education and government of the two states.1 3

Out of this hotbed of conflict developed a loosely defined

reform movement. At the same time, a new breed of newspaper

editor, who earned his living selling advertisements and

subscriptions, emerged. He did not depend on the government for

his financial support as had earlier editors and, as a result, had lost

some of his fear of its long arm.1 4

The change in editor brought about a change in editorial

practice. Long editorial comments on social and political issues

became the norm15 as editors took up the reform cause with vigor.

Upper Canadians had many of the characteristics which

flourished on the American frontier. There was a belief in virtues

such as individualism, initiative, and hard work.16 The editor of the

Reform press epitomized those virtues. He was a shining example of

the commitment to one's self and to one's ideals. Individuals, he

preached, could decide their own destiny. Thus, the notion of

freedom of the press was tied to the notion of self-government17 as

newspapers became the most effective spreader of reform

sentiment.1 8

1 3 Quoted in ibid., 235.
14 W. H. Kesterton, A History of Journalism in Canada (Ottawa: McClelland and
Stewart, 1967), 12.
15 Rutherford, 21.
16 Craig, 1.:`8.
17 Rutherford, 24.
18 Craig, 200.
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Rival newspapers emerged to counter partisan editorials.

There was a clutter of papers on the market, each expressing a

different opinion. The people's interest in politics and public debate

was fueled to such an extent that many of those living in Upper

Canada subscribed to more than one newspaper.19 Susannah

Moodie noted that "the Canadian cannot get on without his

newspaper any more than an American could without his

tobacco."20 She described the Canadian newspaper itself as "a

strange melange of politics, religion, abuse, and general

information."21

"The early newspaper and its politics made democracy

possible at the level where it matters most--the exchange of ideas in

the neighbourhood, the serious but not necessarily solemn

conversation among friends."22 People got together and read the

newspaper aloud. Then they would discuss the information that had

been presented.

Bitter feuds developed between those who favoured the

government and British rule--the Tory press, and those who argued

for a form of self-government--the Reform press. Papers on both

sides were crammed with politics.23

19 Rutherford, 30.
20 Quoted in Douglas Fethcrling, The Rise of the Canadian Newspaper (Toronto:
Oxford University Press, 1990), 16.
21 Quoted in ibid., 31.
22 William Kilbourn, The Firebrand: William Lyon Mackenzie and the rebellion of
Upper Canada (Toronto: Clarke, Irwin & Company, 1956), 37.
23 Rutherford, 19.
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The passion for politics started with the printing of the

Assembly debates.24 When Francis Collins, who had been

transcribing the debates of the Assembly for several years at the

government's expense, started a newspaper called the Canadian

Freeman, the government cut off his stipend. The politicians had

resigned themselves to the fact that the debates would be

transcribed for posterity, but they were not necessarily in favor of

transcripts becoming accessible to the public through the

newspaper. To William Lyon Mackenzie, the government's action

was typical of the oligarchy. He decided to print the debates himself

in his Colonial Advocate25and warned the Assembly accordingly:

I shall sit in the gallery of your house; and, whether as your
Reporter, or not as your Reporter, record and promulgate the
language of truth, as it is elicited by your body in argument
and debate, until the most distant boundary of our land shall
echo back the tidings. I will not desert my postnever!
never!26

Mackenzie, who started the Colonial Advocate in Toronto in

1824, was the most notorious editor of the Reform press. He came

to be known by those in government as the most dangerous man in

Upper Canada.27 Because of Mackenzie, the Assembly debates

became a regular feature in the pages of the Reform press.

The public, now having access to a transcrip of the debate,

learned for the first time what actually went on in the Assembly.

The people lost their awe of the workings of the Assembly and

24 Ibid.
25 Fetherling, 17.
26 Quoted in Greg Kcilty, cd., 1837: Revolution in the Canadas, (Toronto: NC
Press, 1974), 22.
27 Ibid., 15.
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became politically literate. They realized that the members of the

Assembly were ordinary men who were elected to serve them. The

Assembly was no longer a mysterious entity which administered

from on high.28 The public demanded that it receive the

representation for which it voted.

The publishing of the debates was a first step toward the

creation of public opinion. The Reform press furthered that

development by expressing the assorted grievances within each town

and within the province as a whole. It gave a voice to the people of

Upper Canada for the first time, and transformed their complaints

and ideas into symbols and stereotypes which they easily consumed.

By articulating them, the press legitimized the feelings of dissension

in the province.29 The social, economic, and political tensions which

seemed to be tearing the province apart were identified by the press

and given a name--the Family Compact.

The Family Compact was the label used by Mackenzie to

describe the powerful oligaray which ruled Upper Canada. To

Mackenzie, the Family Compact operated on nepotism and privilege.

It was the kind of .,government class system that the Americans had

revolted against. Although there is some question as to where

exactly the term "Family Compact" originated and what it originally

meant, there is no doubt that Mackenzie made it a household

word.30

28 Rutherford, 20.
29 Ibid., 31.
30 Gracme Patterson, "An enduring Canadian myth: Responsible Government
and the Family Compact," Journal of Canadian Studies 12, (1977): 6.
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Lord Durham, who was sent to Upper Canada by Britain to

investigate the causes of the Rebellion of 1837, filed a report stating

that:

The bench, the magistracy, the high offices of the Episcopal
Church and a great part of the legal profession, are filled by
adherents of this party; by grant or purchase, they have
acquired nearly the whole of the waste lands of the Province;
they are all-powerful in the chartered banks, and, till lately,
shared among themselves almost exclusively all offices of trust
and profit.31

Although the term "Family Compact" probably meant different

things to different people, it was always associated with the

intolerable. It came to be symbolic of something negative, such that

anything held out to be its opposite would be seen in a positive light.

So it was with the theme of responsible government onto which the

Reform press latched.32

Again, the term "responsible government" was certainly

popularized by Mackenzie, if not coined by him. Responsible

government today would be thought of as cabinet responsibility to a

popularly elected house as exists in a modern parliamentary

democracy. For Mackenzie and his cronies, the term probably

meant some form of self-government and, in the very least, the

opposite of what they had.33

The Reform press regaled the public with editorial comment

against the Family Compact and for responsible government. The

31 Gerald M. Craig, ed., Lord Durham's Report: An abridgement of Report on the
Affairs of British North America by Lord Durham, (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1969), 79.
32 Ibid., 10.
33 Ibid., 4.
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two terms were elevated to mythic proportions. Every reader found

a way to identify with the opposing terms. One Irish immigrant

wrote that the leaders of the Compact were "to Upper Canada what

the leaders of 'the Protestant Ascendancy' have been to Ireland, a

perpetual blight, the evil principle personified."34

Mackenzie and the Reform press, using propaganda, created

the myth of the Family Compact, an oligarchy which had seized

control of the province and which epitomized evi1.36 The Reform

press then gave the people a way out, a symbol of good--self-

government in the form of responsible government.

Although the outspokenness of the Reform press, opened up

public debate and animated the reform movement, it also -,esulted

in conflicts with the Tory officials. The government fought back

through the Tory press which it controlled, through the application

of sedition laws, and, when all else failed, through the use of force.

In late 1831, the Tories charged Mackenzie with libelling the

Assembly in an issue of the Colonial Advocate when he called the

House a "sycophantic office for registering the decrees of as mean

and mercenary an Executive as ever was given as punishment for the

sins of any part of North America in the nineteenth century."36

On 11 December 1831, the Assembly met to hear Mackenzie

answer the charges against him. In doing so, he appealed to the

higher principles upon which the notion of freedom of the press is

based:

34 Ibid., 9,
35 Patterson, 3-16.
36 Quoted in Kilbourn, 68.



The articles complained of contain opinions unfavourable to
the political character of members who compose the majority
of this House and the executive council of this colony. It is
alleged that to propagate such opinions is criminal and
deserves punishment. . . . How are the people to know when to
approve or to disapprove of the conduct of their rulers, if the
freedom of expressing all opinions concerning public men be
checked?

If the government is acting wrongly, it ought to be
checked. Censure of government causes injury and produces
discontent among the people, and this discontent is the only
means known to me of removing the defects of a vicious
government and inducing the rulers to remedy the abuses.
Thus the press, by its power of censure, is the best safeguard
of the interests of mankind.37

In the 26 January 1832 issue of the Colonial Advocate,

Mackenzie urged his readers to "remember, that wherever the Press

is not free the people are poor abject degraded slaves," and "that

the Press is the life, the safeguard, the very heart's blood of a free

country; the test of its worth, its happiness, its civilization. . . . "38

The culmination of the propaganda was a call to arms in 1837.

CANADIANS! Do you love freedom? I know you do. Do you
hate oppression? Who dare deny it? Do you wish perpetual
peace, and a government founded upon the eternal heaven-
born principle of the Lord Jesus Christ--a government bound
to enforce the law to do to each other as you would be done
by? Then buckle your armour, and put down in the villains
who oppress and enslave our country. . . .

The promised land is now before us--up then and take it.
. . . the prize is a splendid one. A country larger than France
or England; natural resources equal to our most boundless
wishes--a government of equal laws--religion pure and
undefiled--perpetual peace--education to all-millions of acres
of lands for revenue--freedom from British tribute--free trade

37 Ibid.
38 Quoted in Rutherford, 24.
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with all the world--but stop--I never could enumerate all the
blessings attendant on independence!

Up then, brave Canadians! Get ready your rifles, and
make short work of it.39

The Rebellion was ill-fated. Mackenzie had misread his public.

They did not want to wage war to rid themselves of evil.

Mackenzie's radicalism had gone too far for the average man.

After the Rebellion, the press experienced a period of

repression. The government clamped down hard on the offenders,

but the damage had already been done.40 As William Cobbett said

"tyranny has no enemy so formidable as the pen."41 The people had

experienced free press and public debate. Their desire for free

political expression was not going to go away.

By 1840, it appeared responsible government had been

achieved at least in theory. The Family Compact was dislodged from

power and the Governor's actions were limited to that taken on the

advice of the Executive Council which was appointed by a majority

of the Assembly.42

The Reform press was gone and in its place was a more

moderate, albeit effective press.43 But the new press's effectiveness

was a direct result of the legacy of the Reform press. Without the

Reform press's stand against the oligarchy, the new press would not

have been operating in such freedom.

39 Quoted in J.M. Bliss, ed. Canadian History in Documents, 1763-1966,
(Toronto: The Ryerson Press, 1966). 47-48.
40 Fetherling, 24.
41 C. Elliott, "Conscience of England: The unknown side of William Cobbett,"
Media History Digest 2(1), (1982): 64.
42 Patterson, 5.
43 Fetherling, 24.
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As Lord Goderich, Whig Colonial Secretary, remarked in 1832,

"It is needless to look beyond Mr. Mackenzie's journal to be

convinced that there is no latitude which the most ardent lover of

free discussion ever claimed which is not at present enjoyed with

perfect impunity in Upper Canada."44

The Reform press has been criticized for being radical,45 but

radicalism was what was needed to bring about the necessary

changes. It is true that a reform movement would have arisen

without the Reform press, but the press accelerated the process. In

so doing, it also created an open society where freedom of the press

was expected and demanded.

By publishing the Assembly debates, the newspapers brought

the government closer to the people and demystified it. Then, by

giving a voice to the people of Upper Canada and by creating the

myth of the evil Family Compact and the good responsible

government, the Reform press united the people of Upper Canada.

It gave them a sense of community, in a way that had not been felt

previously. The various tensions, which existed in the province at

the time, were channelled into one direction. The Family Compact

became the evil incarnate.

The result was that the people became politically literate. With

issues being openly debated in the newspapers, the people were able

to make reasoned decisions and demanded more of their politicians.

The Assembly, in turn, became more responsible to the people

which gave it a greater power over the colonial institutions of the

44 Quoted in Kilbourn, 91.
45 Fetherling; Kesterton.
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governor and councils. The Reform press had paved the way for

responsible government. "The reformers, like St. George, had slain

a fierce dragon, 'the family compact,' to liberate 'responsible

government,' a fair lady who had long languished in chains."46

46 Pattcrson, 12.
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The Campaign for Libel Reform: State Press Associations in the Late 1800s

Introduction

In the years since New York Times v. Sullivan1 a growing consensus has developed

that Sullivan and its progeny have not solved the libel problem . Currently, several

different libel reform proposals being debated and the details of libel law continue to

be grist for the judicial mill.2 This paper is part of a larger effort to put the current

debate in historical perspective by sheding light on the history of libel and the

newspaper industry in the late-19th century. It begins to examine national and state

newspaper trade association efforts to pass libel reform legislation in the 1880s and

1890s.

The primary resources used include newspapers and trade publications, and

state and national press association annual reports. In addition, archival materials from

several publishers' papers and assorted legal material are used.

The paper outlines the proposed legislation, publishers' view of the libel

problem and the success or failure of the efforts. This is a preliminary discussion of the

material and is intended to provide a framework for more detailed study of the libel

reform campaigns in several specific states.

For newspaper publishers libel law never goes away. Throughout the

nineteenth century debates over the limits of libel law took place in state courtrooms

and to a lesser degree in state legislatures. The debate ebbed and flowed -- newspapers

won some significant battles along the way but at the end of the century newspapers

publishers faced at least three =pleasant facts: the threat of libel suits was constant and

1New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964).

2For an overview of the current situation, see, John Soloski and Randall P. Benanson, Reforming Libel Libel
(New York: The Guilford Press, 1992).
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real; the expense of libel litigation was at best a costly nuisance and at worst

threatened economic health; and libel law did not favor newspapers.3

In addition, some evidence suggests that newspapers were losing the loyalty of

the public, or at least of juries. Azel F. Hatch, a Chicago attorney, told the American

Newspaper Publishers Association (ANPA) in 1895 that attitudes toward the press had

changed. "[The temper of juries toward newspapers is far different from what it was

even twenty years ago in this country." Juries, especially urban juries, increasingly

issued verdicts and judgments in favor of plaintiffs. "[The number of verdicts against

newspapers throughout the United States...and the size of those verdicts is constantly

increasing."4 Hatch noted that the largest verdict ever affirmed in Illinois was for

$3,000 and between 1890 and 1895 ever verdict in Chicago against a newspaper for

more than $10,000 had been set aside by the courts.5

Newspapers appear to have won more suits than they lost, but the threat of

losing was significant enough and the nuisance Ind cost factors associated with

litigation great enough that newspaper publishers in the 1880s and 1890s desired relief

from the existing libel standards.6 An Ohio publisher, echoing a commonly heard

refrain, observed, "Not one libel case in ten results in 3 verdict for the plaintiff, and yet

under the present laws publishers are annually taxed hundreds of thousands of dollars

to defend themselves against rascals and shyster lawyers."7

3 see, in general, Norman L. Rosenberg, Protecting the Best Men (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press,
1985); Clifton 0. Lawhorne, Defamation and Public Officials, (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press, 1971);
Timothy W. Gleason, The Watchdog Concept, (Ames: Iowa State Univ. Press, 1991).

4Minutes of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. , 1895, p. 70. [hereafter Minutes]

5Id. at 70-71.

6Tim Gleason, "The Libel Climate in the Late 19th Century: A Survey of Libel Litigation, 1884-1899" Journalism
Quarterly (in press). Study of libel litigation at the trial and pre-trial level shows minimal likelihood of plaintiffs'
winning libel suits.

7 Proceedings of the Associated Ohio Dailies (1896): 45.
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Publishers did not stop going to court, but they had little reason to expect relief

from the judiciary. In general, judges had turned deaf ears to the pleas of publishers.

Instead, they turned to the state legislatures. Beginning the late-1880s and continuing

through the end of the century, publishers engaged in concerted, organized efforts to

make state libel laws more friendly to newspaper interests.

This campaign might be considered the first major effort to reform libel law in

the modern era. The eras of the political press and the penny press were in the past.8

Newspapers viewed news as a product and began to function as an industry.9 While

we tend to view libel through a freedom-of-the-press lens, libel is also, like newsprint

costs and postal rates, a bottom-line business concern for publishers.

State press associations, the industry's trade organizations organized and

operated the campaigns. While the free press aspects of the campaign should not be

ignored, it may be more useful to view it as a campaign for trade legislation, no

different than the campaigns run by railroad, banks, electric companies and the other

emerging industries of the late nineteenth century.

Discussion

The problem of libel law was not a new one for publishers in the last two

decades of the 19th century. The century began with trials under the Alien and

Sedition Act of 1798, well-known libel trials in several states and the battle to

establish truth as a defense in libel law. In every decade publishers complained

loudly about the law but found libel suits to be a tolerable nuisance. In 1868,

Horace Greeley, the publisher of the New York Tribune, wrote that libel suits

8see, in general, Michael Schudson, Discovering the News (New York: BasicBooks, 1978); John C. Nerone,
"The Mythology of the Penny Press," Critical Studies in Mass Comtnunication 4 (December 1987): 376-404.

9Gerald J. Baldasty, The Commercialization of News in the Nineteenth Century, (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1992).

04/28/93
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were "prominent annoyances....I can hardly remember a time when I was

absolutely exempt from these infestations."10

He urged publishers to form a united front against libel suits. "Such a

combination for mutual tlefence [sic] would arrest the prevailing habit of paying $50 or

$100 to buy off the plaintiffs attorney as the cheapest way out of the bother, would

soon reduce the number of suits for libel and would result in a substantial and

permanent enlargement of the Freedom of the Press. It should have been formed long

ago."11

By the late 1880s, publishers were ready to take united action. Courts had been

generally unreceptive to arguments for change in the common law of libel, state

legislatures had been equally cool to publishers' pleas and the number of libel suits

filed against newspapers continued on an upward trend.12

The Press Associations' Campaign for Libel Reform

Publishers in the states began to form state press associations in the 1850s. In the

1880s two national press associations, the American Newspaper Publishers Association

(ANPA) for larger metropolitan papers and the National Editorial Association (NEA)

for the "country" papers began operation.13 As Gerald Baldasty notes, the press

10Homee Greeley. Recollections of a Busy Life (Boston, 1868): 261

111d. at 267. Horace Greeley.

12Gleason, supra, note 6; also see, Rosenberg, p. 197.

13For a history of the early years of the ANPA, see Edwin Emery, History of the American Newspaper Publishers
Association, (Minneapolis, 1950). For a record of the annual meetings of the NEA, see, B.B. Herbert, The First
Decennium of the N.E.A. (Chicago, 1986). The ANPA ,a trade association established in 1887, represented urban
daily newspapers. The NEA, established in 1886, represented "country newspapers."

The New York Press Association (NYPA) claims it was the first state press association, formed in 1857.
While some press associations had urban papers in their membership, the bulk of their memberships came from
rural and small city papers. In New York, for emunple, few of the New York City publishers were active in the
NYPA.
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associations' primary concerns were "advertising, circulation, technology and labor."14

Libel was discussed regularly and many associations established libel legislation

committees.

The Committee on Legislation of the NEA reported at the 1891 convention that,

"Next to the publication of [legal advertising] which is urged for the benefit of all the

people...the libel laws...deserve consideration.15 But libel was not a concern of the

highest order. Publishers spent far more time discussing and acting on advertising rates

and printing press questions.

The trade organization orientation of the press associations is significant. The

history of libel law is closely linked to freedom of the press and editorial concerns. Yet

the focus of the trade associations was on the "counting room" aspects of newspaper

publishing. While the press associations did discuss the editorial function of the

newspaper and devote a portion of their annual meetings to orations on the role of the

newspaper in society, the business portions of the meetings were devoted to the

business of newspapering.

Thus, the campaign for libel reform was, in part, a campaign for freedom of the

press, but it was also part of a larger legislative strategy to use legislation to preserve

and expand or create a favorable climate for doing business.

The national press associations visited the topic throughout the period,

distributed model legislation and shared strategies with the state associations, but they

14Baldasty, p. 102; see, also, Hazel Dicken-Garcia, Journalistic Standards in Nineteenth-Century America
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1989): 61. Dieken-Garcia suggests that "Competition for the
[newspaper] market," led to the organization of press associations. Little has changed. A New York Times reporter
covering the 1993 Newspaper Association of America convention observed, "This meeting is largely concerned
with the dollars and cents of newspapering. But the publishers also occasionally receive tutoring in the journalistic
challenges faced by the people who fill space between the ads." William Cilaberson, The New York Times, natl. ed.,
April 28, 1993, p. C18.

15"The Law of Libel," The Journalist (August 14, 1891): 12.
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left the work of lobbying legislators and proposing specific laws to the state

associations. The stated reason for this division of effort was the state-base of libel law.

No national libel law existed. The state associations were seen as the more effective unit

for promoting legislation.16

Between 1884 and 1901, legislatures considered libel statutesmany drafted by state

press associations--in at least the following states: New York, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts, Minnesota, Utah, Texas, Washington, Connecticut, Michigan, Ohio,

Illinois, California, Maine, New Jersey, Texas; and in the Oklahoma Territory.

The Libel Reform Bills

While each state press association independently lobbied its legislature, all of the

proposed bills addressed the same set of issues. The common goal was to "modify the

libel laws in such a way that the papers will still be responsible for willful slandering,

and yet will be held guiltless where they prove the error was unintentional, and that

retraction was immediately and prominently made."17

In 1887, the NEA "recommend[ed] that each State and Territorial Association

...endeavor to secure passage" of a model statute:

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of :

Section 1. Where alleged libelous publications are made, malice shall not be presumed

unless a retraction or apology is refused to be made, or unless the circumstances

surrounding the publication and a refusal to retract or apologize, conclusively prove

malice."18

16Some did advocate a national libel law, but no concerted effort to pass such a law appears to have developed.
See, for example, "Law and Literature, The Journalist, November 27, 1886, p. 8; "A National Libel Law," Fourth
Estate, March 8, 1894, p.6; "Libel Measure Endorsed By Publisher," Fourth Estate, March 15, 1894, p.1.

17"The Past Year," Fourth Estate, January 6, 1898 p 1, 3.

18Herbert, p. 161.
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The Michigan statute proposed in 1889 expanded on the NEA model:

Section 1. The people of the State of Michigan enact, that in actions for libel there
shall be no presumption of either express, actual or legal malice from the mere
fact of the publication of the libel, and the burden of proof on the question of
malice shall be on the plaintiff.

Section 2. In actions for libel, if there is no proof of express malice, or the court or
jury shall find that there was no such malice, then no exemplary or primitive
damages shall be awarded; nor shall any general damages be awarded that are
not strictly actual and real.

Section 3. No action for libel shall be maintained unless the plaintiff shall, before
bringing out, request the defendant to publish a retraction of the libel and allow
the defendant a reasonable time in which to publish such retraction and make
such amends as are reasonable and possible under the circumstances of the case;
and proof of the publication of any such retraction or correction shall be
admissible evidence under the general issue on the question of the good faith of
the defendant and in mitigation and reduction of damages. Proof of the failure
or neglect of the plaintiff to comply with the provisions of this section may be
given in evidence under the general issue in bar of the action.

Section 4. It shall not be unlawful for any attorney-at-law to bring or conduct
any action of libel on a contingent fee, or on any understanding, express or
implied, that he is to receive any portion, or all, of the damages recovered as
compensation for his services; nor shall any attorney-at-law advance any money
or incur any liability for the purpose of defraying the expenses of the plaintiff in
any such action.

Sec. 5. repeals all acts inconsistent with the act.19

The proposed state bills clearly show consensus among the publishers on the features

required to solve the libel problem.

(1) Retraction

Most if not all of the proposed bills had retraction provisions.20 Hatch called

retraction provisions "[o]ne of the most common amendments."21 In some draft bills, a

19"The Newspaper and the Law" The Journalist, February 16, 1889, p.3.

201n 1990, at least 30 states have retraction statutes. Donald M. Gillinor et al. Mass Communication Law (St. Paul,
1990): 274.
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written request for retraction was required before a suit could be filed.22 In others,

publication of a retraction limited possible damages should a suit be filed.23

Without legislative revision, the common law in some states permitted a plaintiff

to either introduce a retraction as evidence of falsity or to file a second suit based on the

contents of the retraction statement. In others, a retraction published after a suit

commenced could not be admitted as evidence to mitigate damages.24

(2) Elimination of presumption of malice.

Under the common law and most state statutes in the late 1800s a presumption

of malice existed. A defendant in a libel suit had the burden of proving that the libel

had been published without or intent to harm the plaintiff. This presumption

was grounded in an assumption that the publisher of the defamatory statement was

also the speaker of the statement. In an earlier era when newspapers were produced in

small printing shops by one or two persons, it was reasonable to assume that the intent

of the publisher could be determined by the nature and content of the published

material.

By the late-1800s many publishers were no longer involved in the day-to-

day publication of the newspaper. A hierarcy of editors and reporters now

separated the publisher from the copy appearing in the paper. While the

21Minutes, 1895, p. 73.

22See, for example, "Appendix A-Massachusett.: An Act relating to civil suits for libel against publishers of
newspapers," sec. 1. Herbert, p. 612.

23see, for example, "An Act to amend sections 1907 and 1908 of the Code of Civil Procedure relating to Libels"
sec. 2. New York Assembly, 1889, rpt. "That Assembly Ceiling," The P'ew York Times, (Jan. 31, 1889); "An Act to
amend sections 1907 and 1908 of the Code of Civil Procedure relating to Libels" sec. 2. (Int. No. 836) New York
Assembly, 1894, rpt. "Albany, N.Y . The Journalist (Mar. 24. 1894): 3; "Appendix B-Pennsylvania. An Act
Defining Libel, and Providing Punishment Therefor.(sier sec. 5., rpt. Herbert, p. 615-616; "Appendix C-Illinois.
Illinois Libel Law" sec. 1., rpt. Herbert, p. 616-617.

24Samuel Merrill, Newspaper Libel (Boston, 1888): 67, 264-65.
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publishers' protests detailed below may sound like special pleading, they did

have a legitimate concern. As long as malice was presumed, a publisher faced a

very difficult burden of proof. The proposed statutes attempted to lessen that

burden by removing the presumption of malice, allowing the defendant to

introduce evidence that the material was published in good faith, and

eliminating punitive damages absent evidence of malice.25

(3) Multiple Suits and Distant Claims.

The 1895 Massachusetts law allowed "any justice of the court in which such

libels are pending" to consolidate the actions and order "the apportionmeilt of costs in

the several actions between defendants..."26

Publishers feared a plaintiffs filing of more than one suit based on the same

publication. In some cases, a single plaintiff would file suit against a number of papers

based on a single article reprinted in other papers. In other cases, a plaintiff would file

numerous suits against the same paper for one article.

Equally disturbing to publishers was the filing of a suit in the plaintiffs home

town, when the publisher was in another county or state.

A "syndicate of libel suits" filed by Tyndale Palmer and J.F. DeFreitas

represented publisheA worst fear. A report alleging that the two had acted illegally in

25see, for example, "An Act to amend sections 1907 and 1908 of the Code of Civil Procedure relating to
Libels" sec. 2. New York Assembly, 1889, rpt. "That Assembly Ceiling," The New York Times, (Jan. 31,
1889); The defendant may also set up in his answer and give proof upon the trial that such publication
was made in good faith and without malice.
"An Act to amend sections 1907 and 1908 of the. Code of Civil Procedure relating to Libels" sec. 2. (Int.
No. 836) New York Assembly, 1894, rpt. "Albany, N.Y. The Journalist (Mar. 24, 1894): 3...the publisher
of such newspaper...may introduce evidence of such retraction, and that the alleged libel was published in
good faith, without actual malice, and unless the plaintiff prove actual malice, or want of good faith, or
failure to tetract..."Appendix A-Massachusetts. An Act relating to civil suits for libel against publishers of
newspapers," sec. 1. Herbert, p. 612; see also, Rosenberg. p. 199.

26"Appendix A-Massachusetts. An Act relating to civil suits for libel against publishers of newspapers," sec. 1.
Herbert, p. 612.
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an elaborate business deal appeared in the Philadelphia Times. It was picked up the

United Press and the Western United Press. The two businessmen proceeded to bring

libel suits against more than 40 newspapers asking damaees of more than $2 million.

All of the cases were either settled for minimal amounts or the plaintiffs given

judgments for one or six cents.27

(4) Privileged Communications

The courts in most states had adopted fair or true report privileges for reporting

of judicial and legislative proceedings, comments upon the policy of government, the

conduct of public men, and other matters which concern the public welfare. In New

York State, the privilege was codified.28

(5) Restrictions on Plaintiffs' Attorney Fees / Payment of Costs

In efforts to eliminate financial incentives for plaintiffs' lawyers, several bill

included limits on fees and awarded costs to successful defendants. For example,

California required plaintiffs to post a $500 bond for counsel fees and costs. Should the

case be dismissed or the defendant win, costs would be rewarded to the defendant.

Should the plaintiff be awarded less than $300, he or she would lose the entire bond.29

The Publishers' Lament

The discussions at press association meetings indicate that the differences among

the states were only in degree. Some states' laws were better than others, but publishers

27"Those Tyndale Palmer Libel Suits," The Fourth Estate (July 22, 1897): 1; "United For Defence" [sic] (Oct. 25,
1894); "One Loved By Many," (Dec. 19, 1895): 3; "Palmer Loses A Suit In Syracuse," (Mar. 11, 1897); "Another
Great Victory" (May 6, 1897): 1; "Palmer Gets 6 Cents Only," (May 20, 1897): 2; "Tyndale Palmer Strikes Again,"
(July 1, 1897); "Tyndale Palmer Wins," (Jan. 14, 1897); "Recent Libel Litigations," (Nov. 26, 1896); "Tyndale
Palmer Again," (Sept. 24, 1896): 7.

28"An Act to amend sections 1907 and 1908 of the Code of Civil Procedure relating to Libels" sec. 1. (Int. No.
836) New York Assembly, 1894, rpt. "Albany, N.Y. The Journalist (Mar. 24, 1894): 3

29Merrill, p. 32.
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found all unsatisfactory. The common themes heard at publishers' meeting included

lawyers, harassment suits, the cost of litigation and the presumption of malice.30

Presumption of Malice

Judges, publishers believed, refused to adapt libel law to the "modern" newspaper. A

publisher told the 1887 meeting of the NEA, "No journalist who has ever entered the

courts in defending a suit for libel has failed to perceive the utterly antiquated character

of the statutes bearing upon it and the total inapplicableness of the governing decisions

top the conditions under which a modern newspaper has to be published."31

How could a publisher or an executive editor be required to overcome a

presumption of malicious intent when he wasn't even on the premises when the

libelous story was reported, written, edited and published? The courts, publishers

argued, didn't appreciate the complexity of modern newspaper publishing.

And to add insult to the injury, the courts held publishers to an unfair burden

not shared by the lowest of criminal defendants. In 1892, Washington Press Association

President J.R. Buxton, called the existing law "a barbarism which should be amended

so that editors may be placed on the same footing as any other man charged with a

criminal offence [sic].32

The New York Tribune, editorializing in support of libel reform in New York

State, wrote:

The need of reform in the libel laws is attracting attention in many states.
Legislators are waking up to the fact that the newspaper publisher or
editor rests in defending a libel suit under the burden of a legal
presumption which is not inflicted upon the meanest criminal. The man

30Mintaes (New York. 1890): 21.

31Herbert, p. 142.

32The Washington Press Association first called for libel reform in 1890. Proceedings of the Washington Press
Association (1892):_,
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who is caught picking a pocket is innocent in the eyes of the law until he
has been absolutely proved guilty, but the newspaper publisher or editor
is presumed to be guilty until he is proved to be innocent.33

Samuel Merrill, of the Boston Globe and the author of Newspaper Libel, a widely

circulated libel handbook published in 1889, voiced the same complaint in a more

measured tone:

Another serious defect in the law as it stands at present seems to be the
inequitable assumption that every publication which is false and
defamatory is prompted by malice.34

"Shyster Lawyers" and Frivolous Suits

Greeley attributed much of the libel problem to "certain attorneys, destitute

alike of character and law.65 Publishers clearly believed that the blame for a large

number of libel suits belonged at the feet of the legal profession. Not only could

lawyers be blamed for encouraging suits, but also, for killing libel reform bills.

In 1894, the ANPA urged reforms that would protect "editors and

publishers...from the annoyance of malicious and frivolous suits with which they are

now frequently harassed."36

The publisher of the Boston Herald said efforts in Massachusetts failed because

"two-thirds of the members of the Legislature were cheap lawyers" with a self-interest

in promoting libel suits against newspapers.37

In Illinois, the president of the ANPA, said, "if you publish anything about a

man, and he wants the opportunity to tell his friends it is a lie, he spends six dollars to

bring suit. He never files any papers...but as far as he is concerned it justifies him with

33"Reform The Libel Laws" edt. The New York Daily Tribune (March 13, 1889): 6.

34Merrill, p. 33.

35Horace Greeley. Recollections of a Busy Life (Boston, 1868): 261.

36Minutes, 1894 , p. 41.

37"Libel Law Legislation," hr. Fourth Estate. July 5. 1894, p.4.
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his friends." Chicago papers, the publisher claimed, paid up to $15,000 "not so much for

judgments, as for fighting the suits."38

According to the publisher of the Harrisburg Independent, every libel suit faced by

his paper was brought by "third rate attorneys....As long as the State Legislature is

composed of Attorneys and Politicians, I fear there is not much hope."39

S.J. Flickinger, of the Ohio State Journal told the annual meeting of the Associated

Ohio Dailies, in 1893, that Ohio libel law was "simply a temptation to irresponsible

people and to shyster lawyers to bring damage suits."40

The Power of the Press

Publishers had one weapon not available to other interest groups seeking

legislation. They were qu:te willing to use their newspapers to influence legislators.

Publishers frequently were urged to support only candidates who favored libel

reform. At one association meeting they were instructed to see that each newspaper's

interests were served "by the member of its district, who, nine times out of ten, owes

his election to the efforts of his paper" 41

In 1889, E.H Butler, publisher of the Buffalo News and an active participant in

efforts to pass libel reform bills in New York, told the NEA that "libel-law reform, I

fear, will be very slow unless we teach these legislators the power of the press."42 The

Association passed a resolution urging "the different members in their own Press

38Minutes (1890): 27.

p. 24.

40Proceeding of the 8th Annual Meeting of the Associated Ohio Dailies (Springfield, Ohio, 1893): 33.

41 The Journalist, (1889):

421-ierbert, p. 282.
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Associations," to work for the election of legislators who supported "such bills as meet

the approval of the Press of the State."43

Ohio publisher Flickinger urged his colleagues to "call personally on the

members of the legislature from their respective counties" to lobby for passage of a

proposed libel reform bill."44

It is not surprising to hear publishers privately discussing (many of the meetings

were closed to the public) the use of their papers to pressure legislators, but some

publishers were more blatant. The Newspaper, a trade paper, reported in 1899, that

"Texas papers...maintain a standing notice at the head of their editorial column that no

candidate for the legislature will be supported who fails to pledge himself to work and

vote for a just libel law."45

Success and Failure

Publishers fought an uphill battle in most legislatures and frequently did not get

the kind of reform they wanted. The NEA's Committee on Legislation reported in 1896

that Minnesota had adopted a statute and that bills were pending in Illinois,

Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. In addition, "New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio had

passed laws making it a misdemeanor to give false information to a newspaper"46

By the end of the decade, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

California, Utah, Indiana and the Oklahoma Territory enacted libel reform bills.47

431d., p. 27.

"Proceedings of the Stlt Annual Meeeting of the Associated Ohio Dailies(Springfield, Ohio: 1893): p. 44. The
efforts were unsuccessful. By 1899, the AOD was discussing its fourth attempt to get legislation approved. The
Ohio Newspaper Maker (Columbus, 1899): 18-33.

45"Libel," The Newsmaker, September 7, 1899, p.4.

461-lerbert, p. 611-612.

47"New Jersey's Just Libel Law," Fourth Estate, June 23, 1898, p.3; "Libel Law Refonn Legislation," Fourth
Estate, April 14, 1898, p.3; "Libel Law Reform," Fourth Estate, July 8, 1897, p.1; "Libel Fight Won," Fourth
Estate, June 24, 1897, p.1; "Utah's New Libel Law," Fourth Estate, March 26, 1896, p.7; "New Definition of
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Illinois passed a reform bill in 1897 only to face an effort to repeal it." Then a judge

declared it unconstitutional." Efforts failed in New York, Ohio, Washington and

Connecticut.5°

Even where bills passed, the newspapers were less than satisfied and the battle

was far from over. In Michigan, where a bill finally did pass, W. H. Brearley, a Detroit

publisher, reported that his press association made an more than nine unsuccessful

attempts to pass legislation. The earlier efforts failed he said, because the testimony of

the "legal fraternity...perverted known fact and characterized the press of the State as

existing primarily for blackening of character and blackmailing."51 While the proposals

had been "moderate," they were "treated it as a joke by the legislature," which passed a

weaker measure, that "practically denied our request."52

In 1899, an ANPA delegate from Massachusetts reported that his state's 1897

libel reform bill was "working well with us. It is not quite so strong as we wanted it,

but it seems to be quite as effective as we could desire."53 By 1903, the Boston Daily

Newspaper Association was once again in front of the legislature.54

Libel, " Fourth Estate, October 10, 1895, p.5; "California's New Libel Law," Fourth Estate, April 11, 1895, p. 6;
"The Law of Libel," Fourth Estate, February 28, 1895, p.6.; "New Libel Law For Indiana," Fourth Estate,
February 28, 1895, p.3.

48"Illinois Modern Libel Law Repealed," Fourth Estate, June 10, 1897, p.2; "Illinois Legislation," Fourth Estate,
February 11, 1897, p.6; "The Illinois Libel Law," Fourth Estate, February 25, 1897.

49"Libel Laws And Judiciary," Fourth Estate, November 18, 1897, p.4.

50"Libel Bill That Failed," Fourth Estate, June 29, 1899, p.4; "Libel Law Reform Legislation," Fourth Estate,
April 14, 1898, p.3; In the 1894 session of the Washington legislature, a libel reform amendment identical to
California's was introduced but failed.

51minutes (1890), p. 25-26.

521d.

53Minutes, 1899 at 14.

54Letter, Chas. H. Taylor Jr. to members of Boston Daily Newspaper Assn, April 6, 1903, Taylor Family Papers,
Ameridan Antiquarian Society.
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In New York and Pennsylvania, the publishers successfully lobbied for

compromise "False Information" statutes. Butler advised they work for "provisions

requiring suits for libel be tried in the county where the publication alleged to be

libelous was made, and also constituting the furnishing of libelous statements to

newspapers a misdemeanor," if they were unable to pass comprehensive libel reform

bills.55

The Pennsylvania false information statute, adopted in 1893, made it "a

misdemeanor to willfully state, deliver or transmit to any newspaper, magazine, or

other periodical, a libelous statement, and thereby secure the publication of the

same."56

A number of factors contributed to the failure of publishers to pass libel

legislation. In New York where unsuccessful efforts began in the late-1880s and

continued through the 1890s, the split between New York City papers and the rest of

the state was perhaps the determinative factor.

In 1889 and again in 1893 and 1894, New York publishers lobbied for libel

reform. John Townshend, the author of a leading 19th-century libel treatise and counsel

to several New York City newspapers, called the 11,89 campaign in New York, "a fierce

onslaught upon the existing law of libel, particularly as applied to newspapers."57

Bills were introduced in the legislature, publishers lobbied and editorialized, but the

bills died in committee.

55Herbert, p. 544. In the same year, the ANPA appointed a special committee to prepare a "revision of the libel
laws." Minutes, (1893), p. 11,

56William B. Rogers, 2nd Annual Report of the Pennsylvania Bar Association (1896): 175.

57John Townshend, A Treatise on the Riglus and Wrongs Called Slander and Libel, 4th ed. sec. 209 (New York,
1890):
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Following the defeat of the 1894 effort, Governor R.P. Flower of New York told

publishers that relief would be granted only if "a fence could be built around New York

City so that the terrible papers of that city could be excluded"58

The report to the NYPA in 1896 was brief: "This libel law question is dead."59

The "country" publishers believed the libel problem (as well as most other

problems) could be place on the doorstep of New York City. The New York Press

Association legislative committee reported in 1897, "The trouble is that some of the

metropolitan journals--of the yellow variety--scandalize members of the legislature

without discrimination....We cannot expect legislatures to pass laws to relieve these

journals from the results of their lies and vilification's."60

Cotclusion

Preliminary analysis of the newspaper industry's campaign for lible reform in

the late 19th-century shows organized campaigns for libel reform in a large,number of

states. In each instance the state press associations took a leading role; however, it

appears that the publishers met with stiff opposition and in most of the states were

either unsuccessful or settled for compromise legislation.

The focus of the publishers' concerns was framed in economic terms rather than

in freedom-of-the-press terms. While publishers would make reference to the freedom

of the press, the major complaints about libel law focused on the cost of litigation and

the nucience of litigation.

Editorial concerns did affect the campaigns, but the primary effect appears to

have been negative. The New York experience, where the New York City papers were

58New York Press Association 46th Annual Convention (Dansville, NY: 1903): 109.

5940th Annual Meeting of the New York Press Association (Danville, N.Y., 1896): 57.

60"Report of the Legislative Committee," 40th Annual Meeting of the New York Press Association (Danville, N.Y.,
1897): 39-41.
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attacking members of the legislature at the same time the NYPA was lobbying for libel

reform suggests the complexity of the political environment.

This paper begins to examine the history of the libel reform in the late-19th

century. While closer examination of the period is needed, before strong connections

can be drawn, it is worth noting that 100 years later, some advocates of libel reform are

once again looking to legislative solutions to the libel problems of the late-20th century.

04/28/93
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Partisan News in the Nineteenth-Century:

Detroit's Dailies in the Reconstruction Era, 1865-1876

For most of the nineteenth-century American newspapers

deliberately adopted a public posture of loyalty to either the

Democratic or Republican party. Newspapers were largely vehicles

of partisan communication and persuasion.' The nature and extent

of this partisanship have usually been left unexamined by

journalism historians. Historians have treated the partisan press

as an anachronistic relic, a transitional stage in journalism's

development to modern, political independence.2 In order to remedy

this historical blindness my paper examines the content and

rhetoric of Detroit's daily papers in the Reconstruction era. Such

a content analysis will illuminate the way nineteenth-century

newspapers worked to form and inform the political views of

American citizens.

In the early Reconstruction Era, 1865-1872, an overwhelming

preponderance of the news and editorials filling up the columns of

the battling dailies was politically biased. Civil War issues were

still paramount in the press and the polity, but the two parties

defined them differently. As E. E. Schattschneider explains,

...[A]ntagonists can rarely agree on what the issues are...because

the definition of the alternatives is the choice of conflicts, and

the choice of conflicts allocates power."3 By publicizing the

policy positions that separated their party from the opposition

party, the partisan press tried to consolidate and strengthen the
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alliance underlying their party and to splinter and weaken the

opposed electoral coalition.

For the Republicans, the issues of course were the national

union and treason. They perpetually tried to paint the Democrats

as the party of the South and of secession and war, for which the

citizens of the North had paid dearly with the blood of their boys.

The Democrats, for their part, redefined all the terms of the

conflict. Democrats insinuated that the war with its goal of Union

and abolition of slavery had a secret motive: the establishment of

a despotic government by Republicans in Washington, a centralized

military state, held up by the support of ignorant black voters.4

Detroit's two Democratic papers, the Free Press and the Daily

Union, chose news stories to expose the deleterious conseauences of

Radical Republican Reconstruction policies. Detroit's two

Republican papers, the Post and the Advertiser and Tribune, in

turn, publicized events that demonstrated the continued

recalcitrance of Southern whites and their lack of devotion to the

Union. The political interests of the two parties determined the

news agenda.5

But this formulation--that the news is chosen to highlight the

policy divisions separating the two parties--does not fully capture

the nature of the nineteenth-century's political journalism. It

confines the operation of partisan news to overly restrictive

categories. The idea of a selection (albeit politically biased) of

pre-existing facts assumes a number of dichotomies and divisions

derived from our contemporary, differentiated, professional press.
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It takes for granted that newspapers merely provide factual

information for the perusal and consideration by independent

citizens. In the nineteenth-century, however, it is a mistake to

separate the facts reported from the representations elaborated and

constructed throughout the columns of the paper. Furthermore, it

is difficult to distinguish the partisan news from the editorials

with their accompanying set of evaluations and inflated rhetoric.

For example, in the Reconstruction Era, Democratic papers selected

news that negatively featured African-Americans. But, this news

not only emphasized coverage of African-Americans, it depicted the

newly freed citizens Blacks in harshly negative stereotypes. These

stereotypes reflected more than the Democratic party's attempt to

use strategically popular racial prejudices. They also helped to

create the derogatory images of blacks held by most Northern

whites. To explore in more detail the nature of the nineteenth-

century's partisan press I turn to the Reconstruction period's

representation of the newly emancipated African-Americans.

The African-American in Reconstruction Era Partisan Rhetoric

The status of the African-American, whether as freedman or

slave, was a central issue through which partisan politics was

articulated in the 1860s and early 1870s.6 The rights and duties

of black Americans, their nature and capacities, their social

situation and economic disabilities, were all grist for the

partisan polemic mill. Moreover, partisan news of the

Reconstruction era did not stop with the advocacy of national

congressional policies for southern blacks, nor with criticism of
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the terrorism of the Ku Klux Klan. It encompassed more than views

on the proper economic and political relations between the races in

the South and on the role of the federal troops in unreformed

southern state governments. Indeed, the specific physical body of

black Americans became a central symbol for the general depiction

of the nature, disorders and promises of American society.7

Images of blacks pervaded the Democratic newspapers and were

not confined to any single page or genre whether editorial, fiction

or telegraphic news dispatch. For example, the Detroit Daily

Union, the junior Democratic daily of Detroit, in my sampled issue

in the presidential election season of 1868 carried the following

array of articles:

- a local crime story headlined "Brutal Murder by Negroes"
-a celebration of a local boy claiming affiliation witn the Ku

Klux Klan
-an editorial referring to the Republican goals of "the

political supremacy of the negro."
-an editorial attacking Republican presidential nominee Grant

for his views on negro suffrage.
-an anecdote caricaturing a wedding of African-Americans

replete with dialect speech.
-a letter to the editor attacking Republican newspapers

distortion of the "temper, desires and views of Southern whites."
- a reprinted article from the South entitled "Beauties of

Jacobinism" which impugns southern blacks and "yankee
carpetbaggers"

- a reprinted letter to the editor which discusses "indolent
negroes" and the election.8

The issue of blacks came up repeatedly in the political

struggles in the North from the Civil War until the end of

Reconstruction, and not only in relation to Southern policies.

Michigan, like other Northern states, had to confront the

possibility of enfranchising their local black population which,

however minimal in size (1-2%,) seemed to stimulate the active
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animus of a majority of whites. Between the war's end and the

ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment in April 1870, northern

states repeatedly rejected extending the franchise to their native

black populations. Michigan, an overwhelmingly Republican state,

defeated in Spring 1868 a state constitutional charter amendment

that promised to remove racial restrictions on the electorate. The

vote was 39.3% in favor and 60.7% opposed. Such defeats along with

the resurgence of the Democrats in the 1867 elections motivated

"the Democracy" to play the race card again in 1868.9 The Michigan

Democratic platform for the Fall 1868 election promised "to keep

this country as our fathers made it, a white man's government."10

But national and state-wide Democratic losses in 1868 and the de

facto establishment of black suffrage through the Fifteenth

Amendment convinced Michigan Democrats to acquiesce to the black

vote. In 1870, when a state charter amendment came up to bring the

state constitution in line with national law (as embodied in the

Fifteenth Amendment,) it drew little partisan attention and fewer

votes."

A second local issue through which the status of blacks was

contested was the integration of Detroit's public schools. Between

1867 when the state legislature ruled segregation illegal and 1871

when the Detroit School board finally capitulated, school

segregation was a simmering issue, repeatedly editorialized upon by

the Democratic newspapers and occasionally erupting in

confrontation between the Republican state authorities and

Democratic city officials.12
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Despite these local and the national conflicts, the Democratic

odium directed towards blacks cannot be said to derive from the

actual threat of black suffrage. True, in the South the lack of

black political rights was used by congressional Republicans to

exclude southern states and their likely Democratic votes from

national elections. But in Michigan, the small black population

(1%) was not large enough to decide any state contests. The

centrality of the black population cannot explain the obsessive

reference to them in Michigan politics.

For the Democratic party, "Black Abolitionist Republicans" and

their Civil War and Reconstruction policies were evidently darkly

stained by a too close proximity to the black man. (The Democrat

paper, the San Francisco Examiner, labelled its political

adversaries, "the chocolate papers.") Since the origin of the

Republican party, the expression "black Republican" had become

standard Democratic invective. For example, Wilbur Storey, editor

of the main Michigan Democratic organ from 1853 to 1861, the

Detroit Free Press, and later editor of the important partisan and

sensationalist journal the Chicaao Times "insisted that the

Republican Party was always to be referred to as'Black Republican'

Party" in the columns of his paper." The expression, because of

its polemical edge, implied a measure of political orthodoxy

whether pronounced by a Democrat or a Republican. Thus, Free Press

managing editor William Quinby, upon hiring future Detroit mayor

John Lodge in 1883, invoked this cliche of partisan rhetoric to

communicate clearly to Lodge the partisan rules of the newspaper

gamd':
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This is the Democratic state organ. Your father is one
of the leading Republicn!--, of the state, and of course
you are a Republican also. I want you to see to it
that you do not inject any of your Black Republican
principles into what you write for the paper."

References to blacks pervaded the discourse of the Democratic

party and its affiliated journals (in a manner reminiscent of the

veiled racism in our current political speech.)" As Jean Baker

says:

...[N]o matter where they began, Democratic set
speeches invariably ended with blacks as the reason for
higher taxes and tariff, the impeachment of Andrew
Johnson, inflationary greenbacks, and Republican
corruption. The Democrats looked at currency and saw
the Negro, reviewed the impeachment and ended with the
Negro, debated the purchase of Alas] and concluded
with the Negro."

Or as the Republican San Francisco Chronicle wrote in June 17,

1869:

The Democratic Party just now seems to be based
entirely upon shins, facial angles, elongated tibias
and kinky hair. Without this capital, the party
couldn't last a week.

Blacks were thus part of an intricate and convoluted set of

representations elaborated by the Democratic party.

Let us untangle some of this imagery; According to Democrats,

the project to free the Negro was illegitimate and to give him the

right to vote an absurd endeavor. On the basis of his physical-

racial nature the Negro was a foolish, superstitious child. He

lacked the reason and the self-control to participate in whiteman's

republican government. As the frge Press intoned, "this inferior

race is [not] capable of managing affairs of state..." African-

Americans were "a degraded race of ignorant, semi-savages...""
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Such partisan sentiments were reinforced by a hammering

repetition. On subsequent days the Free Press wrote:

"[the Republicans] have given the ballot to 4 million
of ignorant, incompetent negroes..." (May 10th, 1868,
p.2)

"an ignorant population" (May 12th)

"ignorance and the most inferior of all races" (May
12th, p.4 co1.4, a reprinted editorial)

"ignorant negroes" (May 14th p.2.)

"ignorance and vice are placed over intelligence and
virtue--the inferior race is made the superior" (May
14th p.2.)

"the white men of the South were deprived of all voice
in public affairs while ignorant blacks, fresh from the
field.." (May 20th)

"It has placed the ballot in the hands of those
negroes, ignorant and unfit as they are" (May 23rd)

"the salvation of the blacks depends upon the infamy of
putting the southern whites under the rule of ignorant
blacks..." (May 25th)

And on our sampled day--

"the semi-barbarous African" (October 15, 1868 p.2)

"an inferior and uneducated people, who know nothing of
their own, let alone the rights and wants of their
fellow man." (October 15th, p.4)

To remove the black from the natural hierarchy of races, to

remove the slave from white control, was to open up the possibility

for license by those incapable of the self-restraint necessary for

liberty. The natural outcome of such a lack of internal or

external control was, in the jargon of the day, "outrages:" black

attacks on whites, especially white women. Such outrages were

repeatedly described in the Democratic press and were a politically

motivated news selection, part of the partisan driven news agenda.
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Thus, for example, our sampled issue of the Detroit Union of

October 15, 1868 reports a local crime headed "Brutal Murder by

Negroes". And, on Jan 1, 1868 the Union reprinted this story from

the Democratic New York Times:

Outrage By A Negro In Maryland Upon A White Woman

Late on Sunday afternoon a most violent outrage was
committed by a negro man on a most estimable married
lady, in Hartford County, Maryland...This is the fourth
or fifth affair of this kind which has happened in this
county within the past year, in which negroes have been
the actors and white women the sufferers. In this
instance..."

Meanwhile, throughout May 1868, the Free Press publicized

"depredations" occurring in the South, news of which was

transmitted to them via the wire service and exchanged Southern

Democratic newspapers.

THE SOUTH.

Official Report of the Florida Elections

...TERRIBLE TRAGEDY IN ARKANSAS

A MAN AND FOUR CHILDREN MURDERED BY A NEGRO...

At a small town called Lincoln...which was settled by
freedmen, a negro named Cochrane was detected by another named Wm.
Babcock in illicit intercourse with his wife and attacked him.
Cochrane killed Babcock in the encounter and immediately took up
with Babcock's wife who had four children. Next day all the
children were found in the swamp with their throats cut...Ike
Martin...informed the civil authorities who have laid the matter
before the military. Cochrane is not yet arrested.

NEGRO SHOT AND ARRESTED...[etc.]...

THE STORM...[etc.]

DEPREDATIONS COMMITTED BY NEGROES

Seven negroes attempted to enter [a] cotton shed on
Washington street last night . They were fired upon by
the watchmen...[etc]"
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As Slotkin suggests, the not-so-veiled logic informing the

news selections is spelled out in repetitious detail on the

editorial page. In the month of May, the problem of "negro

outrages" is invoked in editorials on May 9th and 10th but the most

full statement of the logic is spewed out on May 31st in the

following fantasyfeditoria1.20

"THE TRUE CONDITION OF THE AFRICANIZED SOUTH"

The effect of the policy pursued by the Congressional majority
in the South can be seen by the condition of that section. In all
the late [state constitutional] conventions negro delegations were
admitted, and their action has brought disgrace and ridicule upon
the nation. Propositions of the most indefensible and monstrous
character have been submitted and argued by these men...Two ideas
seemed to control the negroes. One was hatred of the white people
among whom they reside; the other, to obtain a living without
labor...[I]n the constitutions framed by them it is the vital
element, in every day life they carry out this platform. Outrages
upon white men, women and children are now common occurrences.
Scarce a paper comes from that section without containing accounts
of offenses committed by negroes at which the heart sickens and
blood runs cold. Lesser crimes...are multiplied ten fold since the
inauguration of negro equality. Bands of idle and worthless blacks
pass through all the country plundering, destroying and
burning...Behind these lawless blacks stand the Loyal Leagues [a
governmental agency to insure for Blacks the right to vote], and
then comes Congress and the Radical party...[etc.)21

Much earlier, in 1863, the Free Press had publicized and

polemicized over the crimes of a black man accused of outraging a

young white woman. Years later all the major witnesses to the

crime recanted their testimony, but at the time, the Free Press saw

fit to headline its article "Horrible Outrage...A negro entraps a

little girl into his room and commits fiendish crime upon her

person...Full history of the shocking event."22 Once the defendant

was pronounced guilty, a share of Detroit's white community went on

a rampage described in the pitiful 1863 account: "A Thrilling

Narrative from the Lips of the Sufferers of the Late Detroit Riot,
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March 6, 1863." In the course of the riot several of Detroit's

blacks died, many were beaten and hundreds left homeless.Th

Commenting on the riot the Free Press editorialized,

We regret the mob. If our voice could have controlled
it, it never should have occurred; but what could
Democrats do when the Abolition press were raising
heaven and earth to claim the rights of white men to
the experiment of nigger liberty. 24

The Detroit riot was a pale echo of other Northern anti-draft

riots of 1863, such as the New York City riot which claimed over

one hundred lives. Such riots were triggered by popular resentment

over the draft, high taxes to support the war, and the (largely

mythical) threat of black economic competition in hard economic

times. But as Jean Baker notes the anti-draft riots quickly turned

into mob attacks on blacks who "appeared as a diablo ex machina" to

governmental Civil War policies. Such popular mob action was

fueled by the overheated rhetoric of Democrat newspapers and

orators, which portrayed blacks as malignant creatures--a threat to

the social, political and economic foundations of the social

order.6

The political consequences of this selection of the news and

its rhetorical treatment were neither hidden nor implicit for the

Democratic editors and readers. As the Union's weekly "Letter from

New York" makes plain:

The constantly recurring intelligence of NEGRO OUTRAGES
in the South does a great deal towards strengthening

mthe Democracy in this section of the country.
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Such stories, as the Union suggested, were important for deepening

the political cleavages that defined the two parties, and for

consolidating the partisan loyalties of Democrats and Republicans.

The purpose of this news was partly to point to the Black

Americans' lack of capacity for self-rule and partly to counter the

massive Republican production of news reports of a reign of Ku Klux

Klan terror in the South.27 Given the biological and cultural

deficit that precluded blacks from exercising self-control and

autonomous reason, Democrats believed that black participation as

equals in political rule would not work. Moreover, the Democratic

papers suggested, this failure in political democracy was the

secret goal of the Radical Republicans in Congress. Blacks, as

necessarily dependent and incapable of participating independently

in republican government, would require the perpetual help of the

Republican party and the permanent tutelage of governmental

services. Under the control and direction of the Republican party,

they would vote for this despotic Radical/Republican government.

Blacks were part of a deliberate plan to despoil republican

government and the natural rights of free born whites. Thus, the

Detroit Free Press drew the invidious, but not coincidental,

comparison between Republican policies in the South and North.

The party that demands that the elective franchise
shall be extended to the ignorant negroes of the South,
stands equally ready to disfranchise the intelligent
voter of a city of the North.28

And Democratic newspapers repeatedly reiterated that the

Republican goal was not Negro equality but superiority. As the
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Union explained, the victory by General Grant in the election of

1868 was sure to be taken by Republicans as proof "that the people

demand Reconstruction upon the basis of a military dictatorship

under congress and the political supremacy of the Negro."29

Generally, says Alexander Saxton, the moralistic claims of

abolitionists were regarded with suspicion, as stalking horses for

the deprivation of white, working-class rights.30

The violation of the proper social roles could only have

occurred through excessive political power. Therefore, the Free

Press equates the Congressional Republicans with French Jacobins

and suggests: "Is it not strange that an influence so terribly

destructive of sound morality as the rule of Radicalism has not

broken up the foundation of civil society."31 And the Detroit

Union in publishing its annual proclamation of principles or

"prospectus" rapidly linked governmental despotism to the civil

rights of black Americans:

The Union opposes the centralization of governmental
power; Opposes the supremacy of the military over the
civic jurisdiction; Opposes the enfranchisement and
social equality of the black race by Congressional
activity.32

Thus, were linked what one historian of the Free Press calls Editor

Storey's central political tenents--"racism and states rights."33

Imagery of the childlike, permanent dependence of blacks

pervaded Democratic accounts, including their criticism of any

governmental help to newly independent African-americans starting

out without land, tools or capital. African-Americans were seen as

seeking "to obtain a living without labor." In this context, the
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Democrats launched an attack on the Freedmen's Bureau, a government

agency in charge of distributing aid to newly freed southern blacks

and some whites.34 Thus the Free Press editorializes on May 10,

1868:

They feel certain that with the help of the entire
treasury...the army, the Freedman's Bureau and 4
million of negroes they can perpetuate their power
indefinitely...

On May 31st it opined:

Behind these lawless blacks stand the Loyal League and
then comes Concress. Clothing and food are supplied
them by the Freedmen's Bureau and thus equipped [the
blacks] are prepared to act as the ready and willing
tools of the conspirators at Washington.

During the same time, the Democratic journal presented a front-

page, verbatim account of the Michigan State Democratic Convention

and reported various indictments made against the Republicans.

[The Republicans] declared white men disloyal until the
contrary was proved, and declared all black men loyal
without proof; it used federal power to control
suffrage in the states; it established a Freedmen's
Bureau to feed and clothe the blacks as pensioners on
the national bounty...35

Such imagery drew on the classical Jacksonian cultural

repertoire that attacked both "corrupt" governmental institutions

and indolent people of color using familial imagery. This

Democratic imagery of the freed blacks paralleled historical

depictions of Indians. In Michael Rogin's psychological account:

The myth of the West establishes male independence
through violence against [Indians] bad children of
nature too closely, maternally bound. Imposing private
property against communally living on the land, Indian
policy makers hypostasized the bounded ego of the self-
made man. Indian freedom by contrast, would have to
succumb to self-restraint, hard work and emulation for
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these were, from the perspective of the dominant
culture, the requisites of maturity.36

Democrats wished to separate the Negro in the South from the too

easy support of the maternal government and subject him to the

harsh discipline of his paternalistic masterthe white elite in

the South.

In Democrat rhetoric, Republicans desired to disrupt the

natural laws governing the social order by placing blacks in a

position of superiority for which they were racially unfit.

Blacks, as Jean Baker expounds, bore through their skin color the

visible sign of their inferiority. Black skin as a natural

attribute pointed to blacks' natural social position as inferior to

whites.37 Thus the epithet "Black Republican" and the continual

recourse to the Negro in Democratic stump speeches emphasized the

social disorder being introduced by the political reign of Radical

Republicans.

As mentioned previously, Free Press owner Storey had ordered

his editorial staff to always refer to the opposed party as the

Black Republican party. About Storey one historian writes,

His vitriol was unequaled...when he turned his
attention to the Republicans and the abolitionist
movement. He called the Republican party "this monster
of frightful mien -- this party made up of white
abolitionists, black abolitionists, and fugitives from
slavery--this rabble of discord and destruction."38

Storey's use of the expression "monster" in this context is not

accidental. After all, a monster is defined as "any animal or

plant that is out of the usual course of nature" and the word

derives from the Latin for divine warning against the violation of
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god-given natural law.39 Here we see the imagery of boundary

mixing, a disordering of natural categories that consequently

results in the creation of a monster, a Frankenstein.

This preoccupation with the violation of natural categories

perhaps explains why Democrats and the Detroit Free Press

obsessively returned again and again to the issue of black-white

"amalgamation" and why Democrats equated the granting of political

and civil rights to African-Americans with "an indiscriminate,

unnatural, loathsome and hated sexual union of the races. ti 40

The fear of miscegenation revealed in part anxieties over the

blurring of sharply defined, supposedly natural, racial

differences. The hysteria pointed to the shakiness of the socially

erected edifice of a black/white racial dichotomy. This racial

system smoothly classified individuals into categories, defined

their place in the social hierarchy, and justified white power over

blacks, as well as securing the identity of white males in

opposition to blacks."

The normally vitriolic rhetoric of the Free Press reached new

extremes in this news story in which there is a double violation of

the Free Press' ideological premises: first, improper black-white

sex, and secondly a white woman freely consenting to wed an

avaricious black. Reporting on the elopement of a "white girl with

a negro," the Free Press reporter added this observation:

[T]he girl is forever lost to decency and respect.
Even should her separation from her negro paramou be
eternal, the finger of scorn would be pointed to her,
to her dying day, as a white woman who disgraced her
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sex and common decency by consenting to become the wife
of a black, ugly looking, disgusting negro.42

To summarize the political content of the Detroit daily papers

so far, the Democratic party through the vehicle of its loyal press

organs and stump speeches offered the voters a complex depiction of

the problems of American society and, with this portrait, an

indictment of the rule of the Republican party and its misguided

policies. Republicans in turn waved the "bloody shirt." They

emphasized that the Democrats had defended the secession of the

South, which resulted in so much spilt blood, and that they had

suspect loyalties in the war. Republican and Democratic journals

faithfully repeated these party lines, although they doubtlessly

innovated in this editorial or improvised in that news story.°

Their editorial pronouncements took up the unfolding events in

Congress and in the South and encapsulated them in the political

philosophy of the party in daily reiterated arguments.

Shanto Ingeyar recently pointed to the overwhelming bias of

current news reporting practices towards the "episodic" over the

"thematic." The news of today, he claims, neglects to

contextualize events in an overarching interpretation, a framework

that can help explain the events' occurrence. Journalism of the

nineteenth-century surely suffered from the opposite malady--the

rigorous explanation (as well as selection) of events according to

a generalized political picture. Last century's press thematized

events, not just by contextualizing them in a broader framework,

but also by consistent reiteration, or hammering home of a "theme."

Using social events as their examples, partisan papers sought to
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demonstrate vividly the pervasive effects of party rule. The

society was politicized and the news followed from this politicized

context. Events were publicized and explained by reference to

actions of political agencies. Events were thus incorporated into

plots in which the main protagonists were parties. In this way the

daily journals presented strongly opposed images of the nature of

American society and emphatically denounced the consequences of the

other party's rule.

Popular Culture and the Party Agenda

But if newspaper news choices followed the dictates of party

interests, what determined the particular appeal of party policies

and propaganda? What determined the cleavages that divided the

electoral pie between Democrats and Republicans? Party appeals and

coalitions were not simply manufactured out of whole cloth.

Ignoring for the moment the interests of entrenched political

office holders and the influence of wealth, parties appealed to

inherited coalitions, which needed to be shored up, and to

potential voters dissatisfied with their current political

alliances. For example, Alexander Saxton explains that the

Democrats' racist ideology fulfilled a number of functions,

foremost of which was the party's dependence on its southern wing

and the consequent need to defend slavery." But here sidestep

most of these questions in order to address the popular cultural

sources of the Democratic press' political appeals.

Jean Baker and Saxton can both point to the Democratic party's

drawing upon, and reiterating, the racialist discourse of a
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commercial popular culture. Democratic orators and journals could

strategically utilize already existing cultural resources in their

efforts to split the available vote in ways detrimental to the

Republicans. They deployed a repertoire of stereotypical

representations of blacks which had been extensively produced by

popular commercial culture for the mass entertainment and amusement

of whites since the 1840s. As Baker tells us, minstrel shows,

were "the preferred entertainment of the northern working-class

from 1840 to 1880." Minstrelsy, along with lithographs, songs, et

cetera, rendered in concrete and comprehensible form the "abstract

notions Northerners held about blacks."45 Whites performing in

black-face created vivid and supposedly authentic portrayals of the

lives, behavior and character of blacks. White audiences may have

confused these contrived imitations--crude projective stereotypes--

with real black lives."

Democratic newspapers drew upon popular entertainment

conventions and mixed fact with fiction, popular humor and its

mimicry of blacks with the news. Typically, journalistic claims of

first-hand observation and factual reporting of black behavior

conformed to popular cultural conventions of presenting amusing,

immature, foolish and superstitious African-Americans.47

The Free Press in 1871 reported this incident from the regular

news beat of the Detroit court house.

The case of Elijah Coombs, secretary of the Lincoln
Hall Association, a political club composed of
blacks...came up for trial before Judge Boynton
yesterday. The want of harmony in the camp was
occasioned by the alleged incompetence of the
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secretary, and his refusal to deliver his books in
obedience to a vote of the association.

...According to a disinterested witness, "Uncle Josh
took hole of Coombs and keerfully laid him down on de
flor an' Mr. Sorrel, de President, took the books 'way
from him." Mr. Coombs 'lowed as he was gwine to cut his
livers out and Mr. Prater 'taliated by remarking
something 'bout clubbin' Coombs' brains out."48

The use of caricatured dialect is designed to heighten the

distance of the narrator (and his reading audience) from the black

speaker. The quoted black is an unsophisticated primitive who

speaks only in order to mangle syntax while his political club

deliberates solely for the purpose of exposing its incapacity to

engage in reasoned discussion. The narrator juxtaposes in an

ironic manner his own formal, correct language to the informal,

childish language of the quoted "disinterested witness."49 While

the blacks are depicted as a primitive other, they pose no threat

but instead are material for comic entertainment. Interestingly

enough, this brief news item was probably the original source for

the comic column "the Lime Kiln Club," which was a featured

attraction at the Free Press from 1881 until 1891.5°

In another later example, the Detroit Evening News, an

independent journal with sometimes Democratic sympathies, titled

one news story "Doctah Clawk." The headline with its caricatured

speech patterns already prepares the reader for this genre of

humorous, descriptive feature." The sub-head "He Propounds His

Views on State, National, and International Law" points to the

pomposity of Doctah Clark. Clark, who is on his way to a political

convention, is mocked as a self-absorbed and garrulous child, a
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parody of independent political reasoning. He is irredeemably tied

to his "Ethiopian" physical nature.

...The reporter explained that he was a NEWS man, en
route to the convention. He made a wrong move in so
doing, although the game came out all right in the end.

Oh, well, you know me," said the colored gentleman.
"My name is Clawk--Doctor Clawk--you know me for
years."

"I should say so," said the reporter, with an aspect of
reverential awe. "I have heard your name mentioned as
a candidate for the legislature."

The doctor's body dilated visibly, and his face
exhibited that genuine gratification which can only be
expressed by the facial muscles of the Ethiopian.

"My name, sah, has been mentioned. But I don't care
about it. I'm a man that is animated by principle. I
go to all the meetings and lectures and political
speeches, and I hear everything. I hear a republican
speech, and I note it. I hear a democratic speech, and
I note it. Then I balance 'em." The doctor swayed his
body, and lifted his hands like a grocery scale. "I
balance 'em, see."...52

Baker suggests that Democrats mined the dark depths of popular

culture to produced electoral gold.

Popular culture, a neglected expression of the
historically voiceless, not only defined the nature of
the Negro's inferiority but also provided a domain
within which Democrats developed specific public
policies. By using its language and symbols, party,
leaders linked popular sentiments to party agenda."

But the party and its press did not merely "employ," "play

on," "borrow from," "drew on" and reiterate the values and views of

a popular culture, as Baker asserts.54 Rather, they actively

sowed, cultivated and harvested these stereotypical images of

blacks. Throughout its columns (in such examples as above,)

Detroit's Democratic press actively constructed blacks as objects
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of disdain and derision. More generally, as Saxton suggests,

popular cultural conventions were influenced by the Democratic

party. The founders of minstrelsy were disproportionately

Democratic.55 In the case of newspapers, the merging of popular

cultural conventions and party agenda was smoothly melded in

humorous, fictional columns.

Alongside racist "news" and "sketches," which mixed in unequal

proportions the creative talents of the writer with the strategic

agenda of the party and the popular prejudices of the citizenry,

were regular humor columns that featured black characters. The

Democratic Free Press became specifically renowned for the weekly

comic column of Charles B. Lewis under the pseudonym M. Quad. M.

Quad's most famous column "Brother Gardner's Lime Kiln Club"

provided a broad comic burlesque of the antics and reasoning of a

black social club in debate and deliberation over such topics as

the aesthetics of barber poles, the number of dogs owned by

Detroit's colored population, and "de goneness of de past."56 One

contemporary of M. Quad remarks:

"The Lime Kiln Club" purported to be the discussion of
a group of colored gentlemen with odd names like "Give-
a-damn-Jones," etc. of various local types. Its
dialect was not of the genuine Southern negro but near
enough to that of the Northern to make it interesting
and amusing. 57

M. Quad's column along with that of fellow writer Barr's "Luke

Sharp" achieved for the Free Press a national reputation as

suggested by Harper's in an 1888 survey of "Western Journalism."

The Free Press may be said to have a dual character--to
be sort of a Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde in journalism. It
is a strong Democratic newspaper... this for its local
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constituency; it is also a weekly literary and family
paper, with a funny department that has given it a
reputation and circulation in every part of the United
States...The writer of the most popular humorous
articles and sketches for the Free Press is Charles B.
Lewis [whose nom-de-plume is M. Quad]...the expectation
of finding something funny in the "Bijah" or "Lime Kiln
Club" papers may cause one to buy it to read upon the
cars or in a leisure hour.58

Charles B. Lewis' column rode the crest of a wave of humorists

which emerged in the 1850s and swept over the pages of American

journalism in the second half of the century. 59 Such humorists

included Marcus M. ("Brick") Pomeroy and Artemus Ward. While M.

Quad was syndicated in Democratic newspapers across the country,

equally partisan comics lambasted the Democratic party in the

Republican press.° One such column was David Locke's "The

Struggles of Petroleum V. Nasby" consisting of letters from an

almost illiterate "copperhead" who resided at "Confederit X Roads,"

Kentucky. Nasby was "[illiterate,] hypocritical, cowardly,

loafing, lying, dissolute."m Locke would wickedly lampoon Nasby's

writing and speech as the crude dialect of a poor Southern white

Democrat, a sort of mirror of the speech being attributed by

Democrat humorists to blacks. Locke's Nasby paraded typical

Democratic views such as negrophobia and a hatred for the Union,

opinions which in Nasby's case, as archetypical Democrat, were

taken to be a product of ignorance, foolishness and partisan

venality. As popular tradition has it, Nasby kept up the spirits

of the President during the war. Lincoln would insist on reading

various comic tidbits from the latest Nasby to his cabinet.62

While The Lime Club did not start officially until 1881, M.

Quad did humor parodies of blacks starting from 1869 and his column
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was largely derivative of other humorists who did Democratic pieces

such as Artemus Ward and Marcus M. ("Brick") Pomeroy. Part and

parcel of this vogue of newspaper comedy was a tradition of comic

burlesque of blacks. According to Kenneth 0' Reilley:

During the postwar years the freedman often found
himself and his speech patterns caricatured by southern
writers. Northern writers spurred by a growth of
"Negrophobia," soon followed suit and Lewis emerged as
one of the first and most widely read writers to
caricature Northern negro speech.°

conclusion

Throughout the period of Reconstruction, Democrats and

Republicans fought over the right to lead our country. They

battled for the hearts and minds of American voters by presenting

opposed policies for the post bellum South and contrasting images

of Black Americans. Journalism's close ties with the political

system meant that the polarized rhetoric of the two parties was

imported into the pages of Detroit's dailies. One of the central

propaganda ploys of the Democrats was the continual, vicious

portrayal of the newly enfranchised African American citizens.

Detroit's Democratic journals followed suit by editorializing

against blacks, by selecting news that depicted the supposed

negative consequences of Republican Southern policies, and by an

elaboration of stereotyped imagery of the emancipated Blacks.

However, by 1876 a combination of reasons including enduring

popular prejudices convinced the Republican Party to abandon their

Reconstruction policies.64 In effect the Republicans acceded to

the racist depictions promulgated by the Democratic media. After

1876, Black Americans were no longer a political issue dividing

2:39
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Democratic journals from Republican. Black citizens retained their

public-journalistic presence only as the object of comic parody as

the humor tradition developed by M. Quad and minstrelsy spread

across the pages of the press without apparent regard for the

journal's partisan preferences.
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I am sure that at the end of the world,
in the last millisecond of the earth's
existence, the last human will see what
we saw.

-George Kistiakowsky, Manhattan Project researcher,
after Trinity test explosion, July 16, 1945.

The atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were, in

terms of loss of life, the greatest man-made disasters the world

has ever known. Authoritative estimates of the number of people

killed by the blasts have ranged from as few as 30,000 in each

city to as many as 140,000 in Hiroshima and 74,000 in Nagasaki.

1, 2 Unofficial published estimates place the totals even

higher, with 250,000 killed and 150,000 wounded in Hiroshima and

120,000 killed and 80,000 wounded in Nagasaki. 3 Even today, the

exact number of dead, injured and otherwise affected victims is

not known, and some victims still suffer from bomb-related

illnesses and injuries. 4

As the A-bomb survivors struggled to survive and to come to

terms with their experience, a new word, "pikadon," was born into

the Japanese language. The word "pikadon" is a Japanese compound

noun which combines the word "pika," which roughly translates as

'flash of light,' and the word "don," which means 'boom.' 5 The

word "pikadon," or 'flash-boom,' did describe the detonations of

the two atomic bombs over Japan in 1945, but it also stands today

as a metaphor for the bombings and the news coverage they re-

ceived. Certainly the "pika" was the pair of bombings; two

events during World War II that were so significant that no one

could ignore them. The "don" was the resounding explosion of
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press coverage of the bombings. This roar of news, which still

reverberates today, was the sound of the world entering the

Atomic Age.

Destruction in Hiroshima and Nagasaki was extensive after

the bombings. Wooden buildings and objects were incinerated or

charred by the intense radiant heat. The tremendous blast

pressure utterly destroyed heavy, steel-frame buildings. And

residual radiation, which caused painful, lingering deaths for

11 many survivors of both bombings, is suspected to claim victims

from cancer even today. 6

11
Both Japanese and American news systems were in operation

on the subject of Hiroshima immediately after the bombing, but

they took different paths in presenting the reality of atomic

weapons to their respective populations. The Japanese press

generally discounted the effects of the first (and later the

second bombing), while the American press touted the weapon as

the instrument that would finally force the Japanese to concede

defeat.

11 Though the respective press establishments of the two

nations reported on the atomic bomb differently, one thing holds

true for both nations; their governments consciously influenced

their press organizations into covering up the true nature and

power of atomic weapons. Press documents and historical records
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appear to indicate that the Japanese government largely discount-

ed the devastation caused by the two atomic bombs in order to

justify continuing the war against the Allies. Similar documen-

tation of American policy and activity regarding the A-bomb shows

that the scope of its explosive and thermal force, as well as the

existence of dangerous and persistent radioactive fallout were

generally ignored by the U. S. press, or were suppressed by U. S.

government officials, possibly to avoid domestic and internation-

al condemnation.

The U. S. government had made preparation3 to document the

Hiroshima bombing well before the actual departure of the planes

assigned to the mission, though no actual journalists were

present, military or civilian. One of the three U. S. B-29

bombers sent on the initial bombing mission was detailed to

photograph the event, and several crew members of all three

planes took personal photographs as well. 7 An officer on board

the Enola Gav, the plane which carried the bomb to its destina-

tion, made a sound recording of the crew's reactions to the

event, but this recording has been lost. 8

Needless to say, initial Japanese coverage of the bombings

was haphazard, but at least one Japanese newsman sought to cover

the event. On the ground near Hiroshima, reporter Satoshi Naka-

mura of the Domei government news agency saw the explosion and

the resultant mushroom cloud from about eight miles away.
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Nakamura entered the city, and, finding an open telephone line at

the relatively undamaged NHK (Nippon Hoso Kyokai, the Japan

Broadcasting Corporation) radio station, 3ought to get a news-

report to Tokyo. Nakamura's report, the first one to leave the

destroyed city, was sent out at about 11:20 a.m. It said

At about 8:16 a.m., August 6, one or two enemy
planes flew over Hiroshima and dropped one or two
special bombs . . . completely destroying the
city. Casualties are estimated at 170,000 dead.

Domei management and military authorities felt that Naka-

mura's story was unrealistic and impossible, and his report was

never released. 9

An examination of American and Japanese newspaper reports

of the Hiroshima bombing showed some contrast, particularly in

early reports. Major Japanese newspapers took two or three days

to report the news of the bombing, which took place on August

6th, 1945, even though Hiroshima was only about 500 miles from

Tokyo, and located on the same island. Tokyo's Mainichi ran a

short, communique-style report on August 8th, while the Nippon

Times held off reporting the event until the 9th. The Times

repeated the Mainichi's report, and added a statement regarding

President Truman's revelation of the nature and power of the

bomb. 10 Both stories received front-page play in their respec-

tive papers, but were devoid of any details of either the bombing

or of the conditions in the smashed city. The Mainichi report

read as follows:
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1. In the attack made by a small number of B-29s on August
6th, considerable damage was caused to Hiroshima city.

2. In this attack, the enemy used new-type bombs. Details
are now under investigation." 11

The American press, however, was considerably more exuber-

ant in its coverage of the bombing. A barrage of stories dealing

with the bombing and related research appeared in the Washington

Post, the New York Times, and the San Francisco Chronicle on

August 7th (the 8th in Japan). Approximately half the news space

on the front pages of the Times and the Post was given over

to bomb-related news, bearing headlines like Steel Tower 'Vapor-

ized' in Trial of Mighty Bomb and Atomic Bomb Packs Punch of

2000 B-29s. 12, 13 Although much of the print news dealt with

the bombing itself or with President Truman's decision to use the

weapon, a number of corollary stories ran as well. Stories in

the Times and the Post discussed the actual production and

testing of the bomb and its components in Oak Ridge, Tennessee,

Hanford, Washington and Los Alamos, New Mexico. 14, 15 The Times

and the Chronicle even went so far to express relief that the

United States had discovered the weapon before Nazi Germany, even

though the war in Europe had long since been over. 16, 17

The event brought a statement from President Truman, which

was printed in newspapers across the U. S. Truman said that not

only had Japan been repaid for its attack on Pearl Harbor, but

that without quick surrender, "they may expect a rain of ruin

from the air, the like of which has never been seen on this
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earth." Truman also hinted darkly that more advanced and more

powerful atomic bombs were soon to be built in America. 18

Japanese reporters, lacking hard, technical facts about the

bomb, can be forgiven for omitting such details from their

reports. However, factually incorrect information about the bomb

made its way into the American press. In stories run in both the

Washington Post and the New York Times, an official of the

British Ministry of Aircraft Production was quoted as saying that

the A-bomb, as described by President Truman, should weigh about

400 pounds. 19 In the Post story, a British scientist was also

cited, claiming that the weapon should not weigh more than 10

pounds. 20 The actual weight of the Hiroshima bomb was approxi-

mately 9,000 pounds. 21

It is remarkable that the American press, wishing to inform

the public about this amazing new weapon, would rely on the

conjectures of British scientists instead of information supplied

by the U. S. government. Though there are several possible

reasons for this, the most plausible appears to be the possibili-

ty that the American government refused to release any details

about the weapon, thus forcing journalists to look elsewhere for

information. Thus the British sources cited, poorly informed as

they were (Britain assisted somewhat with the atomic research but

had little actual responsibility for the development of the A-

bomb), could have been the only sources the fact-hungry American
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press could get. Thus with no way to confirm their facts, the

American press apparently chose to run that dubious information.

The New York Times lost no time in indulging in a bit of

self-promotion. In a fine example of coverage of a non-story in

the midst of one of World War II's most important news events,

the Times ran an article on their science reporter, William L.

Laurence. Laurence had previously been requested by the War

Department as the writer for a number of A-bomb stories that were

held until after the Hiroshima bombing, as well as for a number

of later articles, all with government approval. 22 Laurence

would later accompany an A-bomb on its one-way trip to Nagasaki,

and write an eyewitness account of that event. 23 It is worth

noting that, in the same issue of the Times, a story was run on

the staff of the Manhattan Project, the official name of the A-

bomb program. One of the people discussed in the article was Dr.

Robert Oppenheimer, the leader of the A-bomb research team.

However, the story on Laurence ran on page 5, one page ahead of

the story on the Manhattan Project staff. 24 This rather dubious

example of news judgement raises the question of what the Times

editorial staff had on its collective mind at the time--scooping

their competition or responsibly covering a specific facet of a

major international news story. If the story on Laurence was

worth running, was it truly worth running ahead of the story on

the A-bomb research and testing team?
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Editorial comments in the press of both nations are also

well worth examining in the wake of the initial atomic bombing.

The Nipipon Times, on August 9th, ran an article, that, upon close

inspection, reveals a strange example of doublethink on the part

of the Japanese military-run government. The article, entitled

U. S. Raiders Destroying Non-Military Obiects, castigated the

U.S. for "bombing and machine-gunning the old, children, women

and general citizens of Japan under the cloak of attacking

objects of military vaiue." 25 This statement, read by itself,

would seem to point out an inexcusable callousness on the part of

American military planners, but a later paragraph suggests that

the Japanese generals and admirals were boxing themselves in with

their own rhetoric. The later statement claimed that "the day is

near when the 100,000,000 people as one man will be in active

resistance to the enemy," clearly indicating the Japanese mili-

tary's desire to fight to the last citizen. This view was echoed

in other Japanese news stories and editorials near to and well

prior to this date. In fact, the Imperial Japanese government

had, under the influence of senior military leaders, encouraged

the formation of civilian irregular defense units in anticipation

of an Allied invasion which never came. 26 Further, Japanese

news stories and editorials appearing as early as October of 1944

exhorted Japanese civilians to strive for the "idealization of

the body-crash spirit on the home front." 27
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A news report and editorial appearing in the Mainichi of

August 12, written in part by War Minister Korechika Anami,

expressed the Japanese military government's official view that

"for us there is no other way than to fight out this sacred war

determinedly for the defense of the Divine Land." 28 In addi-

tion, the front page of the August llth Nippon Times reported

that a diplomatic protest over the use of the bomb had been

lodged against the United States through the Swiss government. 29

A further illustration of this shrill rhetoric was presented

by Robert Guillain in his book, I Saw Tokyo Burning. Guillain

was a French news correspondent who was trapped in Japan by the

start of the war and who remained in Japan for the duration of

the hostilities. Guillain explained the Japanese attitude in

this way.

One simplistic but amazingly effective line of
reasoning was this: "To make Japan surrender,
it must be vanquished, and to vanquish it, the
Hundred Million in Japan must be killed one by
one. No army in the world is capable of such
a task; it is physically impossible, even for
the American Army. Therefore, we cannot be
beaten." The argument spread by word of mouth,
was always repeated word for word by the Hun-
dred Million--who had never been more than
seventy-five million--so faithfully that it
seemed to stem from an officially primed
whispering campaign. 30

The Japanese accusations of American atrocities against

Japanese civilians can be discussed in the light of a story that

ran the day before Hiroshima was annihilated, in the San Francis-

co Chronicla of August 6th, 1945. On page 4 of that issue, a
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story entitled The Goop---Flames That Can't Be Ouenched detailed

the construction, effects and use of the petroleum-, magnesium-,

phosphorus- and thermite-based incendiary bombs that the American

military had already used to devastating effect in Germany, as

well as in Tokyo and other Japanese cities. 31 These incendiary

weapons were used on Japan at the direction of Major General

Curtis LeMay, then the commander of the U. S. 20th Air Force.

One argument advanced for the use of incendiaries on Japa-

11 nese population centers was that much of the Japanese population

would be killed or injured by collateral damage from attacks on

nearby legitimate industrial targets. Since many Japanese

citizens lived close to factories in urban areas, the reasoning

went, they or their homes were likely to be hit anyway. 32 It is

also important to recognize that 'precision bombing' in 1945 was

not particularly precise, and purely civilian and commercial

targets were often hit by U. S. bombs that missed their mark. 33

A darker reason for the use of the incendiary bombs, which

has also been used to justify the use of the two atomic weapons,

might be the planned invasion of Japan by the Allied powers.

Casualties in that operation, which was expected to begin in the

I/

fall of 1945, were anticipated to be as high as one million on

the American side alone. It is conceivable that American mill.-

" tary planners, hoping to break the will of the Japanese military

to fight, okayed the incendiary bombings. Casualty estimates
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from the firebombing of Tokyo ranged as high as 197,000 dead,

higher than most estimates of the deaths caused by the atomic

bombs in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 34

In the American press, A-bomb editorials near these dates

expressed a sort of benumbed amazement; American newsmen were

unable to fully grasp the enormity of what had taken place. No

pictures of the damage were forthcoming for several days, and no

Western reporters were on the scene to describe the destruction.

Thus, in the absence of still or motion pictures, as well as the

lack of any first-hand accounts, American editorial writers

stumbled about a bit as they attempted to explain the story to

their readers. Of the three U. S. newspapers previously cited,

the San Francisco Chronicle seemed to take the most realistic

view, skeptically stating on August 7th:

In the absence of anything but large generalities
about the bomb, we shall have to wait results of
use before we can know its actual potentialities.
As a matter of fact, the accounts so far seem
almost too good. 35

The New York Times took a decidedly moralistic stance in an

editorial on the same day.

For a revolution in science and a revolution in
warfare have occurred on the same day . . .

Civilization and humanity can now only survive
if there is a revolution in mankind's political
thinking. 36

When American eyewitness accounts of Hiroshima did come out

in the American press, they came from the crew of the bomb-

carrying Enola Gay. Such stories appeared in the Post, the Times

256
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and the Chronicle, all of which ran, with top headlines, on the

front pages of their respective newspapers. The Post ran the

story under the headline Single Atomic Bomb Dissolved Jap City,

Fliers Who Dropped New Missile Declare. 37, 38, 39

However, the newspapers did not run colorful descriptions

of the damage to Hiroshima. That was unavoidable, as the mush-

room cloud covered the city for hours, making air surveillance

and photography impossible. Instead, the papers concentrated on

the story the Enola Gay's crew had to tell. In addition, stories

appearing in all three newspapers on the 9th expressed the hope

that the bomb might hasten the end of the war. According to

Louis Liebovich, in The Press and the Origins of the Cold War,

1944-1947, the Chicago Tribune of the same day was wholeheartedly

behind that idea.

. . the newspaper calculated that research on
the atomic bomb cost about $2 billion but that
shortening the war by nine days would net a return
on the investment because the war cost $239 million
a day. The Chicago Tribune then called on the gov-
ernment to cease immediately production of conven-
tional weapons and rely on the bomb to defeat the
Japanese. Apparently, in the opinion of the wri-
ters, Japanese lives certainly were not worth the
cost of an unbalanced budget! 40

Not everyone was so thrilled. A report from L'Osservatore

Romano (Vatican City), quoted in the Washington Post and The New

York Times on the 8th, included a disapproving release from the

Vatican press office. The release tersely stated that "the use

of atomic bombs in Japan has created an unfavorable impression on

the Vatican." 41, 42
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But all the news was not as gloomy. One spot of light in

the Times of August 8th was a story on page 4 that strongly

suggested that atomic power was on the horizon. 43 This predic-

tion would soon prove true, as the first American experimental

nuclear power plant would go on line just 13 years later. Addi-

tional stories in the Times on that date foresaw other possible

advances due to the infant technology.

The Japanese press, presumably still under the control of

the military government's censors even after the Hiroshima

bombing, moved to dismiss the effects of the bomb. Both the

Mainichi and the Nippon Times ran stories on August 10th which

explained supposed protective measures against the "new-type

bomb." Among the steps suggested were: extinguishing cooking

fires to avoid starting a conflagration in the blast area,

covering one's skin with air-raid apparel to avoid burns from the

bomb's intense heat and taking cover in an air-raid shelter, or,

alternately, covering up completely with a blanket. 44, 45 The

pitiful image of someone hiding from an A-bomb under a blanket

points out one of four things. Either the Japanese military

government was either completely ignorant of the bomb's power,

was criminally negligent in its failure to suggest more expedient

defensive measures, was disseminating information it knew to be

false in order to assuage the fears of the public, or was
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attempting to take the rest of the nation with it as it fought

"determinedly" to its destruction.

There were, in fact, more expedient defensive measures, such

as decentralizing major population and industrial centers (A-bomb

target cities like Hiroshima, Nagasaki, Niigata, Kokura and

others had been spared from previous bombardment; all others had

been hit repeatedly), improving communications between all mili-

tary posts and population centers, the construction of hardened

underground bomb shelters, and informing the military and civil-

ians alike that the approach of even a single B-29 bomber could

mean death from an atomic bomb.

But it must be considered, from a wartime point of view,

whether or not, once the first bomb fell, further resistance

rather than immediate surrender risked additional atomic bomb-

ings. Regardless of the ostensible nobility of any attempt to

defend civilians from atomic destruction, a nation in Japan's

position had abolutely nothing to gain and possibly everything

to lose by defying a nation armed with and willing to use atomic

weapons. Moral and ethical arguments against America's continued

use of atomic bombs were no defense against the bombs themselves.

The risk that the Japanese government took with its citizens

after Hiroshima was as unconscionable and as indefensible as was

America's use of the weapons. Historical record indicates that

the Japanese military government both fully understood the nature

259
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and scope of the destruction and consciously chose to continue

fighting after Hiroshima.

At this point in Japan's history, the Emperor was little

more than a figurehead in the Japanese government. The real

power, at least during the war, was held by the military. Though

Emperor Hirohito was a quiet, scholarly man who cared little for

the actual running of the government, he did assert himself to

the Japanese military, asking them to end the war, some six weeks

before the Hiroshima bombing. On June 22, Hirohito, in address-

ing the Supreme War Council, said:

We have heard enough of this determination of
yours to fight to the last soldiers. We wish
that you, leaders of Japan, will strive now to
study the ways and means to conclude the war.
In doing so, try not to be bound by the deci-
sions you have made in the past. 46

But the generals and admirals ignored the Emperor's direc-

tive, and pushed on with their war plans even after Hiroshima.

During World War II, the Japanese had been pursuing their own A-

bomb program, and, much like their allies in Germany, had not met

with success. As a result, the head of the Japanese atomic

research team, Dr. Yoshio Nishina, was able to quickly inform

the military as to the exact nature of the "new-type bomb". The

military commanders opted to accept the damage and continue

fighting because the damage and loss of life at Hiroshima had not

been nearly as great as the great firebomb raid on Tokyo. 47
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At any rate, anyone unlucky enough to be near the hypocenter

when the bomb went off, in a building or not, stood very little

chance against the miniature star that the United States put in

Hiroshima's sky. 48 Slightly over 90 percent of the people

within 500 meters of the hypocenter died on August 6th. By the

end of November, 98.4 percent had died, if not from the blast,

then from wounds and radiation suffered that day. 49

Strangely enough, an indignant editorial in the Nippon

Times on the 10th admitted to the tremendous destruction on the

page after the aforementioned defensive measures. The story of

the destruction was chilling, and suggested that no protective

measures were sufficient.

It was an act of pre-meditated wholesale murder,
the deliberate snuffing out of the lives of tens
of thousands of innocent civilians who had no
chance of protecting themselves in the slightest
degree."(emphasis added) 50

Any Japanese citizen who read both articles would have been

struck by the dissonant information in them. The Nippon Times in

particular offered both the editorial with its proclamation of

unavoidable doom as well as the news story that defiantly out-

lined the defensive measures that would supposedly protect

Japanese citizens against the bomb.

However, on the 11th, the Nippon Times did make up its mind.

In that issue, a page 3 story attempted to reassure the public,
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stating that "The effect of the new-type bomb is not so absolute

as generally imagined." 51

Coverage of the bombing of Nagasaki fairly leapt into the

American press, reaching the States the day of the bombing, but

much of it generally took a back seat to reports that the Soviet

Union had declared war on Japan and was attacking in eastern

Asia. The New York Times reported on the Nagasaki bombing on

the 9th, the day of the attack. 52 The Washington Post and the

San Francisco Chronicle reported it on the 10th. 53, 54

In a strange parallel to the Japanese press's dismissal of

the bomb's power, the Post of August 9th ran a story in which the

U. S. War Department denied rumors of any possible lasting radio-

activity in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 55 But Wilfred Burchett, an

Australian who was the first Western journalist to reach Hiroshi-

ma after the bombing, disagreed. 56 In the September 6th London

Daily Express he wrote, "In the day I have stayed in Hiroshima,

100 people have died from its effects. . . they have been dying

at the rate of 100 a day." 57

Burchett completed much of his research with the help of

Domei reporter Satoshi Nakamura, whose eyewitness account of the

bombing, previously rejected by the Japanese military censors as

untrue and fanciful, was incorporated into the story. For his

efforts in reaching and reporting on Hiroshima ahead of the
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Occupation forces, Burchett was nearly kicked out of Japan by

Occupation authorities. However, he successfully argued that

when he wrote and transmitted his story, Japanese press censor-

ship had been lifted and the Occupation authorities had not yet

instituted their own restrictions. 58, 59

Burchett's experience indicates that the American govern-

ment, much like that of the Japanese, was resorting to lies and

deception in the way that the atomic bomb was being presented to

its citizens and the world. Stephen White, science writer for

the New York Herald Tribune, visited the Trinity test site in

August of 1945 with a group of other journalists. White was

ready to believe the claims of Major General Leslie Groves, the

military officer in charge of the A-bomb project, that the A-bomb

created no lasting radioactivity. However, as he wrote in 1964,

once he and the other journalists entered the test site,

Our faith was slightly dented when we were
instructed to wear cotton shields over our
shoes so that radioactive earth would not
stick to the soles; more dented when we
discovered that every step at the bomb site
was followed by anxious doctors carrying
Geiger counters and warning us away from
hot spots; shattered when a few weeks later
we were gravely advised that any fused earth
that might have been taken away as a souvenir
should under no circumstances be carried un-
shielded near the skin. The general had made
a point, but not the one he had intended.
My own souvenir is now lost, but up to a few
years ago, I used to have it tested regularly
for radioactivity, and at the last reading it
was still too hot to carry around. 60
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A more chilling reminder of the lasting radioactivity that

was created at the Trinity site was the case of Sergeant Patrick

Stout, General Groves' driver during the A-bomb project. At

Groves' order, Stout stood at ground zero inside the Trinity

crater for 30 minutes while the aforementioned journalists

photographed him. Stout was diagnosed with leukemia in 1967 and

died in 1969, believing that radiation from the Trinity crater

caused the disease which killed him. 61

Japanese coverage of Nagasaki was very light. In a short

mention of the event on August llth, the Mainichi reported that

the "new-type bombs" had been used on the city two days prior.

In an incredible conclusion, the article stated: "Although

details are under investigation, damage suffered on our side is

surmised to be extremely slight." 62 This report had been

submitted by a Japanese Army post, which, being on the other side

of a mountain from the city, suffered only minor damage. The

post's commander never bothered to check on conditions in Nagasa-

ki, and so the report he submitted, incorrect as it was, came to

be printed in the Japanese press. 63

The misinformation which the Japanese military government

issued to its citizens in the wake of the atomic bombings was

absolutely indefensible. The decision on the part of Japanese

military planners to continue the war was likewise indefensible.
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However, not all members of the Japanese press establishment

acquiesced to their government's wishes.

In spite of the Japanese military government's restrictions

on wartime newsgathering and news reporting, an enterprising

group of Japanese journalists found an ingenious way around the

government's restrictions and on news blackouts from other

nations. In his book Japan's War, Edwin P. Hoyt relates how

their illegal wartime system operated.

Many of the media people of Japan were up front
with the jingoists, but a few were dedicated to
trying to tell the truth about the war. Here is
a recollection from the Nichi Nichi offices:

A part of the Mainichi Daily News staff
stealthily vanished into the women's toilet con-
verted into a "black chamber." They set up a
monitoring apparatus inside the toilet converted
into a sanctuary free from military inspection
and listened to shortwave radio (forbidden to
civilians at this time) to the BBC, Voice of
America, Treasure Island, Ankara, and other for-
eign broadcasts. The news obtained was,circu-
lated among the editors of both the vernacular
and the English newspapers. Some of it was print-
ed under the datelines of neutral countries--
Stockholm, Zurich, Lisbon, Buenos Aires, where
there actually were Mainichi correspondents, iso-
lated by the outbreak of the war. This valuable
but highly secret newsgathering activity was
given an inglorious name, Benjo Press
(Toilet Press). 64

Hiding in a toilet appears to be a rather ignominious way to

collect news, but it points out an awareness of, as well as a

resistance to, the Japanese wartime press restrictions. Obvious-

ly, the members of Benjo Press were taking a risk by listening to

and even possessing their shortwave set. However, it would seen
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that they either did not care about or were willing to suffer the

consequences in order to get and distribute more complete and

accurate news reports. No conclusions can be drawn from this

about the Japanese military authorities, but it would seem

reasonable to presume that senior officers also had access to

unadulterated news reports. Such reports would then be censored

by the military authorities prior to their release to the general

public and to the Japanese news media.

And what of the American decision to utilize the A-bomb? An

early argument advanced for the use of the bomb, and circulated

in the highest levels of the U. S. government, was that the

Germans and Japanese were probably working on developing their

own A-bombs (both were), so the outcome of the war rested on

which side won the atomic race. With the fall of Germany, this

argument lost its importance; Japanese science and industry was

far behind Germany's, and Japan had completely insufficient

uranium resources to build a bomb. Military purists advanced the

argument that the use of the bomb and the quick end to the war

saved as many as a million American lives, and untold numbers of

Japanese lives, by averting the planned invasion of Japan. This

argument falls apart when the human cost of Japanese radiation

injuries that persist to this day are calculated, along with the

45-year Cold War and nuclear arms race that brought mankind to

the brink of extinction.
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One major argument against the atomic bombings, that Japan

was on the verge of surrender, is borne out by, of all things,

the American press. On August 6, 1945, the day of the Hiroshima

bombing, the New York Times ran a story that said, in part, that

Indications are growing that the Japanese mili-
tary still has sufficient control of the domestic
situation to prevent Japan's surrender from the.
weight of our air attacks alone. There is in-
creasing evidence that the Far East enemy is as
little likely to submit to air attacks alone
as was Germany. 65

The major remaining argument against the use of the A-bomb

was that the weapon itself was inhumane. This position, held

by many people in anti-nuclear organizations around the world,

stands on shaky moral ground at best. No less a personage than

U. S. Air Force Brigadier General (Retired) Paul W. Tibbets,

pilot of the Enola Gall on the day Hiroshima was bombed, has

addressed this position, in a surprising fashion for a military

man.

One must sympathize with any movement designed
to reduce or eliminate human slaughter. Nuclear
warfare is indeed inhuman and ought to be banned.
By the same token, other forms of warfare, such
as the dropping of fire bombs and the shooting
of soldiers with cannons and rifles, are like-
wise uncivilized and should be outlawed. Those
who try to distinguish between civilized and
uncivilized forms of combat soon find themselves
defending the indefensible . . . One also runs
into trouble in arguing that it is unthinkable
to take the lives of innocent civilians but all
right to kill soldiers and sailors whose glori-
ous mission it is to kill or be killed. 66

Tibbets has also gone on record to say that he has

. . a special sense of indignation at those
who condemn the use of a nuclear explosive while
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having no lament for the fire-bombing attacks
in the same war on the city of Tokyo, where
thousands of civilians were literally burned
to death in a single night . . . Only a fool
speaks of humane warfare. There is no such
thing . . . It has the smell of hypocrisy
when . . humanitarians draw a distinction
between an acceptable and an intolerable brand
of human cruelty. 67

Colonel Tibbets' point is well taken. He points out that

the use of atomic weapons is indeed indefensible, regardless of

the reasons. Further, rather than resorting to assaults upon the

cruel injuries and destruction wrought by them, points out the

inconsistencies in condemning atomic and nuclear weapons while

excluding other forms of warfare. Tibbets' argument, while

appearing to be grounded solely in moral absolutism at first

glance, is nonetheless internally consistent, even if it is a

remarkably incongruous one for a professional military man to

hold.

Coverage of the bombings, save the occasional photograph,

science article or letter to an editor, faded very rapidly in the

American press and even faster yet in the Japanese press. The A-

bomb was quickly eclipsed in prominence by the end of the war and

the growing American tensions with the Soviet Union, which would

test-fire its own A-bomb in late 1949. 68 At the war's end, some

editors assumed a flippant attitude toward the atom. One even

foresaw the development of atomic soap which would use "billions

of inaudible blasts(guaranteed not to roughen the hands. . . ),

literally blowing away food fragments and heavy greases." 69
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But it was letters to editors, printed in American newspa-

pers that demonstrated American ambivalence toward the bomb. A

writer to the San Francisco Chronicle expressed concern that if

and when the U.S. became embroiled in a war with an atomically-

armed adversary, the nation would be hard-pressed to convince him

not to use those weapons. One author wrote:

I can well imagine his taunting reply: "It seems
strange that you should deplore the use of atomic
devices in war. We recall that you yourselves
were the first to use them--against the Japanese
in 1945." Then he'll let fly." 70

The Washington Post tried to put the bomb into perspective

in an editorial on August 10th. The editorial stated that

advancements in warfare, from the club to the arrow to gunpowder,

were always eventually defeated by defensive technological

advancements. It was only a matter of time, the writer suggest-

ed, until mankind found a defense against the bomb. 71

Today, 47 years later, there is still no defense. News

developments on weapons and equipment like the neutron bomb, the

"Star Wars" defense system and thermonuclear weapons tests are

still routinely withheld from the American public under the

excuse of 'national security.'

And atomic and nuclear tests still go on, in the past at

places like Bikini Atoll, Johnston Atoll and Novaya Zemlya, and

now at places like the Tonopah Test Range in Nevada. Two men

died at Los Alamos while working on the A-bomb, and 'A-bomb
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veterans' are still petitioning the government for compensation

for their exposure to atomic test explosions in the 1950s. 72

Today, more than 30 years after the last atomic tests at Johnston

Atoll, part of the atoll's main island is still too radioactively

'hot' to visit. 73

And there have been accidents. Places like Three Mile

Island and Chernobyl have been etched in the world's memory.

Other places, perhaps not as famous, probably should be. Such a

place is Chelyabinsk in the former Soviet Union. A pit of

radioactive waste spontaneously underwent a nuclear chain reac-

tion there during the winter of 1957-1958, exploding and killing

11

residents of nearby towns and depositing deadly fallout on the

area. To this day, the Soviet (and now Russian) government has

never released details of the disaster. 74

And the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), in a court

case decided in 1953, made it plainly clear who was supposed to

protect citizens and property from the fallout of atmospheric

atomic and nuclear tests.

The AEC's answer: "It is the responsibility of

11
the heads of families and owners of property
to protect the members of their families and
their property from possible radioactive fallout."
In other words, the public would have to
protect itself. 75

Still, nuclear science provides a cheap, renewable energy

resource, both for the general public and for sea vessels.

Miniature nuclear power plants sustain communications, weather
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surveillance and scientific satellites for the benefit of all

mankind. Nuclear medical technology has made possible the

treatment of inoperable cancers, and nuclear science has given us

many modern conveniences, including luminous-dial clocks and home

smoke detectors.

So how can the dangers of nuclear technology be reconciled

with the benefits? It would appear from this research that

nations (the U. S. and Japan, at least) have in the past hidden

the truth from their citizens regarding nuclear warfare matters.

Therefore, I suggest that the only way that mankind can come to

terms with the double-edged sword of atomic and nuclear energy is

to report openly on it and to discuss its development and use.

The old 'national security' bogeyman argument has been

struck down; ds nuclear power proliferation continues worldwide,

developed and developing nations alike take the first steps

toward nuclear armament. Nations like the People's Republic of

China, North Korea and the former constituent states of the

U.S.S.R. have the bomb. Countries like Iran, Iraq, Pakistan and

Israel may now have it, or at least are close to having it, and

the former Yugoslavia may have made steps toward creating it

before the beginning of its current civil war. If an extremist

group in any of these nations obtained and threatened to use an

atomic or nuclear weapon, or if any of these nations declared war

on the United States, then 'national security' becomes
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irrelevant--it has already been compromised. And ignoring the

problem by withholding information certainly will not make it go

away. We simply cannot hide under blankets.

Coverups, gross, misleading misinformation, deliberate lies

and the willful withholding of valuable, critical information

have all apparently been the rule, rather than the exception, in

reportage of atomic and nuclear matters. This is indeed unfortu-

nate, in view of the fact that no justifiable reason exists to

hide the truth from or mislead the public regarding those mat-

ters. This information, which has potential impact on all indi-

viduals and all nations of the world, is far too important to

humanity to be entrusted solely to governments. From this

research, it would appear that the American and Japanese govern-

ments have done a rather poor job of keeping their citizens

informed on the scope, nature and power of nuclear technology, a

topic well worth the public's interest, concern and commentary.

Now that we have let the nuclear genie out of the bottle, we

must force it into the light where we may all have a close,

critical look at it. Only in this way can we honestly discuss

this most awe-inspiring of technologies. Otherwise, we may

someday pay dearly for our ignorance.

Idealists maintain that all nations
should share the atomic bomb.
Pessimists maintain that they will.
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A distinct kind of "exclusion" was experienced by nineteenth-
century U.S. peace advocates. While frequently members of the most
respected classes of society, these individuals adopted moral and
ideological positions that placed them at odds with most of their
countrymen and women. In the millions of pages of peace advocacy
periodicals, tracts, and pamphlets that they produced, this moral
and ideological isolation/exclusion emerges as a forceful shaper of
their communication strategies.

This study of ten important nineteenth-century peace advocacy
periodicals suggests that current advocates' conception of
journalism as a form of activism in its own right (comparable, for
instance, to picketing and public speaking), is not new. Like
their contemporary as well as their twentieth-century counterparts,
nineteenth-century peace advocates also emphasized the significance
of writing as a form of activism and the power of the press to
change public opinion. They aimed their periodicals toward a dual
audience of the converted and the not yet convinced and attempted
strategies to appeal to both groups.

They also acutely attended other media: reform, religious, and
mainstream, which they scoured self-consciously for any
legitimizing references to themselves and their peace advocacy
endeavors. Furthermore, they may have been more willing to risk
articulating their controversial positions on other issues of the
day besides peace (e.g., woman suffrage, abolition, temperance) not
only because of the perceived connection to peace ideals, but
perhaps also out of the sense of moral superiority and
responsibility to educate society that membership in self-contained
ideological bands engendered.
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A Preliminary Profile of the Nineteenth-Century
U.S. Peace Advocacy Press

The American alternative press tradition runs strong and

deep. Throughout U.S. history most cultures and viewpoints not

expressed in the mainstream press have found an outlet among

myriad alternative publications. Examples come quickly to mind:

the African American press, the religious press, Spanish-language

newspapers. Among the alternative press are many vigorous social

movement advocacy publications whose founders used them to

express ideas and concerns not recugnized as significant by the

dominant culture. Important nineteenth-century examples include

the periodicals of abolitionists, evangelicals, temperance

activists, woman suffragists, and peace advocates.

A distinct kind of "exclusion" was experienced by

nineteenth-century U.S. peace advocates. While frequently members

of the most respected classes of society, these individuals

adopted moral and ideological positions that placed them at odds

with most of their countrymen and women. In the millions of pages

of peace advocacy periodicals, tracts, and pamphlets that they

produced, this moral and ideological isolation/exclusion emerges

as a forceful shaper of their communication strategies. Studying

this communication may provide some insights into the overall

workings of the alternative press, not just in the nineteenth

century but in our own.

For instance, this study suggests that advocates' conception

of journalism as a form of activism in its own right, comparable
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to public speaking, etc., is not new. Like their contemporary as

well as their twentieth-century counterparts, nineteenth-century

peace advocates also emphasized the significance of writing as a

form of activism and the power of the press to change public

opinion. And while early twentieth-century (pre-Masses) reformers

and radicals tended to approach their causes with the utmost

gravity--to do otherwise, they feared, could compromise their

credibility--so did nineteenth-century peace advocates

communicate their ideas in a sober, didactic (if at times even

boring) way. Yet there were also many attempts to be interesting

and even entertaining.

I. Review of the Literature on Peace History and the History of

the Peace Advocacy Press

Perhaps the most central reform movement in U.S. history is

peace advocacy, as a substantial body of work by historians has

shown.' Beginning early in the nineteenth century with the

development of the first organized peace societies, countless

peace advocates, both reformers and radicals, have worked for the

realization of world peace, in innumerable ways. Some have been

propelled by religious convictions, particularly those members of

the historic peace churches, the Quakers, the Mennonites, and the

Church of the Brethren. Many more have worked for peace through

nonsectarian affiliations such as the American Peace Society

(started 1828), the Ledgue of Universal Brotherhood (1846), and

the Universal Peace Union (1866).

2S4
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Much of the literature of peace history is the product of

scholars of diplomatic, military, and political history, who have

viewed the field essentially within the framework of their

respective disciplines, with scant attention paid to the peace

press.2 Few communication scholars have considered the

historical dimension of this press. While journalism's role as an

agent of social change has been well established in studies by

Elizabeth Eisenstein and others,3 little attention has been

focused on that advocacy press, for example, whose primary

purpose is to effect change. When historians have studied the

nineteenth-century advocacy press, they have examined the

publications of reformers.such as evangelicals,4 feminists,5

abolitionists,6 and temperance advocates7--but not those of

peace reformers. Yet peace advocacy, certainly in the antebellum

period, was common--and often correlated with advocacy of other

reforms such as abolition and women's rights.3 Research by

communication historians on the peace advocacy press, currently

in its nascence, is an area ripe for inguiry.9

II. Nineteenth-Century Peace Advocacy Movements and Their Presses

It was not until 1815 that the modern, nonsectarian,American

peace movement was born. The years 1815-1816 saw the

sirJltaneous, independent (and sometimes unbeknownst to each

other) emergence of major peace societies in the United States

and Britain.10 The immediate catalyst for the formation of these

societies was the century of European conflict which culminated
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in the continental wars of the Napoleonic period and their

extension to the Americas in the War of 1812.n Like the

philanthropic reforms of the early nineteenth century, the peace

movement's intellectual roots lay in the eighteenth-century

Enlightenment.n These humanitarian, patriotic reformers founded

nondenominational organizations whose membership was

overwhelmingly Protestant. Historian Charles DeBenedetti

describes them as "typical romantic reformers, individualistic

yet organized, rationalistic yet sentimental, personally

conservative yet socially radical, humanly optimistic yet

scripturally literalist." Well-educated, most were middle-class,

Congregationalist or Unitarian gentlemen of the urban Northeast.

Many were clergy, teachers, and professional men.°

They founded organizations such as the New York Peace

Society (1815) 14 and the Massachusetts Peace Society (1815).° At

the close of 1821, the Massachusetts Peace Society claimed to

have distributed, with its auxiliaries, a total of 7,155 numbers

of its periodical, the Friend of Peace.16

At first unaware of each other's existence, these two

organizations together ushered in the dawn of an organized,

continuous American peace movement.17 In 1828 the American Peace

Society (APS), was formed, absorbing many of the smaller state

and regional peace organizations." The APS and subsequent peace

advocacy associations can be considered part of a social

movement. For purposes of this discussion, a social movement is

defined as "a group venture extending beyond a local community or

2 S G
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a single event and involving a systematic effort to inaugurate

changes in thought, behavior, and social relationships."19 As

Alexis de Tocqueville observed during his visit to the United

States in the early 1830s, some of the most significant U.S.

associations were those of social movements, many of whom

"recognized that communication was essential in maintaining their

cohesion" and accomplished this by the publication of pamphlets

and newspapers.2°

The APS tried to change public opinion through its

periodicals such as the Advocate of Peace, the Calumet, and the

Harbinger of Peace, as well as through the publication of tracts,

the encouragement of peace sermons in the churches, and the

sponsorship of peace essay contests in the colleges, which

sometimes led to the formation of student peace societies, such

as those at Amherst, Dartmouth, and Oberlin. The APS aimed "to

reach the public mind only through the ordinary channels of

influence," seeking "reform with as little agitation as

possible." It wished "to effect a peaceful change on this

subject by the moral suasion of the gospel addressed to the

community in ways to which they are already accustomed." Thus,

the APS first sought the sanction of the "highest ecclesiastical

bodies," and instructed its agents "invariably to act in concert

with pastors." 21 This strategy also suggests that peace

advocates sought to cultivate respectability as a means of

winning society's acceptance.

In 1837, inspired by the nonresistance ideas of John

1")A.S
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Humphrey Noyes (the perfectionist founder of the upstate New York

Oneida Community), William Lloyd Garrison became the leader of

the new radical group, the New England Non-Resistance Society,

that splintered from the APS during the debate over war as a

potential means to end slavery.

With peace advocates finding themselves divided over the

issues of war and abolition, the Civil War completed the decline

of the American Peace Society. Thus pacifism during the Civil

War became largely the lonely province of the traditional peace

sects (the Mennonites, the Brethren, and the Quakers) and some

newer, millenarian nonresistant sects, such as the Seventh-Day

Adventists and the Christadelphians. Following the war the APS

was revived, reclaiming its traditional, middle-of-the-road

character.

In 1866 a new nonsectarian organization, the Universal Peace

Union, was founded. In reaction to the pro-Civil War position the

APS had adopted, it took a much less compromising position on

violence, following Garrisonian nonresistance. It was led by

Alfred Love from 1866 until his death in 1913.22 Together, the

American Peace Society and the Universal Peace Union represented

the two points of view whose polarity had led to the decline of

the APS in the antebellum years.

In the post-Civil War years, these groups were significant

peace societies. Curiously, despite the important inspirational

effect of the Quakers' historical peace testimony on early peace

advocacy writers (both conservative and radical), the Quakers

S 8
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themselves had little to do with .any of the nonsectarian peace

groups.23 In 1867, in response to the Civil War, the Quakers

founded the Peace Association of Friends in North America, whose

publications included the periodical Messenger of Peace.

Also considered a part of the peace movement in the second

half of the nineteenth century were various groups which

organized to support specific means of peace-seeking, mainly

arbitration and international law and organization, as the peace

movement became more cosmopolitan.24

Almost immediately, peace societies saw a need for

specialized peace advocacy publications to cover the peace issues

that were left out of newspapers, both religious and

mainstream.25 Taking advantage of technological changes in

printing and transportation, numerous groups, especially

religious bodies, diffused their propaganda in tract form.26

Peace advocates also produced thousands of pages of tracts

annually free of charge or for a nominal sum. While tracts are a

significant component of the nineteenth-century peace advocacy

press, this study focuses on the peace periodical press. As Merle

Curti has noted, of all the official peace publications, "the

periodicals themselves are the most important printed materials,

as they contain the annual reports and many of the sermons and

addresses which were also circulated in tract form."27

The Appendix provides a taxonomy of the American peace

advocacy presE. Just as peace advocacy took a variety of forms,

259
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from absolute pacifism to a moderate position allowing for

"defensive" war, so did the peace advocacy periodical press

express a kaleidoscope of viewpoints, from the fairly

conservative position of the American Peace Society (allowing for

"defensive" war) and its regional antecedents and affiliates, to

the radical, thorough-going pacifism of the New England Non-

Resistance Society. Most visible, widely circulated, and

comparatively prominent were the publications of the broadly-

based nonsectarian Christian humanitarian peace organizations,

such as the American Peace Society's Advocate of Peace, Calumet,

and Harbinger of Peace, and the publications of its regional

forerunners and affiliates, such as the Connecticut Peace

Society's American Advocate of Peace, the Massachusetts Peace

Society's Friend of Peace, and the Pennsylvania Peace Society's

Advocate of Peace and Christian Patriot.

Less visible than these periodicals were the expressly

religious publications of the historic peace churches. The

Mennonite press was still in its infancy in the 1850s; moreover,

Mennonites were separatists who did not aim to proselytize the

outside society .28 A regular Quaker weekly press did not appear

until October 1827 with the publication of the Philadelphia

Friend, which became the Orthodox branch's organ. Not until 1844

did the Hicksites establish a regular newspaper, the Friends'

Weekly Intelligencer. Quaker periodicals discussed pacifism

mainly in religious terms; and although in the years before mid-

century they devoted considerable attention to pc-ce issues, the

21' 0
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amount of space given to such issues was a small amount of the

total. And while the nonsectarian peace organizations confessed

their indebtedness to the Quaker peace witness, American Quakers

themselves, for a variety of reasons, were socially isolated

during this period. Largely reluctant to collaborate with these

admirers, they gave them "a certain slightly condescending

approval."29 The German Baptist Brethren had even less of a

journalistic impact, producing "no literature dealing even

incidentally with the subject of their peace testimony before the

middle of the nineteenth century."3°

III. Analysis of a Sample of Peace Advocacy Periodicals

A. Method

This study analyzes ten of the nineteenth century's most

important, comparatively high-circulation publications of

prominent nonsectarian peace advocacy organizations such as the

American Peace Society and the Universal Peace Union, as well as

two Quaker publications (to represent the religious-based peace

advocacy of the historic peace churches) . The sample varies in

geographic and philosophical origins. Complete files of the

following periodicals(at the Swarthmore College Peace Collection)

were examined, represer.ting in their sum the period ranging from

1915 to 1913.31

The Friend of Peace, the organ of the Massachusetts Peace

Society, a quarterly published and edited by Noah Worcester in

Boston and Cambridge, Mass., 1815-1827.

2
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The Advocate of Peace and Christian Patriot, issued monthly

by the Pennsylvania Peace Society in Philadelphia, 1828-1829.

Three successive periodicals of the American Peace Society:

the Harbinger of Peace (a monthly duodecimo published in New York

and edited by William Ladd, May 1828-April 1831); the Calumet

(two octavos issued bimonthly from New York and edited by William

Ladd, 1831-1835); and the Advocate of Peace, which had been

founded in June, 1834, as the quarterly organ of the Connecticut

Peace Society, in Hartford.32

Three periodicals of the Universal Peace Union: the Bond of

Peace (published monthly in Philadelphia, 1868-1874); the Voice

of Peace (published monthly in Philadelphia, 1868-1874); and the

Peacemaker (published in Philadelphia, 1883-1913, with frequency

and title variations).33

Two Quaker periodicals: the Messenger of Peace, published by

the Peace Association of Friends in Americam in New Vienna, Ohio

(1870-1877) and Richmond, Ind. (1887-1890), with title

variations, and edited by Daniel Hill; and the Herald of Peace,

published semimonthly in Chicago (1868-1869).

First, a brief general profile of this sample of the peace

advocacy press will be provided. These periodicals range in size

and appearance, from the comparatively

measuring five; by eight inches and the

nine and a half inches, to the Bond of

inches and the Herald of Peace at nine

modest Harbinger of Peace

Friend of Peace at six by

Peace at eight by eleven

by twelve inches.
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Throughout the sample, the number of per-issue pages and

advertisements, as well as illustrations, increases with time,

doubtless reflecting developments in technology (as well as, in

some cases, the relative success of the organization with which

each periodical was associated). By the 1870s and 1880s,

advertising was plentiful, often filling several pages and

touting general-interest products including books and

periodicals, health nostrums, and household appliances and

supplies. (Advertising was similar in scope and kind among at

least one other contemporary social movement periodical, the

temperance movement's Union Signal.15)

Despite the varying timespans and organization fortunes

represented by these periodicals, cost of annual subscriptions

remained fairly consistent. Throughout the period studied, one

dollar per year was a typical price, starting with the Friend of

Peace even before 1820. The extremes are represented by the

Messenger of Peace, charging 50 cents (1879) and the Herald of

Peace, $1.50 (1868). Compared to the prevailing rates for other

U.S. magazines, the peace publications were inexpensive.36 This

likely stems from their creators' desire to achieve a wide

readership, which, typical of advocacy publications, overshadowed

profitability considerations.

Like so many of their contemporaries, editors such as Noah

Worcester and William Ladd worked without salary, publishing

their papers at their own risk and expense.n Nevertheless,

running in the red was characteristic of the peace press. Like

293
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so many other social movement-reform publi.mtions in U.S.

history, these also were edited and published by a small band of

dedicated followers perpetually in need of money." The

nineteenth-century peace advocacy press, like its contemporaries

as well as its twentieth-century counterparts, almost always

operated on a meager buaget.

Besides subscription (and later, advertising) revenue,

income from job printing also provided necessary funding, as did

frequently-solicited donations. Appeals for funds were common and

lists of the donors, along with the amounts paid or pledged, were

regularly printed."

Independent circulation data for these publications is

difficult to obtain; it does indicate that while audiences for

these periodicals did not rival L. size those for the penny

press, neither were they inconsequential. For instance, in 1850

the Advocate of Peace had a circulation of 3,000.40 The mcre

available self-reported circulation data indicates, for example,

that in 1831, the Harbinger of Peace printed about 18,500 copies

and that in 1840 the Advocate of Peace, a bimonthly, was being

issued in quantities from 2,000 to 2,700.41 And the Messenger of

Peace announced that in 1878, 214,600 pages of tracts were

distributed, and 169 volumes, "while the matter contained in the

Messenger of Peace has been equal to 1,404,000 pages of

tracts."42 It seems reasonable to conclude that circulation

figures generally reached one to two thousand or more, fairly

typical of mainstream magazines in the pre-1850 period.43
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Furthermore, many copies were passed on from reader to reader.

The peace societies and religious groups that published these

periodicals expended considerable effort to get them into

institutional libraries, as well as those of opinion leaders (as

indicated by the subscription lists that many of the periodicals

regularly published).

B. Purpose and Audience

The peace press's audience ranged from the uninitiated to

those who were committed members of peace organizations. Editors

aimed to build and maintain their geographically dispersed

communities of conscience while attracting and educating new

converts. This two-f:)1d audience also characterizes some other

nineteenth-century social movement advocacy publications, such as

those of the woman suffrage movement.° It is a challenging task

to reach such a dual audience; as Martha M. Solomon has observed,

"the job of gaining new members while maintaining a consistent

sense of group identity ... requi/es unusual rhetorical

acumen."°

Occasionally the peace publications themselves give clues

suggesting how they further defined that audience.° Especially,

the peace press sought to maintain its loyal following and build

internal cohesion. Much content was directed to the latter

group. Morale was built in several ways, often through the

cataloguing of each incremental gain for the cause of peace. Even

the smallest acknowledgment of their arguments conferred by
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mainstream society was presented as occasion for rejoicing.

Peace-furthering achievements both large and small were

celebrated. For example, the first annual report of the

Massachusetts Peace Society, published in the Friend of Peace in

1817, noted, "All human institutions are stamped with

imperfection; and the best of them are capable of being improved

by time and experience." The report continued:

Considering the circumstances under which the Massachusetts
Peace Society originated, the smallness of its funds, and
the powerful prepossessions it had to encounter, it was not
to be expected that the first Report of its officers, would
contain a list of facts either very numerous, splendid, or
interesting.

Yet, despite this disclaimer, the report went on to note many

small achievements, including the distribution of six numbers of

the Friend of Peace, as well as other publications to "several

Colleges in New-England."°

The Friend of Peace ran a regular column called "Auspicious

Occurrences," in which it frequently noted the founding of other

peace societies," along

news that Switzerland's

capital punishment, and

praised the work of the

morale-building columns

with such far-flung intelligence as the

Council of the Valais

that a Catholic paper

had abolished

in France had

Massachusetts Peace Society.° Other

offered short news

activities and achievements of other peace

items describing

societies (both U.S.

regional and British) and their publications.50 The organization

self-consciously noted and celebrated with fanfare each new peace

advocacy publication.
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A similar column was the Advocate o:e Peace's "Auspicious

movements," which reported, for instance, the "omen of much

promise to our cause" that the secretary of the American Peace

Society had "been invited to attend discussions appointed by some

ecclesiastical bodies on questions of great importance to the

cause of peace."m Other peace periodicals carefully and

frequently noted the growth of the peace movement, both in the

United States and abroad.52 And not surprisingly, individual

publications ran articles that pointed out the direct salutary

effects of reading their pages.53

Also, doubtless to build morale as well as to attract new

partisans, laudatory letters-to-the-editor were often printed.

Typical is a letter from the Rev. William A. Huckabee of

Morganton, Georgia, published in an 1879 issue of the Messenger

of Peace: "Dear Sir: I am converted to Peace principles, and I

attribute it to the reading of your paper."54 Overall, the

letters published were almost invariably positive. The Friend of

Peace once admitted censoring part of a letter which expressed

certain sentiments about "the Editor...which could not with

propriety be published in this work."55 Still, a few publications

did print some of the negative missives. For instance, the Herald

of Peace printed this comment from a reader: "I think it ought to

be named the Herald of War. It stirs up so much strife and

controversy."56

This almost uniformly positive, movement-building tone

minimized any internal discord that might have existed. Thus,
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during the antebellum period, which was characterized by

considerable dissension within the American Peace Society over

aims and purposes of the peace movement vis--vis slavery, the

Advocate of Peace reported only that there was "some diversity of

views among our own members."57 All of the above evidence

suggests a press very conscious of its effects on its audiences,

both internal and external.

Additional evidence includes the frequent attempts

periodicals made to gauge those effects. Much of the evidence

they gathered was anecdotal. "Our cause is rapidly gaining

ground," the Harbinger of Peace announced confidently in 1829.

"Contributions to our paper are more frequent, and, on all hands,

we hear complaints that our book is too small, and that it ought

to be twice or thrice as large."" Likewise, the Calumet in 1832

claimed that "The friends of Peace are scattered throughout

almost the whole of Christendom...Our influence extends to

Europe."" Sometimes the editors were more specific. Thus the

Friend of Peace measured its journalistic impact by the growth of

regional peace societies, and by the fact that the Massachusetts

Convention of Congregational Ministers had voted official

approval of the Massachusetts Peace Society. 60

C. Overview of Content

Typical of its contemporaries, the American Advocate of

Peace aimed

1st, to extended discussions of the most important
topics connected with the cause of peace; 2d, to brief

-

298
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Critical Notices of current publications as they come
within the application of our principles, with the
design of promoting, in this respect, in a Christian
country, a pure and Christian Literature; 3d, to
intelligence concerning the progress of pacific
principles and the civil and political affairs of
nations.

Likewise did the Voice of Peace seek "to proclaim ripe and fresh

arguments for peace. To offer Letters, Essays, Stories, Speeches

and information on the most practical means for its

establishment," with "kindred subjects...only find[ing] a place

when they are for those things that make for peace. 101

Considerable content consisted of didactic essays.

Characteristic examples included facts and statistics to prove

war's immorality and waste, as in "The Delusions and Suicidal

Results of War"; arguments illustrating the incompatibility of

war with Christian principles, as in "Is Peace Consistent with

Christianity?"; and practical suggestions for reform, as in "The

Object of Peace Societies Practicable."62 Letters to the editor

were also a staple feature. Poetry was fairly common among the

later-dated publications° and moralistic fiction also appeared

occasionally.64 Such content paralleled that available in

contemporary mainstream newspapers and magazines (to which

readers were already accustomed), a reader-attracting strategy

also employed by the woman suffrage press, the temperance press,

and, perhaps to a lesser degree, by the antislavery press.°

Also, the Bond of Peace, the Herald of Peace, the Voice of

Peace, and the Peacemaker published a special children's section,

offering essays, poems, and stories to help teach younger readers

2S9
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about peace,66 as did the temperance press.°

D. Views of Reform and Journalism

In the pages of the peace press, advocates wrote candidly of

their purposes, both as reformers and radicals, and as

writers/journalists. The characteristic nineteenth-century

belief in rationality reigned; as the American Peace Society

claimed in its organ, the Calumet, "Past experience also teaches

us, that delusions...have been dissipated by the light of

truth."68 The peace advocacy press set out to illuminate that

truth. It set out to marshal and publicize all the rational

arguments in favor of its cause. Just as their antislavery

counterparts held "that the press was one of the most powerful

agencies of reform,"69 peace advocates greatly valued writing and

publication as tools of persuasion, as much if not more so than

other forms of personal activism (e.g., public speaking and

interpersonal, face-to-face communication). This may suggest

that peace advocates felt morally and ideologically

isolated/excluded from mainstream society; they may have found it

easier to work for an unpopular cause through writing and

publication, activities that could be carried on passionately and

even anonymously. (For instance, Massachusetts Peace Society

founder Noah Worcester wrote for thE Friend of Peace for maay

years under the pseudonym "Philo Pacificus.")

In any event, peace advocates strove mightily to persuade

through the written word. For example, as the Messenger of Peace
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stated, it was "filled with facts and arguments to prove that War

is unchristian, inhuman and unnecessary."" Likewise, the Friend

of Peace asserted in 1819, "it is in the power of the Editors of

Newspapers to do much good with little labor and expense. A few

well written remarks on the subject of war may occasion thousands

to reflect, and eventually save thousands from untimely death by

murderous hands."71 Indeed, the Friend of Peace continued,

Among the numerous gifts of God for the
advancement of our race, in knowledge, virtue, an-I
happiness, the tongue, the pen, and the press hold a
preeminent rank...Had the tongue, the pen, and the
press been always under the direction of wisdom and
benevolence, duelling and war would never have been
known among men; and even now, should all these gifts
be henceforth duly consecrated to the purposes of love
and peace, it is very certain that in one year from
this day, war would be banished fro-al the earth, never
to return.fl

Enlightenment rationality was a compelling factor in the

formation of these ideas, as discussed. Too, such sentiments are

typical of what has been called the "genesis" stage in the life

cycle of social movements, in which "the movement's initial

leaders believe, often with remarkable naivete, that appropriate

institutions will act if the movement can make institutional

leaders and followers aware of the urgent problem and its

solution."73 However, this emphasis on writing and publication

characterizes the peace advocacy press not only during its

burgeoning in the years following 1815, but throughOut the

century.

Not surprisingly, the Friend of Peace's sponsoring

1)1
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organization, the Massachusetts Peace Society, in its

constitution singled out the role of the written word in

encouraging "the formation of similar societies" both in the

United States and abroad.74 This view of the press as a powerful

spur--perhaps the most powerful spur--to social change was

common. "We regard the Advocate [of Peace] as our main

instrument," the American Peace Society stated in the pages of

that periodical:75 References to the press as "an engine of vast

moral power" also appeared in the Advocate. The APS wished "to

hear [the press's] ten thousand tongues speak on this subject, in

the ear of all reading communities, through books, and pamphlets,

and tracts, and newspapers, and every class of periodicals."76

And the more radica: Voice of Peace, while holding that "To

live peace is better than to write it or speak it," still

emphasized the importance of sending forth the Voice of Peace "to

be heard and heeded."'"

Writers and editors seemed especially cognizant of their

role as manipulators of public opinion, frequently referring to

this concept. "The power of public opinion has become

proverbial," wrote the Advocate of Peace. "It is the lever of the

moral world."78 In another issue, the Advocate stated, "Public

opinion is our main instrument; and we would cast it in the mould

of peace. It is the mistress of the world, and doer more to

control Christendom than all her fleets and armies.""

Furthermore, the Advocate wrote, "We seek to effect such a change

in public opinion as shall secure a right and universal

302
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application of the gospel to the intercourse of Christian

nations."8° Such sentiments were echoed by the second

Pennsylvania Peace Society, whose constitution stated its object

was "to collect and disseminate information calculated to bring

about a correct public opinion on the subject of Peace and

War."' Similarly, the Calumet maintained that "Public opinion is

yet to rule the world," and that "by the simple process of

enlightening and influencing public opinion,...the war-spirit may

be subdued."82 The pages of the peace press contain many other

such references to public opinion." Perhaps the comparatively

high education and class level ot the movement's leaders

contributed to their optimism in the efficacy of their written

words to sway public opinion. Their belief that the press could

influence public opinion directly and powerfully was shared by

most other Americans of the time. This idea seems to have taken

root after the Revolution and endured, occasionally challenged,

into the 1880s."

On the whole, the nineteenth-century peace press took itself

quite seriously, perhaps in direct proportion to peace advocates'

level of insecurity about society's acceptance of their

viewpoints. As the Bond of Peace stated, "For ourselves rest

assured we regard the cause as a life work, you will not find us

to faltor [sic] for mere trifles." " To be sober and serious

about ones cause (and risk boring readers), or to approach

journalism as both a means to an end, and as an end in itself

(and therefore, presumably, to craft a more interesting message):

3
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reform and radical journalists have often considered these two

approaches to be incompatible. A perennial concern has been that

attempts to be entertaining, for instance through the pursuit of

an elegant, even literary style, would betray the gravity of

their causes. This may be the fallout of sensing moral and

ideological marginalization. The more one feels one's ideas are

considered unacceptable or controversial by society, the more

compelled one is to maintain a serious public demeanor, in order

not to lose the precious amount of credibility already claimed.

So it is not surprising that in 1829 the Harbinger

disavowed responsibility for some readers' complaints that it was

"insipid and uninteresting," instead calling into question "the

want of interest in the subject [of peace] itself." The Harbinger

went on, "We cannot make a novel of it. We cannot deal in

fiction. We are bound to the truth. We cannot address the

imagination; we can only appeal to the judgment and to the

conscience, and what can we do with readers who have neither?

Our object is not to create excitement, but to allay it. 1186

It is generally thought that until the brilliant, literary,

and captivating radical periodical Masses (edited by Max Eastman)

appeared in 1911, most advocacy journalists disavowed

entertainment and literary craft for the safer path of staid

content. However, the nineteenth-century woman suffrage press

"was not all suffrage and suffering," offering poetry, short

stories, and essays on a variety of other subjects and even

household hints in an attempt to attract more readers." The

3'' 4
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temperance press, too, sought to offer varied, interesting

content." Among peace movement publications, the Herald of Peace

gave some thought to its attention-getting qualities. In the

years following the Civil War, it chose not to devote its pages

exclusively to peace, reasoning that the subject had limited

audience appeal. "The number of persons in the United States who

would subscribe for a paper strictly devoted to the cause of

peace, and pay their money for it cheerfully and promptly, and,

what is more, read it with any degree of interest, we are sorry

to say is very small...a paper which presents one subject only,

becomes dry and uninteresting to many." Therefore, the Herald set

out to offer not only content dealing specifically with peace,

but on "all subjects which effect [sic] our interest as

Christians...We are truly convinced that peace will only be

attained by a proper appreciation...of the peaceable requirements

of the gospel." This meant that the Herald, while aiming to be

"thoroughly acceptable to the Society of Friends," would "avoid a

narrow sectarian character, and endeavor to maintain that charity

and true catholic spirit which will make it a welcome visitor

among thousands of every Christian name." "

E. Concern with Other Media

The degree of importance that nineteenth-century peace

editors and writers attached to writing and publication can be

seen in their attentiveness to other media: reform, religious,

and mainstream. Throughout the period studied, this concern with

3'2,5
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outside media's treatment of peace issues and peace advocacy

organizations and their publications also suggests peace

advocates' self-consciousness as purveyors of often unpopular

ideas. The peace press often measured its effectiveness in terms

of its impact on these other presses, especially mainstream. It

has been suggested that only in the late nineteenth century did

the communication tactics of social movements begin to emphasize

getting their messages into the commercial mass media." If that

is so, the seeds of this strategy can be seen throughout the

nineteenth century in peace periodicals' media-consciousness.

Regular columns in the peace press detailed a variety of other

publications' reactions to it. "From the presses to which we

have sent our request for co-operation," began one such column in

the Advocate of Peace, "we are receiving almost daily responses

of cordiality and encouragement."' For instance, 1827, the

American Peace Society claimed in its Advocate of Peace that "The

public press is almost universally open to the cause of peace."

Among its evidence for this, the APS noted that "The religious

newspapers have come up nobly to our help," making many more

"applications for peace essays than we can answer.""

In 1829 the American Peace Society noted in its Hartinger of

Peace that "Our cause is rapidly gaining ground," pointing to

"Honourable mention and frequent quotations" of the Harbinger

that had "appeared in the newspapers, particularly the religious

papers."" And the APS claimed in 1831 in its periodical, the

Calumet, that "a large number of pamphlets and newspaper essays

3136
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have appeared on the subject of Peace, in various parts of the

country." This led the APS to believe "that the press is every

year becoming more and more active in this cause."% The Friend

of Peace also kept careful watch on other media.% Obviously

these nineteenth-century peace advocates, like many members of

social movement organizations, placed an especially high value on

the persuasive powers of the external press, particularly the

mainstream. Peace advocates often prodded the mainstream press

to publish articles proselytizing for peace.%

Just about any mention in the mainstream press was welcome,

and so in 1869 the Bond of Peace devoted nearly an entire page to

discussion of the largely negative reactions to the ideas of the

Universal Peace Union that had recently appeared in the pages of

publications including the New York Times, the New York Evening

Express, the Daily Rocky Mountain News, and the Detroit Post.

Concern with lack of visibility is characteristic in the

"maintenance" phase of the life cycle of social movements--that

is, in the phase following the launching of the movement and the

first rush of enthusiasm." Yet the peace press's concern with

peace publicity in the outside press seems to be continuous,

present throughout the nineteenth century at every stage. This

may suggest, again, peace advocates' insecurity as moral and

ideological outsiders.

F. Coverage of Other Reform Efforts

If the press was an "engine of vast moral power," it could
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drive the train Of reform not only for peace, but for other

causes deemed of significant moral weight. And so the peace

press regularly featured articles on related reform efforts. The

degree and range of advocacy was naturally a function of the

ideology of the sponsoring publication or religion. For

instance, besides peace, the Universal Peace Union in its organ

the Voice of Peace backed a far-ranging set of reforms, pledging

"To be just to all, irrespective of color, sex, race or

condition." Military " taxes, schools, drills, pomp and

preferment," as well as the restriction of the sale and use of

deadly weapons, justice for American Indians, and temperance were

advocated." Furthermore, educational reform was highlighted as a

priority: "Petitioning governments to abolish war clauses is

good; giving aid to men and women in overcoming evil passions is

better," the Voice asserted, "but, to our mind, the best of all

is to commence at the very foundation and teach the children of

tlie rising generation in morality and good works. There are

thousands of neglected children growing up with little or no

instruction, save in the arts of wickedness, and by and by they

will fill the ranks of those who carry on wars, murders and every

immoral practice by which the world is cursed." 100

Among this sample of the peace press, articles denouncing

capital punishment were common.101 Also frequent, particularly

after the Civil War, were articles advocating justice for

American Indians. The Voice of Peace even had a regular "Indian

Department .
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Reflecting the positions of their sponsoring organizations

or religions, a number of periodicals urged varying degrees of

equal treatment of women. For instance, the Bond of Peace, which

"cordially invite[d] all to enroll...who are willing to labor

irrespective of color[,] race[,] sex[,] or condition..."

wholeheartedly embraced equal rights for women. "In fact,"

stated the Bond, "it is useless for us to look on universal

peace, while woman is kept back from having a voice in the

council of the nation. wo3

In addition, occasional articles advocated temperance. The

Messenger of Peace led the way, proposing in 1879 to increase the

number of articles on this subject. "We regard intemperance as

the handmaid, of war," the Messenger stated, "often having much

to do in causing war, and leading to fearful sacrifices of men

through the recklessness of officers under the influence of

strong drink."K4 Articles in the peace press also denounced the

use of tobacco. Anticipating by nearly one hundred years the U.S.

Surgeon General's 1964 report, an article in an 1869 issue of the

Bond of Peace condemned smoking, claiming it "conveys its

poisonous influence into every part of the lungs."m5 Occasional

articles also advocated just treatment of animals.u6 The Herald

of Peace suggested that the animal movement was "ill-directed,"

and that good treatment of animals would be insured when there

was peace between human beings.1(17

Other articles backed a variety of other humanitarian

reforms. These included antislavery, given most coverage, of
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course, in the antebellum years;1°8 gun control and the abolition

of lynching;1°9 and penal reform. "0 Some articles also denounced

children's war toys. 111

During the antebellum period, many individuals participated

in not just one but several reform movements; for instance,

membership in antislavery, women's rights, and peace associations

was correlated. Thus movement publications naturally backed

other, related causes. For example, in the 1880s and 1890s the

temperance movement publication, the Union Signal, proselytized

for a wide variety of reform causes, including woman suffrage and

feminism."2 Woman suffrage publications such as the Lily and the

Una supported temperance,"3 while another, The Revolution

advocated a variety of reforms to help the poor and homeless,

prisoners, and Native Americans."4

Still, the advocacy of many of the wide-ranging reforms

noted above in the pages of the peace advocacy press (some of

which were considered controversial) was not likely a sound

strategy to help peace advocates win acceptance from the wider

society. What, then, was going on? Obvious is a deep commitment

on the part of peace advocates to articulate the full breadth of

their positions on difficult issues, in the belief that the moral

imperatives of their positions would be made apparent through the

written word's persuasive powers. The wide publication of their

right thinking would change people's minds.

G. Some Journalistic Strategies

.
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And so notwithstanding the Harbinger of Peace's comment that

it could not "address the imagination" of its readers, that it

could "only appeal to the judgment and to the conscience," the

peace press used a variety of strategies to communicate its

message compellingly. As noted, essays predominated, with some

fiction and poetry, as well as letters to the editor and short

notices.

A primary effort was to gather and publicize what Christina

Phelps has called "statistics of war'--facts which illustrate

its conditions and its evils, which show its futility. "115 Such

articles characterized war as inimical to civilization and

culture. Frequently they decried the organized Christian

churches' "war degeneracy."

Starting with the Friend of Peace before 1820, stories of

the horrors of war were a staple, particularly among the earlier

peace advocacy periodicals. Viewing "peace as health," and war as

"a disease, in the body politic," the Friend of Peace and its

later colleagues did not always spare sensibilities in the

accounting of war's human toll. 116 An article described the

aftermath of the battle of Antietam during the recent Civil War

in typically vivid terms. Men lay "dead, blackened, torn,

disfigured, wounded; tended by no mother's hand, no sister's

love...As they rose they fell dead; some with cigars in their

lips, others with bread in their hands, and some holding the

miniatures of loved ones far away.""7

Among the unforgettable scenes in the wake of one of
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Napoleon's battles is

...a stout-looking man, and a beautiful young woman,
with an infant, about seven months old, at the breast,
all three frozen and dead. The mother had most
certainly expired in the act of suckling her child; as
with one breast exposed she lay upon the drifted snow,
the milk, to all appearance, in a stream drawn from the
nipple by the babe, and instantly congealed. The
infant seemed as if its lips had but just then been
disengaged, and it reposed its little head upon the
mother's bosom, with an overflow of milk, frozen as it
trickled from the mouth."8

Such a tableau offered war as an assault on women as the

embodiment of the prevailing values of piety, purity,

submissiveness, and domesticity. 119

War's toll on women was the focus of another article in the

Advocate of Peace. The sufferings of compelling characters (a

sergeant's wife, a "maniac mother") were detailed, to illustrate

the point that "Women, being forced to part with lovers,

husbands, sons, have often taken their own life in a frenzy of

grief and despair, or fallen eventual victims to delirium, or

some lingering disease that gnawed with fatal tooth on their

vitals. um

Articles both described the appalling atrocities perpetuated

by the soldier, and characterized war from the abused soldier's

perspective. 121 The military's excessive use of corporal

punishment for minor infractions of discipline was detailed

(e.g., "On the first lash, the blood spirted [sic] out some

yards; and after he had received fifty, his back from the neck to

the waist, was one continued stream of blood"). 122

Another antiwar rhetorical strategy was to appeal to the
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pocketbook, illustrating war's high financial cost as well as the

body counts. "Stop and consider facts and figures--then judge of

our cause," urged the Herald of Peace. "Within the past 14 years,

there have been nearly 2,000,000 lives lost by war, sanctioned by

professedly Christian nations." The Herald claimed that the

recent Civil War "cost the loss of 600,000 of our young and

strong men; and the actual cost and loss in money, not less than

$8,000,000,000." Thus, war preparation was equated with economic

weakness.123

IV. Conclusion

This study suggests that the moral and ideological exclusion

experienced by peace advocates may have significantly shaped

their communication, in at least these ways:

a. Peace advocates greatly valued writing and publication as

tools of persuasion to change public opinion, as much if not more

so than other forms of personal activism such as public speaking

and interpersonal, face-to-face communication. In their quest to

cover issues they believed the mainstream press ignored,

advocates emphasized quality writing. They aimed their

periodicals toward a dual audience of the converted and the not

yet convinced and attempted strategies to appeal to both groups.

b. At the same time, some peace advocates seemed self-

conscious and comparatively serious about their written

communication, perhaps in direct proportion to their level of

insecurity about wider acceptance of their viewpoints.

peace
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c. Peace advocates acutely attended other media: refotm,

religious, and mainstream, which they scoured self-consciously

for any legitimizing references to themselves and their peace

advocacy endeavors.

d. Peace advocates may have been more willing to risk

articulating their controversial positions on other issues of the

day besides peace, not only because of the perceived connection

to peace ideals, but perhaps also out of the sense of moral

superiority and responsibility to educate society that membership

in self-contained ideological bands engendered.
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APPENDIX A:

A Taxonomy of Nineteenth-Century Peace Advocacy and Its

Publications

Note: A wide variation in peace positions existed, from radical

to reformist--from absolute pacifism, including Christian

anarchism and nonresistance, to comparatively conservative peace

advocacy which allowed for "defensive" war.

A. NONSECTARIAN

1. State and regional peace societies, e.g., New York Peace

Society (founded 1815); Massachusetts Peace Society (founded

1815, published Friend of Peace, Boston and Cambridge, Mass.,

1815-1827); Pennsylvania Peace Society (founded 1822, published

Advocate of Peace and Christian Patriot, Philadelphia, Sept.

1828-June 1829); Connecticut Peace Society (founded 1831,

published American Advocate of Peace, Hartford, Conn., 1834-1836)

2. American Peace Society (founded 1828; published Angel of

Peace for children, Boston, started 1872; A.P.S. Bulletin,

Washington, D.C., irregular; Harbinger of Peace, New York, 1828-

1831; Calumet, New York, N.Y., 1831-1835; Advocate of Peace,

Boston, 1837-1845, Worcester, Mass., 1846, Boston, 1846-1910,

continued in 1910 in Washington, D.C., as World Affairs)

3. New England Non-Resistance Society (founded 1838,

published Journal of the Times, Boston, antebellum period,

irregular; Liberator, Boston, 1831-1865; Non-Resistant, Boston,
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1839-1845)

4. League of Universal Brotherhood (founded 1846, published

Burritt's Christian Citizen, Worcester, Mass., 1844-1851; Bond of

Brotherhood, London and Worcester, Mass., 1846-1867)

5. Universal Peace Union (founded 1866 as Universal Peace

Society, published Bond of Peace, Philadelphia, 1868-1874; Voice

of Peace, Philadelphia, 1874-1882); Peacemaker, Philadelphia,

1883-1913)

B. SECTARIAN

1. Members of the historic peace churches

a. Brethren (or Dunkers) and other Anabaptist remnants,

many located in Pennsylvania (Brethren publications

include Gospel Visitor, Covington and later

Columbiana, Ohio, 1851-1873; Christian Family

Companion, Tyrone, Pa., 1865-1873; Primitive

Christian, Meyersdale and Huntingdon, Pa., 1873-1883;

Progressive Christian, Berlin, Pa., and later Ashland,

Ohio, 1878-1888; Gospel Messenger, Mount Morris and

later Elgin, Ill., started 1883)

b. Mennonites (publications include Herald of Truth,

Chicago, Ill., 1864-1867 and Elkhart, Ind., 1867-1908;

Family Almanac, Elkhart, Ind., 1870-1908 and Scottdale,

Pa., 1908-1940)

c. Quakers (publications include Moral Advocate, Mount

Pleasant, Ohio, 1821-1824; Friends' Intelligencer,

Hicksite branch, Philadelphia, 1844-1955; Friends'
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Review, evangelical wing in Orthodox branch,

Philadelphia, 1847-1894; Herald of Peace, Chicago,

1868-1889; Messenger of Peace, Peace Association o.F

Friends in America, New Vienna, Ohio, 1870-1887,

Richmond, Ind., 1887-1890, Philadelphia, 1890-1943;

Christian Worker, orthodox branch, New Vienna, Ohio,

1871-1894; American Friend, Richmond, Ind., 1894-1960)

2. Communitarian-utopian groups emphasizing peace among

their tenets

a. Harmonists (or Rappists) (New Harmony Gazette/Free

Enquirer, New Harmony, Ind., 1825-1835)

b. Hopedale Community members (Practical Christian,

Milford, Mass., 1840-1860)

c. Inspirationists (of Amana), publications unknown;

d. Oneida Community members (publications include

Witness, Putney, Vt., 1837-1846; American Socialist,

Oneida, N.Y., 1876-1879; Circular [title varies],

Brooklyn, N.Y., Oneida, N.Y., Wallingford, Conn., 1851-

1876)

e. Shakers (Shaker Manifesto [title varies], Shakers,

N.Y., Mount Lebanon, N.Y., Shaker Village, N.H., East

Canterbury, N.H., 1871-1899)

3. Others

a. Adventists (Advent Shield and Review, Boston, 1844-

1845; Advent Christian Times, Buchanan, Mich.; Advent
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Review and Sabbath Herald, Paris, Me., Saratoga

Springs, N.Y, Rochester, N.Y., Battle Creek, Mich.,

started 1850; World's Crisis, Boston, 1854-1892)

b. Christadelphians, publications unknown

d. Disciples of Christ (publications include Christian

Baptist, Buffaloe [Bethany], Brooke County, Va.

[W.Va.], 1823-1830; Millennial Harbinger, Bethany, Va.

[W. Va.], 1830-1870; Western Reformer, Milton, Ind.,

1843-1849; Proclamation and Reformer, Milton, Ind.,

1850-1851; American Christian Review, Indianapolis,

Ind., started 1856; Disciples of Christ, Cincinnati,

1884-1887)

e. Osgoodites, publications unknown

f. Rogerenes, publications unknown

..
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CHRISTIAN PATRIOT.

" F,tukas poring to keep the uaisr of U. Spuit Ina bond of Peass." Epis.
loom not." Hatt. 11. 1.

" U .usy man tryst tu IUM2eir Wit he is Christ's. let Inns if himself think this again. tilos as be is Clain's. even
so aer weiihno's. Cor..s...

"Let neK thoretore lost:Nome unwire nair niore.' . Rota. sie.
" Fie dint hash inr rownstannonats aim kriposti them. it is tont sarstis - -John Nis'. 2S.

.:11COL. L PIITLILIMP 1:1ErCLAt, 712"Ef 1829. Nor. 10, 11, 12.- - - - - - -
-. TO SUBSG1t1J3EUS.

Wi l'ers/ sincere' regret in'announe-
int; to otir subscriber's: that we are un-
der the necessity 'of closinz"The Al-
vocate of Peace, and Christian Pa-
triot," with the remaining three
numbers, whi.ch we now present to
them, as we took occasion to intimate
in our last, unless an additional num-
ber of subscriptions could be obtained
Onwards defravingthe expense of pub-
lication. -In iakiug leave of our read-
ers. we congratulate them on the in-
creasing ascendancy which the influ-
ence of pacific sentiments is gaining
in the Christian circle. We teel no
less zeal than heretofore in the cause
pf Peace on earth, and good will
towards men," which we would that
the whole '-earth might reiteratek in
gratcfurresponses or" Glory to rod
in the highest:" not can we en:Inge
from our con victionsthat in that un-
speakable gift of infinite compassion,
Which rapturously prompted the an-
gelic anthem, the Mmighty cootie-

, seendinkdonor will not permit his
word ot promise to " return to him
void," kid we therefore joyfully an
ticipate the lieaiizadon of that mighty
energy which shall subdue the spirit
or the warriorof unbridled desire,
of domineering ruleof revenger:2-
recrimination, and every other
eied. gicatness. " that exalts itscIlf

. hgainst the knowledge of
bring every thought into the oliedk-
ence of Christ." " Lord,-
thv king,lom come!"

Fos me Afilsocassiaa' l'ssteo.

Continued porn our ;am _Munaer.

We shall now notice a declaration
of the Christian's great Master ant:
Lord. Aich has been alledrd as af-
fording countenance and authority.
not T:115 for resistance to oppression
by Hostile weapons. but for C'hristianl
to assume dictation in secular, con-

. cerns. It' hi* been contended that
when Jesus Christ, before the Roman
Governor, declared that his " king-
dom was not of this world." &e. he
meant it.should be inferred, :that as
he did not derive his power and au-
thorny from men but from God, he
theretbrc claimed the right for him-

. self and his followers to interfere in.
and control all mat6ars of civil .pu-

! lity."
, Bat a liule close exandnation will

thatench an inference by n.1
means follows, but one, as we:con-
ceive, widely ditferent from it, and
eveoppo:sed to it. Our Lord, iu
bearing witness beibre the Roman
Governor, that his " kingdom wa,
/lot world," platnly states what
W1)12111 have been thc eonsequence if

i--the reverse were the case. Let his
Aords speak for themselves. " If my

:4tingdom were of this world, then
would my serrany field that .1

should not be delivered to the-

Jews:" " but now." c. acting as I
t do, " my kineom isnot from hence."
?foe the lesding maxim of the world.
viz. resisqance to oppression and Ill-

lv opp,.=, .1 ;o t!lat pet -

7.1.
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PE.ICE.FUL ELEMENT UF

4RSUS.
"If 1 ausy touch but his clothes I SHALL BE

tesubs,' confidently expressed the long adi-

icted Jewess as she bent lute. and touched
the extreme border ; the hem other .:-.avtor's
-ailment and by that t4,UCh Wa.s histandy

'pleated. See M.ark V Chapter.-28 verse.
'rite especial use we wisa to make of this

voiume speaking incident in the short but e-
venttLl career of the .'.`t az trite Physician is
to redeet from the pure mirror uf his life,
THE Jesus NATURE, W Luse fatue, indeed as he
traversed the cities uf Israel healing by word
and contact' iudisernumately, the stei., the
lame, the asit. the dumb. bpi-. ad audzIeul)
through the land and the I.EoeLE especially
the pour, the =east. the indigent, and sulf-
enng gathered after the Christ vast num-
bers and tbllowtug the great bemg teaener,
listened eagerly to his words ot soothing
counsel. Aud to such a height had the lever
of excitement, and tuteuse tuteres. iu his
soul entrancing doctrines and cures, culmi-
nated on thts occasion that by the crowd-
ing ef the populace even the Fisher:hail vl
tiattlee, lus wore intimate dismples. were
fur the moment pressed away, from their
leader. rats butane the aceepted time
tut tlih, daughter of Israel. her whole soul
fixed with steady purpose and thrilling with
midi, wit yet miners:anal:1g the sure soul
inteligence which the Eleetru: draugnt. would
certainly worn. the haely saung vt.ms

s) stem of Jesus. that vitality had geile out
inm. a portion ut his ittatinig virtue

had just beett involuntarily continuum:a:al
auuthel; she pressed iorward anti eagerly

clasped tu tier Land the magnetically charged
fulds Ins vesture. But to ihstataly tun--
mg. Jesus iuquires -who Lunched itte g" and

seeing the abashed and trembling maiden
kneeling betbre hint, Said to her,And 0;
how sweet acid hope inspiring to he, happy
heart must hate been the music ul Lis tuelu-!
thous yoke. "Daughter thy PAM% haat
matte thee whule, go in nesse- and be healed;
of thy plague." In the rich benevolence
of his soul. Jesus walts not to hear the soul
song of her juy , which methinks rau
thus, Glory tu tiod in the highest, Praise
Prmse to Israel's Lord and King, i only
craved a core, but in blessing Ite duth blebs
we, and adds to tuy healing PEACE. ,t1
Proase to Jesus Praise."--lle turns tu (Aside

Ins mutes with malty others who were still
pressing mind to test his p ictr to sat e.

-All hail the power I. Jtsus' name
Ada 'he name t hal soothes ur Pars
It bids our sorrows cease
Tis music in the patters clr
Tis LIFE. 'Ns HEALTH and Peace.
o how we have yearned tu know to 1111-

derstarld the real source of the blest healing
fta-ce if Jesus. we love io rtad the story of
Ms meek ye godLke nature. We alludinl
our urtiele al.d :Tire lateiy
published In-The Build-to the peculiar spit

mamwr of life.Eccx nolo 'Behold
the miwx." ys eou-In John, a ti we feel
lhe more inter.stt.d to know more ot all of
Ins history :

Contemplating him in his very plain and

abstentious manner living, we find him
remarkably and strictly exclusive in his
habits, a :CAZAHITE, front his birth, he ever
conformed to the requirements of that priest .
ly sect.: in the strietest sense, and though
liar from being exempt flout the imperfec-
tion of our nature for, by suffering. on'y
was he made perfect, yet wa:1 he strictly
setf- denying and in dietetic habits, abstetu-
ions to a close religious degree carelully con-
torming,we doubt not to the manlier of the
peculiar diet predicted of him years before.

"Butts:- and Aunty shall he eat that he
may KNOW to choose the good and asFuSX
die eeil.

Btl Jesus the Sazarene, the sonolJuseph
the u. ',cure carpenter, wass of Course a Jew
and we may reasonably suppose nor with:

out sOme Ch.! prejudices uf Jewish ea
And pecutiar eirple tve know were im-
mense devourers of ssixihr, food, nut only

E,ypt aintmg !be onions and leeks, but
al throughout their nationat career, such
indeed was their fearful and beast y greedi-
ness fur fleshly !bad that among the tirs: di-
et:to measures winch their leauer Muses en-
acted was une restric.ing them by law to
certain speeide kinds of animals, and stall
suca was their beastly voraciousness that
even with the flesh of the Quai!s the:r
mouth they yet mut-attired fot more, and e
v.n theu such a as the extent of unwitole-
statue putrel mg tiesh in their camps that a
wide spit:ad plague broke suddenly amung
t tem, frutu ;kb very cause, sW...eptm; them
away b th .usands.

That a personal nature like :hat aferesus
should svring front such a Corrupt
s,o,:k. Magnifies us. Itldee I the mys ery
of goultnesi, though mayhap , we err not
kw.wiog the pincer of (hid : yet we wish CO
be understood dasumtly here. that we

I mei) beileve that such an amiable kind and
latub-like nature as that possessed by the
Lord Jesus. could be birn of no other wo-
man than the Holy Mary

laceu in the temple hy her extremely
religious parents, from ller birth kept
constantly there day and night prat lug and

. praising in the soul consecrating term-, of
I YAM VEIL becoming thus practically herself
a Nazarene. Devoted thus exclusively to
the Vnysicalty refining and spiritually punt-
ling service ut the Temple her thoughts, al:
her aspira tons were holy beautiful and good
and to sull impart a greater fixedness and
is:acidity to Uns soul earaptuling eundii:un

, anget appears to her suddenly in the
I midst uf her devotions and after asstiring
her of his kindly mission tell tier she ha-s
Lund especial favor with ..BettrL.1
thuu shalt eoneetve and bear a son and sna'd
cad his name tananuel,

Thus the devotional fiattle of utiad with
which the angel fouad the mother of our
Lord was caleulated to -sir the divinity
wIthin- and inch ease fervour 311,1 devo-

twoul streogth her nature, anct
you know it to he muum( law, I hat bax
be:.(3 Nos," so that -171c ertaecrs of Me
ris,a/vY mad 14( chad

.1,.eircultistamees aa incitknt i^ xu" a/is
ant/delay up, rentaini..g vividly before the
wino, uf the !limiter. in Lhis condi-

Lion -of course her conclusions her Manz& a
and feelings are instantly impressed on the
quit:knit% child, which is indeed as suscep-
tible to the thought unyre-stors of the moth-
er. as he plastic wax to the warming rays
of the sum

Then. if aa they must have been amid
the solemn service uf the temple the music
the songs of worship and the sweet soul as-
staring words of the amiable angel the
thought impressions of Mary were beautiful
pure and good, what could hinder the like
condition being tra muted in harmonious
impression upon th.: holy substance whit
which she haul indeed conceived. Thus did

. the -iLly Ghost," as alinowNed hy the an-
: gel "overshadow her,- and we wonder no
Imigt-r that Jesus was calitii the soh of uooD.

gover»s in the moral world as indeed
110 does In the Phyt,ical by regular law,
though according to the rucold there ap-
pears ;nit one Jesus who is recognized an
especial sense and by WI emphatic manifes-
tation from the swill. sphere tu be rim
of dou, and shali e be deemed

If We Confess. We llaee Sortie times
wondered at the remarkable fact that in the
vast arcanum of natures varied a-setublage
of atoms monads and purer essences that
remarkably peculiar and esi..ectal combina-
tion has never occurred but the once to pro-
duce so great and g 'Lid a being as Jesus the
Galilean.

: But aside from the seeming recognition,
and joy of surrounding naLtire at. u bi:th,
there fl ere other :natters affecting directly
Mary his mother which she deemed of milli

; mew. inipmeati.m Lu treasure in her heart-
yr t.ie child was seri!. Cur Lhe rise and:fall

of inavy in Israel. and for a sign that should
be spoken agahist. that the thoughts of usually
heal is shottld .re rcocalesa --"

And he grew and waxed strang in spirit,
beim: tilled wi.h all wisdom ; and the gt ace
of God was full upon hint For the Father
git cut not the spi. It by measure unto
but in him dwelieth all the fulness of the
Godhead bodily." God was n Chrtst bring-
ing the people into blest harmony with
self, for tile spirit principle of Jesus Esher-
nathttg ill the edits( of sinful Llesh even
the ,eud Ahratiatt2 thu Jew, "was ena-
bled by a course of suffering to beetnne the
perfxl eaptala of their salvation". Besides,
see him as early a-s the age of twelve years,
disputing and debating with the Priests and
doctors to the Tetnple in so ditich that. they
were cumpletely astunished. and vrondered
at hi, spirttuat wisdom, his underAtandiug
of and ans.veys tu thew knotty quescs..ns'

But we have sometimes queried :
What was Jesus doing during all those

yea I's of seclusion from the age or twelve un-
til thirty, the period when lie appeared in
public to preach for the first dune. Were
these 3 ears of indolent in action on thee part
of the obscure carpenter s son, we trow not.
fur though without, ,loubt Jesus faithfully
assi,ted his Iither J iseph at his vocation
we he.ieee, lie was also heartily intent On
()repining himself' for the righteous osecti-
twit oi Ins after mission. as a light to light-
en the gentiles, and the glory of his people

not slothful in bustness, but fervent
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THE NEW YEAR.
A Trams greeting a Pelee and Good Will:to all

our friends. We come to you in a new dress and
we ask of you each and every ono renewed intr .
ort in our Bora at Peace.

The present number is not enlarged in size, for
tbe reason that we have not yet received a suf.
dcient number of subscribers and advertiser. to
warrant the increased expense.

We have been favored with an addition to our
lists, and we are full of gratitude for the encour-
agement; but we hold it one of the firat principles
of lance to be careful in creating liabilities.

The Radical Peace movement is One of 1310111011-
tous importance and in our efforts to aid it, .ne
wildh to avoid becomingInvolved in finaneei.

True we have lost several hundred dollars and
rueived no compensation for our labors, but if
ear friends will renew their subocriptions at $1.00
emir sutnum and send to us soon this amoirrcl
SA many new subseribere and advertisers az possi-
ble, we will be able to double the size of ottr sheet
with the next issue and shill not regret the time
and money we have sperit.

But it mut depend upon our friends. Oar cause
in jut ant our principles immutable.

In looking over the past we would return our
'inure thanks to George W. Childs our enterpri-
sing neighbour of the Public Lodger, for his dona-
tion of $50; to Rachel W. M. Townsend .asid Al-
fred II. Love for their promises to add $2$ each ;
to Thomas Garrett for his liberal donations from
Um* to time, and to Edward M. Davis. Deborah
Marot, William MSC. and others for their timely
contributions.

We call espcoial attention to the encouragement
of inch friends as Jonathan Whipple of Mystic
'Conn. who has sent us Sorry subscribers; Levi K.
'Iselin who takes and distributes thirty copies a
month ; Clayton 73. Rogers who subscribes for ten
.new parties for this year. A. II. Lore who has
sent us several lists of ten subscribers each, Lydia
A. Schofield, Dr 11. T. Child. Thomas Haskell,
W. E. Hoyt, Sarah Crosby.Sarah B. Dugdale and
others who ore sending us subscribers and evincing
the heartiest interest

May you all, good friendr, have a happy and
'osperous New Year, and may we return your

Cross offerings with our enlarged *duties as
sa seat ateatk

THE LATE INDIAN MASSACRE.
In a dispatch to the Press of this city we

find the following :
Wynkoop lefl_bere-yesterday. Ile

beiieves the late fight of Gen. Custer, on the
Washita was :imply a massacre, and says
Ulack Kettle and his band were friendly In-
dians on their own reservation, when at-
tacked."

Next in enormity, almost, to the crime of
war, is the practice of misrepresenting, by
official reports the real facts.

We know that the grossest falsehoods were
frequently reported during the late war and
now we are to bare the country fillld with
excitement by false reports and gross mis-
representation, which are eagerly sought by
those who have determined upon tbe exter-
mination ot the Red-man.

We hope that the officials will not continue
such a course as will drive all honest and
humane men from the care of the Indians,
and yet it seems as if the Nation is not suf-
ficiently aroused to do any thing like justice
in this cause.

'We know there are noble men and true
women laboring for the relief of the Red-man
and there is a strong feeling of sympa.hy
among the more reflecting classes who re-
alize something of he condition of the In-
dian and know something of the injustice
that has been, and is being done this race
of men, many of whom p esent the no
blest traits of human charac.er, and de..
serve for their fidelity and honor to be
given that freedom and all those rights
which we accord to men of other nations.
who find an asylum in our country.

The Red-man the Aboriginee of this aiun
try has stronger claims to citizenship
and representation in the Government of thus
land, and when pure religion is realised in
our country and by our people, the rights of
all men and women will be respected and
held sacred, till then-we.can have no real
peace or C.

OM MEMORIAL IN BEHALF OF
THE INDIA NS.

Hoz CeARLES Scstxxx says :
Senate Chamber 16th Dec. 1868.

I shall hire-plea/ore in presenting the memo-
rial which you have forwarded.

Accept my thanks for your good wishes.
BON. LEOSARD 3ITCRS SATS :
I presented your memorial, and am always glad

to hear from you.
Wash Deo. 17th 1S68.

TSUI CONIfISSIONER Of INDIASI ArrAnts says:
Indian Office Washington, D. C.,

Dec. 17th 1865.
Alfred H. Love, President Uniervsal Peace So-

ciety.
Sir 1Your kind note of approval is received.

I beg you to accept my grateful acknowledge-
ments for your expressions of encouragement and
sympathy.

Your noble "memorial" is also to hand and in
Its general sentiment I West heartily concur,

Hoping that universal Peace, based on univer-
sal justice and charity may soon bless our world.
I remain

Very respectfully your friend and servant
43. Taper.

Leiter front lion. Amass Viral
North Brookfield. Dee:

I have received several num
,,Bond of Peace" and am so
with its spirit, that I incluse yon
tion for the next year. I trust yo
friends will persevere in the
which you are engaged of pro
and good will among men. it
happiness to labor in the causes;
tion with tbe American Peace
other similar organizations for
thirty years. At present we are
little in this region, but I losen
faith in the final triumph of o
far from it, I never saw greater
its onward progress than at the
ment. The statesmen of Engle
ackhowledge and advocate our i
ciples, and the- working men of
are beginning to act under a con=
the terrible evils of the war sync*.
uniting their energies for its an
On every hand there is greater
ment than I ever knew before.

Your obituary notice emir excel!
Joshua P. Blanchard in the Bond
cember is exceilent, and quite true,
one of the great apostles of Peace,
more time, labor and money to 'the
than almost any other man. during
and active life.'

Wishi og you much success in yo
I am your friend

A to asa Walk
Ed. We cordially commend the

Political Economy --The Science of Wby our earnest and gifted friend
Wal ser, to the attentive perusal ofof

BEST COPY AMAMI 3 )

CAPITAL PUNISH:1TE..
In the recent trial of Geo. Twitcheaforwe hid a striking illustration otthe gro

popularity of Capital...punishment in thethan thirty;-out of about one hundred
naked to be excused from C003CientiOCLI
(we should say convictions) against curlIshroent.

The pnbahility is that many of those
excused because they had formed opini
case were of this class also

It is not well that the best. and most
tiara persons should be eompelled by th
stations convictions to leave the adnsi
justice to men who coolly announce
"have no conscientious scruples." If
of the law is to punish crime, and pm
the enforcement of the death penalty is
because many criminals emeriti this who
impr:soned if the law would allow the
to b. given to the jury to say whether it
imprisonment or donuts. -

We underatend that our fellow-laborer
H. Boyce. has dread) succeeded in obt
tues to this effect in four of the States.
to see tbe time when they shall become
and thus human life be lield ea it really is

Capital punishment has always failed in'
ing or preventing any of the crimes for,
hns been prescribed, and we are certain

The power that is to reform the worl
and when this abounds more freely ansi
sail v. the gibbet will be a relic of the
of ttie put.

-
'For the Bond of Peace.]
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SELECTIONS.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

BY cEcAilLts WILLIAms.

as nO right to take the life of his fellow man. He is a probe-
entrusted with responsiliilities,invested with privileges.
rn-ed with duties. He is commissioned with authority over
er-animals. He has received. direct from the hands of his
the insignia of royalty, the stamp of superiority; and to
can confidently appeal as the Author of that blessing which

cd upon him dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
ot' the air, and over every creeping thing that creepeth

e face of the earth."
there is a limit to his authority. His prerogative, compre-
as it is. has yet its definite bounds. Whilst he may use
w animals wit-hout inflicting unnecessary pain, as his con-
e and his wants may prescribe: whilst he may lawfully take
es when his safety or his necessities require; whilst he may
the wayward and the froward "f his own species, and enforce

regulations for the well-being of society; he may never go
xtreme length of depriving the refractory culprit of life. as
.htnent for his evil deeds. "Hitherto shalt thou come, but
her." was the mandate that of old set bounds to the rolling
and restrained its restless billows within their prescribed

And it would seem that the bounds which have treeu set
authority of man, the harrier whica he may on no account
pass and be guiltless, is the ilispusal of human life.
reference to this great line of demarcation between author-

uted and powers withheld. He speaks to us in that dread
a which "sets bars and doors" to our prerogative, forbidding
verstep the boundaries assigned, lest the blood of our brother
3 God for vengeance.

power over the lives of onr fellow man is committed to
re. it must be either a natural or a rested right. If a nat.
ght. it is inherent in all: any oue may lawfully slay his fel-
in whenever his passions prompt him with sufficient energy.
e ail equal by nature: if I hold my brother's life an easy
0. by the same rule, and by the same right, he may place no
value upon mine. Existenve would then become a struggle;

r.f individual strength and skill. Under such a régime the
acuities of our nature chiefly, would be cultivated; and MAN,
al of the creation, would degenerate into a barbarian :he
be simply what we see him in the primitive stages of so-

the highest order of animals. His lower propensities. gross
:tornus iu their character, ask nnt the fostering care of genial

to encourage them t.-) spring up into luxuriant growth.
"xious weeds in the irarden. they grow spontaneous and

'Int; they .)t crrun and smother the more delicate and pre-
lAtt less obtrusive plants which aro the special care of the
1Lr. aml which reTtire to be nottri,ited with cautious and

attention. IIcnee the power of life and death cannot be
a natural right. unless wonid forego the blessings
and lose the refining and enlcariug tics that bind us

to each other in that social union which is the crown and glory of
enlightened society.

On the other hand, if it is a vested right, it must be conferred
on us by some revelation of the will of God: as in no other way
can we acquire those great moral prerogatives, save by the inherent
rights of nature, by the direct communication of the Divine will,
or by unavoidable inference from other powers conferred upou us,
and the immediate necessities of our situation. If the right to take
the life of our fellow man is vested in man at all, it must have been
given at some time, direct and positive. So awful a responsibility
would surely not be left to a dubious inference from collateral
duties. If no definite and precise command is found conferring on
man the right to dispose of human life, then we will do well to
look closely to the ground on which sueli a claim is founded. If
the power is really given, it must hare had a beginning.at some
time the mandate must have gone forth, Be thou the arbiter of life
and death.

But where can this be found? Not in the Decaiogue, surely.
THOU SHALT NOT KILL is there enjoined as one of the fundamen-
tal rules on which human society was to be based. If stealing is a
sin, if bearing fitise witness is a sin. tl'en it follows with imperative
force that taking the life of our fellow man is a sin at least as fia-
°Taut. Thou skalt not kill. The rule is absolute.unequivocal,
universal. as far as the lanTaage of man can make it so. It, is not
obscured with conditions; it is not clogged with exceptions. Plain,
simple, direct, and positive, if we admit the Decalogue to be of aay
authority in the affairs of men,and society has ever assumed it
as the basis of its cOde both civil and moral; the higher its tone
the more closely does it profess to adhere to its teachings.we must
admit that the wilful destruction of human life is enrolled among
the most enormous crimes.

Infinite Wisdom thought it necessary to give but ten rules for
the government of man, created in His own image, and only a little
lower than the angels,ten rules regulating his conduct toward
his God and toward his fellow man. These ten simple rules are
found to embody all the duties of good citizenship. all the elements
of true religion; and the most searching scrutiny and profound
research of the ablest metaphysicians the world has ever produced,
have totally failed to discover any new principle not embodied in
this comprehensive code, or to add any duty to the law given to
Moses on Mount Sinai.

It would appear then, that so far from its being a Divinely sanc-
tioned right to take the life of a fellow creature, it is made one of
the cardinal, one of the fundamental crimes against man and against
God. A Being of infinite attributes promulgated a code of univer-
sal government, embodymg every principle requisite to make the
human family perfect in their relative and religious duties. He
has taken care to guard its oriminal declaration with such a net-
work of evidence that Christians reverently admit it as the revela-
tion of His will, and reasonable sceptics respect it as among the
most noble and dignified reiics of the primitive days of man, as a
precious legacy of the wisdom of the past, entailing a rich inherit-
ance for all succeeding dines.

The command. then. Thou shalt not kill. ale; he considered as
embodying nuc-tenth, numerically, of uur combined duties. Accept
this, with its nine cognate aud eoördinate principles, and human
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RENIOVE TUE CAUSES -AND ABOLISH THE CUSTOMS OF WAR.

PHILADELPHIA & MYSTIC. APRIL. 1873.- No. 4.

Fir The Voice.
Tilt. RELIC OF BARBARISM

DT REV. PIISBE HANFORD.

Away with the gallows! that relic of days
Wlen Might over hig:a could prevail,

Azil none cuulu liit up El e louu voice of com-
plaint,

None utter the low, plaintive wail.
Tis a relic of tyranny, speaking of days

W hen war was die rule and employ.
Weenohe,t.t a; and the buw were the playthi :Ls

of men,
And to.slay was their pastime and joy.

Shall the ages roll on with this burden, th:s
weight ,

This drae -hack to progress :old r nee?
Shall the future be cursed with the ghastly and

grim?
Will the shedding of blood never cease'

0. God, who has: premised, to Thee still we look,
Though weary we watch for the day,

When the mists shall all vanish, the morning
star snit e,

.And.the infamous gallows decay.
When the sword shall be sheathed and the arm-

wies elated.
A-.cifno epaulettes honor btow,

While the race shall more on in the march of
that host

Who the Might of the Right ever know.

Par tIot Vcoce.
C.I.TIZENSETTP AND MORAL

REFORM.

Full citizenship under any civil govern-
ment includes eligibility to vote and hold
office, as a partner in the government.
Anti, if voluntarily accepted and exercised,
it binds the citizen to support the constitu-
tion and laws of the State or nation in
whose government he makes himself a
partnerut least till he can lawfully and
peaceably get them amended. Under the
General and State governments of this
eoantry the'rights and obligations of voting

citizenship are plainly detind. Every -vo-
ter is a co-equal partner iolW prerogatives
and dutiea of citizenship. Who are his
co-equal partners? All voters, good, bad
and iudifferent, declared such be the con-
stitution and laws. Each one Of them is
his peer, aud the legal majority must rule,
backed by the sceptre. purse and sword.
Does he agree to all this ? Yes, the mo-
ment Ile voluntarily acts as a citizen. So
we see what fellowship be chooses to unite
with, and what bonds he puts himself
under.

1Vell, this man is a moral reformer. He
wants to bring ail his governmental part-
ners under Temperance laws, or under
Anti-s:avery laws, or under Labor Reform
laws. or unier Woman's Rights Itm 8. or
under- Communist laws, or under alleoed
Chris: iau laws, or under Peace laws. 'What
can he do, arid how far can he consistently
push his spevialty of reform, as a loyal cit-
izen ? Can lie excommunicate any brother
voter, or make any new test of membership
in the body polititt? Yes : if he can by any
means get the Constitution and laws altered
for that purpose. To do this, be must a in
the necessary voting or lettislai ive majority.
What it be cannot obtain such majority ?
Then he i3 bound to nbide by and support
the majority that is. Hits he not bound
Ilitaseif to do this? Yes. The Constitu-
tion thnt is, and the laws that he, and the
brotherhood of governing citizens that rule,
are his. He may think them fools, knaves,
scoundrels or murderers, and denounce
them as such : hut. nevertheless -they are
Ms peers, with whom he has leagued him-
aelf. to carry forward the civilization of the
worid. And, if they are ;rather reluctant
to hurry up the millenniumhe must writ
a little till they are ready, and not gef too
far ahead of them. Votiag,legielatiou tieci
coareion will not do his work till he can
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OUR VOLUME TWO.
At the commencement of Volume H. we greet our friends with a pictureportraits of

:TI, pet children. It has been said:
We love a girl for what she is; you see:
A boy for what we hope he is to be.

oknd so it is with our two pet volumes of the PEACEMAKER. Judgi.:g from numerous expressions
z,y :he press and correspondents the first volume has already won a place for the PEACEMAKER

ihe hearts of its friends, both old and young; and with the aid of art and an increased effort
present in an attractive form the beautiful thoughts of the most enlightened and faithful
;iers of mankind, calculated to

" Calm the ruffled tempers of the world,"
!o .ay to the angry billows of strife and contention,

" Peace; be still,"
bespeak for our second volume a largely extended circle of readers and friends.
To our liberal friends who have by their efforts contributed so much to the possibility c

ontinued existence, we return our sincere thanks , and we hope the second volume will win
way to many new homes.
the present number is necessanlv taken up largely with the account of the Seventeenth

.... lersary of the Universal Peace Union and the Report of the Executive Board, deemed
rsat- y to preserve a record of the pro,n-ess made during the past year To earnest peace-

'7kers these details present matters o(great interest. The Treasurer's Report (page 3), in
..'parison with that of last year (page 33, Vol.I.), sht:ms that since the publication of the PEACE-
:RKER the income of the Society from various sources has more than doubled; but the expenses

proportionately increased, as a large number of can issue has been sent out to introduce
e vinciples %%here they have been hitherto but little thoure-t of. It is not the object to

::."mniulate funds on hana, but to use whateier is receRed ro, :he immediate prosecution of
.;reat work N$ Inch the Society has undertaken.

No. I. WHOLE No., 13.

T Copy /dui 1- 328
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THE

PEACEMAKER.
VOLUME III.

HE PEACEMAKER, in eniering upon the third year of its existence,

congratulates its friends and supporters on the improved condition

N..:

a.nd prospects of the peace movement, and especially the increasing

favor with which the principie of arbitration is being regarded by govern-

ments and peoples throughout the world. About forty instances of inter-

national arbitration have already been accomplished. During the official

career of Signor Mancini, the Minister of Foreign Affairs in Italy, nearly all

the commercial treaties negotiated have contained provisions for referring

misunderstandings to arbitration. About nineteen such treaties have been

negotiated, and one of the last was between Italy and England, which was

made a subject of special congratulation by Lord Edmund Fitzmaurice in a

letter to Henry Richard, M. P., the Secretary of the English Peace Society.

All the British claims against Chili have, by special treaty, been referred to a

Tribunal of Arbitration. In fact, since the notable Alabama arbitration at

Geneva, settling a difficulty with any American Republic by resort to force

by any European nation, has not been thought of; and, as President Arthur

declared to a recent peace delegation: "It is a matter of great satisfaction

that these principles are making great progress; indeed, I may say that it is

almost settled now that we shall be at peace with other nations."

The apparent certainty that President Arthur's successor will carry out

his plan for a Peace. Convention of all American nationalities, which his

election will prove to have received the approval of a majority of the people

:44 of this country, as his nomination has that of his party; the recognition

..iration in the party platform, and the almost universal approval of it on the part of the

press, show that this nineteenth century will, in all human probability, witness the

of arbitration in place of war on the whole American Continent, if not the whole

To accomplish this object is the work to which the PEACEMAKCA, is devoted, and for this

inoral aspects of the subject are discussed in its pages. On this account we bespeak the

and pecuniary support of all patriotic and benevolent people.

.The PEAt..EmAKEP. is yet published at great pecuniary loss to its publishers, notwithstanding

already received, and we respectfully and earnestly entreat its friends to promptly renew

subscription. and. if possible, duplicate :he same by sending at least one subscription

their own.

ftl No. r. WHOLE No., 25. Jur.vAuc:UsT,
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LUCRETIA MOTT, :
FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA PEACE SOC

ON THE NINETY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF HER BIRTH,

7anuary 3, 7884-

FRIEND of the suffering and oppressed,
In ways to fame unknown.

Although from earth thou hast progressed
To circles near the throne,

We cannot omit the annual th
Devoutly given to thee,

As in the sweet remembrance we
Thy worth in life to see.

While in the courts of
Thou struck a chord

With deeds of Iciie;
Now thou art gone hig
To strike the golden I

In courts above.

"-
ta,

tl-:'-''.cit,kr-,Z1\-
=%1P...,..ok,:St--

j'ttilme

''kIkcA 41%,

;IR

LUCRETIA MOTT,
Born of Quaker Parents, on the Island of Nazauckett, Mass.,

5792. Died November tth. iSSo, in the 88th year of her Age.
A life spent in the cause of humanity.

She did ber own thinking, and lived to a ripe old age of use-
fulness, and was not afraid to die.

No slave ever sought thy shelter in vain,
When seeking freedom's goal;

No sufferer, whatsoever his pain.
But thou wouldst first console.

Then seek thy best relief to kindly give.
By quiet ways and wise.

A sweet inspiration seemed to live
Within thy love-lit eyes.

We feel that thou wilt
Work out God's good-

And never cease
Till justice, freedom,
(Ideal of thy youth,)

Establish peace.

No better purpose can
Inspire the heart of nue'

In this late day
Than that which stirred
When thou didst bear a,

In earth's affray. ..:sv

In Europes armed host,:
Of which the nations

Is bondage sore;
The people ground to
On land that gave them

They seek a shore
Where armies need not
And navies plow the

And slay no mote. ;,

Oh, may we never more-
Bestrew our land with

Nor stain the sea. -
May truth and .justice liv
And their rich blessings

And all agree. -
So shall thy purpose
Lucretia,thy demand

Accomplished be.

Thy country, the world, in
Thy countrymen, mankind.

Thy effort was suffering to redress;
With sympathizing mind.

Oh, friend of the poor and the op
In every land and clime,

Thy memory forever will be bl
Thy life is all sublime.
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is publialied monthly by the Secretary of the " Peace Arm
dation of Friends in amerrca.". It fa filled with facts and
arguments to prove that war is unchristian. inhuman a d
unnecessary. That if men and women of intelligenOe er
se anxious to find remedy as they are to find an apology
for war, the self.imposed scourge of our race would soothe
banished ham the civilised world. It advocates the broth.
ashoed of mankind, and that areas aottafareanotaer vat-
out **rasp earseira. Term, Fifty Cents per annum, or
b copies sent to one address for Two Dollars. Free to
milliliters of the gospel of all denominations who will ma
and recanettend it to their congregations.

Address DAN= ZELL,
Wow Wet s. Clinton 0o.. Ohre

According to the philosopher Dick, war has destroyed
fourteen billions of human beings since man was drst placed
upon the earth.

Some authors put the number much higher but, takine
Dick's estimate as bests, the loss of lile will be as follows:

2.333.333 annually.
194.444 monthly.

tsl daily.
270 every hour.
44 every minute.

Shall the sword devour forever ? Not if God's Word la
true. Christians, come up to the help of the Lord &gal=
the mighty.

Andover Theological seminary will receive
$25,000 from the estate of the late Mrs. Wil-
liam Richardson, ot Manchester, N. H. The
American Bible Society receives about the

*same amount, according to the lady's will.

333

Something Sure.

4,what a pity nothing ever
Has a beauty that will stay I"

Said otK thoughtful little Nellie,
Stopping briefly, in her play.

"All these velvet pansies withered,
And I picked them just to-day !"

"And there's nothing very certain,"
Answered Bess wit,, face demure ;

"When it rains we can't go driving,
I wish promises were truer!

I could rest, if I were certain
Of a single thing that's sure !"

Grandma smiled from out her corner,
Smoothing back a soft gray tress :

"Sixty seconds make a minute,
Did you know it, little Bess ?

Sixty minutes makes an hour,
Never more, and never less:

"For the seconds in a minute,
Whether full of wcrk or fun,

Or the minutes in an hour,
Never numbered sixty-one !

There is one thing that is certain
Ever since the world begun.

"Though the rose may lose its crimson,
And the buttercup its gold,

There is something through all changes,
You may always surely hold:

Truth can never lose its beauty,
Nor its strength, by groNAing old."

Mrs. Julia P. Ballard.

It is no great matter to live lovingly with
good-natured, humble and meek persons ;
but he who can do so with the forward, will-
ful, ignorant, peevish and perverse hath true
charity.Thomas a Kempis.
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According to the philosopher Dick, war has destroyed
fourteen of huntAn beings since man was firstplace.,
upon the earth.

Some authors put the number ntuch hicber but, takins
Dtcia's estimate as bse.e. the loss of life trill be as 1)1.101Vs:

3*. . V.3 annually.
191.444 monthly.
6..4"1 daily.
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41i every m in ute.

Shall the sword devour forever? Not if God's Word rtrhe. Christians. come up to the help of the Lord sgathe mighty.

To any body who has disease of throat or
tins, we will send proof that Piso's Cure

Consumption has cured the sane com-
plaints in other cases. 4ddress,

E. T. HAZELTINE, Warren, Pa.

LOVE AND HATRED.

Now by the merc:es of my God,
His sharp distress, His sore complaims,
By His last groans. His dying bl od,
I charge my soul to lov,: the saints.

Clamour, and wrath, and war begone,
Envy and spite forever cease ;

Let bitter words no more be known
Amongst the saints, the sons of peace.

Tender and kind he all our thoughts.
Through ail our lives let mercy run:
So t;od forgive our numerous faults.
For the deacsake of Christ his Son.

The Spirit, like a peaceiul dove,
Flies from the realms of noise and striftz;
Why skould we veN and grieve his love
Who seals our souls to heavenly life ?

(For the ger of Peace.;
A Dialogue on A Military Bpirit" Between

John Hall and George Bell.

RV JOHN HEM \IFNI% ,t1".

George Bell. I wish to have a long taik
with you this evening, Mr. Hall. I want to
give you my opinion on a military spint, which
I belirve to be a very patriotic and a very
glorious spirit.

John Hall. I am glad to see you, neighbor
Bell. I am always happy to converse with a
man who is.honest in his opinions, even if his
opinions are erroneous.

G. B. I am greatly surprised to know that
you are opposed to the cultivation of 2 mili-
tary spirit among our countrymen.

J. H. I certainly am opposed to it : for it
s really an .mpatriotic spirit.

G. B. Why, Mr. Hall, you must be ,,Jt f
your right, mind to have such a thought in
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essenger PeaceTux

..p.buik.d monthly by the Secretary of the" Peace As;
Mutton of Friends in America." It is lined with facts and

arguments to prove illat war iannchziatisa, inhuman, and

unneoemary. That if men and womenof intelligence wer

as anxious to and a remedy as they are to And en apoloa

tee var, the
self-imposed scourge of our reoswould soon br

banished from the civilised world. It advocateethebroth

Ishood of mankind, and that maces noitiVuresoother vita

Mjuriug surmises.
Tata, Fifty Cents per annum, or

oopiee sent to one address for Two Dollars. nee ta

SWAM of the gospel of all denominations who will re*

and recommend it to their cougregadona.

Address
DANZ= BILL.

New Vienna. Clinton Co.. Ohio

According to the philosopher Dick, war hail destroy( d

fourteen billionsoi human beinguinoe manwas dm placed

upon the earth.
Some authors put the number much higher; but, taking

Dick's estimate sr bass. the Ices of life will be as follow=

2.133,333 annually.
I94.444 monthly.
6.4131 daily.
270 every hour.
44 'eery minute.

ilball the sword devour forever ? Not if God's Word is

Isne. Christians, come up to the help of the Lord against

tbs mighty.

Chili is harvesting the largest wheat cror

ever known in that country.

THE WARRIOR...
A GALLANT form is passing by,

The plume bends o'er his lordly brow;
A thousand tongues have raised on high-

His song of triumph now.
Young hnees are bending 'round his way,

And bge makes bare his locks of gray.

Fair forms have lent their gladdest smile,
White hands have waved the conqueror on,

And flowers have decked his path the while,
By gentle fingers strewn.

Soft tones have cheered him, and the brow
Of beauty beams, uncovered, now.

The bard hath waked the song for him,
And poufel his boldest numbers forth;

The wine cup, sparkling to the brim,
Adds frenzy to the mirth;

And every tongue, and every eye,
Does homage to the passer-by.

IV.
The gallant steed treads proudly on;

His foot falls firmly now, as when
In strife that iron heel went down

Upon the hearts of men;
And foremost in the ranks of strife

Trod out the last dim spark of life.

V.

Dream they of thisthe glad and gay
That bend around the conqueror's path

The horrors of the conftict day,
The gloomy field ot death,

The ghastly bain, the severed head,

The raven stooping o'er the dead ?

VL

Datk thoughts, and fearful! yet they bring
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DOES WA.R PAY ?

--..

Hen of' *thought, -reflection, and business hab-
generally ask, when a subject is presented

them, for their investigation, "Will it pay ?"
When a war," says an experienced writer, is de-
red, it is done with the probability, that sixty

nd rtvfli will be sacrificed, and a much
ter number of families, subjected to severe af-
on ; and with the passibility, that ten times
amount of suffering, will be the result. If

is is the ease, what worldly interest should we
ow to call us into war ?
It must be remembered, too, that while these

y thousand lives are being sacrificed, more than
times that many millions of money will be
t. How log then should we forbear ?

The worth of these lives can never be told. Only
of them weighed in the scale against the world,

Is infinitely more than sufficient to tarn the bal-
ls= in its filmor.

Would then who make war, give their own
lives, if by this sacrifice they knew they could
snare to the country, all that they thus hope
to gain?

No. They do not expect to dle themselves;
they expect others to make the sacrifices,
and they enjoy the benefits. I have heard some
where a fable of the oz and frogs. The ox got
in among the frogs, and was having a fine dance
among them. The poor frogs said to the ox, it may
be fan for you, but, it is death to us. The spoils
of war may be glorious to rulers and leaders,

but the price of all this, is the death of
thousands of poor subjects;

" War is a game, that were their subjects wise,
Kings would not play at."

But while the value of these sixty thousand
lives, to their families, and to the country in
meny relations, can never be told, there is a
value to the country which we may estimate.

They are taken frnm productive Industry, dud
It is productive induatry, that makes jayptith
of a nation.

These men.ereeptifertiftl middleaged.-.... By colleges at Williamstown and Amherst, and of
the Asti-mations of Life Insurance .Companies:.a. that single star in. the east, the guide to many
thousand men that are 35 yea ingenious youth, the Seminary at Apdover. The
30 years longer. C. ng then, the labor
a man at a day, we have .sizty
thousand per day, for thirtz...yeari, a sum
total 063,400,000 Jen-this-fizie item of oost.

iTouble7thls-sum aa the cost of fighting, and

yearly cost of a sloop of war in service is about
000 dollars ; more than the annual expenditurers
these three institutions combined.

_

°tibia it again as the °°t of preParing to fight' TL- WAYS OP DOING GOO.D.
and we have ;2,871,000,000 which is a low esti-
mate of the average cost of war. Verily, does Ens. pinALD OF PDACS:,
it pay ? Chu. Sumner, in his oration on the A.few weeks ago, in preparing for a short trip

\True Grandeur of a Nation, mekes the follow- ...0--the West, among other things, I put into my
Mg comparison between traveling satchel about three dozen tracts ; select-

VARD 1INIVEBSITI AND "(IP. ing, not those containing doctrinal matter, or the-
It ap report of the treasurer, ological discussions, but rather those simple nara-

that the whole available property of the Univer- tiws, which any one-who can read at all, can un-
sity, the various accumulations of more than two derstand. Those little menages of lore which
centuries of generosity, amounts to, $703,173. Christian people have sent out into the world to

There now swings idly at her moorings, in cheer the wanderer, and lead- bina home to Christ.
this harbor, a ship of the line, the Ohio, carrying After leaving St. Louis for Keokuk, on board the
ninety guns, finished as late as 1835, for $547,888 "Rob Roy," I went below to sea what kind of fel-
repaired only two years afterwards, in lows the boat hands were. They numbered twen-
1838, for 223.012 dollars, with an armament ty-four, and were nearly all colored. Here' was
which has cost $53,845, making an amount found a use for those little tracts which I had
of $834,845 as the actual cost at this stowed away, without knowing how or when they
moment of that single ship, more than $100,000 would be wanted. Inquiry diacloeed, that about
beyond all the available accumulations two thirds of all the hands could read, and some of
of the richest, and nobles seat of learning in the them, very well. But they hsd nothing to read,
land! Chocee ye, my fellow citizens ofa Christain and so apent their time lounging about the boat.
State, between the two easketsthat wherein is sleeping and playing card&
the loveliness of knowledge and truth, or that Having supplied myself with tracts, and taking a
which contains the sarrion of death. Let us friend along, we went below, and presented each
pursue the comparisen still further. The account hand with a trect. It was a setisfaction to see
of the expeditures of the University during the those sable men who could not read, carefully put
last year, for the general purposes of the college, the away the little books, saying they would get their
instruction of the under graduates, and for the wives, or anme member of the family to read it to
schools of laws and of divinity, amounts to them, while those who were able, immediately
$45,949. The coat of the Ohio for one year in commenced reading their presents.
service, in salaries, wages, and provisions, ia

4220,000 ; being 4175,000 more than the
annual expenditures of the University ; more than
four times as much. In other words, for the an
nual sum which is lavished on one ship of the

In the stern c f the boat we found several hands
playing cards; but the cards soon disappeared
when they saw us with tracts in our hands.
Eagerly did those who could read, do it, while
those who could not read, were collected at

line, four institutions, like Harvard University, their request, in the stern of the boat, and amid the
might be sustained throughout the country. Still squeaking of the redder, and the plaah of side-
further let us pursue the comparison. The paY wheels, we read them the tract entitled "Uncle Joe,
of a captain of a ahip Uke the Ohio, is $4.500 er The Powerof Prayer," and notwithstanding the
when in service ; $3,500 when on leave inconvenience of the place, they nearly all gave
of absence or oft duty. The salary of the their undivided attention.
President of Harvard University is $2,205 There are many poor people, and many who are
without leave of absence, and never being offdrity ! not poor in this world's goods, who are than/did

If the large endowment. of Harvard Universit for the little encouragement given, even tn sun.
are dwarfed by a comparison with the expense of pie tract, though bestowed by a stranger's hand,
a single ship of the line, how much more most and yet how seldom. Is this done, How many
it be so with those of other institutions of learn- I hearts which now go mourning on their ways,
ing and inneficence, less favored by the bounty might be made to rejoice even it may be,

of man3- generations ? The average cost of a in a Saviour's lore, if Christiana would orgy let
sloop nf war is $313,000 more, ProhnblY, their lights shine under all circumstances. Let ut

'than all the endowments of those twin stars of not "grow weary in well doing," but "be fervent in
learning in the western part of Massachusetts, :he spirit, serving the Lord." W. B. W.
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"A Receipt against the PLAGUE": How Colonial Newspapers
Presented Diseases and their Remedies for their Readers

In the winter of 1760, a smallpox epidemic raged through the South Carolina

colony. Each week, the South-Carolina Gazette reported new outbreaks of the oft-fatal

disease. But in the February 23, 1760 edition, printer Peter Timothy offered his

readership more than a table of smallpox deaths for the colony; he presented them

with "A Receipt against the PLAGUE," a concoction of "rub, sage, mint, rosemary,

wormwood, and lavender," combined in "white-wine vinegar." The resulting elixir was

guaranteed by four convicts going to the gallows to protect the user from smallpox.'

The South-Carolina Gazette's cure for smallpox is but one example of the many

medical remedies presented in colonial newspapers. In an age where bleeding and

drawing blisters behind the ears were common prescriptions for maladies, the

newspapers offered various cures for their readers to use to heal an assortment of

diseases. In addition, the local newspapers kept their readers informed of outbreaks of

diseases and described the latest medical breakthroughs made in Europe, England and

America.

This paper looks at colonial newspapers' treatment of medical news from the

issuance of Pub lick Occurrences in 1690 to the end of the colonial period.' Through

medical news, news of outbreaks of disease and news of assorted scientific discoveries,

the colonial newspapers entered the battle to eliminate certain maladies and physical

shortcomings that tormented the eighteenth-century citizen. The newspapers of British

colonial America, therefore, very much reflect the society in which they functioned,

1
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and nowhere is this fact better demonstrated than in the medical news that appeared in

the weekly newspapers from Charleston to Boston.

Medical news found a place in American newspapers from their inception.

Benjamin Harris in Pub lick Occurrences related that "Epidemical Fevers and Agues

giow common" in Boston.' Sidney Kobre, whose work The Development of the

Colonial Nev,spaper is the only comprehensive study of the colonial press, rightly

reported that news of disease appeared in Pub lick Occurrences and the Boston News-

Letter because it was of local importance.' But Kobre says little else of medical news

in the colonial newspapers.' A 1980 discussion of the Boston inoculation controversy

provides the only literature that focuses upon disease and the colonial media,' with the

exception of brief discussions of the issue by Frank Luther Mott, Edwin and Michael

Emery and Jean Folkerts and Dwight Teeter.' The nucleus of these discussions is not

on medical news, but on the pro- and anti-inoculation forces that waged a war of

words in the New-England Courant and Boston News-Letter in 1721. John Duffy, in

his 1953 Epidemics in Colonial America, consulted colonial newspapers to demonstrate

the effect of diseases on colonial development. Duffy's purpose, however, was to

ascertain which diseases were present in the colonial period and then to discuss them

in order of importance.'

In order to determine the nature of medical news in the colonial newspapers,

twelve newspapers spanning the period 1690-1775 were read. Those newspapers are

Pub lick Occurrences, the South-Carolina Gazette, the Virginia Gazette, the Maryland

Gazette, the Pennsylvania Gazette, the American Weekly Mercury, the New York Weekly
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Journal, the Newport Mercury, the Essex Gazette, the Boston News-Letter, the New-

England Weekly Journal and the Boston Evening-Post.' No newspaper bridges the entire

period, but by using a significant number of newspapers from all areas of the

colonies, an accurate portrayal should be possible. The nearly 15,000 editions of these

dozen newspapers were read in five-year increments beginning in 1720. Before 1720,

when only the one issue of Pub lick Occurrences and the Boston News-Letter existed,

all issues were read.' Before looking at the medical news reported by the colonial

newspapers, a brief overview of the major diseases of the period and how medicine

and disease appeared in print outside of the colonial newspapers should help to

understand their treatment in the colonial newspapers.

The Diseases of Colonial America

Three main diseases preyed upon the inhabitants of colonial America. They were

smallpox, typhus and measles,1' but these diseases and others like diphtheria, dysentery

and malaria were not new to the English settlers that crossed the Atlantic Ocean to

settle in America. They existed in England as well and were brought by the colonists

when they emigrated." Smallpox was the most lethal pathogen in Europe, and it

continued in that role in America wiping out entire tribes of Native Americans even

faster than it claimed the lives of white settlers." The Indians provided the European

disease with "virgin soil" in which to grow."

If Native Americans provided "virgin soil" for smallpox and the other European

diseases, the first English settlers in America--even though many had been exposed to

the diseases in England--became nearly as fertile a field for illnesses. It is estimated
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that 90 percent of Native Americans succumbed to European diseases, while 80 percent

of the English settlers in Virginia died from the same ailments during the colony's

first eighteen years." A century later, the death rate among colonists had lowered

considerably, but still 6,000 citizens of Boston contracted smallpox in 1721, 899 dying

from it.' In addition, smallpox claimed more than 6 percent of Boston's citizens in

1702, 1730 and again in 1752." And the further south colonists chose to live, the

greater the likelihood of contracting a fatal disease because the Southern colonies

provided a more ideal environment for the promulgation of viruses."

Fatal diseases were widespread in colonial America. Coupled with the fact that

no more than four university-trained physicians practiced in the colonies before 1700, a

considerable amount of improvisation or making do in the treatment of diseases

naturally occurred.' That is where the colonial printers came into play. In the

seventeenth cerv,Iry and into the eighteenth, almanacs that they printed offered a

variety of cure-alls. Samuel Atkins' 1686 almanac, Kalendarium Pennsilvaniense,

advertised cures for assorted "Feavers and Agues, Surfeits, Gripes, Plurisies, &c."

They could be obtained from the most unlikely of sources, the almanac's printer,

William Bradford:*

Other knowledgeable individuals published handbooks of treatments of disease,

not unlike the home medical encyclopedias of the twentieth century. These books went

through numerous printings. Twelve editions of John Tennent's Every Man his own

Doctor were published after the Virginian released it in 1734:1 Tennent's work was

geared toward the Southern colonies and its "Multitude of Marshes, Swamps, and great
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Waters," all of which "shut the pores all at once, and hinder insensible perspiration.

From hence proceed FEVERS, COUGHS, QUINSIES, PLEURISIES, and

CONSUMPTION. ."22 Tennent's cures were as improvisational as any of the

period. He suggested, for instance, taking away "10 Ounces of Blood" for three or

four days in a row to cure pleurisy:3

Even more popular than Tennent's Every Man his own Doctor was the work of

the father of Methodism, John Wesley. Primitive Physick ran through twenty-two

printings. In the twelfth edition published in Philadelphia in 1764, Wesley offered the

following terse advice for fighting breast cancer: "Use the Cold Bath. (This has cured

24

While household medical guides and annual almanacs provided colonists with

assorted cures for maladies, they could not possibly furnish their readers with the

latest in discoveries and correctives because they were not published often enough.

This niche was quickly filled by the weekly colonial newspaper. The paper could

report on a week-by-week basis the emergence of a fatal disease outbreak. The

newspaper could relate the occurrence of such diseases in other parts of the colonies.

It could also present the latest in remedies for diseases and the latest in medical

advancements. The weekly newspaper could also warn its readers of which treatments

and physicians were dangerous. The colonial newspapers did all of these. The way in

which they accomplished each of these tasks follows.

Colonial Newspapers and Disease
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When the lone edition of Pub lick Occurrences hit the streets of Boston on

September 25, 1690, the last two paragraphs of the first page honed in upon the

diseases prevalent in Massachusetts Bay. In a paragraph loaded with current news, past

history and editorial comment on the future, Benjamin Harris reported:

The Small-pox which has been raging in Boston, after a manner very
Extraordinary, is now very much abated. It is thought that far more have
been sick of it then were visited with it, when it raged so much twelve
years ago. . . . The number of them that have dyed in Boston by this
last Visitation is about three hundred and twenty. . . . It seized upon all
sorts of people that came in the way of it, it infected even Children in
the bellies of Mothers that had themselves undergone the Disease many
years ago for some such were now born full of the Distemper. 'Tis not
easy to relate the Trouble and Sorrow that poor Boston has felt by this
Epidemical Contagion. But we hope it will be pretty nigh Extinguished,
by that time twelve month when it first began to Spread. . . .2s

For colonial newspaper readers, knowing when and where outbreaks of the fatal

diseases occurred was often a life or death matter. In January 1712, "five or six

everyday" were carried off by smallpox and other diseases in Rhode Island, the Boston

News-Letter reported. The News-Letter was informing and warning Bostonians to avoid

Rhode Island since "it is very Sickly and Mortal there."26 Disease evidently abated

very little in New England during 1712 because a News-Letter correspondent wrote to

the paper in November that "the malignant Distemper, that proved so Mortal among

us, the last Winter; especially in Hartford, Weatherford, and Glassenbury" had claimed

"upwards of Forty, since last August" in Windsor and each of the towns mentioned!'

A measles epidemic followed in 1714:8

While the smallpox epidemic of Boston in 1721 may have been the most deadly

of the eighteenth century for the Massachusetts port and the most well documented,
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smallpox extracted a high cost in 1730 as well with at least 400 deaths." Coverage of

the disease began cautiously. The selectmen of the city--in an official report--stated that

in "the Town of Boston, respecting Small-Pox, We fmd that it is only in Three

Houses in the Town . . . and they are now all well Recovered." The report by

the leaders was obviously optimistic reporting of the facts because smallpox continued

to claim lives in Boston and the surrounding countryside for at least nine months. In

September, the New-England Weekly Journal reported that the selectmen "having made

diligent Search thro' this Town, find but Six Persons now Sick of the Small-Pox."

Notices of smallpox outbreaks in New England continued throughout the year."

Reporting epidemics was important," but stopping them was of even more

value. That is why the issue of inoculation continued to be of major importance in

the colonies and did not end with the ebbing of the smallpox crisis of 1721." Even

before the Boston selectmen made their inspection of the houses of Boston for

smallpox, the New-England Weekly Journal was advocating inoculations to stop the

contraction of smallpox." Later in the year, the Pennsylvania Gazette explained

succinctly the values of inoculation.

IN a Physical Sense, Inoculation is used for the Transplanting of
Distempers from one Subject to another, particularly for the Ingraftment
of the Small-Pox, which is a new Practice among us, but of ancient
Origin in the Eastern Counties. . . . The Practice seems to be useful,
because most proper Age, the favourable Season of the Year, the most
regular method of Preparation, and all possible precautions may here be
used. . . . Advantages impossible to be had when the Distemper is
caught in the natural Way. .1 has also been constantly observed, that the
best Sort of Small-Pox is hereby occasioned, that the Eruptions are few,
the Symptoms light, the Danger next to none, the Recovery easy, and
that the Patient is equally secured from this Distemper for the future, as
he would be by having gone thro' it in the natural Way."
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The printers of colonial newspapers--following the inoculation controversy in

Boston in 1721"--apparently believed firmly in inoculation and expended considerable

space to convince their readers that having themselves infected with the disease was

the only sure way to avoid a bout with death. In 1725, Philadelphia printer Andrew

Bradford provided a piece of English news that "Princess Louisa, youngest Daughter to

their Royal Highnesses . . . was inoculated for the Small Pox." A month later, the

American Weekly Mercury stated that the princess faced no danger from the killer

disease." If King George saw no danger in inoculating his daughter, the Weekly

Mercury was intimating, then his subjects in America should see no danger in it

either.

In Boston, Samuel Kneeland and Timothy Green began printing smallpox deaths

in the New-England Weekly Journal by comparing the number inoculated that died to

the number of those who died after contracting the disease in the "natural" way. "[T]o

make the utmost of this Computation, to the Prejudice of Inoculation," the Weekly

Journal stated, "One in four died of the first Sixty in the Way of common

Contagion, and four in a hundred have died of those that have been inoculated."4° If

simple arithmetic would not convince citizens to be inoculated, then perhaps publishing

the names of all those who had decided to have themselves inoculated might help. On

April 20, 1730, the Weekly Journal published a list of all of the Boston citizens that

had been inoculated. Readers of the paper could search the list for names of important

citizens and discover that in March, only two deaths occurred out of seventy-two

inoculations."
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The concept of injecting one's body with a potentially fatal disease, despite the

numerous newspaper accounts demonstrating the value of inoculation, was never

universally accepted during the colonial period. Even in 1765, the Maryland Gazette

was playing the numbers game for its readers.

Suppose a Lottery with 116 Chances, and only One Blank in it; and
Another, of 116 Chances with 21 Blanks in it; and the Prizes in Both,
of equal Value; Would any Man, (in his Senses) who could have his
Choice in the Two, chuse to Venture [his LIFE] in the Latter? This was
the exact Case with regard to the Small-Pox in Boston last Year: From
among those who took the Small-Pox by Inoculation, there Died only in
that Proportion, One out of 116; And nearly One out of every Five who
took it in the Natural Way."

While presenting these numbers, the newspaper reported that Annapolis doctors would

inoculate gratis any that so desired, but newspapers were offering the latest methods of

self-inoculation and self-treatment for diseases. Following in the tradition of the

almanac and home remedy companion, the colonial newspapers provided home

treatments not only for smallpox but for a host of maladies.

Newspaper Remedies: Fanciful and Real

All of the newspaper accounts listing the odds of surviving smallpox made it

seem inevitable in colonial America that one would contract it or some other serious

disease. True physicians were scarce, and there was little that they could do, in most

cases, when someone contracted one of the epidemical diseases." A self-administered

inoculation, therefore, provided as good preventative medicine as that performed by

doctors. Newspapers printed detailed directions for self-treatment. In 1730, the New-

England Weekly Journal explained how to perform inoculations using two incisions, pus

1 Cc)0 4.
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from a live smallpox sore and lint. The lint, soaked in pus, was placed in the

incisions and wrapped tightly." Similar directions, given to Benjamin Franklin in

England, were repeated thirty-five years later in the South-Carolina Gazette as the

disease swept through that Southern colony. The Gazette's directions were explicit:

The proper time for taking the matter is just before it would have dried
up. In order to take it, any sort of thread must be had ready about the
thickness of a common pin. The head of one of the small-pox may be
opened with a needle, or pin, and then the thread is to be drawn along
this. . . . The thread thus wetted may be put into a common pill-box,
into which air can easily get . . . and use it some days after. . . .

Half an inch of that part of this thread which had been well soaked in
the matter . . . must be cut off at the time of use. The person who is
to be inoculated, must have the fine edge of a penknife or lancet, drawn
along that part of the arm where issues are usually made; and it must
go deep enough to make the blood just begin to appear. . . . In, or
rather upon, this, the bit of thread must be put, and a small plaister of
what is called the ladies black sticking plaister . . . is all which need
be put over it to keep it on."

With these directions, which also explained what must be done for the two weeks

following the treatment, any family could inoculate itself.

Newspapers also provided treatments for other fatal contagions. In 1735 and for

several years to follow, diphtheria, or throat distemper as the colonial newspapers

referred to it, spread through New England. The Boston Evening-Post offered this

"effectual Remedy":

Take Corns of Stone-Horse Feet . . . put them into a Bag and dry
them in a Chimney . . . grate off the rough part, powder the
remainder, and take five times as much as will lay upon a Shilling
i'm..ap'd up, put it into a Quart of French White Wine, and let it stand
two Days; take a Quarter of a Pint a little warm going to Bed, and two
Hours before rising in the Morning. . . ."
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To stop rabies, which was more fatal if contracted than diphtheria or smallpox, the

colonial newspaper remedy called for a mixture of ground liverwort and black pepper

in warm cow's milk. After four doses of this, the infected person needed to spend

approximately thirty seconds every day for the next nine weeks submerged to his neck

in very cold water.'

Several of the treatments found in the colonial newspapers had nothing to do

with disease. Instead, they sought to provide relief from everyday afflictions.

Toothaches, the Newport Mercury stated, could be cured "by the touch of an artificial

magnet." All the afflicted had to do was face the north pole to be "cured by the

touch."" Wells for drinking water were constantly in need of repair, but they were

often filled with gases that could render unconscious those who descended them to

clean out obstructions. Sharing a tip from coalminers in England, one writer to the

New-York Weekly Journal explained that for suffocation

cut a hole in the Grassy Ground big enough for a Mans Face, and lay
the Man upon his Belly, and his Face in this hole, where he lyes
perhaps one Hour, sometimes two, and then (the Earth having drawn
from him the Sulphurous matter he had taken in by reason of the Damp)
he comes to Life again and is well only small Sickness at his Stomack
remains with him two or three Days. Note. The Person so taken has no
pulse, Breath, or any other Signs of Life, only that the Body is not
Stiff but Limber. . . ."

An even more serious problem encountered in everyday colonial life involved

water. Because water was vital for transportation, colonists were often in boats. As

might be expected, numerous drownings occurred. The Boston Evening-Post offered a

cure for drowning victims that had been performed on a cat in England, the

insinuation being that such methods would also work with humans. After being dead
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for half an hour, the cat was laid before a fire and covered with salt. Next, its body

was gently rubbed until it was revived. The cat, after this treatment, began to crawl

and make noises!'

Because there were so few physicians in America, experimentation for

correctives like that performed on the drowned cat were natural. Also, colonists

brought with them a number of family and traditional herbal cures for diseases from

England!' The lack of medical doctors and the penchant for home remedies led to a

number of "miracle cures" during the colonial period. These "miracle cures" contained

the power to heal a great number of diseases or accidental injuries. Some of the

strongest claims for curing power went to three potions--tar water, the Negro Cxsar's

cure for poison and Chinese stones.

The Irish philosopher and church bishop, George Berkeley, penned a treatise on

tar water, and the Virginia Gazette, for three weeks in May 1745, drew from his

"Treatis on Tar-Water," explaining how to make the medication and what maladies it

would cure. Tar water was, just as it named implied, water mixed with tar or the

resin of pine trees. The Gazette opened its series on tar water by explaining how to

create the elixir:

Tar-Water is made, by putting a Quart of cold Water to a Quart of Tar,
and stirring them well together in a Vessel, which is left standing 'til
the Tar sinks to the Bottom. A Glass of clear Water being pured off for
a Draught, is replaced by the same Quantity of fresh Water, the Vessel
being shaken and left to stand as before. And this is repeated for every
Glass, so long as dr..; Tar continues to impregnate the Water sufficiently.
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Once tar water reached its proper consistency, its uses were numerous. It could be

taken "as a Preservative or Preparative against the Small-pox," to halt "Distemper" or

to heal "Ulceration of the Bowels." Tar water held the cure for "Indigestion" and

provided individuals with "a good Appetite." Tar water, according to the Gazette's

publication of Berkeley's treatise, was "an excellent Medicine for Asthma" and

produced "quick Circulation to the Juices without heating." For individuals who might

need to lose weight, tar water could be used to make "Diet-Drinks."'

If curing these maladies were not enough, the following week of the Wrginia

Gazette proclaimed tar water as a cure for the "Bloody Flux," "Gout" and "Gangrene

from an internal Cause." In addition, Berkeley's "miracle cure" was "an excellent

antihysteric" and worked on "hypochondriacal Disorders." Used as a rub, tar water

was "an excellent Preservative of the Teeth and Gums," and it "sweetens the Breath"

and "clears and strengthens the Voice.""

To prove that tar water worked, the Gazette's printer William Parks, included

an example of the medicine's power against the most deadly of enemies--smallpox. "In

one Family there was a remarkable instance of several Children," the paper stated,

"who came all very well thro' the Small-pox, except one young Child which could

not be brought to drink Tar-Water as the rest had done."'

Although not as comprehensive a cure-all as tar water, "The Negro Cmsar's

cure for Poison" offered a welcome remedy from snakebites and other types of

poisoning. Cxsar's cure was made by boiling "the roots of Plantane and wild Hoare-

hound" and was taken by fasting patients. In addition to being taken internally, it was
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applied to the bite of a rattlesnake with "a leaf of good Tobacco moisten'd with

Rum."" Just as other wonder cures provided proof of their ability to do as promised,

the letter writer to the South-Carolina Gazette that provided the information about

Czesar's Cure did the san:e, saying that the root concoction "never fails" with

rattlesnake bites.'

While tar water and Cxsar's cure for poison were proclaimed to be potent

remedies, another "Chymical Composition, called Chinese Stones" produced all of the

cures of the other two and more. Benjamin Franklin must have found Chinese Stones

to be a wonderful drug or a source of tremendous amusement because the

Pennsylvania Gazette of October 17, 1745, dedicated considerable space to the stones.

Franklin was not the only one to find the Chinese Stones, introduced by a Mr.

Torres, fascinating. The Pennsylvania Gazette's accounts of them came to Philadelphia

from Rhode Island, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia and Maryland. The

Maryland Gazette's discussion of the stones on November 8, 1745, traveled to

Annapolis from Boston. And perhaps not by coincidence, Mr. Torres happened to be

in Philadelphia when the Pennsylvania Gazette printed this series of articles and offered

the stones for sale.

The description of the stones began with a certification that they would

"effectually cure the Bites of all venomous or poisonous Creatures; as Rattle (and

other) Snakes, Scorpions, mad Dogs, &c." As proof, the article stated, "The

Experiment has been made in the Bay of Honduras, on the Bodies of two white Men,
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and four Negroes, who were bit by Rattle-snakes, the said Stones being applied to the

Wound, and the Persons cured immediately."'

Not only could snakebites be cured by the Chinese stones, the miracle cure

healed a toothache, sore eyes and a swollen foot overnight in North Carolina. The

stones cured rheumatism and sciatic pains in Virginia, and a cancer "was cured with

one Bag of this Powder." It appeared to cure appendicitis in Maryland and completely

cured hemorrhoids in Philadelphia. For those without an appetite, a bag of Chinese

stones "laid on the Pit of the Stomach" immediately created an appetite. Gout, the

bloody flux and all sorts of distempers could be vanquished by Chinese stones, the

certified accounts in the Pennsylvania Gazette claimed."

Even though few actual medical advancements were made during the colonial

period and most medical "discoveries" were of the tar water or Chinese stones variety,

several real cures occurred during this time period. Two of the most important that

appeared in the colonial newspapers dealt with the removal of cataracts and stones.'

Identical articles in the New-York Weekly Journal and American Weekly Mercury of

Philadelphia in 1735 described how a London doctor had perfected a method for

removing cataracts. Dr. Taylor, the articles said, could now remove cataracts without

"Wating for what the vulgar call the Maturity of the Cataract."' Cataracts could,

evidently, be removed by Dr. Taylor before the patient lost sight because of them. In

addition, the article claimed, "this Operation requires little or no Confinement, and

cannot be attended or succeeded by any Pain." Dr. Taylor promised that "not one
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Example can be produced who has been disappointed of this Success."62 When such

operations were performed in the colonies, however, is not reported.

Stones were cut out of patients in America, however. The Essex Gazette of

Salem. Massachusetts reported such an operation from New Hampshire in 1770. The

account of the important medical event appeared as follows:

Last Monday Morning the Rev. Mr. Samuel Drowne, Pastor of one of
the Churches at Portsmouth, New-Hampshire went thro' the dangerous
Operation of being cut for the Stone, a Disorder he has for some years
past been severely exercised with; and a very large rough one was taken
out of his Bladder: He is now in a fair Way of Recovery. Some further
Particulars may be made public hereafter.--We hear this ingenious and
difficult Operation was performed by Dr. Hall Jackson of that Place."

One of the great discoveries of the colonial period did occur in America. In

the mid-1740s, Benjamin Franklin began his experiments with electricity." Although the

work with electricity was not done with cures for disease and physical ailments in

mind, enterprising researchers in America and Europe sought to apply electricity to the

art of healing. A Suffolk, Virginia gentleman, the Boston Evening-Post reported in

1750, had conducted electrical investigations that produced cures for toothaches,

headaches, deafness, sprains and nervous disorders. The experimenter, the news account

explained, "applied the Electrical Fire to the human Frame." As a result, "[a] Negro

Boy, about sixteen Years of Age, who had always been so Deaf as scarcely to hear

the loudest Sounds, has by the same means been brought to hear, when spoken to in

a common Tone of Voice."'

In Stockholm, the Virginia Gazette noted in 1755, electrical shock cured,

deafness, lameness, toothaches, oozing blood and dislocations caused by smallpox."
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John Wesley, the Methodists' founding father and author of the popular remedy text,

Primitive Physick, felt electricity "comes the nearest an universal medicine of any yet

known in the world."' But the use of electricity to cure the host of diseases described

in the pages of colonial newspapers approached quackery, just as the use of tar water

and Chinese stones to cure smallpox did. The citizens of the eighteenth century turned

to quackery out of desperation. But despite the advocacy of cures that could only

work with luck, the colonial newspapers also warned their readers of the dangers of

quacks and dangerous, useless medicines.

One such warning appeared in the New-England Weekly Journal in 1735. The

paper reported "that a certain Person . . . has lately turn'd Occulist, and tried his

Skill upon several." Becoming a physician was not an uncommon practice in the

eighteenth century. Formal training for medical doctors was rare in the colonies, and

anyone vaguely familiar with medical literature was often called upon for treatment!'

The Occulist from "Prince-Town in the Jerseys" probably fell into that category, but

his medical treatment produced tragic results. The newspaper stated:

It seems his Operations have turn'd out contrary to the Desire of his
Patients, for instead of restoring their Sight, he intirely takes it away.
This Effect his Experiments have had in particular on Mr. Benjamin
Randolph, who before this blind Occulist had any thing to do with his
Eyes, could See, but now he is quite Blind and in great Pain. It's to be
hop'd People will take Caution by this who they suffer to meddle with
their Sight; and not emply those who will put out both their Eyes to
make them see clearly."

The Boston Evening-Post issued a similar warning for Bostonians to be on guard

against a pair of quack doctors from New York who were currently operating in New

England in 1770.n
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Even some of the great cure-alls were debunked by the very papers that had

extolled their virtues. The Chinese stones, for example, were promoted as geat

remedies in both the Pennsylvania Gazette and the Maryland Gazette, but both

newspapers printed a letter unmasking the wonder cure. Acidus, the letter writer, said

Torres, who sold a Chinese stone or a bag of ground stone for twenty-five shillings,

"ought to be ashamed" for taking advantage of gullible people. The Chinese stones,

the letter said, were nothing more than pieces of bone that had been rasped "into

what shape you please, and then burn it in hot Embers. " All the stones really

possessed, the letter writer concluded, were "all the Virtues of a new Tobacco

n 72

The Essex Gazette issued perhaps the first warning in America against the use

of tobacco. Often laden with assorted chemicals according to a medical report released

in London, the tobacco and chemical combination, "may affect the brain, the stomach

and breast. " The article then stated:

persons who are subject to that unwholesome, expensive, and uncleanly
custom of taking snuff . . . ought to be avoided or dismissed by all
sensible, cleanly, rational, and delicate persons. All parents, preceptors,
&c. should be attentive not to permit youth that dirty, prejudicial habit.
The present of a snuff-box is the most useless and detrimental gift that
can be made to a child, for many young persons have been induced to
take snuff from the vanity to show their boxes."

All of the warnings issued by the colonial newspapers were pointing toward a

standardization in medicine and medical practices. Although it would not happen in

America during the colonial period, such a movement was already under way in

England. Because of the numerous cures such as tar water, Chinese stones, electricity
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and Cxsar's cure for poison, a special committee from the college of physicians

planned to investigate "the good or bad qualities of each (remedy] previous to their

being sent abroad into the world, as often to the ruin of multitudes of the unwary,

who from the motive of cheapness . . . are induced to make use of them."'

American physicians began to adopt a similar approach in the 1790s, but it did not

make many inroads until the nineteenth century!'

Conclusion

Diseases and their cures were an important part of colonial life. The inclusion

of so much medical news about illnesses and cures for everything from smallpox to

"hypochondriacal Disorders" in the colonial newspapers supports this fact. The large

amount of medical news also demonstrates that the colonial newspapers reflected the

concerns and needs of society to fmd a way to halt the spread of these maladies.

Unfortunately, cures for diseases were neither discovered nor proper methods for

treating them understood by eighteenth-century physicians. That is why Dr. William

Douglass remarked in 1760 that "more die of the practitioner than of the natural

course of the disease."' That is also the reason why so many "miracle cures"

appeared in the colonial newspapers. Natural elixirs made of roots, leaves and horns

were believed to be the way to cure diseases, and the assorted articles in the colonial

newspapers prove this.

Medical news in the colonial newspapers also demonstrates society's desire faster

and more accurate news on subjects of real importance. Almanacs and medical books

existed for the colonial citizen containing assorted cures, but almanacs were published
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yearly. And books of cures could be printed, but they could not reach the people as

quickly or as easily as the same news in a weekly newspaper. In addition, neither

almanacs nor medical books could contain notices of where the latest epidemic had

erupted or what cures and curers were dangerous. Hundreds of copies of the Virginia

Gazette, for example, could no doubt be printed, delivered and shared by large

numbers of readers before William Parks or any other colonial printer could produce a

similar number of Dr. Berkeley's tar water treatise.

Medical news was a vital part of the news in colonial newspapers, yet it is

overlooked. It is overlooked not because it did not exist or tells us nothing about the

times but because most nonpolitical news of the colonial newspapers is neglected.

Colonial newspapers' medical news illustrates the variety of news contained in the

papers of the eighteenth century. Although American newspapers were in their infancy,

they were more than sheets of clipped political and war news from Europe.

The newspapers of the colonial period sought to provide their readers with "A

Receipt against the PLAGUE," and they attempted to stay abreast of the latest news

of disease outbreaks and epidemics both locally and colony-wide. The colonial

newspapers were reasonably effective at both. That is why the Boston Evening-Post, in

the midst of news of political unrest and potential revolution in 1775, could also state,

"Upon a strict Enquiry no one has the Distemper in Town."" News of disease was

important to the colonial citizen, and the newspapers met the need to know with

varied medical information.
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ABSTRACT

The American public had supported a two-front war for over three and a half

years and was preparing for the invasion of Japan when the first atomic bomb was

dropped on Hiroshima. The public reaction was one of relief, while government officials

scrambled to decide how to regulate the new threat.

This paper investigates the reaction of the press, which initially echoed both

points of view. In the first week after Hiroshima, The New York Times stressed the

power of the bomb, describing the test explosion and the two drops in breathless detail.

They also emphasized the responsible way Allied leaders handled development and

management of the bomb. As a backdrop, the Times printed pieces about every

imaginable aspect of atomic energy, from the first leiter to Roosevel( to the postdrop

palls over Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

In the first month, Time magazine synthesized the news, but he themes remained

consistent, for the most part. Although the surreal, adventurous elements of atomic

power were played up in the magazine, Time also conveyed the sense of awe evident in the

Times. Allied leaders were portrayed as careful and responsible, and American science

was glorifiedjust as in The New York Times.

In all, the immediate press reaction to the atomic bomb was divided, just as

informed sentiment must have been. Hope for peace and future uses of the power source

alternated with terror at its implications. The schizophrenic reaction was further

marked by trust in the Allied leaders, and an almost naive treatment of the event as

near-fiction. The bomb barely seemed real in this flurry of initial coverage.



"We have just dropped a bomb on Japan
which has more power than 20,000 tons of TNT.
It was an overwhelming success."

Harry S Truman
August 6, 1945
on board U.S.S.Augustal

By the summer of 1945, the United States had spent $300 billion and 251,000

lives on World War 112. Most Americans could not have quoted these numbers, but many

had lost sons, brothers, or husbands, and nearly all had suffered through rationing,

vacation postponements, and unavailability of many items. After more than three and

one half years of sacrifice, the United States was ready to be finished with this war.

Following V-E Day, the focus moved to the Pacific. Troops in Europe prepared to

ship out to join their countrymen in what might be an even tougher assignment: The

island-hopping plan executed in the Pacific often required grueling hand-to-hand

combat for every yard of soil. The final invasion of Japan was expected to engage more

than1.5 million soldiers3, and tales of fighting so far led many to fear that casualties

would soar in a hard-fought, inch-by-inch conquest.

Into this environment dropped the atom bomb. In literally one stroke, Japan

seemed beaten. President Truman made the announcement in the mess of the ship on

which he was returning from Potsdam.

The official statement was soon released to the press. It said nearly the same

thing in announcing this weapon, "which can be a tremendous force for the advancement

of civilization as well as for destruction."4

The texts of statements from British ex-Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill

and then Prime Minister Clement W. Attlee similarly cited the power of the bomb in

awe-struck tones.5 But in a country anxious to lose no more soldiers, the attitude of the

public was less grave. Gallup polling conducted August 10-15 revealed that 85 percent
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of Americans approved of "using the new atomic bomb on Japanese cities."6 By August

24-29, 69 percent still thought "it was a good thing that the atomic bomb was

developed," although only 47 percent thought "that atomic energy would be developed in

the next ten years to supply power for industry and other things."7

Scientists involved in the development of the atomic bomb were so concerned that

they formed the Federation of Atomic Scientists to attempt to c'efeat a bill before

Congress that would put atomic control in the hands of the military. They pressed for

and won a civilian Atomic Energy Commission.8

But what was the reaction of the press, the "agenda-setters" to whom most

Americans looked for information? A cautious national leadership had just released

news that would make the public jubilant for a short time, at least, but that obviously

had far-reaching implications for the future. Many members of the press knew

something about the bomb:and had had some time to contemplate its implications, for

better or worse, before the news broke.6

Hines10 thought the "newspaper itself has reflected the nation's bewilderment at

the release of fundamental force." Written in 1947, these words are strongly

reminiscent of the "fundamental power" statements which were prevalent in August

1945. He continues, "Press coverage of the bomb, from the first flash at Alamogordo,

was in the tradition of thoroughness."

Boyer11, 40 years later, interpreted the coverage differently. He referred to

the "initial confusion of emotion and welter of voices."

The New York Times was taken as an example of newspaper reaction, Time

magazine as a representative weekly magazine. The instantaneous reaction was of more

interest than the more structured coverage that would emerge with time. Therefore, the

study focused on one week of The New York Times and one month of Time.

In order to assess the immediate reaction of the national press to the atomic

bomb, this study used a qualitative immersion technique. An initial throrough reading
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provided a context for the coverage in general. A second scan was used to code specific

references to the atomic bomb. A third reading allowed coding of articles and individual

paragraphs for themes identified in the first two, and a fourth was specifically devoted to

columns, editorials and letters to the editor.

This research supported the findings of both Hines and Boyer, to a point. Several

themes emerged from each publication in the first few issues of the Atomic Age, and a few

such motifs were ubiquitous. However, the incredible plethora of infirmation, on all

sides of the issue, could easily lead the casual observer to think all was confusion. In

fact, the coverage, particularly in Time, which had more time to winnow out the chaff,

so to speak, was amazingly focused around these themes.

The New York Times was more eclectic by virtue of being more complete, but

interestingly, Time seemed a microcosm of the newspaper, mirroring its major themes

for the most part.

Both publications stressed the awesome power of the bomb. Both were impressed

at the achievement. Both were divided in their assessment of whether this was a happy

event or a tragic one, and both emphasized and reemphasized how responsibly and

thoughtfully the Western leaders were handling the power.

Whether they had been hoarding information under the voluntary censorship

imposed by the Office of Censorship (0C), or were simply inundated with Office of War

Information (0W1) and War Department news releases, the two publications put out

prodigious amounts of information, and the thematic continuity is amazing.

ELCECUM12

By 1939, physicist Leo Szilard and Albert Einstein were concerned enough about

atomic fission to draft a letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Einstein signed the

letter, which emphasized the possiblities for atomic fission for military purposes and

urged the President to appoint someone to oversee such developments within the United
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States.12 Roosevelt responded by forming the Advisory .)ommittee on Uranium, which

was later incorporated into the National Defense Research Committee.13

In June, 1942, Dr. Vannevar Bush, chairman of the NDRC, pointed out to

President Roosevelt that a very powerful weapon could be made based on the theory of

atomic fision, and might even be ready "in time to inluence the outcome of the present

war."14 A new Army Corps of Engineers district was immediately formed to direct this

research, and on September 17, Brigadier General Leslie R. Groves took over its

operation.15 Soon the district was named "Manhattan" and began design and construction

of plants near Clinton, Tennessee, although the processes which would take place inside

those plants were not perfected. In fact, there was as yet no proof that they could be

made to work at all."

By the summer of 1945, there were several research and development sites

under the cloak of the Manhattan District.

The Clinton Engineer Works employed a maximum of 24,000 workers to build

and run the plant, used to enrich naturally occurring uranium(U)-235 in one of its

components, the fissionable U-238. The town of Oak Ridge sprang up on the site to

shelter and support the workers and their families.17 The Hanford Engineer Works,

near Hanford, Washington, converted uranium to plutonium, which is more easily

fissionable and more powerful than uranium."

The bomb assembly site at Los Alamos, New Mexico, was home to the theorists and

scientists who put the bombs together and tested one on July 16, 1945. Research on

electromagnetic separation of U-235 from U-238 was being carried out at the

University of California, Berkeley.19 Research on the actual fission process and the

critical mass needed to achieve it was being carried out at the University of Chicago.20

Research on a gaseous diffusion of U-238 from U-235 was being carried out at

Columbia University in New York City.21
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After 34 months and $2 billion, three bombs had been made: Two were equipped

with implosion triggers, which would start the chain reaction by forcing uranium

together. The third was a plutonium bomb, activated by a gun-like mechanism.22 A

July 16, 1945 test at Alamo Gordo, New Mexico, proved that the implosion bomb was

woriable, indeed devastating.23

On August 6, 1945, a second uranium bomb was dropped by a single B-29

bomber, the Eno la Gay, on the city of Hiroshima, Japan. On August 9, the Great Artiste

dropped the plutonium bomb on Nagasaki. On August 14 surrender negotiations were

complete.

In 1939, scientists involvea in atomic research imposed upon themselves a

voluntary censorship. They would refrain from publishing results of such research as

might be militarily valuable. Because of the secrecy surrounding the subject in general

and the Manhattan District in specific, little information reached the press in the first

years of atomic development. The Office of Censorship was alerted to the endeavor at the

end of March, 1943.24

On June 28, 1943, OC sent a note to editors to be careful with material

discussing
Production or utilization of atom smashing, atomic energy,

atomic fission, or any of their equivalents.
The use for military purposes of radium or radioactive

materials, heavy water, high voltage discharge equipment, cyclotrons.
The following elements or any of their compounds: polonium,

uranium, ytterbium, hafnium, protactinium, radium, rhenium,
thorium, deuterium.25

Few major leaks occurred after the memo went out, but the number of small

stories and slight references between this time and August, 1945, make it clear that

some members of the press corps had at least an inkling of what was going on. Groves'

staff was concerned enough to begin compiling leaks, turning over a list to OC in

September, 1944, of 104 references to atomic energy in the press. Of these, 77 came

after the June, 1943, memo.26
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Although the public was unprepared, at least some of the press had obviously had

some opportunity to mull the implications of this new power, even if only in theory.

What then, was press reaction to the attack on Hiroshima?

THE NEW YORK TIMES

Coverage the atomic bomb in The New York Times spanned a range of themes,

but some were emphasized. There was a great deal of awe at the sheer power of the new

weapon, and a sense of pride in the achievement. The quality of American science was

stressed, although often in a tone that was more typical of an adventure story than of a

well-respected newspaper. But there was also fear, worry at the implications, and

recurring attempts to explain or justify dropping the atomic bomb, particularly after

Nagasaki.

The first issue, August 7, presaged the mixed emotions with which Americans

would quickly come to regard the atomic bomb. Headlines ranged from the exultant page

one banner:

FIRST ATOMIC BOMB DROPPED ON JAPAN;
MISSILE IS EQUAL TO 20,000 TONS OF TNT;

TRUMAN WARNS FOE OF A 'RAIN OF RUIN'27

to the more ominous "Science Still Seeks Atomic Energy Rein"28 on page six.

Extracting detail from the flood of information that issued from the Office of War

Information (OWI) and the War Department, The New York Times published pieces on

the July 16 test of the atomic bomb at Alamo Gordo, New Mexico29; the researchers

involved in its development30; the "hidden cities" where the work was undertaken31; the

scientific basis of the atomic bomb32; the assistance of the labor unions at the plants33;

Truman's announcement of the bombing34; and stories of cooperation between Great

Britain, the United States, and Canada35, in addition to t bombing itself.
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Two more reassuring pieces were the self-explanatory "Big Peac9 Role for

Atom"36 and "Atom Bomb Is Result of Steady Progress of Arms from Catapult that Hurled

Rocks,"37 the latter with the message that the atomic bomb was just another war

development, like gunpowder, and not a world-changing development. This was the first

and only time such a statement was offered.

On a more ominous note was "The Atomic Weapon," a column by Hanson W.

Baldwin that stressed the implications, political and otherwise, of the atomic bomb:

Yesterday man unleashed the atom to destroy man, and another
chapter in human history opened, a chapter in which the weird, the
strange, the horrible becomes the trite and the obvious. Yesterday we
clinched victory in the Pacific, but we sowed the whirlwind....

...Atomic energy may well lead to a bright new world in which
man shares a common brotherhood, or we shall becomebeneath the
bombs and rocketsa world of troglodytes.38

Within the text from August 7 and subsequent issues, the terms "terribly

destructive" and "fundamental [or basic] power of the universe" were used so often that

they became instant cliches.

"Terrible" seemed to be used in the sense of awesome or awe-inspiring, and it is

useful to consider this usage. Much of the text focused, especially initially, on the power

of the atomic bomb and on the awe it inspired in observers, scientists and anyone else

who knew the details. This feeling was not limited to the explosion itself, but also

applied to atomic physics as a whole, as well as the civilian and military enterprise that

had quietly produced this marvel. "The imagination-sweeping experiment"39 had

produced the "greatest achievement of science in history,"49 a "scientific landmark."'"

Later, descriptions from reconnaissance photographs began to dribble in, and

estimates of 60 percent destruction of Hiroshima.* and 30 percent of Nagasaki.* were

reported and re-reported.
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Various descriptions of the test blast in New Mexico were also used to

convey the power of the atomic bomb. A Harvard geophysicist, stationed 50 miles away

to view the test, reported:

'It beggars description.
When it let go, it lit up 180 degrees of the horizon not like one

but like a dozen brilliant suns.
Fifty miles away, it was like an earthquake.
It created a crater one-half mile across and a quarter of a mile

long:44

After the destruction in Nagasaki was surveyed, the plutonium bomb was

characterized as "too tremendous to believe"45 by one observer. Newsweek

correspondent Robert Shaplen said viewing the city from the air was "like looking over

the rim of a volcano in the process of exploding."46

General Carl Spaatz, who planned and oversaw bombing in the Pacific theatre,

made much tamer comments, calling the results "good," but these were reported only

once47 and generally abandoned for more sensational, visceral reactions.

Two secondary themes, while prominent, took back seats to the power and awe

statements: The whole development, from the 1939 discovery of radioactivity to

Hiroshima, was often recounted in terms of high adventure, and Western leaders

,notably Truman, Roosevelt, Attlee and Churchill, were portrayed as responsible,

thoughtful, careful trustees of the great secret.

A SENSE OF ADVENTURE

Lewis Wood described the July 16 test, "a scene of great drama," in which the

steel tower carrying the atomic bomb was "vaporized" against a "wild background" (it

was a stormy day, just after dawn). The "tense" scientists leapt In glee," behind which

was the knowledge that they had perfected "the means to end the war and save thousands
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of American lives." An observer commented that, "We puny things were blasphemous to

dare tamper with the force heretofore reserved for the Almighty."'"

This article was heavily adventurous throughout, and it is not an isclated

example. "Science Still Seeks Atomic Energy Rein" led off with "The Queen Mary

crossing the Atlantic on a teacupfui of fuel ... has been envisaged tonight as a result of the

discovery of ... atomic energy."49

In the adventure category are also articles describing what Churchill

(responsibly) called "the hitherto secret details of the grisly race"50 with the Axis for

atomic power. An August 7 page one story asserted that "Germany narrowly missed the

most destructive force on earth,"51 and an August 10 piece described in vivid detail the

story of the Norwegian underground and their successful destruction of German heavy-

water capabilities.52

RESPONSIBLE LEADERS

Not all of the articles were as breathless. Many stressed the thoughtfulness of

President Truman and others, including Albert Einstein, who insisted on thinking the

matter through for several days before making any statement.53

The texts of statements by Truman, Attlee, and Churchill all emphasized the

gravity of the discovery, and were excerpted extensively as well as being printed in

their entirety.54 Sidney Shallet's August 7 lead set the tone:

There was an element of elation in the realization that we had
perfected this devastating weapon for employment against an enemy who
started the war and has told us she would rather be destroyed than
surrender, but it was a grim elation. There was sobering awareness of
the tremendous responsibility involved.55

This was the only explicit statement of this nature, but the themes (responsible

leaders and, to a lesser extent, retribution) were eehoed throughout the week.
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JUSTIFYING THE BOMB

From the beginning, The New York Times seemed to feel compelled to justify the

bomb's use. in addition to the mentions of racing against Germany to develop the atomic

bomb, readers were often reminded that the war would surely end more quickly due to

the bombing.56 Recounting Truman's personal announcement aboard the U.S.S. Augusta,

the correspondent reported hearing "on every hand, 'I guess I'll get home sooner

now.'"67

Between Augsut 7 and August 10, the bomb was often characterized as a

retribution against a recalcitrant enemy. On August 9, Truman's announcement of the

Nagasaki bomb was excerpted to emphasize this aspect:

'Having found the bomb, we have used it. We have used it against
those who attacked without warning at Pearl Harbor, against those who
have starved and beaten and executed American prisoners of war. We
have used it in order to shorten the agony of war.' 68(emphasis added)

Interestingly, this passage illustrates a theme rare in The New York Times, but

more common in Time. The United States seems to have stumbled across atomic power,

hence the use of "found." In most cases, Truman and The New York Times both stressed

the achievement of the United States and her people in developing the bomb. By August 9,

the date of this release, denunciations of our use of the bomb were beginning to arrive,

and be published. Whether Truman's wording was a reaction to public opinion or simply

a speechwriting slip, it provides an interesting view of the political speech process.

FEAR OF THE BOMB

The fear and worry aspects of atomic power appeared almost immediately, but

were generally expressed by printing leitecs to the editor or by quoting the source. The

first negative reaction came on August 8, from the unofficial Vatican newspaper



Osservatorio Romano.59 On August 8, the Protestant Council of New York was quoted as

having said atomic energy had "brought America to a crisis, especially for organized

religion."60 Stronger statements began to appear regularly by August 9, and were being

grouped together in single articles by August 10.61,62

All of these and similar reactions were directly quoted. The New York Times did

not make approbatory statements directly, at least in the first week after Hiroshima.

The editorials did tend toward awe and the mixed attitudes of the rest of the text, but did

not criticize the bomb.

A SPLIT DECISION

The split-decision attitude was more pronounced in Time, but it was definitely

present in The New York Times. In Time, many sentences and paragraphs questioned

whether the bomb was a good, hopeful or a bad, terrifying achievement. In The New York

Times, because more room and more reporters were available, the split decision was

more evident on reading whole issues. Not until August 12 were mixed feelings

explicitly expressed. Although the August 11 issue grouped letters under the heading,

"Bomb Stirs Mixed Feelings,"63 the divided mind of the public and the writpr.-, was

generally revealed early on only by grouping the headlines together. For example,

"Early Use of Atom as Fuel Predictee4 and "Atomic Plane Engine Distant, Scientists

Say,"65 appeared only pages apart on August 8.

Later, "Dawn of the Atom Era Perplexes Washington"66 and "What the Atomic

Bomb MeansA Digest of Opinion"67 appeared in a Sunday section devoted to an "Epochal

Week for War and Peace," as The New York Times formally recognized the indecision.

"ALL THE NEWS THAT'S FIT TO PRINT"

One of the most noticeable features of The New York Times' atomic coverage was

its completeness. Details of corporations involved in the atomic production plants

showed up on business pages, biographies of all the major and some minor figures
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appeared almost daily, and articles enumerated the sabotage attempts in the United States

and gloated over the success of American security.

In all of the hundreds of inches of coverage, the issue of radioactivity only reared

its head twice. A Science Service-authored article noted that "radioactive poisons" were

produced by the process, but the point of the short column was that the Allies feared

German use of the poisons in gas bombs.68 Attention was diverted from the radioactivity

with this fear appeal, whether intentionally or not.

The second piece was even more interesting. Titled "70-Year Effect of Bombs

Denied," the article began with a disclaimer by J. Robert Oppenheimer, whom, it was

explained, the War Department asked to make a statement. Oppenheimer said there was

"no reason to believe that the explosion left any appreciable radioactivity on the ground."

It was further noted that a simultaneous War Department statement agreed. Finally, the

article explained that Dr. Harold Jacobson, a "minor official" with the Manhattan

Engineer District, wished to clarify a previous story published elsewhere. In the first

piece, Jacobson said that "killing radiation" could be left on the ground of the two

Japanese cities for up to 70 years."

In this article, Jacobson, after extensive interviews with War Department

officials, was said to have issued a five-point statement. It was made clear that he was,

indeed, a minor official, that his 70-year statement was his opinion, not based on

"confidential information," that "eminent scientists" did not agree with his assessment,

and that he was "surprised and pleased" to learn that the New Mexico test left behind

"little radiation." But the most telling statement was the fifth, in which he said the

manufacturing process in the United States had been carefully planned "to protect the

workers."78

This is important because his original statement said nothing about workers or

the manufacturing process. Whether this was a coerced addition or Dr. Jacobson's idea

is a matter for speculation.
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PROPAGANDA

The New York Times reported the texts of many Japanese statements in response

to the bomb, beginning on August 7 with the information that Osaka radio was keeping the

true nature of the bombing from its listeners.71 An August 8 update reported that

Japan's English agency, Domei, which beamed messages to the United States, reported a

Japanese cabinet meeting. The meeting resulted in a report on the "wanton attack" with

"a new type of bomb."72 Later reports interpreted less and quoted more. One might

have expected to find that The New York Times had belittled Japanese statements as

propaganda, and they did, but much less often and more subtly than might have been the

case.

For example, another August 8 article, after giving some text from radio

broadcasts of domestic Japanese radio and Domei, said, "Domestic radio was

comparatively sober, but Domei made unrestrained accusations." This was followed by a

lengthy quotation in which the United States was branded "a destroyer of justice and

mankind" and "'public enemy number one of social justice."73

On August 9, a description of Hiroshima gleaned from Tokyo radio was described

as having "asserted that 'practically all living things, human and animal, were literally

seared to death.'" Several inches down the article was the subhead "A Propaganda Front,"

under which the author said Japan was "apparently ... trying to establish a propaganda

point that the bombings should be stopped." This was followed by extensive quotations,

among which was the assertion that the United States had violated the Hague Convention of

1917. The newspaper immediately followed this claim with an excerpt from "the

relevant portion" of that Convention and pointed out that Japan was not a party to it. The

story ended with a paragraph noting that "the announcer used the French 'villes

demilitarises' (open towns), although Nagasaki is a quartermaster depot and a garrison

town of considerable military importance."74



This was the most obvious attempt to disclaim the Japanese assertions, although

the statements were frequently reproduced.

TO THE EDITOR...

The first letter to the editor on the subject of the bomb appeared on August 9.

Dated August 7, it was a thoughtful reaction to the news.

The now man-harnessed terrific power of atomic energy poses
for human beings the greatest of moral choices they have ever had to
facebetween educating themselves for doing good or allowing their
latent bestial passions to bring total catastrophes upon themselves.

...May intelligence, warm sympathy and affection guide us safely
through a future pregnant with possibilities for much good or for evil
more hellish than any yet known.

A. Garcia Diaz76

On the same day, reader Robert Harrow called for extensive powers for the

fledgling United Nations as a preventive measure for these "hellish evils."76

Future letters echoed these sentiments and elaborated. Mary E. Koleogon asked

whether the $2 billion investment might have been better spent on research,77 taking

as an example the new Sloan-Kettering Cancer Research Center announced earlier in the

week.78 Cristobal Acomponado protested the dropping of the bomb on Hirsoshima,

"becausewell, Tokyo, where the Emperor and the top-ranking government officials

reside, was not bombed also."79

On August 11th, several letters were strung together to form a theme.

"It is a stain upon our national life....When the exhilaration of
this wonderful discovery has passed we will think with shame of the
first use to which it was put."

"It is simply mass murder, sheer terrorism on the greatest
scale the world has ever seen."

"Man is too frail a being to be entrusted with such power...." 80
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These were followed by two dissenters, one of whom said he felt that the atomic

bomb was good because it would ensure peace, the other merely advocating careful

handling of the potentially dangerous materials during production.81

The letters run by The New York Times represented the entire range of opinion

on the subject, but the newspaper printed gloom-and-doom letters slightly more

frequently than neutral and pro-atomic power letters. This may have reflected the ratio

of incoming mail, it may have been the editors' perception of a synopsis of public

opinion, or it may have been the editors' perception of the way people ought to have felt.

FROM THE EDITOR

Editorial opinion certainly seemed divided, based on what made the editorial page.

The power-of-the-bomb aspect was largely missing, except as a passing reference, znd

the opposing hopeful and terrifying implications of atomic energy were highlighted.

On August 7, "Heard Round the World" held that the implications of the bomb "for

good or evil are so tremendous in so many directions that it will take months before our

minds can really begin to envisage them" and went on to enumerate all of the evils that

must be eradicated to steer the world to the good side of the equation.82 "Science and the

Bomb" explained the basis of the reaction and emphasized the effect upon atomic

scientists, who had "something to think about."83

The remaining August 7 editorial sounded a rare chord of militant retribution.

No other editorial reviewed was anything but sober; many were philosophical. But "Our

Answer to Japan" was a condemnation of Japan's "contemptuous rejection" of Potsdam.

The bomb was "the decisive 'secret weapon', the magic key to victory","ready to be

hurled against our enemies."
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The tone did not let up for half a column. It is unmatched anywhere in future

editorials for pure vitriol, but an August 12 piece seemed an echo, if somewhat faint.

But the piece returns quickly to the mixed-blessing theme.

By their own cruelty and treachery, our enemies had invited the worst
we could do to them. Even so no one could fail to realize that by this
invention and this act, humanity had been brought face to face with the
most awful crisis in its recorded history. Here the long pilgrimage of
man on earth turns toward darkness or toward light.84

The editorial pages lost interest in the bomb in the intervening days, focusing

instead on the upcoming trials at Nurnberg and in France (the court-martial of Pétain),

the surrender of Japan, and the New York mayoral race.

COLUNNS

Two columnists for The New York Times, Hanson W. Baldwin and Anne O'Hare

McCormick, were consistently philosophical about the bomb, although McCormick

seemed a little more down-to-earth than the sometimes bombastic Baldwin.

McCormick tackled the bomb on August 8 and 13. On the 8th, she quoted

Churchill and repeated the themes emerging in the whole newspaper. She expressed awe

at the power of the bomb and followed up with a vote of confidence in the responsible

behavior of our leaders.85 In so writing, McCormick stayed right in line with the rest

of the coverage in The New York Times.

Her August 13 column was more interesting. "The American Mood on the Eve of

Victory" described the reactions of "groups reading the news bulletins in Times

Square....in restaurants, buses, loitering on the streets." According to McCormick, it

was solemn, serious, sober. "The sense of victory is weighted with gravity, and an

extraordinarily wide-spread sense of the problems of war leaves behind [sic]."88
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In his August 7 piece, "The Atomic Weapon,"87 Baldwin emphasized the hatred

and retribution the United States may have brought upon itself by using the bomb

(quoted above). On August 8, he pondered "The New Face of War."

The new face of war was still veiled yesterday in the death pall
above Hiroshima, but its features were chaos.

The atomic-energy bomb that fell on the Japanese homeland
blasted immediately not only the enemy, but also many of our
previously conceived military values.88

Baldwin went on to ask whether armies were now obsolete, whether man would be

forced to retreat underground, and whether the bomb would reduce the frequency of war.

He came to several conclusions: The bomb might not be enough to defeat Japan alone; it

was too difficult to make to use daily; underground structures might or might not be

safe; dispersed armies would not be useful targets for the bomb; America should not

abandon her armies yet; and "In all post-war military planning, A-1 priority must be

given to Research, Development, and Productioneach with capitals."

Finally, on August 13, Baldwin tackled the theme he had introduced earlier, and

urged a complete review of our war-making capabilities, from electronics to

aerodynamics.89

THE NEW YORK TIMES -- SUMMARY

The New York Times provided its traditional, well-respected full coverage on the

occasion of the atomic bomb, almost to the point of becoming fragmented. Several themes

emerged.

The most common motif was the sense of awe at the sheer power that had been

unleashed. Even a war-jaded press could appreciate the magnitude of the

accomplishment. Their understanding was no doubt nudged by the flurry of activity at

OC, the War Department and OWI. If they needed an extra shove, statements from
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Truman, Churchill, and Attlee provided just the expected balance of impressed

thoughtfulness and certainty of victory.

In fact, these statements set the tone for all of the coverage, in their own way.

Each remarked on the power of the bomb, then followed with assurances that care was

being taken to guard the secret, and mentioned briefly the race with Germany for atomic

power. The New York Times coverage used this as a springboard, but the basic themes

are as appaient in the newspaper as in the texts of the statements.

The "responsible Western leaders" theme probably reassured the readers as well

as the writers, who reverted to it repeatedly. As the knowledge dawned on Americans

that they could be next, city papers nationwide printed maps of how far the destruction

from a given number of bombs placed just so would go, if they were dropped on the

hometown.90 In this atmosphere, most Americans must have been prepared to cling to

any small reassurance. There was no way to recall the bomb, but there might be a way

to keep it out of "enemy" hands or to avert war altogether. Either alternative was

predicated on leaders of the atomic alliance being responsible, responsive and careful.

This tone was strangely contrasted with something that did not appear in the

leaders' official statements: The whole endeavor was played as an enormous, and

enormously important, adventure. The language was often full blown, the pace often

breathless.

Taken as a whole, the coverage had one overriding quality. The New York Times

could not or would not decide whether the bomb was a boon or a bane to America and to

mankind. Every wavelength in the spectrum of political theory was represented in the

attempt to answer these and other questions. The entire ange of emotion, of thought, of

hope and of despair was played out in stories purporting tu be hard news.

By the August 11, atomic news had slowed considerably to only a few articles per

issue, having given way to speculation and then jubilation about the Japanese surrender.
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An additional focus emerged: There was increasing discussion of what to do with the

bomb, now that it was here to stay.

TiME

Because Time was issued on August 6, there was some lag time before the first

issue to contain atomic coverage appeared on August 13.

Time focused heavily on the adventurous aspects of the race for development and

the unraveling of scientific "secrets"; on the drama of the tests and the bombing runs

over Hiroshima and Nagasaki; and on the responsible manner in which Western leaders

were handling the new force. Other notable themes were the power of the atom and the

awe that it engendered as weH as the split personality of the discoveryterrifying and

promising.

ADVENTURE STORY

All August issues heavily stressed the adventure and high drama of the race for

atomic energy. "Birth of an Era" told of the Norwegian "commandos" who destroyed the

German heavy water plant in Norway"The race of the laboratories blgan."91 The

Science section, "Atom Smasher," read like an adventure novel through and through,

beginning with a comparison of the atomic bomb with previous explosive capabilities and

stressing "the basic power of the universe" repeatedly. The first atomic test at Alamo

Gordo, New Mexico was described.

Thunder & lighting rumbled and flashed in the early morning of
July 16 when the final test was to be made. ... Over five miles away, the
scientists lay flat, listening breathlessly to the time signals ... and the
watchers lived the tensest seconds of their lives.92

By the next issue, a week later, the world and the press had digested the

implications of the bomb a little more thorougly, and death, fear and mixed feelings



began to emerge. However, the articles were still laced with drama if not melodrama,

particularly the mission of the Eno la Gay.

The run was short and straight. At 9:15 a.m. Major Thomas
Ferebee pressed the toggle and the single bomb was away, down through
the stratosphere. ...[T]en pairs of eyes strained at the plexiglass
windows as [pilot Paul W.] Tibbets turned the plane broadside to
Hiroshima.. It took less than 60 seconds. Then the brilliant morning
sunlight was slashed by a more billiant white flash.

The first atomic bomb had been dropped.93

This sequence of events was recounted several different times, and in several

different ways, as was the run of Great Artiste over Nagasaki three days later.

The actual bomb drops were not the only dramas recounted. The "Technology"

subhead of a new section called "The Atomic Age" (inaugurated August 20) described "the

most fantastic and meaningful story to come out of the war."94 In it the "strange

apparatus glowed and hummed"95 in guarded laboratories, the physicists "shuddered" at

their calculations as they explored "unknown territory; anything might happen."96

Readers could easily get caught up in the "race of the laboratories."97 Statements

like "The Nazis might be ahead in the race for Doomsday"98 added to the novelesque

atmosphere. "It was a dark and stormy night ..." might have been appended to almost any

of these stories. Putting down the magazine may have been like putting down a good

thrillerone felt a little shivery, but not in any real danger.

ATOM SPLITS MAN

As the danger became a fixture in the real world, however, Time's tone changed

slightly. Beginning August 20, Time heavily emphasized the dual nature of the

discovery. The first article of that date, "The Bomb" in the section "The Nation," stated

that "all thoughts and things were split." Almost every paragraph elaborated on the idea.
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Even as men saluted the greatest and most grimly Pyrrhic of
victories in all the gratitude and good spirit they could muster, they
recognized that the discovery which had done most to end the worst of
wars might also, quite conceivably, end all warsif only man could
learn its control and use.

The promise of good and evil alike bordered on the infinite.99

"Atomic Age" carried the bubhead "A Strange Place," which referred repeatedly to

the mythical Prometheus, whose liver was sacrificed to provide man with fire.100 The

new age was "rich with hope, terrible with strange dangers."101

DEARTH OF DEATH

In "A Strange Place" was the first mention of death. While the Atomic Age might

turn out to be "wonderful," "at first, it was a strange place, full of weird symbols and

the smell of death."102 Death, however, was strangely absent from the Time coverage.

Although it was estimated by August 11 that many tens of thousands had died,103 Time

followed an August 20 description of the Hiroshima blast on the ground and the carnage

in the streets with dry statistics about damage and the abstract "How many tens of

thousands of Hiroshima's people had perished was not yet and might never be known."104

These were the only two references to death in the entire month.

In the August 13 eye witness description, a "Jap" corporal was quoted verbatim.

The question of whether this was a device to downplay his remarks was answered by a

September 17 piece reporting that "The first trustworthy account of aftereffects of the

atom bomb came from a Dutch surgeon."105 This came after the first month of coverage,

and after a September 3 piece with a second "Jap" version, which gave numbers of dead

and causes of death.

LEADERSHIP
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After the adventure and drama themes, the next most noticeable was the

trustworthy nature of the Western leaders, particularly Truman and Churchill. On

August 13, Time stressed Truman's understanding of the implications and his "prompt"

attention to Congressional cooperation in exercising government control and the study of

means to make atomic power "'a powerful ... influence towards the maintenance of world

peace'" was duly recorded106.

A partial text of the President's August 8 speech was excerpted to repeatedly

touch on Truman's careful, trustworthy approach to the situation.

"I realize the tragic significance of the atomic bomb.
"Its production and its use were not lightly undertaken by this

Government....
"The atomic bomb is too dangerous to be loose in a lawless world.

That is why Great Britain, Canada, and the United States ... do not intend
to reveal [the] secret.

"It is an awful responsibility which has come to us."107

The "secret" of atomic force seemed to have been dropped into the laps of world

leaders accidentally, through no affirmative action of their own, and Time reported their

masterful response.

OTHER REACTIONS

Minor themes were similarly schizophrenic. Tone ranged from self-

congratulatory to making excuses to "it's not our fault at all." The first article, for

example, reported excerpts from Truman's original announcement.

"Sixteen hours ago an American airplane dropped on bomb on
Hiroshima, an important Japanese army base. That bomb had more
power that 20,000 tons of TNT. ...lt is an atomic bomb. It is a
harnessing of the basic power of the universe. ...What has been done is
the greatest achievement of organized science in history."108
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The Science section continued with descriptions of the "host of famed scientists ...

bigwigs"109 and the like involved in the effort. By August 20, every American scientist

named was "brilliant," "great," "foremost" in his field.110 German scientists, who did

the groundwork in the 1930s and early 1940s, were unnamed, unless they had fled

Germany, in which case they were "distinguished. 0 11,112

In the excuses department were numerous references to German plans for atomic

weapons, from Truman's speeches to Churchill's, as well as in simple declarations by

the reporters or editors. In addition to the reference to Truman sailing homeward,

phrases like "the U.S. ... had been given"113 and "to the U.S. had come"114 atomic power

reinforced the motif of atomic power as a gift, and not necessarily an expected one.

TIME SUMMARY

The insistence that British and American leaders, the ones in control of the

atomic bomb, were competent, careful and caring dovetails with the almost surreal

descriptions of the bomb itself. Readers were not forced to believe in atomic power

they were encouraged to think of it as a fairy tale or epic novel. But if readers insisted

upon being impressed with the awesome new force, they were reminded that it might

turn out to be good. To prove that this really was possible, that they really need not be

too terribly afraid, evidence was ample that the men in charge had the best interests of

Americans at heart and were that they thoroughly capable not only of furthering those

interests, but of keeping the atom out of the hands of less beneficent powers.

farAISCE

Time and The New York Times covered the atomic bomb in ways appropriate to

their reputations. The magazine format allowed Time more glowing prose and more

illustrative material. The New York Times, true to its motto, filled its pages with
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information of all shapes and sizes. Yet the two were surprisingly similar in their

choice of major themes.

The "terrible" new weapon must have aroused awe in most of the readership.

Time and The New York Times faithfully reproduced this feeling in their copy, building

on it in even the most casually related pieces. They expressed their own awe and

recounted that of others. Most importantly, they must have proved empathetic with the

similarly amazed readers.

Both publications stressed a sense of adventure. The atomic bomb was, after all,

one of the greatest achievements in scientific history, dearly bought and kept. The

logistics alone boggle the imagination. The science was unbelievable, the secrecy

incredible in an open society. And it had, indeed, been a race with Germany. This was

the stuff of fiction, and the stuff of dreams for copywriters and editors alike. In both

publications, no advantage was squanderedthe drama received full play.

Truman, Attlee, and Churchill received no less. Though Truman only made three

or four statements and Churchill and Attlee one each during the period reviewed, each

was quoted extensively. Their texts emphasized some of the points the publications

subsequently highlighted, and Time and The New York Times used them to illustrate

points for the next few issues. Most quotations underscored how much thought was being

given the new force, what steps were being taken to protect the Allies and the world,

except Japan, from it, and what a good thing it was that these capable, good men had

beaten Hitler to it.

cawsKinGawERAGE

In short, Time's coverage of the bomb mirrored that of The New York Times,

though perhaps it was a funhouse mirror. Time played up the adventure, The New York

Times emphasized the responsibility of world leaders. Because of the delay in publishing
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Time, The New York Times also presented a more graphic description of the power of the

bomb, Time a more vivid account of the bombing raid.

In a moment of confusion, America was aswirl with conflicting emotions and

opinions and an endless thirst for more information to help resolve them. The motifs

that emerged from this study seem like reasonable reactions to the most tremendous

force ever seen: awe, relief at the end of the war, an excited sense of adventure, great

fear, and a hopeful trust in the men who were running things.

The New York Times had less time to digest these reactions, and so presented a

characteristic flood of facts and opinions. Time had greater leisure and did try to make

some sense. But the same conclusions were inevitable: This was an earth-shaking event

of which people everywhere had every right to be terrified.

Perhaps in unconscious reaction to that fear, most of the coverage seemed to have

one of two effects: The sense of high drama in many pieces made the threat less .aal,

more of a storybook affair than something that was happening in real life; but when it

was clear that this was indeed reality, reassurance in American and British leaders was

quick to appear. In fact, even laying aside major themes outlined above, almost every

story fell into one of two categories. Some emphasized great danger from the bomb and

others rationalized a way to avoid being afraid of the danger. More commonly, both were

combined in single articles, even single sentences.

At the cusp of what was quickly dubbed the Atomic Age, whatever that meant and

was to mean, Americans were excited and afraid. Their press reflected their grim

elation.
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SUN YAT-SEN, THE PRESS, AND THE 1911 CHINESE REVOLUTION

INTRODUCTION

The modern mass media have been used as an effective tool

for social changes in both the East and West. In revolutionary

situations when radical social transformations took place, the

mass media usually played a more important role in the societies.

This was the case of the 1911 Chinese revolution, in which the

268-year-long Qing Empire was overthrown and the first republic

government in Asia was established under the leadership of Dr.

Sun Yat-sen. The Chinese experience early in this century

provides interesting historical evidence of the mass media's role

in the process of radical social changes.

Sun Yat-sen (1866-1924), the first president of the Republic

of China, was considered as the "Father of Chinese Revolution."

He was the first professional revolutionary in China, a moving

spirit of Chinese revolution who was dedicated to organization,

fund-raising, and propaganda overseas prior to 1912. Sun was not

a journalist but an effective propagandist actively involved in

many mass media activities. Through his struggle against the

rulers of Qing Dynasty, he won support from educated youth,

intellectuals, and overseas Chinese and attracted gifted

journalists, writers, and publicists to his camp. He helped

establish a media network for his revolutionary party in Chinese

coast cities and abroad. His communication strategies and
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persuasive skills facilitated this revolutionary process.

There is few English literature on Sun Yat-sen's mass media

experience during the 1911 Chinese revolution. While Sun Yat-

sen's political theory and personal life have been extensively

and intensively studies in Chinese literature, close

investigations on his use of modern press and interpersonal

communication and its impact on the 1911 Chinese revolution are

rarely found. This paper focuses on this important topic. By

examining the primary and secondary sources both in English and

Chinese on this topic, the author attempts to provide a general

picture of Sun Yat-sen's communication strategies and media/

propaganda activities before 1912 and their impact on the Chinese

revolution. The political, social, and media environments which

conditioned Sun Yat-sen's political and communication activities

in the early twenty-century's China are studied, and the

implications of Sun Yat-sen's press experience for our

understanding of the role of mass luedia in revolution are

discussed.

SUN YAT-SEN AND HIS TIME

Sun Yat-sen's youth, late in the last century, was

characterized by national humiliation. The long list of unequal

treaties between the Qing government and foreign powers, the

continuing peasant rebellions, and the lack of vigor in domestic

administration testify to the Qing's utter inability to defend

China in the modern world (Hsu, 1975).
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Anti-Qing (Manchu) minority sentiment from the Han

nationality never disappeared throughout the 268-year dynasty.

In the early Qing period, Chinese thinkers, such as Gu Yenwu and

Wang Fuzhi, ceaselessly promoted the anti-Qing idea. Although

dissident activities did not result in an outright overthrow of

the regime, the germ of revolution was kept alive in underground

organizations and secret societies. Sun's early revolution was

very much in this tradition of opposition to the Qing's rule.

The great revolutions of the modern West--the Glorious

Revolution in England and the American and French revolutions--

all exerted a profound influence upon Chinese intellectuals,

especially overseas students (Cheng, 1989). Since the beginning

of the twentieth century, nationalism, democracy, and

republicanism became the motivating forces for revolutionary

change in China (Cheng, 1989).

After its defeat in the Sino-Japanese War in 1895, China

faced a serious crisis: What could she do to achieve national

salvation in the face of accelerating foreign imperialism and

dynastic decline? Two major political movements developed, each

representing a different approach to the problem. One was the

progressive reform of 1898, led by reformist intellectual Kang

Youwei and Liang Qichao. The other was a revolutionary movement

led by Sun Yat-sen, who advocated the complete overthrow of the

Qing regime. At first, the progressive reformers played the more

prominent role. But as the Qing regime declined, the

revolutionaries gained increasing support from younger
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intellectuals, secret societies, overseas Chinese communities,

and soldiers and officers in the government New Army (Hsu, 1975).

Sun Yat-sen was born in Xianshan, near Canton, of peasant

parentage. At 13 he went to Honolulu to join his brother who had

built a prosperous business in Hawaii. He remained there for

five years and completed his high school courses. He then went

to Hong Kong and receives five years of Western medical training

in Hong Kong's College of Medicine during 1887-92. Since then he

began medical practice in Macao and Canton (Schiffrin, 1968).

Hawaii and Hong Kong had a strong influence on Sun Yat-sen

during the formative period of his life. His deep concern for

the fate of China led him to become politically active. Western-

style learning developed his strong anti-Qing revolutionary

mentality. He was also convinced that it was insufficient to

merely overthrow the Qing regime and establish a republic; it was

imperative to instill in the people a strong sense of nationalism

with which to reconstruct the country and preserve their

independence (Sharman, 1968).

In 1894, Sun went to north China and petitioned Qing

viceroy, Li Hong-zhang, for a reform program. Failing to see Li,

Sun returned to his previous revolutionary position and in the

fall of 1894 went to Hawaii to organize the first revolutionary

body, Xing Zhong Hui (Revive China Society) on November 24, 1894.

Three months later, he established the headquarters for this

organization in Hong Kong and in October 1894, organized the

first revolt. After its failure in the same year, he fled to
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Japan and then traveled to England to seek support.

On October 22, 1896, as an exile with a price on his head,

Sun was kidnapped on the street and carried off to the Chinese

legation in London, where he was kept hidden for 12 days to he

sent back to China for execution. Thanks to the intervention of

his former teacher, Dr. James Cantlie, and the London press's

coverage of his kidnapping, British authorities pressured the

legation to release him. This incident, and his subsequent

Kidnapped in London (1897), gave him fame among revolutionaries.

From 1896 to 1900, Sun studied in London and based his

activity in Japan. But he was not well received among overseas

Chinese and his anti-Qing program lacked concrete success.

After the 1900 Boxer Rebellion, Sun's image changed

dramatically. The mismanagement of the Qing court during the

Boxer catastrophe led many Chinese at home and abroad to look

upon him with favor. He was no longer regarded as a rebel or an

outlaw, but rather as a high-minded, patriotic revolutionary

working for the betterment of his country and people.

During 1902-1905, Sun traveled widely in Vietnam, Japan,

Hawaii, and the United States rallying support for his cause. On

August 20, 1905, Zhong Guo Tong Meng Hui (Chinese United League),

China's first multiprovincial revolutionary party, was

established in Tokyo and Sun, then 37, was elected chairman.

Sun's four goals were adopted--"expulsion of the Manchus,

restoration of Chinese rule, the establishment of a republic, and

equalization of land rights." Having already enrolled several
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hundred students representing almost every province in China, the

party planned to create branches throughout the mainland (Hsu,

1975).

The founding of the Chinese United League changed the

Chinese revolution and Sun's personal life. Geographically, the

League shifted revolutionary activity from treaty ports and

overseas communities to the heart of China and returned students

acted as revolutionary agitators and leaders. Sun no longer

organized revolts just on the periphery of Chinese society. He

had moved into the "main stream of Chinese nationalism"

(Schiffrin, 1968, p.9).

Between 1905 and 1911, Sun made frequent journeys abroad

promoting his ideas, recruiting followers, and raising funds for

the undertaking. Under the leadership of Sun Yat-sen and Huang

Xin, one revolt followed another between 1906 and 1911--six times

in Guangdong and once in Guangxi and Yunnan (Franke, 1970, p.71).

The quick success of the military uprising in Wuchang in central

China in October 1911 was indeed "providential" as Sun later

recalled. What was most encouraging was the rapid succession of

declarations of independence by the provinces and important

municipalities. Within a month and a half, fifteen provinces, or

two-thirds of all China, seceded from the Qing dynasty.

REFORM AND REVOLUTIONARY PRESS

Chinese modern media advocating political reform began with

the daily Xunhuan Ribao in Hong Kong in the 1870s. The reform
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movement demonstrated the power of the newspaper, especially when

written by well-known reformist and journalist, Liang Qichao.

With his political journals, Shiwubao in 1897, Oingyibao in 1899-

1900, and Xinmin Conqbao (New People's Journal) in 1901-1905,

Liang was very successful in modern journalism and had a profound

impact on Chinese intellectuals on the mainland and abroad. Sun

Yat-sen possibly learned a lesson from him and realized the

potential of magazines and newspapers for promoting revolution

(Sharman, 1968).

The revolutionary press started with Zhongguo Ribao (China

Daily) in Hong Kong in 1899. After 1900, revolutionary

periodicals appeared in the treaty ports and abroad. Among those

were Chinese student publications in Japan, such as Guominbao

(Citizen's Tribune), Ershijinwen (Russian Affairs Alarm), and

Xinhunan (New Hunan). Some journals catered to student

provincial groups and contained many translations from Japanese.

Most magazines did not last more than several months, but issues

were frequently reprinted. Not all student journals were overtly

revolutionary, but the focus on modern ideas and current events

stimulated radical thinking. Thousands of these journals

preaching revolution as well as those urging reform were smuggled

into mainland China (Schiffrin, 1980).

Overseas agitators were in close touch with intellectuals in

Shanghai. Beginning in 1895 dozens of periodicals and newspapers

appeared in Shanghai, the hub of the new publishing industry.

One of the most famous papers promoting revolution in 1903 was
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Subao edited by Zhang Taiyen, a famous scholar. This paper

attacked the Qing rulers, including the emperor, and praised The

Revolutionary Army published in May 1903, the most famous

revolutionary tract in Chinese history (Schiffrin, 1980). The

writer was Zou Rong, an 18-year-old student who had returned from

Japan. Hundreds of thousands of copies of this pamphlet reached

Chinese throughout the world. At the request of Qing government,

authorities of the Shanghai International Settlement banned the

paper and imprisoned two writers. Zhang Taiyen, the paper's

editor, was in prison for two years. Zou Rong died in jail in

the Spring of 1905 (Lin, 1936).

Dozens of revolutionary pamphlets and books, including many

translations, were published in both Japan and Shanghai. Birth

of the publishing industry in Shanghai, flourishing of the

"golden period" of the Chinese press, and proliferation of

bookstores were all indicator of the change in the Chinese

intellectual world after 1895 (Schiffrin, 1968). During this

period, while reformers appealed to the aristocracy and published

magazines in a literary style, the revolutionaries directed their

voice to the widest possible audience by writing in the common

speech ("bai-hua") and publishing daily newspapers (Lin, 1936).

Their skillful and aggressive propaganda hastened the inevitable

fall of the Qing regime.

SUN YAT-SEN'S IDEAS AND ACTIVITIES ABOUT PRESS AND PROPAGANDA

Sun Yat-sen stressed that the success of the revolution of

1911 should be attributed to the revolutionary media and
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propaganda (Tang, 1977). At the beginning of his revolutionary

career, Sun gained media attention first by publishing his reform

proposal to Qing's viceroy in a Shanghai monthly, Wanguo Gongbao

(International Affair) in 1894 (Tang, 1977). From the London

kidnapping incident, he further learned the power of mass media

and publicity. In a letter to the London press, Sun acknowledged

their share in effecting his release (Wong, 1986).

In order to complete the task of overthrowing Qing regime

and building a new China, and to elevate China to a position of

freedom and equality among the nations, Sun stressed that "we

must bring about a thorough awakening of our own people and ally

ourselves in a common struggle" (Sun, 1981, p.x). To him, the

mass media and propaganda were the means to attain these

revolutionary goals.

So, the media/propaganda activities were of the highest

importance in his revolutionary undertaking. "One newspaper is

worth a hundred thousand solders," he said (Tang, 1977, p.25).

After 1900, to inspire people with a political ideal, and to

recruit intellectuals as organizers, Sun developed a theory of

revolution and used the press to promote these ideas. In 1903 he

began to write articles which led to his San Min Zhu Yi (three

principles of people): nationalism, democracy, and people's

livelihood (or social welfare) (Fairbank, 1986). Minbao

(People's Daily), published in Tokyo during 1906-07, contributed

greatly in advocating his original ideas of three People's

Principles, which constitute a blueprint for development and
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modernization of China.

To Sun, mobilizing the general public to participate in

revolution is the number one task for his revolutionary party.

Sun said, "to reach the goal of revolution, the nine tenth of our

efforts should be on propaganda and one tenth on military force"

(1973, vol.3, p. 630). Therefore, "every revolutionary should be

a good propagandist" (Tang, 1977, p.25).

Sun's communication strategies and press/propaganda

experiences before the 1911 revolution include following aspects:

Establishing the Party's Organs and Media Network

During his early years of revolutionary career, Sun realized

the importance of the press for his organization. In 1899, in

order to accelerate revolutionary activities in south China and

to fight off the rising influence of monarchists, Sun sent his

comrade Chen Shaobo to Hong Kong to inaugurate the first

revolutionary newspaper, Zhongguo Ribao (China Daily). This

institute also became the headquarters of revolutionaries in Hong

Kong where the paper could be smuggled into south China. Sun

provided the most financial support and bought printing

equipments for the daily (Feng, 1972). This newspaper became the

model for Sun's revolutionary party organs. It was also among

the pioneers of the modern Chinese press.

Since 1899, Sun Yat-sen helped establish revolutionary party

presses in major Chinese community centers abroad. After the

establishment of Zhongguo Tong Meng Hui (Chinese United League)
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in Tokyo in 1905, Sun and other leaders first took Twentieth

Century China, a journal run by overseas Chinese students from

Hunan province, as their organ. After the journal was banned by

the Japanese government at the request of Qing's officials, Sun

and his associates published a political opinion journal, Minbao

(People's Journal), in November 1905, the most famous

revolutionary organ prior to 1911.

In 1908, after the failure of the military uprising in

Yunnan province in south China, Sun Yat-sen sent his associates

Qu Zhen and Yang Qoufan to Rangoon, Burma to organize a

revolutionary branch and publish an important party newspaper,

Guanghuabao (Bright Daily) (Du, 1974b; Tang, 1977).

Prior to 1911, Sun initiated, provided financial support,

wrote forewords, and helped raise funds for many revolutionary

newspapers and periodicals among the overseas Chinese

communities. For example, in 1907, when Zhongxing Ribao (Rising

Daily) in Singapore, an important party organ in Southeast Asia,

faced a financial crisis, Sun immediately provided financial and

personnel support for this daily (Sun, 1973).

According to Sun, recruiting the best journalists should be

among the highest priorities in revolutionary press. When famous

scholar-revolutionary Zhang Taiyen was going to be released in

Shanghai in 1905, Sun immediately sent his representative to

invite Zhang to join the Minbao, the organ of the Chinese United

League in Tokyo, as an editor. Under Zhang's editorship, Minbao
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grew quickly and had an enormous influence on intellectuals

inside and outside China (Man, 1974).

Guiding the "Great Debate" with the Monarchists

In his introduction to the first issue of Minbao (People's

Journal) on November 26, 1905, Sun Yat-sen, for the first time,

used the broad terms "nationalism," "democracy," and "people's

livelihood" to describe the aims included in the party membership

oath. He urged that China catch up with the West by adopting

nationalism and democracy "without delay" and that she surpass

the West by achieving social welfare and social equality (Sun,

1974).

After the birth of the Minbao at the end of 1905, the

journal engaged in heated political debates with Xinmin Congbao

(New People's Journal) edited by Liang Qichao, a well-known

monarchist, scholar, and journalist. Writing scholarly essays

for his biweekly in Yokohama, Liang criticized the Chinese United

League and tried to dampen overseas student enthusiasm for

revolution (Man, 1974). Because of Liang's personal prestige

among Chinese intellectuals and journalistic skill, he could not

be ignored by Sun Yat-sen and his colleagues of Tong Mong Hui, a

newborn revolutionary party headquartered in Tokyo.

Sun led and guided this "Great Debate." He sounded the

major themes of the debate, discussed some of the details with

his associates, and then let them defend the revolutionary

program. Among the many writers who replied in Minbao, the most
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faithful supporters of Sun's ideas came from his Cantonese

following: Hu Hanmin, Wang Jingwei, and Zhu Zhixin. The

monarchists.argued that China could achieve steadier progress by

gradual evolution without any catastrophic changes, while the

revolutionaries replied that driving out the Qing rulers was the

only basis for opening a new era of government. Minbao's

aggressive enthusiasm and combined talents overwhelmed Liang

Qichao, who despite his persuasive pen and flowing style simply

could not hold his ground alone.

Through this debate about China's future, the revolutionary

press and the ideas of Sun Yat-sen spread widely both on the

mainland and abroad. More and more young people abandoned

monarchist ideas and turned to the side of revolution. Until it

closed in 1908, Minbao printed as many as ten thousand copies,

mostly mailed to the mainland China (Du, 1974b).

The "Great Debate" was also carried out in major overseas

Chinese communities such as in Honolulu, San Francisco, Manila,

Hong Kong, Singapore, and Bangkok. Sun traveled frequently among

those Chinese communities guiding and even participating in

regional debates. He also sent his associates to joint several

important regional debates (Tang, 1977).

Contributing to the Revolutionary Press

During his life, Sun Yat-sen was a frequent contributor to

the revolutionary press. In November 1903, he published a short

essay titled "On the preservation or dismemberment of China" in
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Jiangsu, a Tokyo-based Chinese students' Journal. Addressing

Chinese readers for the first time since he had written to Qing

viceroy Li Hongzhang in 1894, Sun revealed strong anti-

imperialist feelings (Schiffrin, 1980).

Sun wrote widely for revolutionary press in overseas Chinese

communities. For example, in 1906, he went to Singapore and

participated in a heated debate between the revolutionary daily,

Zhoxing Ribao, and monarchist newspaper, Huibao. His article was

among the most effective in combatting the constitutional

monarchists and advocating revolutionary changes in China (Feng,

1973). In 1908, when he was in Honolulu, he turned an old

reformist newspaper, Tanshan Xinbao, into a radical revolutionary

organ and published his well-known article, "Refuting the Empire-

Protection Party," in the newspaper (Feng, 1974, p.22).

Throughout his whole life, his pen and his public speech

were his primary weapons for disseminating his main revolutionary

themes of nationalism, popular sovereignty, and democracy.

Public Speech

Sun Yat-sen was an effective propagandist in influencing his

audience through public address. Before 1911, he was constantly

travelling among the overseas Chinese communities and always kept

busy by delivering speech in public gatherings. In general, his

speech was straightforward and unacademic in styie. But his

public speech was so powerful that it was described by his

fellowman as "heavy artillery fire" (Sharmen, 1968, p.271; Tang,
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1977). A British observed Sun's public speaking as follows:

"He does not care to use the dramatic eloquence which
appeals to the imagination and the passions of the
masses, and which is usually found in political and
religious reformers of the ordinary kind. I have heard
Dr. Sun addressing a meeting of his own countrymen. He
spoke quietly and almost monotonously with hardly any
gestures, but the intent way in which his audience
listened to every word--his speeches occupy often three
and four hours....showed me the powerful effect which
he was able to exercise" (Sharman, 1968, p.144-45).

Sun had a dramatic sense of publicity. "It may have been

his journalistic acumen... that is accountable for the often

repeated description of him by journalists as dramatic," said a

British historian (Sharman 1968, p.145). Many times in his life

he played for public attention through the press, particularly

for world-attention. When he had a chance to speak through a

prestigious newspaper, he always produced good copy. He knew how

to time his public expression and how to make them bold enough to

attract attention (Sharman, 1968).

Sun Yat-sen was very good at using nationalistic symbols and

metaphors in his speeches. One example came at the inauguration

of the Chinese United League in Tokyo in 1905. After pledging

their support to Sun's "Three Principles of Peoples," the 70

initiators were instructed by Sun in the secret handshake and

three sets of passwords: "Chinese, Chinese things, and world

affairs." Sun then shook hands with each, proclaiming happily:

"From now on you are no longer subjects of the Qing dynasty!"

Just as he was speaking, the wooden partition of the room fell

with a bang. Sun quipped: "This symbolizes the downfall of the

Manchus!"(Hsu, 1975, p.562).
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On January 16, 1907, Sun Yat-sen addressed an audience of

Chinese students in Tokyo on the occasion of the first birthday

of Minbao (People's Journal). The speech, which attracted over

5,000 people, was on the newborn, "Three Principles of People."

It brought him into such prominence that the Qing government was

able to press Japan to banish him (Sharman, 1968).

Distributing Propaganda Materials

Distributing propaganda materials to promote revolution was

among Sun's regular practices. Early in 1895 after the failure

of his first revolt in Canton, he printed thousands of anti-Qing

pamphlets and distributed them among overseas Chinese communities

(Feng, 1975).

After 1900, in addition to the circulation of newspapers,

Sun and his associates used anti-Qing pamphlets and small books--

openly overseas, but more or less surreptitiously on the

mainland. The pamphlets' and books' appeal to the literate

classes was widespread. Occasionally they were copied by hand to

increase their availability.

Zou Rong's Revolutionary Army was praised by Sun Yat-sen as

the most powerful anti-Qing weapon. The tract contained both an

emotional cry for destruction, steaming with anti-Qing racism,

and a positive demand for an new political order based on Western

constitutionalism and an enlightened and educated citizenry. It

was published as a pamphlet in May 1903 and reprinted a number of

times. In 1904, Sun reprinted 11,000 copies of the Revolutionary
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Army in San Francisco and circulated them among Chinese

communities in the United States and southeast Asia (Feng, 1972).

Using International Media

Before the 1911 revolution, Sun Yat-sen spent most of his

time traveling abroad. One of his tasks was to solicit the

support of foreign powers, in particular Japan, the United

States, Britain, and France to help his revolutionary movement

against the Qing regime. He contacted foreign politicians and

journalists frequently, had many sympathizers, and made many

friends on the foreign land (Cheng, 1986)

Sun was fully aware of the important role of international

media for his revolutionary undertaking. Sun himself wrote some

English publications. The first one is his booklet, Kidnapped in

London, published in 1897, from which he gained an international

reputation. After his release, he published a few articles in

London newspapers, in which he insisted on a complete overthrow

of the Qing Dynasty (Wong, 1986).

While in New York in 1904, Sun wrote another pamphlet, The

True Solution of the Chinese Question. This was Sun's first

appeal to the United States for help in the Chinese revolution.

Repeating his contention that revolution would benefit the West

as well as China, he called for "Lafayettes" in the United States

to join Chinese patriots. He promised that the democracy in the

United States would be the model for the new government (Cheng,

1986, p.25).
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Sun was unique among early Chinese revolutionary leaders on

communication strategy partly due to his Western-style

educational background, extensive experience of international

politics, and keen consciousness of using international media for

his revolutionary purposes.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

From the examination of social, political, and media

environment in the early twentieth century in China and Sun Yat-

sen's ideas, strategies and activities about the Dress and

propaganda during this period, we could clearly see the

significance of the press in the 1911 Chinese Revolution.

Starting with tiny secret-society and bandit gangs, Sun and his

colleagues were able to incite uprisings that generally drew

popular support, even including that of some Qing government

troops. The public grew more contemptuous and the Qing's

military less reliable. The uprising at Wuchang in October 1911

turned out differently than the previous, mainly because the

whole country was more ready for revolution.

In political vision and commitment to revolution, Sun Yat-

sen had gone far beyond his fellow revolutionaries. For more

than 15 years, Sun's untiring efforts guided his party and

supporters into a constantly growing patriotism and national

consciousness. He showed his remarkable ability for media

propaganda and promotion of his revolutionary ideas and plan. He

attracted to his side many leaders and many patriots eager to
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undertake the task of carrying on the revolution. He helped set

up his party's media network, developed effective organizational

and communication skills, used attractive nationalist symbols and

metaphors, and displayed familiarity with the latest trends in

Western political thought and political process.

However, the 1911 revolution in China was basically an

intellectual revolution. It proved to be only the beginning of a

long process. Even fifteen years later before his death, "The

work of the Revolution is not yet done, " said Sun in his last

will and testament (Sun, 1981, p.i). The key weakness of the

1911 revolution was its incompleteness. Most of Sun's followers

devoted themselves to the overthrow of the Qing Dynasty and the

establishment of the republic. Few paid real attention to the

more important task of democratic reconstruction and the problem

of people's livelihood. The role of the mass population was

passive at that time. Politics continued to be the preserve of a

small group and the great majority of the people were not

concerned with the revolution and the republic. For the time

being, the traditional social structure continued almost

unaltered. One weakness of Sun's party media propaganda programs

was the lack of a mass agitation and mobilization throughout

whole country that a disciplined organization could have

provided. Sun's party and his press concentrated mainly on

coastal cities and overseas Chinese communities.

Despite the limitations, Sun Yat-sen's media and propaganda

experiences show, to a certain extent, some basic functions of
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the press in social revolution. In short, the mass media

provided him and his party with powerful weapons for social

changes. They helped define and execute his revolutionary goals.

First, the revolutionary press helped create an image of the

enemy of the revolution. Sun Yat-sen and his associates made use

of the press and persistent propaganda, both oral and written, to

create a bad image for the Qing regime. For example, they

informed the people that Qing rulers were foreigners, playing on

racial prejudice. As The Manifesto of the Tong Meng Hui (China

United League) states, "the Manchus of today were originally the

eastern barbarians beyond the Great Wall.... Our Chinese have

been a people without a nation for 260 years" (Du, 1974a, p.79;

Vohra, 1970, p.24). The image of the Qing rulers was further

reinforced by coverage of the corruption and extravagance of the

regime, the insincerity of its reforms, the stupidity of its

dealing with foreigners, the humiliating wars it conducted, the

alienation of territory, and the imposition of indemnities, etc.

Therefore, the primary task of the revolution would naturally be:

"Drive out the Tartars (Manchus)" (Vohra, 1970, p.24).

Second, the revolutionary press promoted the development of

an identity of a new nation and community. While society

requires day-by-day, minute-by-minute, confirmation of its group

identity, so does any group of political and social movements.

News and opinions could provide the requisite set of shared

thought for activists among the different groups and movements.
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The revolutionary press which Sun actively participated in

had functioned as the builder of a new political community and a

new nation. Sun's and his party's media/propaganda activities

awakened the nationalist consciousness of the public and helped

involve them in the republican nation-building process. The

media portraits of Sun's "Three Principles of People" as a

blueprint, especially when presented by his party as a promise of

things to be brought about, gave the public great hope for the

future. The "Great Debate," in fact, was reformist and

revolutionary movements competing for their members. The power

of revolutionary press showed, by the debate, was not only its

ability to attack the opponents--Qing regime and the

constitutional monarchists--but also its ability to unify the

revolutionary themselves. Just as Stephens (1988) said, "The

basic problems facing the propagandists in nearly every period

was the unification of their own group" (p.190). In the pro-

revolutionary press, the exchange of news solidified a common

identity. Opinions supplied rationales and common purposes. In

short, before and during the 1911 revolution, Sun's media and

propaganda activities and his party press helped the educated

Chinese imagine themselves no longer as citizens of the reigning

dynasty, but as those of a new rising republic--the Republic of

China.
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Walter M. Camp: Reporter of the Little Big Horn

In the 1990s, reporters rely on advanced technology to sift through every

aspect of a news event. We can watch bombs fall on Iraq, in real time; we can

watch the fiery destruction of a cult leader and his followers live on CNN, as

commentators matter-of-factly discuss the situation inside the Waco, Texas,

compound. In 1876, technology was vastly undeveloped when news broke about

Lt. Col. George Armstrong Custer's stunning defeat at Little Big Horn at the

hands of Sioux and Cheyenne warriors on June 25, 1876. As a result, the first

detailed news account of the battle didn't appear until July 6, 1876, 11 days later,

in the Bismarck, Dakota Territory, Tribune. It took another 24 hours before

Eastern newspapers reported the fight on the Little Big Horn River. In getting to

the scene to report action during the remaining weeks of the military campaign

against the Plains Indians, reporters faced considerable obstacles, not the least of

which was the untamed country in which Custer had died. That didn't stop

reporters from immediately flocking to the frontier to hook up with army

commands still in the field tracking the bands of Sioux and Cheyenne who had

killed Custer and 260 men of the 7th U. S. Cavalry.

Easterners were stunned that such "savages" could defeat the flamboyant

Civil War hero Custer who, in 1876 terms, had been a news celebrity for some 15

years. Unfortunately, for people of the time and for history, the only reporter

covering Custer's regiment Mark H. Kellogg of the Bismarck, Dakota

Territory, Tribune had died near him on the flats above the Little Big Horn.

Kellogg himself was elevated to heroic stature by the New York Herald, which

also claimed his services, and other newspapers. For example, the N. Y. Evening

Post wrote of him:

"
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If it is heroic to face danger and meet death calmly in the discharge
of duty, then Mark Kellogg, the correspondent of the New York
Herald, who died with Custer was a hero...The brave civilian
should not be forgotten while we honor the brave soldiers who fell
in that great butchery on the banks of the Little Big Horn River. His
courage and devotion reflect great honor upon civil life as theirs do
upon the life of the soldier. His heroism is a credit to his profession
as theirs is to theirs.

July 11, 18761

But reporters of that era failed to pursue the story as aggressively as today's

reporters would. Instead, with their pens they created a broad canvass of

imagined action that supported the country's need to believe that savages had

brutally massacred the 7th Cavalrymen.2 What historian Robert M. Utley

referred to as the "muddled press coverage of the Sioux War of 1876" assured

that the event itself would grow to epic proportions beyond its actual historical

significance.3

In 1879, when Major Marcus A. Reno, a Custer subordinate commander,

requested an army hearing to determine whether he should bear the blame for

Custer's debacle, truth was held hostage to the witnesses' desire to protect their

own reputations and the regiment's. As a result of the newspapers' and

military's respective failures, the essential question of what happened, combined

with the elusiveness of determining why it happened, assured the Little Big Horn

fight and Custer himself would assume legendary status.

Yet if reporters in 1876 can be faulted for their failure to investigate the story

of the Battle of Little Big Horn more thoroughly and report it more accurately,

one man who followed them in the next generation dedicated himself in

journalistic fashion to developing the facts of what happened and to unraveling

the mysteries of Custer's last fight. He was Walter Mason Camp, a civil engineer

by training and an editor for a railroad industry magazine. This paper will focus
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on his lifetime efforts to record a truer picture of one of the most controversial

events in American military history.

A man of wide interests, which included a dairy farm at Lake Village, Ind.,

and a deep understanding of Indian life and customs, Camp meticulously, often

on his own time, sought to record as much detail about the Little Big Horn battle

and numerous other engagements of the Indian Wars as he could. Significantly,

he investigated the battle by going to, or corresponding with, the still living

sources, both white and Indian.

"He was a trailblazer in his zeal to record the facts of history from the people

who had witnessed that history."4

Camp was a journalist of sorts, if not by training. In 1897, he became

engineering editor of the Railway and Engineering Review (later the Railway

Review), a job he held for more than 25 years. During his tenure, "he became an

authority on rail construction and maintenance, and his Notes on Track became a

college textbook."5 Reportedly, he produced his weekly column without fail for

more than 25 years.6

His knowledge impressed those who knew him. As one of them said, "He

was the best informed man I ever knew."7

He gained his vast knowledge of the late Indian wars during summer

vacations as well as during his travels for his railroad magazine. Camp sought

out survivors of the battle who could shed light on the history he wished to

unlock. He visited some 40 Western battlefields and interviewed 200 survivors of

various battles. While his special focus remained solidly on Custer's last fight

against the Sioux and Cheyenne, over the years Camp broadened his research to

include many other military engagements, such as the 1868 Battle of the Washita,

Ranald Mackenzie's 1876 raid on Dull Knife's village in Wyoming, Frank

Baldwin's 1876 fight with Sitting Bull on Redwater Creek, Mont., the Nez Perce
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Campaign of 1877, the death of Sitting Bull in 1890 and the infamous battle at

Wounded Knee in 1890.

In his research, Camp relied on more than his considerable interviewing

skills. Camp took voluminous notes and corresponded frequently with survivors.

He set as his goal to write a book titled History of the 7th U. S. Cavalry, and later

in his life he widened his intention to a history of the Indian wars. For example,

in 1908, he exchanged a series of letters with John Ryan, who as first sergeant of

Company M, 7th U. S. Cavalry, had survived the Little Big Horn. In a November

letter to Ryan that year, Camp summarized, in straight-forward language, his

purpose:

"For five years I have been engaged at leisure times gathering
matter for a history of the Little Big Hora campaign. I have the co-
operation of more than thirty surviving officers and enlisted men of
the 7th Cavalry...I have been on the Custer battlefield and on both
of the Reno battlefields several times, and have surveyed and
mapped them...I have interviewed Indians on the reservations who
fought against Custer and against you fellows on the hill.

He told Ryan about his plans for a book:

In this book the enlisted men will receive attention as well as the
officers, and I am therefore calling upon all hands to assist me with
information in order that the history may be as accurate as
possible.8

In a 1917 letter to Custer's widow, Libbie, he noted that he had spent 20 years

"studying the Battle of Little Big Horn, at leisure and irregular intervals, and

have visited the battlefield nine different years, sometimes staying more than a

week at a time."9

As researchers Kenneth Hammer and Dennis Rowley wrote about Camp:
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Armed with a tireless pen, an intense burning interest in the
western Indian wars, an indefatigable will, and not least, a railroad
pass, he quietly and doggedly established a legacy for himself and
those he interviewed that will live forever in the annals of
American Indian history.10

Camp apparently began his formal interviews of battle participants as early

as 1904 and continued his efforts until at least 1920. However, most interviews

were conducted between 1910 and 1914. His letter writing also began early and

continued throughout his active period of research. Hammer and Rowley

described Camp's methods as "simple but effective."11

First, find the desired person.

Hammer and Rowley note that Camp was untiring in undertaking his

reporting efforts. For example, on one occasion he reportedly hired a horse and

wagon for a trek of many miles to interview one Indian living at Interior, S. D. In

a letter to Camp, battle survivor Lt. Charles A. Varnum notes that Camp's

"history of the battle and all that led up to it ought to be very perfect for you

certainly have run down every clue to information on the subject very

carefully....12

Next, ask the right questions.

Camp used a questionnaire to gather his information by mail. For example,

the one he sent to Ryan in 1908 consisted of nine tightly constructed questions

keyed especially to specific battle events that he expected Ryan would know

about.

Finally, record the answers.

Camp's voluminous papers today exist in collection form at several research

sites, including Brigham Young University, Indiana University, the Denver

Public Library, the University of Colorado at Boulder and Little Big Horn
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Battlefield National Monument. These holdings reveal that no scrap would go

unused if Camp needed to record a tidbit of information.

He wrote in pencil and remarkably, the notes are still legible. He
wrote clearly and firmly in a very readable style.13

Unfortunately, Camp was not lucky enough to live a long life. Soon after his

last visit to the west in 1920, his health began to fail. In 1923, he retired to his

Indiana farm although he continued to write for the Railway Review. Only 58

years old, he died on Aug. 3, 1925, at Kankakee, Ill. But his work has lived on

after him, and what are loosely called the Camp Field Notes have proved to be

an important body of research material for anyone seeking to learn about

Custer's battle with the Sioux and Cheyenne as well as other Indian fights.

During his lifetime, Camp probably had little inkling of the importance of his

reporting. In a 1920 speech to the Order of the Indian Wars, he described himself

as merely "a student and a trail hunter."14 Born on April 21, 1867, at Camptown,

Pa., he worked early on farms and in the forests. At age 16, he became a

trackwalker for the Lehigh Valley Railroad, his first job in what became a 42-year

career in railroading.

In 1891, he was graduated as a civil engineer from Pennsylvania State

College. In the years that followed, he worked as a surveyor in Fresno, Calif., and

a draftsman in San Francisco for the Southern Pacific Railway; as a construction

engineer, then superintendent of operations for the Rainier Avenue Electric

Railway in Seattle; and at various positions for the Seattle Lake Shore and

Eastern Railway. For a time he was a graduate student and taught electrical and

steam engineering at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. Finally, in 1897, he

began working for the Railway Review.
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Although Camp was unsuccessful in finishing his Indian wars history, the

value of his work was noted by other early Custer battle researchers soon after

his death. Through the efforts of such men as Robert S. Ellison, an avid collector

of Western Americana and one-time chairman of the Historical Landmark

Commission of Wyoming, Gen. William Carey Brown and George Bird Grinnell,

his papers have been preserved, although, unfortunately for modern scholars,

they are well scattered about the country. In 1933, Camp's widow sold a

considerable portion of his material to Brown, who began laboriously sorting and

classifying them at his Denver home. At one point, Brown apparently

determined the materials weighed 50 pounds.15

Between 1933 and 1945, Brown gradually transferred the papers to Ellison, a

graduate of Indiana University. Other scholars, including Charles Kuhlman,

author of Legend Into History: The Custer Mystery, also used the notes. After

Ellison's death in 1947, his papers, including a portion of the Camp materials,

were presented to the Lilly Library at Indiana University in Bloomington. In

1967, after Mrs. Ellison's death, her will resulted in the transfer of still more

material to the IU Library.

In 1968, another large segment of Camp materials was acquired by the Harold

B. Lee Library at BYU, and a smaller segment went to the Denver Public Library.

In the early 1970s, Dr. Ken Hammer edited the materials at BYU, some of which

were published in his 1976 book, Custer in '76. Otherwise, except for individual

pieces, most of Camp's notes remain unpublished.

Yet another portion of Camp notes surfaced in the mid-1980s as an indirect

result of archeological projects conducted at then Custer Battlefield National

Monument in Montana in 1984 and 1985.16 What is surprising is how the ever

opportunistic Brown and Ellison missed this part of the collection. After Camp's

death in 1925, the Kenneth Roberts family, who had lived nearby, moved in with
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Mrs. Camp to help her care for her invalid sister. In a closet were five more boxes

of Camp papers, including photographs, which the sister gave to the Roberts

after Mrs. Camp's death. A daughter, Naomi Roberts, whose married name was

Dettmar, apparently was the only person in her family with an interest in history

so she retained the boxes of notes. By coincidence, she settled in Manitou

Springs, Col., where in 1944 Ellison was mayor.

"People tried to buy parts of her collection over the years, but she wouldn't

sell them piecemeal," said John Husk, a geologist and amateur historian who

lives near Denver and participated in the battlefield archeological projects. After

Mrs. Dettmar saw Husk featured in news media accounts of the digs, she

contacted him.17 Eventually, through Husk's efforts, she donated these

additional Camp materials in 1986 to the National Park Service archives at Little

Big Horn Battlefield National Monument.

Although the complete Camp materials are housed today at widely scattered

sites, they have proved invaluable to many scholars, casual researchers and

Custer battle buffs over the years. Fortunately, the major segments, including

those at BYU, RJ and Little Big Horn Battlefield, are well indexed. As Hammer

and Rowley said,

Amidst the controversy that has swirled around the memory of
Custer and his "last stand," embroiling literally hundreds of writers
and collectors, Camp's notes appear as a welcome beacon. Among
the dozens of interviews, all of them valuable and irreplaceable, are
many that will be of more than passing interest to scholars and
collectors.18

Within the collections, researchers can often glean a small fact that can be

enlightening on almost any aspect of the Little Big Horn battle or its

personalities. For example, in a letter to Camp, typical of those in the BYU

collection, Sgt. John Ryan revealed that he had prepared an extensive 650-page
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manuscript chronicling his 14-year military career.19 While historians knew

about the segment covering Ryan's 10 years with Custer and the 7th Cavalry

because it had been published in 43 chapters between 1908-09 in his hometown

newspapers in Newton, Mass., the existence of the Civil War portion was

previously unconfirmed. Unfortunately, that document, which could be of

significant historical value because Ryan served for three years with the

legendary Irish Brigade of the Army of the Potomac, remains missing.

Often, a major issue is addressed in the Camp notes and letters. For example,

in another letter to Camp, Ryan refutes oft-repeated rumors that Custer

committed suicide at his last stand. Ryan, assigned as the non-commissioned

officer in charge of the enlisted detail that buried Custer on the field on June 28,

1876, closely viewed the body of his slain commanding officer.

In regard to the rumor that Custer shot himself, I do not think he
ever did such a thing, nor do I believe that anybody knows who
shot him. In my conversation with old Sitting Bull, he told me he
did not believe any of his Indians knew who shot him, as there
were so many of them firing together. Now Gen. Custer was shot in
two places, one of the balls going plumb through his body from his
right side to his left, another through his head, not a great distance
from the ears. I cannot state the exact location to a certainty, but I
do know he was shot twice. He had no other marks on him, and
was not scalped.

In fact, I did not see any powder marks on him, as you stated in
your letter. You must recollect that those bodies had lain there a
part of three days, and two nights, and of course they had turned
very black.20

Conclusion: The Camp Field Notes constitute a significant research source not

only for the Little Big Horn battle but for other engagements of the Indian Wars.

As Hammer and Rowley noted,
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Camp's notes do not begin to allay all of the many controversies
surrounding Custer and the Little Big Horn. In general, however,
they help to lay to rest most of the questions about who was where.
The significance of Camp's work will no doubt grow....21

That certainly seems to be the case. Ironically, magazine journalist that he

was, Camp today is remembered more for his extensive historical research on the

Indian wars than for his day-to-day writing. Not a book today is published about

the Custer battle that does not rely to some extent on Camp's notes, either

directly from the raw materials themselves or indirectly from the small segment

published in Hammer's Custer in '76. Scholars who wish to study not only the

Custer fight but others of lesser renown during the closing chapter of military

action against Native Americans would do well to review the Camp Field Notes.
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Abstract

Captive Audiences:

Handwritten Prisoner-of-War Newspapers
of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition and the War Between the States

This study describes and analyzes six handwritten prison camp newspapers that appeared

during the Texan Santa Fe Expedition, 1841-1842, and the Civil War, 1861-1865: True Blue

(1842), The Libby Chronicle (1863), Right Flanker (1863-1864), The Old Flag (1864), The

Corn-Dodger Advocate and Undaunted Companion (1864?) and The Camp Ford News

(1865).

These six papers challenge at least two common assumptions about 19th century

newspapers and their communities. First, they suggest that newspapers were not, by

definition, strictlyprinted artifacts, but could be published in non-printed forms. And second,

they show that communities capable of publishing a newspaper were not just geographically

fixed entities, like towns or cities, but included social units that could be geographically

mobile, like soldiers, sailors, construction crews or train passengers.
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Captive Audiences:

Handwritten Prisoner-of-War Newspapers
of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition and the War Between the States

This study describes and analyzes six handwritten prison camp newspapers that appeared

during the Texan Santa Fe Expedition, 1841-1842, and the Civil War, 1861-1865: True Blue

(1842), The Libby Chronicle (1863), Right Flanker (1863-1864), The Old Flag (1864), The

Corn-Dodger Advocate and Undaunted Companion (1864?) and The Camp Ford News

(1865).

These six papers challenge at least two common assumptions about 19th century

newspapers and their communities. First, they suggest that newspapers were not, by

definition, strictly printed artifacts, but could be published in non-printed forms. And second,

they show that communities capable of publishing a newspaper were not just geographically

fbced entities,like towns or cities, but included social units that could be geographically

mobile, like soldiers, sailors, construction crews or train passengers.1

Newspapers as Non-Printed Artifacts

Historians, who insist that the newspaper is by definition a printed artifact, confuse a

crucial distinction between two basic types of definitions: stipulative definitions and lexical

definitions.2

1. Some handwritten newspapers were published aboard ships. Shipboard papers
identified to date were published on California goldrush vessels, fur trading river boats
(Saskatchewan, Canada), and military ships. These include the Athabascan Journal and
English River Inquirer (SK, 1845), The Barometer (CA, 1849), The Emigrant (CA, 1849)
The Emigrant Soldiers Gazette and Cape Horn Chronicle (BC, 1858-59), The Flying Fish
(CA, 1851), The Illustrated Artie News (AK, 1850-51), The Petrel (CA, 1849), and The
Shark (CA, 1849). Handwritten papers were also published by other geographically mobile
people using other means of transit: The Esquimeaux (AK, 1866-67) was a paper for
members of the (unsuccessful) Alaskan-Siberian intercontinental telegraph line construction
crew; The Snowbound (NV, 1890) was written for passengers aboard a Southern Pacific
train trapped by a blizzard in the Sierra Nevada mountains near Reno.

2. Richard Robinson, Definition (London: Oxford University Press, 1972), pp. 12-
80.
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Stipulative or working definitions impose meanings on particular terms for specific

purposes (such as narrowing the scope of a study). Stipulative definitions may be very useful

for those specific purposes, but they do not have historical validity. Stipulative definitions

simply have no necessary connection to the vast range of past meanings previously

associated with the terms to be defined . To define the term "newspaper" stipulatively, for

example, is to impose a specific meaning on the term that is useful for a specific purpose,

regardless of its historical validity.3

Lexical definitions, on the other hand, make specific historical claims: they define

how people understood particular terms at specific historical moments. Dictionary

definitions are often lexical, listing various meanings derived from specific historical periods.

The historical validity of a lexical definition stands or falls on the strength of the historical

evidence supporting it; the utility of a lexical definition rests on its historical reliability, not

on its similarities with contemporary usage. To define the term "newspaper" lexically, then,

is to ask how people understood and applied the term in a specific historical moment,

regardless of its present-day utility.4

Historians may avoid the pitfall of using present-day meanings with latter-day terms,

only to confuse their stipulative definitions with historically valid ones. A definition of

"newspaper" that is historically valid must be a lexical one. The issue of whether some

vritten periodicals were "newspapers" must not, therefore, be settled by including or

excluding them from a class of newspapers stipulatively defined, but by examining the

3. I could stipulate, for the purposes of this paper, that my definition of "newspaper"
includes only printed forms of news and thereby exclude all handwritten artifacts from
consideration. I could do that, but I could not claim that my definition is universally valid or
historically valid. Unfortunately, a number of journalism historians seem willing to impose
their stipulative (and anachronistic) definitions of "newspaper" on the historical record
without asking to what degree their definition may or may not have been applicable in the
period they are studying.

4. A lexical definition of "newspaper" can only be found by studying how people
actually used and understood the term at a specific historical moment. Thus, the operative
question for this paper is: Did people in the 19th century consider these handwritten
artifacts to be in the class of objects they commonly understood as "newspapers"? The
question of whether the 19th century lexical definition is consistent with 20th century usage
or not is simply, historically irrelevant.
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historical record to determine if publishers and audiences considered these handwritten

artifacts to be newspapers as understood at their particular historical moment.

In the case of these. six handwritten publications, all the evidence suggests that they

were considered newspapers by their publishers and audiences. They were explicitly called

"newspapers," "papers" or "sheets."5 Their content and style were similar to those of printed

newspapers.6 To their respective publishers and audiences, they were "real" newspapers

that happened to be handwritten, not printed.

Communities as Mobile Social Units

The six handwritten prison camp newspapers examined here also challenge common

assumptions about the communities necessary and sufficient to support "real" newspapers.

Fledgling 19th century Western towns and villages typically witnessed the advent of their

first newspapers when they had established a sufficient population, a growing economy, and

a stable political system.7 But these "critical mass" requirements8 are more relevant to the

5. True Blue (1842) called itself a "sheet" that published "the news of the day both at
home and abroad"; The Libby Chronicle (1863) was cited as a "newspaper" by a
correspondent for the New York Herald (see discussion of The Libby Chronicle below); the
Right Flanker (1863-64) was a weekly "sheet"; The Old Flag (1864) variously called itself a
"paper" and "our loyal little sheet"; The Corn-Dodger Advocate and Undaunted Companion
(1864?) called itself "a semi-occasional Newspaper"; and The Camp Ford News (1865) was
described as a one-sheet broadside "newspaper."

6. True Blue (1842) promised "to avoid all sarcastic personalities, upholding no
political party nor any sectarian creed, . . . [and] to give to our readers, the news of the day
both at home and abroad, together with such original miscellany as will be interesting;" The
Libby Chronicle (1863) employed "an extensive corps of able correspondents, local
reporters, poets, punsters, and witty paragraphers"; the Right Flanker (1863-64) was
produced by an "editorial staff' that included an "agricultural department," "nautical
reporter," "local item reporter," "musical contributor," and others, and regularly included
summaries of news reports from the New York Herald, New York Tribune and The
Metropolitan Record; The Old Flag (1864) solicited subscribers, advertisements and
contributions regularly, considered itself part of "the free press," endured "the grievances
common to the editors of modern papers" and eventually 'died from the effects of [the
editor's] patrons paying up their subscriptions"; and The Corn-Dodger Advocate and
Undaunted Companion (1864?) promised its "Local and Foreign News, Wit and Humor,
Advertisements and Correspondence" would reach "distant subscribers on time."

7. See Barbara Cloud, "Establishing the Frontier Newspaper: A Study of Eight
Western Territories," Journalism Quarterly, 61:4 (Winter 1984), 805-811; see also Cloud,
The Business of Newspapers on the Western Frontier (Las Vegas: University of Nevada
Press, 1992), pp. 3-17; Carolyn S. Dyer, "Economic Dependency and Concentration of
Ownership Among Antebellum Wisconsin Newspapers," Journalism History, 7 (Summer
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economic necessities of a printing operation, than to a newspaperper se.

Non-printed newspapers necessarily shift the "critical mass" requirements away from

printing's basic economic concerns to other more relevant, less technologically driven

considerations, such as the social, psychological, and cultural functions of public

communication.9 People published newspapers throughout the West's frontier period, for

example, to meet these basic public communication needs whether they had a printing press

or not. In a study of eight Western territories, Barbara Cloud found that more than half of

the 165 counties she examined had no printed newspapers in 1880.10 Yet another study

found that more than 80 handwritten newspapers were published in the western United

States between 1842 and 1910.11 Places where handwritten papers appeared may have

been generally less populated, developed or stable than where printed papers appeared, but

the social, psychological and cultural conditions were sufficient for handwritten publications.

Not needing print's economic prerequisites, handwritten newspapers were far more

adaptable to a variety of communities and social groups. Throughout the Canadian and

American West, handwritten newspapers were published by construction crews, literary

societies, reading clubs, Indians, fur traders, miners, missionaries, soldiers, sailors,

suffragists, men, women and children. They appeared in small towns, mining camps,

frontier forts, schools, mission outposts, ships at sea and prisons.12

Handwritten newspapers were, in fact, ideally suited to the communicative needs of

1980), 42-46.
8. See Roy Alden Atwood, "The 'Critical Mass' for the Frontier Press:

Demographics, Economics and Newspapers During Idaho's Territorial Period," unpublished
paper presented to the American Journalism Historians Association convention, Atlanta,
Georgia, October 1989.

9. Non-printed newspapers, such as today's on-line, computer-based electronic
versions, must meet significantly different requirements to be successful than their printed
counterparts. Audience needs and "circulation" also take on significantly different
characteristics, yet remain linked somehow to the traditional notion ofa newspaper.

10. Cloud, "Establishing the Frontier Newspaper," pp. 805-808.
11. See the author's "Handwritten Newspapers of the Canadian-American West,

1842-1910," unpublished paper submitted to the Association for Education in Journalism
and Mass Communication convention, Kansas City, Missouri, August 1993.

12. Ibid., p. 17.
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people who found themselves in loosely structured, temporary or mobile social settings.

Where confinement, isolation and cultural depravation were the norm, and access to a

printing press was absolutely out of the question, handwritten journalism filled the void.

Such was the case with the six handwritten prison newspapers examined here. These

papers were products of transient groups of soldiers, not stable, traditional communities,

who were incarcerated under extremely adverse conditions. Given their physical and

psychological confinement, and their social and cultural isolation, these prisoners-of-war

used the best available technology to publish a symbol of community life for a captive

audience. These were "real" newspapers for "real" communities, though they fit few of the

common assumptions about printed newspapers or traditional newspaper communities.

True Blue

Two hundred and seventy soldiers under the command of Gen. Hugh McLeod,

accompanied by a contingent of merchants, commissioners, journalists and "pleasure-

seekers," set out from Brushy Creek, Texas, about 15 miles west of Austin, on June 21, 1841,

to establish trade with New Mexico and to extend the jurisdiction of Texas over the Santa Fe

area. Controversial from the start,13 the Santa Fe Expedition, ended in disaster. The party

became lost in early August and began running out of food. By mid-September members of

the ill-equipped "commercial venture" were starving and about 300 miles beyond their

intended destination when Mexican forces captured them. The mission was supposed to be

peaceful, but the Mexican authorities considered the Texan soldiers an invasion force and

treated them as prisoners of war.

Chained and bound, the prisoners began their 1,200-mile march to Mexico City on

13. The Santa Fe Expedition was sanctioned by Texan President Lamar and
supported by U.S. President Polk, who had recommended an appropriation by Congress to
help pay expenses. Coming only five years after the war to gain Texas independence (1836),
the military expedition clearly anticipated negative Mexican reactions to its mission to the
disputed New Mexico territory east of the Rio Grande River: the expedition force took
along printed flyers in Spanish assuring Mexican nationals that the mission had only
peaceful intentions.
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Oct. 17, 1841. Several members of the Santa Fe Expedition died enroute of exposure and

others were executed for trying to escape. The Texan unit was finally imprisoned at the

Castle Santiago, Me3rico City, and later moved to the Castle Perote near the coast. The

prisoners were released and returned home in July 1842 with the assistance of the American

ambassador to Mexico.

During their imprisonment, several members of the Santa Fe Expedition published

six issues of a handwritten newspaper they called True Blue. According to George W.

Kendall, the noted editor of the New Orleans Picayune and a member of the ill-fated

expedition, True Blue was a "neatly-written paper, published weekly in Santiago" and "in

newspaper parlance, the 'whole affair was exceedingly well got up.'.14

The first number of True Blue was published April 1, 1842. The 9- by 13-inch paper

had two columns and larger-than-body-text headlines. The text and heads were written in a

generally legible, cursive form. The front pag-:; had a stylized and illustrated title, volume-

number information, date, location ("Mexico"), and the pseudonym of its editor, "Simon

Pure." Kendall reported that a "Mr. Grover" showed him the April 21, 1842 issue (Vol. 1,

No. 4), and that "among the contributors were Mr. Grover himself, a young man named

Mabry, and others."15 The actual editor and other contributors are unknown.

The editor explained the nature of the prison paper in the premier issue in the

language and style common to other newspapers of the period:

TO OUR READERS.
In presenting to our readers the first number of 'The True Blue" we hope that

it will meet that encouragement which we think it deserves from such an enlightened
assemblage.

This number presents to our readers the style in which we intend to publish
"The True Blue"--endeavoring to avoid all sarcastic personalities, upholding no
political party nor any sectarian creed, our aim will be to give to our readers, the
news of the day both at home and abroad, together with such original miscellany as
will be interesting.

Having engaged the services of several gentlemen of talent, we feel confident

14. George W. Kendall, Narrative of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition, 2 vols. (New
York: Harper and Bros., 1844), p. 330-331.

15. Ibid., p. 331.
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that "The True Blue" will receive a liberal share of public patronage.16

The True Blue contained timely, "breaking" news stories for its captive audience.

These stories were to provide factual accounts of events of interest to the prisoners, to

correct falsehoods that were circulating, and to prevent wild rumors from spreading fear or

false hopes.

From the Gulf--We learn that Corn. Moor has been taken by the Mexicans,
whether there were any others with him we cannot ascertain, nor can our reporter
find out how and where he was taken.

We understand that Powhatsortr] Ellis, Esq.--the United States Minister to
the city of Mexico, has been recalled."

Advertisements also appeared regularly in the paper. These varied from "want ads"

to announcements to "personals" expressing prisoners' needs or concerns.

We are out of Soap--Our Treasurer having absqustulated [sic] with what little
funds was raised for the purchase of paper.

We therefore hope, that our contributors in arrear, will buck up.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dissolution--The copartnership heretofore existing between Drs. C--gs, and

R-h [sic], is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Dr. R-h, still occupies the old office, and will always keep open doors to them

requiring his assistance.--
Dr. C-gs, has moved to Tacubaya, and respectfully solicits the patronage of his

old friends.

Strayed or Stolen--About a week since a blue striped cotton shirt disappeared
suddenly from the head of my bed. Any person knowing where it is, will receive a
liberal reward by returning it to

A- B-

J- R- 's, proposes to give, on his return from Tacubaya, a series of lectures in
the following order.

First, on Phrenology--in which he will give several striking proffs [sic] its
universal application to the human species.

Second--On Moral Philosophy, in which he will explain the moral effects of
civilization on mankind.

Third--On Manners and good Breeding--In which he will point out several
important improvements that he has discovered, which are not lain down in
Chesterfield.

Admittance--gratis.18

16. True Blu; 1:1 (April 1, 1842), p. 1.
17. Ibid., p. 2.
18. Ibid., p. 4.
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In terms of the distribution of news, editorials, poetry, letters to the editor and

advertisements, the content of the True Blue was similar to most newspapers of its day.

Summary of Contents of The True Blue, 1:1, April 1, 1842

(Measured in column inches; 26 column inches per page)

Content Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Total Percent

News 16.25 11.25 0 0 27.5 26

Editorials 6.75 0 0 0 6.75 6

Poems/Literature 0 7.5 26 14 47.5 46

Letters to the Editor 0 7.25 0 0 7.25 7

Advertisements 0 0 0 12 12 12

Titles/Masthead 3 0 0 0 3 3

Totals 26 26 26 26 104 100

In the final "Farewell Sheet," the editors listed a summary of the "statistics" of the

"Texan Santa Fe Pioneers." One hundred thirty one of the Texan prisoners had been held at

one time or another at Mexico City, 29 had been "liberated" and 102 remained at the time of

the last True Blue. The report indicated that 36 members of the expedition died, including

one suicide, eight "killed by Indians," seven "killed by Mexicans," six "missing from camp

supposed to be killed," and two "killed accidentally."19

Contemporary critics and most historians regarded the Santa Fe Expedition as a

major diplomatic and military blunder. George Kendall's widely distributed firsthand

accounts of the expedition did much to establish a negative image of the failed campaign.

Some noteworthy politicians and scholars reinforced that assessment; Andrew Jackson

19. Ibid., 1:6 (May 1842), pp. 1-2.
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called the expedition "an ill-judged affair" and a "wild-goose campaign", and H.H. Bancroft

called it "an ill-disgusted scheme." Revisionists such T.M. Marshall have argued, to the

contrary, that the expedition had reasonable commercial motivation and worthy goals that

simply didn't materialize, because of the few fatal errors of judgment made along the way.2°

From the vantage point of the editors of True Blue, the failure of the mission rested

on the shoulders of the Santa Fe Expedition's commanding officer, Gen. H.S. McLeod. In

the paper's "farewell" issue, the editors wrote this final comment:

We intended to have made some remarks concerning the conduct of
Gen. McLeod, but will only at present give to our readers the following
communication which partakes of too much truth to be omitted. We can only
say that Gen. McLeod has made himself notoriously contemptible in t eyes
of his fellow companions not only for present but past conduct. Eds.

No other details are supplied, but editors clearly held the general accountable for the

expedition's poor planning, poor execution and pathetic end.

Right Flanker

The Right Flanker was, according to the editors of The Magazine of History, "the

only instance of a manuscript newspaper conducted by Confederate officers, while confined

in any of the Northern prisons during the Rebellion."22

Twenty issues of the variable-length paper appeared weekly between October 1863

and March 1864 at Fort Lafayette, a Union prison facility on the Narrows of New York

Bay.23 Lafayette had been an existing fortification that was converted into a military prison

at the start of the war. Most of the prisoners kept at the fort were Southern officers and

Northern citizens accused of disloyalty. Some prominent Northerners, including members

of the Maryland legislature, were sent to the prison for criticizing the government. Officers

20. Thomas Maitland Marshall, "Commercial Aspects of the Texan Santa Fe
Expedition," The South Western History Quarterly, XX:3 (Jan. 1917), 242-259. Quotes
from Andrew Jackson and H.H. Bancroft cited in Marshall, pp. 259 and 243, respectively.

21. True Blue, 1:6 (May 1842), p. 2.
22. Editor's Preface, The Magazine of History, Extra No. 13 (1911), 197.
23. Fort Lafayette was under the command of Col. Martin Burke, 3rd Artillery and

veteran of the Mexican-American War, who served 43 years in the U.S. Army.
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who had resigned commissions in the U.S. Army to take Confederate commands were sent

to Lafayette if captured.

Most of the fort's prisoners were well educated men who organized efforts to adjust

to their confinement. The publication of Right Flanker was one such enterprise undertaken

to lessen the pitfalls of imprisonment.24

The original paper was written in pen and ink by nine writer-editors, who introduced

themselves and gave their personal histories in the first number. They did not identify

themselves by name, apparently to avoid punishment for the production of the "contraband"

paper. Based on these self-descriptions, editors of The Magazine of History were able to

identify only one of the editors of Right Flanker as Lt. W.T. Glassell, an officer with the

Confederate flagship, New Ironsides, which was captured Oct. 6, 1863 at Charleston, S.C.25

Most of the editors were given responsibility for particular subjects covered by the

paper: for example, "the oldest prisoner in the fort . .. is to attend to the agricultural

department of the Right Flanker;"26 "an adventurer from his native place, Nova Scotia . . .

in consequence of his not having been naturalized, he is to be known as the diplomatic head

of the Right Flanker;"27 "the party who is to be looked to as the nautical reporter--a young

Confederate officer" (Lt. Glasser);28 "the appointed local item reporter [is] a blockade

runner;' .29 .'the Chess reporting is confided to the most quiet of the inmates of cell No. 3;"30

and "the Land-o'-Cakes is represented amongst us by a person who assumes the place of

musical contributor."31 After the Right Flanker's editors were released from the Fort

Lafayette prison, they took the issues to England and had them printed in book form in

24. Patricia L. Faust, editor, Historical Times Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Civil
War (New York: Harper and Row, 1986), p. 275.

25. Right Flanker, No. I(?), p. 46 (202).
26. Ibid., p. 45 (201).
27. Ibid., p. 46 (202).
28. Ibid.
29. Ibid., p. 47 (203).
30. Ibid.
31. Ibid, p. 48 (204).
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1865.32 The printed form of the Right Flanker runs 47 pages, but it is unclear how faithful

this version is to the handwritten originals.

The printed version depicts a paper devoted largely to monitoring the progress of the

war based on reports published in "tile newspapers which [they] were allowed to purchase

(any but those advocating the war or Administration are prohibited)."33 The newspapers

most readily available to the prisoners were, of course, from New York, such as the

"extreme Abolition sheet, the Tribune,"34 the Herald of "Bennett and Barnum,"35 and a

"Democratic Catholic paper," The Metropolitan Record,36 which was later banned from the

prisoners along with the Episcopal Prayer Book.37 Access to the New York Herald was

crucial to the captives, because escapees from the Lafayette prison communicated with

those still at the fort by running "personals" in the Herald after they reached safe haven.38

The remaining pages of the Right Flanker were devoted to "affording a correct

knowledge of prison life in the United States during the present war,1139 and the arrival of

new prisoners. The publication of information about new prisoners at the fort was

necessary because prison rules were "strictly enforced," according to the editors, so as to

keep those "in No. 2 and 3 separate from those in other quarters of the Fort."4° Humor or

light-hearted features were infrequent.

32. Editor's Preface, The Magazine of History, Extra No. 13 (1911), 197.
33. Right Flanker, No. 2?), 50 (206).

35. Ibid., No. 6(?), p. 58 213 .

34. Ibid., No. 3(?), p. 54 209 , 83 (238).

36. Ibid., No. 15(?), p. 75 (231).
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid., No. 17(?), p. 83 (238): 'The principal subject of interest during the week

has been the report from our friend the officer who escaped at the depot at Baltimore.
When jokingly talking over the chances of escape, his room-mates suggested as a
programme, to be followed in case of success in getting away from the guard, first to assume
the character of a preacher, on account of delicate appearance. . . . Then, as soon as out of
danger, to insert a personal in the Herald, using certain cabalistic words which were on the
walls of the cell, as we would be on the lookout. . .. We have the personal in the Herald,
from which it appears he went out from the Capes of Virginia in a British vessel.

The other lucky fellow, who escaped at the Jersey City depot not having been a
room-mate of the editorial staff of the Right Flanker, failed to inform us exactly of the
programme of his case."

39. Ibid., No. 20(?), p. 90 (246).
40. Ibid., No. 9(?), p. 63 (219).
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The editors wrote in their first edition that the purpose "in starting such a sheet as the

Right Flanker" was

to relieve the monotony of prison life, by calling into action the taste and faculties of
those who are capable of contributing to its columns; instructing and amusing those
who cannot, and to furnish to all who are to share the spice of excitement, which the
risk of such a contraband undertaking affords, something of which it is hoped,
reference can be pleasantly made by them in after years."

Sometime in February 1864 the editors reported that "a general search of the

prisoners' quarters was about to be started." Because the paper was "contraband," the

"Right Flanker was suitably looked after, and for two days we would trust none but our most

experienced and reliable scouts to report as to what was transpiring. "41

Sometime near the end of February, most of the officers held at Cell No. 3 Were to

be transferred to Fort McHenry. To mark the occasion and to lament the loss of some of

the paper's primary correspondents, the editors held "an Editorial Banquet in honour of the

Right Flanker," the report of which appeared in the paper's "local item column."42

Without extant copies of the handwritten originals, it is impossible to assess the

overall design and graphic elements of the paper. But if the printed version has any

faithfulness to the handwritten version, Right Flanker was not unlike its New York

"competitors": filled with news, editorials and a passion for its partisan cause.

The Libby Chronicle

After Andersonville, Libby Prison at Richmond, Virginia,was the most famous

Confederate military prison. Andersonville held enlisted men; Libby held Federal officers

and a few journalists. The prison was a grim three-story, 150-by-100 foot building on an

isolated lot next to the James River. Before the war, the building had been a warehouse of

Libby and Sons, Ship Chandlers and Grocers. Union prisoners there found the quality of

the facilities and the provisions to be very poor. By 1863, the facility was so crowded that

41. Ibid., No. 15(?), p. 73-74 (229-230).
42. Ibid., No. 16(?), p. 78 (234).
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prisoners had to sleep in shifts and roll over in unison on the command of a leader.43

Amid these crowded and squalid conditions, seven numbers of The Libby Chronicle

were written in manuscript in 1863. One Libby prisoner, Capt. Frank Moran, of the 73rd

New York Volunteers, recalled the Chronicle in a personal letter:

"The spirt of Yankee enterprise was well illustrated by the publication of a
newspaper by the energetic chaplain of a New York regiment. It was entitled The
Libby Prison Chronicle. True, there were no printing facilities at hand, but,
undaunted by this difficulty, the editor obtained and distributed quantities of
manuscript paper among the prisoners who were leaders in their several professions,
so that there was soon organized an extensive corps of able correspondents, local
reporters, poets, punsters, and witty paragraphers, that gave the chronicle a
pronounced success. Pursuant to previous announcement, the "editor" on a stated
day each week, would take up his position in the center of the upper east room; and,
surrounded by an audience limited orgy, by the available space, would read the
articles contributed during the week.""

The Chronicle was merely one part of a fairly elaborate cultural system created by the well

educated officers held at Libby Prison.

Albert Deane Richardson and Junius Browne, correspondents with the New York

Tribune who were captured at Vicksburg, were held at Libby Prison from May 16 to

September 3, 1863. When both reporters were transferred to another prison, Richardson

wrote that he regretted leaving Libby because,

Classes are organized in Greek, Latin, French, German, Spanish, Mathematics, &
Phonography, while there are plenty of surgeons and chaplains to encourage
amateurs in Physiology and zealots in Dialectics. The 'Libby Lyceum' meets twice a
week, withAspirited debates, & there is a MS newspaper styled The Libby
Chronicle.'

The precise role the Chronicle played for the prisoners is not known, but its importance in

contributing to community life within the confinement of the prison is clear.

43. Patricia L. Faust, editor, Historical Times Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Civil
War, pp. 436-438.

44. Frank E. Moran, "Libby's Bright Side: A Silver Lining in the Dark Cloud of
Prison Life," in W.C. King and W.P. Derby, editors, Camp-fire Sketches and Battle-field
Echoes (Springfield, Ill.: 1887), pp. 183-185.

45. Louis M. Starr, Bohemian Brigade: Civil War Newsmen in Action (Madison,
Wis.: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987 [1954]), pp. 188-189.
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The Old Flag

The Old Flag was one of two and possibly three handwritten Civil War newspapers

published at Camp Ford, a Confederate prison complex in Tyler and Hempstead, Texas.

Camp Ford was the largest Confederate military prison in Texas. The prison held both

officers and eAlisted men from 1863 to the end of war. The prison held as many as 4,900

prisoners by Rdy 1864. Living conditions in the open stockade were generally good. Fresh

water, adequate shelter and plentiful food supplies made the prison a relatively healthy

place; during its 21-month existence, roughly 250 soldiers died in the camp. Most soldiers

were allowed to keep many of their possessions, to manufacture items for sale and to

purchase food and supplies from local farmers and merchants.46 To facilitate these

economic transactions, The Old Flag published a "REVIEW OF THE TEXAS MARKET-

for the Month of February, 1864" in its March 1 edition.

Capt. William H. May, of the 23rd Connecticut Volunteers, with the assistance of

other Union soldiers, published and edited at least three issues of The Old Flag between

February 17 and March 13, 1864,47 during their 13-month confinement in the Confederate

prison camp. According to J.P. Robens, one of the prisoners, the paper was published on

sheets of "unruled letter paper, in imitation of print, a steel pen being employed in the

absence of a Hoe Press."48 The three-column, four-page paper made liberal use of large

headlines and graphic elements.

The paper's primary goal was "to contribute as far as possible towards enlivening the

monotonous, and at times almost unbearably eventless life of Camp Ford--and to cultivate a

mutual good feeling between all." Contributions were solicited on matters of local news and

camp issues. The Old Flag published poetry and art, and included satire, jokes and chess

46. Patricia L. Faust, editor, Historical Times Illustrated Encyclopedia of the Civil
War, p. 110.

47. The date on The Old Flag, 1:3, is March 13, 1864, but a poem on p. 3, "To Mrs.
Col R.T.P. Allen," is dated March 14. The poem was likely a day-late insertion.

48. J.P. Robens, "Preface," The Old Flag, lithograph reproduction (New York: W.H.
May, [1864]), n.p.
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problems. Display advertisements appeared in every issue, and "most of them bona fide,

genuine." Most of the ads promoted the services of skilled prisoners for the benefit of the

others. For example, pipe makers, barbers, cigar makers, shoe shines and "job printing" (by

the editor) were all available in the prison city.49

Summary of Contents of The Old Flag, 1:1, February 17, 1864

(Measured in column inches; 33 column inches per page)

Content Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Total Percent

News 11.5 12.25 6.75 13 43.5 33

Editorials 0 4 12.25 0 16.25 12

Poems/Games 9 5 7 0 21 16

Letters to the Editor 0 5.25 0 0 5.25 4

Advertisements 6.5 3.5 4 17.75 31.75 24

Titles/Masthead 6 3 3 2.25 14.25 11

Totals 33 33 33 33 132 100

The first number announced that the next issue would be in "an entire new dress, we

having received new Types from the Foundry of J. Connor & Son, of N.Y.! This number is

printed with 'secesh' ink, which does not appear to 'take' well upon Yankee paper."5° Only

one copy was published of each number, which was then read aloud in the various cabins by

some member of the "Mess." When all the prisoners had read or heard it read, the paper

was returned by the "Subscriber" to the "Office of Publication."51

49. The Old Flag, 1:3 (March 13, 1864), p. 2: "Statistic--There have been
manufactured by knife in this camp, since last September, over forty setts [sic] of Chessmen,
of which Lt. John Woodward has himself completed eight of the best!

"The number of Pipes turned out, as near as can be arrived at, is not less than Five
Hundred--both of wood and clay."

50. The Old Flag, 1:1 (Feb. 17, 1864), p. 2.
51. J.P. Robens, "Preface," n.p.
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In the third number, March 15, 1864, the editor published his intentions to preserve

The Old Flag after his release from Camp Ford.

TO OUR PATRONS
We shall make it our first object on our arrival at New York City--which will

probably be within a few week after our Exchange--to learn the practicability of
getting the three numbers of the "Old Flag" Lithographed. Should the expense be
too great to warrant our adopting this means of securing fac simile [sic] copies, we
shall print with types as nearly as similar to the letter folenned by us as can be
procured, with heading and illustrations engraved. We shall endeavor to make the
copies close imitations of the original papers. In addition we propose to publish a
few accurate pictures, delineating life at Camp Ford, Camp Groce, &c, printed on
sheets inserted in each number of the "Old Flag" with a Title Page, and complete List
of the Officers Prisoners [sic] at this place, neatly bound.

The editor kept his promise. The lithographed reproduction of The Old Flag was published

in New York in 1864 and included a "List of officers, prisoners of war at Camp Ford . . .

giving rank, regiment, where and when captured."

The Corn-Dodger Advocate and Undaunted Companion

An "Advertisement" on the fourth page of The Old Flag's third and final issue, dated

March 13, 1864, read:

PROSPECTUS
THE first number of a semi-occasionally Newspaper [sic] entitled

THE CORN-DODGER ADVOCATE

UNDAUNTED COMPANION
will be issued APRIL FIRST, --1864, bearing date, April 7th '64, published one week
in advance of date in order to reach distant subscribers on time. Devoted to the
public good and filled with choice matter on Romance, Poetly, Local and Foreign
News, Wit, and Humor, Advertisements and Correspondence.

The POETICAL Department will be under the special charge of FRANCIS
MARIAN, JR. assisted by Money Moore and a galaxy of Southern lyres.

HARRY, the celebrated companion of HUMBOLDT in his travels will
attend to the ROMANCE, and the first number will contain the opening chapters of
a thrilling Novelette, entitled the "PATAGONIAN GIANT; or the DELAPIDATED
MANSION ON THE RHINE, A Fearful Tale of Blood, Hair and Horror" Done in
short-hand

4 s

D.E.L. AMATER, TOM, SON, &ec.
Publishers and Proprietors

Shin-bone Alley, Head 5th Av.
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No extant copies of this paper have been located, no other references to it have been found

and, given the April 1st dating, it is unknown if the prospectus was serious or just an "April

Fool's" joke.

The prospective "publishers and proprietors" listed in the advertisement were likely

Lt. J. DeLamater, of the 91st New York Volunteers, and Capt. S.E. Thomason, of the 176th

New York Volunteers, both identified in the "List of Prisoners" published in the first number

of The Old Flag.52

The Camp Ford News

Another Camp Ford handwritten paper was definitely published, but only one issue

is known to have been produced. The lone number of The Camp Ford News appeared May

1, 1865, just after the last publication of The Old Flag. The News was apparently short-lived,

because the war ended May 17, 1865 and Camp Ford was abandoned.

Still, the paper was published just as Camp Ford's largest influx of prisons came

following Maj. Gen. Nathaniel Bank's disastrous Red River Campaign. With almost 5,000

soldiers crowded into the camp, sickness increased and the general conditions of prison life

declined.

Conclusion

These six handwritten prisoner-of-war newspapers were real newspapers. Their own

editors thought so, journalists with printed newspapers from the same period thought so,

and their own qualities and characteristics demonstrated so. Their obvious differences

distinguished them from printed papers, but their differences are in keeping with the

diversity of styles, formats and technologies encountered throughout the hstory of the

newspaper--party papers, "independent" commercial papers, urban dailies, rural weeklies,

foreign language papers, illustrated papers, and so on. With the possible exception of The

Corn-Dodger Advocate and Undaunted Companion, the evidence presented here provides

52. The Old Flag, 1:1 (Feb. 17, 1864), p. 4.
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strong lexical justification for calling these handwritten publications "newspapers."

The prison papers were a complex genre, as reflected in the circumstances of their

publication. As journalistic products of non-traditional communities, the papers embodied

the social, psychological and cultural concerns of people isolated, confined and deprived of

most elements of a "normal" life. These papers were published by individuals who

experienced the constraints of a harsh, physical confinement behind prison walls and faced

hostile enemies as part of daily living. Under such conditions, publishing handwritten

newspapers was just as crucial to creating community (and preserving sanity) as it was for

frontier settlements. As community publications, these papers varied according to the needs

of their captive audiences and the circumstances of their confinement.

The editors provided news and entertainment, advertisements and literary features

to vanquished soldiers held against their will. Journalism under such conditions was

certainly not easy, especially when such publications were considered "contraband." But as

acts of public communication, and political defiance, the publication of these papers were

symbols of prisoner solidarity and resolve. Unlike most traditional community newspapers,

these papers had almost 100 percent "circulation" among their intended audiences. And the

importance of the papers to the soldiers was embodied in the efforts to have them preserved

after the prison experience ended.

Thus, these six papers challenge some common assumptions about 19th century

newspapers and their communities. They were "real" newspapers, yet not printed. They

were published not for traditional communities as geographically fixed entities, but for

groups of transient soldiers, thrust together randomly behind prison walls. They thereby

suggest that newspaper journalism is a cultural, semantic activity so deeply rooted that the

absence of a printing press and the trauma of prison confinement cannot suppress it. At the

very least, the handwritten prison newspapers demonstrate that journalism is more than just

an economically based or technologically driven product of urban life.

4 IL; 7
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Annotated Bibliography
of Handwritten Prison Camp Papers

of the Texan Santa Fe Expedition and the War Between the States

1HE CAMP FORD NEWS

Place of Publication: Camp Ford, Tyler, Texas
Frequency: "Only one copy is known to have been printed, this being the issue of May 1,

1865"
Volume and Issue Data: May 1, 1865
Size and Format: One sheet broadside
Editor/Publisher: Capt. Lewis Burger
Bibliography: F. Lee Lawrence and Robert W. Glover, Camp Ford, C.S A.: The Story of

Union Prisoners in Texas (Austin, Texas: Texas Civil War Centennial Advisory
Committee, 1964)

Locations: Smith County Historical Society, Tyler, Texas

THE CORN-DODGER ADVOCATE AND UNDAUNTED COMPANION

Place of Publication: Camp Ford, Tyler, Texas
Frequency: "Issued APRIL FIRST--1864, bearing date, April 7th '64"
Volume and Issue Data: No known issues; only prospectus published in The Old Flag, 1:3

(March 13, 1864), p. 4
Size and Format: Unknown
Editor/Publisher: "D.E.L. AMATER, TOM, SON, &ec.Publishers and Proprietors";

probably Lt. J. DeLamater, 91st New York Volunteers, and Capt S.E. Thomason,
176th New York Volunteers

Bibliography: None
Locations: No issues located; cited in The Old Flag, 1:3 (March 13, 1864), p. 4.

THE LIBBY CHRONICLE

Place of Publication: Libby Prison, Richmond, Virginia, Confederate States of America
Frequency: Weekly; irregular
Volume and Issue Data: Vol. 1, Nos. 8-12, Vol. 2 (1863)
Size and Format: Written on "manuscript paper"
Editor/Publisher: "J.L. Ransom" (A chaplain of a New York regiment)
Bibliography: J.L. Ransom, Libby Prison Chronicle (Chicago: J.L. Ransom, 1894); Frank

E. Moran, "Libby's Bright Side: A Silver Lining in the Dark Cloud of Prison Life," in

468
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W.C. King and W.P. Derby, eds., Camp-fire Sketches and Battle-field Echoes
(Springfield, Ill: 1887), pp. 183-185; Louis M. Starr, Bohemian Brigade: Civil War
Newsmen in Action (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1954, 1987), pp. 188-
189; Frank S. Stone, The Treatment and Conditions of the War Prisoners Held in the
South During the Civil War, unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Idaho, 1954, pp.
31-33.

Locations: None, but text and illustrations printed in Ransom (1894)

THE OLD FLAG

Place of Publication: Camp Ford, Tyler, Texas
Frequency: Bi-weekly, irregular
Volume and Issue Data: Vol. 1, No. 1, Feb. 17, 1864-No. 3, March 13, 1864
Size and Format: 8 1/2 x 11; four pages per issue; three columns; pen and ink
Editor/Publisher: Capt. William H. Igay (1864)
Bibliography: F. Lee Lawrence and Robert W. Glover, Camp Ford, C.S.A.: The Story of

Union Prisoners in Texas (Austin: Texas Civil War Centennial Advisory Committee,
1964), 36-37

Locations: No issues located; Lithographed reproduction, The Old Flag (New York: W.H.
May, 1864) in collections of the Texas State Library Archives, Austin, Texas, and the
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.

RIGHT HANKER

Place of Publication: Fort-La-Fayette, Union Prison Camp at the Narrows of New York
Bay, New York

Frequency: Unknown; possibly weekly
Volume and Issue Data: Twenty numbers published October 1863 March 1864
Size and Format: Pen and ink
Editor/Publisher: Unknown; Confederate officers
Bibliography: "Fort-La-Fayette Life, 1863-1864: In extracts from the 'Right Flanker,' a

manuscript sheet circulating among the Southern Prisoners in Fort-La-Fayette,"
(London: Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1865; New York: William Abbatt, 1911), The
Magazine of History, Extra No. 13, 197-246

Locations: No issues located; reprinted in "Fort-La-Fayette Life, 1863-1864: In extracts
from the 'Right Flanker,' a manuscript sheet circulating among the Southern
Prisoners in Fort-La-Fayette," (London: Simpkin, Marshall and Co., 1865; New
York: William Abbatt, 1911), The Magazine of History, Extra No. 13, 197-246

TRUE BLUE

Place of Publication: Castle Santiago Prison, Mexico City, Mexico
Frequency: Weekly for six weeks
Volume and Issue Data: Vol. 1, No. 1, April 1, 1842-Vol. 1, No. 6, May 1842
Size and Format: Variable; 9 x 13 inches; one to two columns; cursive; pen and ink

489
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Editor/Publisher: "Simon Pure"; contributors included a Mr. Grover and Mr. Mabry, et al.
(see Kendall)

Bibliography: Bob Karolevitz, "Pen and Ink Newspapers of the Old West," Frontier Times,
44:2 (Feb.-Mar., 1970), 31, 62; Robert F. Karolevitz, Newspapering in the Old West:
A Pictorial History of Journalism and Printing on the Frontier (New York:
Bonanza Books, 1969), p. 140; Workers of the Writers' Program of the Work
Projects Administration, Texas: A Guide to the Lone Star State (New York:
Hastings House, 1940), 121; George Wilkins Kendall, Narrative of the Texan Santa
Fe Expedition, 2 vols. (New York: Harper and Bros., 1844), 330-331

Locations: Vol. 1, Nos. 1 and 6 (original); Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 5 and 6 (photocopy) Texas State
Library Archives, Austin, Texas
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CAMP Folko,:r3lor, ffloas TocAs, Fri,. rt. 11.64.
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I. Introduction

The major schools of journalism in the United States established

themselves during the first twenty-five years of this century. Over

the next thirty years, this elite group of schools attempted to

make a degree from a professional school of journalism the required

credential for all aspiring journalists. They fought not only

against traditional on-the-job methods of training, but also

against journalism schools that did not share their vision of

professional education. by the mid-1950s, these conflicts had led

to a stalemate: There remained in place a number of alternative

routes into journalism and a number of different philosophies of

journalism education. This paper will analyze both the formative

period in journalism education and the conflicts of the later

period. It will focus mainly on newspaper journalism, as this was

the educators' overriding concern.

Journalism schools formed an important part of a broader

professionalizing project within journalism. This project emerged

in response to criticism of the press during the Progressive Era

and beyond. The elite schools' vision of professional education

therefore had moral and political overtones that reflected the

tumultuous times of its birth.'

'Clifford G. Christians, et. al., °Community, Epistemology and
Mass Media Ethics," Journalism History 5 (1978), 38-40; Margaret
Blanchard, "Press Criticism and National Reform Movements: The
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A study of journalism schools also lays bare some important

aspects of the professionalization process. Historians and

sociologists frequently point out the cooperative relationship

between professional schools and professional associations within

occupations.2 In journalism, unlike medicine or law, no strong

alliance emerged between the industry and the elite professional

schools. Thus no system could be established whereby a small group

of schools regulated entry into the occupation.

Journalism historians have not paid a good deal of attention

to journalism education as yet. The dominant interpretation remains

the whiggish one that, until very recently, dominated the history

of journalism.3 Education was taken as simply another signpost on

the road to a more responsible and more independent press.4 The

Progressive Era and the New Deal," Journalism History 5 (1978), 33-
37, 54.

2See, for example, Paul Starr, The Social Transformation of
American Medicine (New York: Basic Books, 1982), 117-123; Christo-
pher Jencks and David Riesman, The Academic Revolution (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1977), 202; Michael Schudson, "The
Flexner Report and the Reed Report: Notes on the History of
Professional Education in the United States," Social Science
Quarterly 55 (1974) , 350-351; Harold Wilensky, "The Professional-
ization of Everyone?" American Journal of Sociology 70 (1964), 145-
146.

3James W. Carey, "The Problem of Journalism History," Journal-
ism History 1 (1974), 3-5, 27; Joseph P. McKerns, "The Limits of
Progressive Journalism History," Journalism History 4 (1977), 88-
92.

4See, for example, Frank Luther Mott, American Journalism: A
History of Newspapers in the United States Through 250 Years, 1690-
1940 (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1941), 488-489, 604-605,
727-728; Edwin Emery, The Press and America: An Interpretative
History of Journalism (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
1962), 735-740.

4 9
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revisionist tendencies that have enlivened journalism history in

the past ten years have addressed journalism education only

indirectly in their critical examinations of the notions of

objectivity, sensationalism and social responsibility.s

It should be noted that this is not the history of any

particular school. Each worked out the educational issues for

itself; no doubt the dividing lines were not as sharply drawn in

the minds of the educators as they will be presented here.

Nonetheless, the analysis to follow captures the major trends in

the history of journalism education during this period.

II. The Formative Period

Education for journalists was not an entirely new idea at the

end of the nineteenth century. Proposals for journalism education

can be found as far back as 1864.6 But of the scattering of courses

established prior to 1900, few proved enduring. The big boost for

separate institutions providing instruction for journalists came in

sOf particular note are Michael Schudson, Discovering the
News: A Social Histo of American Newspa ers (New York: Basic
Books, 1978); Dan Schiller, Obiectivity and the News: The Public
and the Rise of Commercial Journalism (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1981); Ted Curtis Smythe, "The Reporter, 1880-
1900: Working Conditions and their Influence on the News,"
Journalism History 7 (1980), 1-10. In a recent article, David Paul
Nord called for a renewed focus on the institutional history of
journalism, and a move away from a broad communications-based
history. If Nord's call is heeded, education for journalism may
receive more attention than in the past. David Paul Nord, "A Plea
for Journalism History," Journalism History 15 (1988), 8-15.

6In 1914, The Independent reprinted a letter to the editor
dated 1864 recommending the establishment of a school for newspaper
editors. The Independent, June 5, 1914, pp. 480-481.

4 60
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1903, when Joseph Pulitzer announced a $2 million bequest to

Columbia University to establish a school of journalism. Quarrels

beLween Pulitzer and Columbia over the exact institutional

arrangements, however, prevented the school's opening until 1912,

after Pulitzer's death. The time lapse allowed the University of

Missouri to claim the honor of establishing the first separate

school of journalism, which opened its doors in 1908.7

By 1925, most of the leading journalism programs had been

established, either as separate schools or as separate programs

within other schools. This core group of 32 schools dominated the

American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism

(AASDJ), founded in 1917.6 This organization was the strongest

advocate for a system of elite professional schools that would

strictly regulate entry into journalism.

Some scholars have attributed this flurry of school-building

to a simple resporse to the demand for employees by an expanding

Albert Alton Sutton, Education for Journalism in the United
States from Its Beginning to 1940 (Evanston: Northwestern Universi-
ty, 1945), 7-13; De Forest O'Dell, The History of Journalism
Education in the United States (New York: Columbia University
Teachers' College, 1935), 1-96; Don Carlos Seitz, "Episodes in the
School's Prehistory--Landmarks in the Lengthy Struggle," in Heinz-
Dietrich Fischer and Christopher Trump, Education in Journalism:
The 75th Anniversary of Joseph Pulitzer's Ideas at Columbia
University (1904-1979) (Bochum, West Germany: Studienverlag
Brockmeyer, 1980), 63-92.

8Edwin Emery and Joseph McKerns, "AEJMC: 75 Years in the
Making: A History of Organizing for Journalism and Mass Communica-
tions Education in the United States," Journalism Monographs 104
(1987) , 1; Sutton, Education for Journalism, pp. 26-27, 36-38.
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newspaper industry. However, the census figures do not support

such an explanation. Between 1900 and 1920, the occupational

category of "editors and reporters" grew by only slightly more than

4,000 people, from 30,038 to 34,197.13 Such modest growth obviously

discounts any market-based explanation for the initial emergence of

journalism schools.

A market-based explanation has more validity for the period

after 1920. Overlappirg with but largely following in the wake of

the core schools, journalism schools soon began appearing all over

the country. By 1940, Albert Sutton counted 542 colleges and

universities offering instruction in journalism, although only 103

of these offered majors or degrees in journalism." According to

the census, that 20-year period witnessed a tremendous expansion in

the "editors and reporters" category, which reached 58,253 in

1940.12 The large increase in the number of institutions offering

journalism instruction would be one of the AASDJ's main problems in

trying to regulate access to journalism.

Since a simple employment expansion model does not explain the

emergence of journaliFm schools, other reasons must be sought. Of

9William R. Lindley, Approaches of Selected American Universi-
ties to the Education of Journalists (Ph.D. diss., University of
Washington, 1970), 9-10; James W. Carey, "A Plea for the University
Tradition," Journalism Quarterly 55 (1978), 848.

°Cited in Lindley, Approaches, p. 10.

"Sutton, Education for Journalism, 18-21.

12Sixteenth Census of the United States: 1940, vol.3, pt. 1,

The Labor Force (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1943), 75.
Lindley cites an even higher figure for 1940. Lindley, Approaches,
p. 10.
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major importance is the most mundane reason of all: money. Since

huge fortunes could now be amassed through journalism, there were

funds , available for the establishment of journalism schools.

Pulitzer's bequest was surely the most notable, but there are

numerous other examples.13 In addition, money brought more politi-

cal clout to state press associations, which persuaded state

legislatures to appropriate funds for journalism education at state

universities in New Jersey, Illinois and Missouri, among others."

The mere availability of financing, of course, does not

explain why that money was used to establish schools of journalism.

To understand fully the formative period of journalism education,

the best place to start is the Progressive critique of the press

that took shape between 1900 and World War I, and reappeared in

slightly altered form after the war. The press, of course, has

always had its critics, but the Progressive period is generally

seen to be one of the three major periods of press criticism in

13Apartial list would include the Tribune Company's continuing
financial support for Northwestern's Medill School, Minnesota
Tribune publisher William Murphy's $350,000 bequest to the
University of Minnesota, and Ward Neff's donation to the University
of Missouri for a separate journalism building. See Sara Lockwood
Williams, Twenty Years of Education for Journalism (Columbia,
Missouri: E.W. Stephens Publishing, 1929), 36; Lindley, Approaches,
p. 28; H.F. Harrington memorandum, February 7, 1931, Medill School
of Journalism Papers (MSJP), Box 16, Folder 1, "Establishment and
History"; Richard Kencirick, "An Outline History of the Medill
School of Journalism from 1930-34," (unpublished term paper, 1939),
MSJP, Box 16, Folder 1, "Establishment and History," Northwestern
University Archives.

"Williams, Twenty Years of Education for Journalism, 15-22;
Lindley, Approaches, p. 48; Sutton, Education for Journalism, p.
12.
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this country.-

This critique rested on the charge that the press served class

interests at the expense of the republic. Throughout the period,

this same theme would be expressed in a variety of different ways.

The strongest variant was that the press was in the pocket of the

moneyed interests of society. Since publishing had become a rich

man's game, publishers shared the values of the upper classes and

shaped the content of their papers accordingly. In addition, the

press was held hostage by big business because of newspaper

dependence on advertising revenues. One of the most influential of

such criticisms was Upton Sinclair's The Brass Check. Sinclair's

polemic on the prostitution of the press went through six printings

in its first year for a total of over 100,000 copies."

After World War I, this strain of criticism took a further

turn. Now the press was less a willing accomplice in propping up

the interests of the moneyed class and more a manipulable instru-

ment. The war had demonstrated the power of press agents and

propaganda, and business and government leaders increasingly

filtered relations with the press through their public relations

men. Shut out from their sources, newspapers simply reprinted the

'5The other two periods are the 1830s and the 1960s. See
Schudson, Discovering the News; Schiller, Obiectivity and the News,
p. 187.

"Upton Sinclair, The Brass Check: A Study of American
Journalism, (Pasadena, California: By the author, 1920); Problems
of Journalism, 1924 Proceedings, American Society of Newspaper
Editors (ASNE), p. 115.
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biased information provided by press agents.17

Reformist elements within the press, along with the nascent

group of journalism educators, accepted many of the critics'

charges. They also agreed with the critics' major premise: A more

public-spirited press was vital to a healthy democracy. "The

present crisis of western democracy," Walter Lippmann wrote in

1920, "is a crisis in journalism."' Public opinion needed to be

made truly public, not representative of a particular class

interest. Such an improvement in public opinion, given the belief

in the direct and instrumental effect of the press, could be

obtained almost automatically by improving newspapers."

Journalism educators and press reformers advocated a specific

way to achieve this improvement: professionalization. To improve

journalism required an improved breed of journalist, one that

adhered to a professional standard of disinterested public service.

This improved journalist would require special training in the

ethics and methods of professional journalism--a task which was to

be the privileged responsibility of the journalism schools. This

line of thought is laid out clearly in the statement of "Principles

'7Schudson, Discovering the News, pp. 136-141. For a prominent
educator's critique of the system of promotion men, see Eric W.
Allen, "The Social Value of a Code of Ethics for Journalists,"
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences 101
(1922), 174.

"Cited in Schiller, Objectivity and the News, p. 191.

"See, for example, Northwestern University President Walter
Dill Scott's conception of the mission of the Medill School of
Journalism in an undated press release and Scott's speech at the
dedication of Medill School, February 8, 1921, MSJP, Box 16, Folder
1, "Establishment and History," Northwestern University Archives.
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and Standards of Education for Journalism" adopted by the AASDJ at

its 1924 annual meeting. "Because of the importance of newspapers

and periodicals to society and government, adequate preparation is

as necessary for all persons who desire to engage in journalism as

it is for those who intend to practice law or medicine. No other

profession has a mere vital relation to the welfare of society and

to the success of democratic government than has journalism."20

Greater professionalism, of course, also found favor with

press critics, but few trusted that it would develop on its own.

Most advocated a menu of other remedies. Sinclair wanted legal

restrictions on the press and the breakup of the Associated Press

as a monopoly. The distribution of news to Amer:;_can newspapers

should be declared a "public utility, under public control." He

also recommended a publicly-endowed national newspaper and city-

and state-owned newspapers to ?_nd ownership of the press by the

upper class, and public input on news policy. 21 The Hutchins

Commission on Freedom of the Press, although it issued itb report

in 1947, echoed many of the complaints of the earlier critics. It

also hinted broadly that if the press did not shape up, public

authorities would eventually compel it to do so.22

During the early part of the twentieth century, one student of

the press has written, "a rather considerable fraction of articu-

2"Principles and Standards of Education for Journalism," The
Journalism Bulletin 1 (1924) , 30.

21Sinclair, The Brass Check, 403-443.

22The Commission on Freedom of the Press, A Free and Responsi-
ble Press (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1947), 5.
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late Americans began to demand certain standards of performance

from the press. They threatened to enact legislation, even did

enact it, if the press did not meet certain of those standards."fl

Professionalization, then, emerged as a response to the threat of

public regulation of the press. Just as medicine and law had carved

out autonomous areas of self-regulation, so would journalism. And

as in medicine and law, professicnal schools would play a key role

in the process.

The hallmarks of the professionally trained journalist would

be accuracy and context. Journalism would devote itself to relaying

not only facts, but also a true understanding of society. It would

thus keep its distance from both the masses and the interests; the

truth would stand apart from any social class. Even after World War

I, when the success of propaganda and public relations rendered the

notion of an independent and objectively verifiable truth less

tenable, journalists embraced an interpretive style of reporting

that conveyed, if not the truth, at least an analysis that was not

beholden to any particular social group. 24

Journalism, in the words of Eric Allen, dean of the University

of Oregon's school of journalism, should be "applied social

science." The University of Wisconsin's Willard Grosvenor Bleyer,

one of the most influential figures in the early history of

flFred Siebert, et. al., Four Theories of the Press: The
Authoritarian, Libertarian, Social Responsibility, and Soviet
Communist Concepts of What the Press Should Be and Do (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1956), 77.

NSchudson, Discovering the News, pp. 134-159; Allen, "The
Social Value of a Code of Ethics," p. 174.
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journalism education, argued similarly that the purpose of

journalism courses was to teach students how to "think straight"

and "how to apply what they have learned to understanding and

interpreting the day's news."25

These improved journalists would not shun crime news--the bane

of those critics who derided the sensational press--but they would

put it in proper context. In a 1925 address, educator Nelson

Crawford said the function of the press regarding sensational

material "should be not simply to tell of anti-social acts, and

perhaps adopt the emotional reactions of the mob concerning them,

but to analyze them, to point out their genesis and their signifi-

cance. . . The press at present deals largely with phenomena,

which are likely to appear isolated and to be unintelligible

without an understanding of their causes." Schools of journalism,

Crawford advised, should provide reporters with such analytical

ability. 26

Professional education was just one prong of the response of

the press to the Progressive critique. Professional organizations--

most notably, the American Society of Newspaper Editors--also

25Eric W. Allen, "Journalism as Applied Social Science,"
Journalism Bulletin 4 (1927), 2; Willard Grosvenor Bleyer, "What
Schools of Journalism are Trying to Do," Journalism Quarterly 8
(1931), 39.

26Nelson Antrim Crawford, "Psychological Leadership for
Journalism," The Journalism Bulletin 2 (1926), 4-5. Another example
is provided by the Medill School's "newspaper of the future," a
student exhibit in 1933. Crime news was buried in the inside pages
and the stories focused on interpretation of the day's events. Don
Hopkins, Jr., "A Short History of the Medill School of Journalism--
1920 to 1934" (unpublished term paper, 1941?), MSJP, Box 16, Folder
1, "Establishment and History," Northwestern University Archives.
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flowered during this period, as part of an effort to enforce

collegial discipline. State press associations, journalism schools,

and other press organizations promulgated a variety of ethics codes

to define and regulate professional behavior.27 According to

communications historian Dan Schiller, this embrace of profession-

alism grew easily out of the traditions of the independent penny

press, with its emphasis on the common good, as it had emerged in

the 1830s. Perhaps more importantly, the rhetoric of professional-

ism shifted responsibility to the individual journalist, deflecting

those critics who charged that the problem

systemic and structura1.28

Pulitzer's lengthy defense of his proposed school of

with journalism was

journal-

ism illustrates well this deflection. Pulitzer made a strict

separation between the business end of journalism and the editorial

end. The school of journalism would be concerned with only the

latter. His proposed curriculum included nothing on the back-office

of a newspaper--such as circulation or advertising. "My hope is

that this College of Journalism will raise the standard of the

editorial profession. But to do this it must mark the distinction

between real journalists and men who do a kind of newspaper work

that requires neither culture nor conviction, but merely business

27Mott, American Journalism, p. 605; S. Gershanek and M.N. Ask,
eds., Who's Who in Journalism (New York: Journalism Publishing
Company, 1925), 332-338.

28Schiller, Obiectivitv and the News, pp. 194-195.
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training."' While few schools adhered to Pulitzer's scrlotures

against back-office courses in their curricula, they did so in

their rhetoric.

The role of the schools in this overall professionalization

project was to restrict access to the occupation to those who were

properly trained. When the American Society of Newspaper Editors

formally endorsed the creation of professional schools in 1924, the

educators lauded the decision in the pages of The Journalism

Bulletin. "Nine-tenths of the battle for better journallsm is won

when the supply of reporters and editors is properly controlled and

action of the kind taken is the biggest step toward proper

attention to the supply because it recognizes one source and that

source can impose high standards.""

III. The Schools' Strategy

The reasons why journalism schools emerged when they d d can

thus be traced back to the development of adequate fi-ancia2

resources and of a professionalizing project within the industry.

The schools sought to restrict entry into the occupation c Those

who had received the proper training. The journalism degree was to

become the required credential for employment.

Restricting access, however, became almost impossible with the

'Joseph Pulitzer, "The College of Journalism," Th,! North
American Review 178 (1904), pp. 656-657.

""Progress," The Journalism Bulletin 2 (1925), 19. See also
R. Justin Miller, "The Professional Spirit," The Journalism
Bulletin 1 (1924), 7.



rapid expansion of both journalism employment and thc

journalism schools from the 1920s onward. The elite of

schools affiliated with the AASDJ adopted a two-part stra.,egy to

combat these trends. First, they set themselves apart from the

other schools by promoting a vision of "professional" journalism

education that differed from the "trade school" orientation c)f the

other schools. Second, they tried to bring practitionezs

their side by establishing an accrediting program that leq:-

this type of "professional" education.

The first part of the elite schools' strategy depended on

redefining the nature of the journalism curriculum. Typically, both

the "trade" schools and the "professional" schools the

curriculum into two parts: background courses taken In The

university's social science departments and journalism courses

taken in the journalism school. From Pulitzer onward, journalism

educators had argued that the new breed of journalist required a

broad liberal arts education. Since professional journalism

emphasized the context of news, the curriculum of journalism

schools wduld obviously have to include a heavy dose of th soial

sciences. The elite schools advocated a curriculum that was 796

social science courses and 25% journalism courses.'

Even Pulitzer, however, recognized the danger in that

argument. If all a journalist needed was a broad education, then

there was no need for a separate school of journalism. Ectucators

"Sutton, Education for Journalism, p. 55; Emery and McKerns,
"75 Years in the Making," p. 5; Pulitzer, "The College of Journal-
ism," pp. 663-678.
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devised a number of ways out of this trap. Pulitzer That

journalists needed a special kind of training in !lh,:

sciences. They did not need to be versed in all the details Df any

particular discipline. The journalism schools could ",:hver.'L,

deflect, extract, concentrate" the content of those

into a boiled-down version offering only as much as the jc,ffnaiist

needed to know.32

A more feasible alternative was the general culture

One of the first such efforts was Baker Brownell's course on

Contemporary Thought at Northwestern. The course combined lectures

by prominent people in a number of intellectual fields with weekly

seminars to discuss the ideas raised by the speakers. It was meant

to "coordinate the student's knowledge and to help him relate the

fragments of his educational experience into an intelligible

whole."33 The general culture course thus contained an implicit

critique of the compartmentalization of knowledge

sciences. By introducing such a course, a journalism schocl argued

that the traditional liberal arts curriculum did not provide a

general education, and that the journalism schools had to assume

that responsibility themselves.34

32Pulitzer, "The College of Journalism," p. 649.

33
Memo, Committee on Contemporary Thought to Harry F. Harring-

ton, Director of the Medill School of Journalism, February 21,
1923, MSJP, Box 16, Folder 2, "Faculty Correspondence," Nort-hwest-
ern University Archives.

34See the course proposals, for example, in Allen, "Journlism
as Applied Social Science," pp. 6-7; Thomas Stritch, "A New Program
of Studies for a Department," Journalism Quarterly 28 (1951), 82-
83.
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The real debate in journalism education, however, was over

the social science courses, but over the journalism . The

elite schools sought to infuse these with the social =o

make them courses in "applied social science," to use Eric .s,I.en's

term. "Well-organized" reporting and editing courses, Bleyer wrote

in 1931, provided the student an opportunity to apply knc,wledge

gained in background courses. "Even a clever office-boy with no

more than a common school education may learn how to get nws and

how to write a passable news story. The course in reportln3 in a

school of journalism is devoted largely to an intensive study of

local news and its significance. . . . Thus it serves to correlate

the work of nows gathering and news writing with what students have

learned in psychology, economics, and similar subjects." The

editorial writing course,

course and more a course

events.35

It is difficult to underestimate Bleyer's importance in

promoting this view of journalism education. Bleyer was chairman of

the AASDJ's Council on Education for Journalism for the first

eleven years of its existence (1923-34), and played a leading role

in formulating the statement of "Standards and Principles." As part

of his devotion to academically rigorous journalistic training, he

also pushed hard for journalism schools to become more research-

oriented. In 1921, he sponsored a resolution at a convention of

journalism educators declaring that research should be a primary

Bleyer contlnued, was

in the scientific analysis of

35Bleyer, "What the Schools Are Trying to Do," pp. 39-40.
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function of journalism schools. Although the conventl:n

only a lukewarm version of the resolution, it acceded to 1-51eyer's

demands to create a Council of Research, with Bleyer as chairman.

Perhaps most importantly, Bleyer's program at Wiscons:n

a number of influential journalism educators, who :r! "_he

vision of a scientific journalistic discipline to other s.7n.:-.o:s.

The elite schools set off their "professional" approach to

journalism education from the "trade school" orientation of many

other schools. This newer crop of journalism schools tended to be

found on the campuses of lesser-known state universities. Thc elite

schools accused them of teaching techniques without unders!.1nding.

Students were dispatched to cover stories, their articles were

edited and criticized by faculty who were usually journalists

themselves, and the students were sent out to cover another story.

The students' background knowledge withered and became us(='ess

because the students did not apply it to daily practLce. In the

AASDJ's view, this type of training was wholly inadequate for the

professional journalist. Thus the AASDJ's "Standards and Prin-

ciples" inveighed against courses "concerned merely with developing

proficiency in journalistic technique. The aims and methods of

instruction should not be those of a trade school but should be of

36The list of former Bleyer students who later necame deans or
directors of journalism schools includes, among others, Kenneth
Olson of Northwestern, E. Marion Johnson and Ralph Casey of
Minnesota, Lawrence W. Murphy of Illinois, and Chilton Bush of
Stanford. Lindley, Approaches, pp. 29-97; Emery and McKerns, "75
Years in the Making," pp. 5, 18-19.
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thc same standard as those of other professional scho,Ils."

It is ironic that, given the AASDJ's haughtiness, most_ Lhe

elite schools started with a similar trade-school orientation. They

made only limited attempts to legitimate such practical courses

academically by describing them as "laboratories" or "w-:rk..-01)pr."

By the 1920s, however, the elite schools were rejecting purely

practical training. The improvement of journalism required more

than old journalists teaching young students the state of current

practice. The point was to move beyond current practice. While they

retained the practical trappings of city room, studenE new3paper,

and enforced deadline, the elite schools began to call f=7,r less

reliance on practicing journalists as faculty and for more

attention to academic credentials. Recruiting teachers on the basis

of experience alone, one writer concluded, "will never produce 'the

great American journalist.'"

The case of Northwestern's Medill School provides an interest-

ing example of the tensions involved in the evolutill 1.rom

practical to professional. Dean Kenneth Olson was the archluect of

the transformation. Looking back on his 16 years at the helm in

1953, he wrote with satisfaction to Northwestern's Dean of

37"Principles and Standards," p. 32. See also L.N. Flint,
"Comparing Notes on Courses," The Journalism Bulletin 1 (1924), 54.

381-lenry Farrand Griffin, "Copy!," The Outlook, February 22,
1913, p. 428; Lindley, Approaches, p. 94.

"P.I. Reed, "The Ph.D. Calibre," The Journalism Bulletin 1
(1924), 44. See also Frank Scott, "Significance of the Ph.D.," The
Journalism Bulletin 1 (1924), 88; Leslie Higginbotham, "Practice
vs. Ph.D.," The Journalism Bulletin 1 (1924), 10-12.
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Faculties that he had broken the curriculum away from "an

technical education." Under Olson, Medill's program ce:-L1:.,

background in the social sciences with rigorous pl-_)fe.-7.5::nal

training in journalism courses that were "not jus::

courses, but courses in applied social science."4°

Olson, however, was saddled with an immensely popular downtown

division that offered almost purely technical courses. Tne downtown

division had been the heart of Medill's early existence, 7,:fering

evening classes to working and aspiring journalists. Wherison

took over as Dean, downtown enrollments were four times -ireater

than those on the Evanston campus, but well over half of the

students were only high school graduates. It was irresponsible to

"open wide the doors" to journalism education, Olson said, -usl: as

it was irresponsible for medical and law schools to permit

unqualified students to take their courses. "Our main show must be

out here on the Evanston campus building a strong professional

school," Olson said.41

Olson could not eliminate-the school outright, as it yielded

about a $20,000 annual profit, but he abolished the ce tificate in

journalism which had been awarded to students who successfully-

completed the prescribed regimen of technical courses. The:

certificate was indistinguishable from a diploma, Olson said, and

4001son to Dean of Faculties Payson Wild, November 10, 1953,
MSJP, Box 16, Folder 5, "Correspondence," Northwestern University
Archives.

41"Statement of the Needs of the Medill School of Journalism,"
1939, MSJP, No Box #, Folder 1, "Reports, Proposals, Papers,"
Northwestern University Archives.
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the school should not be supplying newspapers with "rn,- wmen

who had only the flimsy educational background represe ;)y uhis

diploma program." He also downgraded the status of the Chicago

campus to an audit extension division.'

Perhaps because of their ow-i past, the AASDJ sch:::s were

particularly touchy about the charge that journalism schols were

just vocational schools teaching the tricks of the trade. Such

charges persisted throughout the period,43 triggering forceful

denials by the elite schools. The time period in which mere

technical courses had predominated had passed, they claimed;

journalism schools were now truly professional schools.'

The ultimate expression of the professional curriculum came in

the 1930s, with the movement to transform journalism schools into

graduate level professional schools. The elite schools had long

held it as an ideal to require all entering students to hold

bachelor's degrees. A number of schools had previously _ffered

master's degrees, but these were mainly aimed at aspiring .journal-

'Ibid.

43In fact, they have continued until the present day. A 1984
report by a journalism education task force funded by the Gannett
Foundation found that many schools were "little more than industry-
oriented trade schools." Stephen White, "Why Journalism Schools?"
The Public Interest 82 (1986), 56.

"See Commission on Freedom of the Press, A Free and Responsi-
ble Press, p. 78; "The New Bulletin," The Journalism Bulletin 1
(1924), 23; Joseph Myers, "What Have the Schools Done?" The
Journalism Bulletin 2 (1925), pp. 1-2; Stritch, "A New Program of
Studies," pp. 81-82; "Statement of Needs of the Medill School of
Journalism," 1937, MSJP, No Box #, Folder 1, "Reports, Proposals,
Papers;" Press release, May 26, 1947, MSJP, Box 16, Folder 4,

"Press Releases: 1921-," Northwestern University Archives.
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ism teachers. The goal now was to make the master's the ,:rminal

professional degree, requiring a year or two of

training.'

The Pulitzer School at Columbia restricted its yer-long

program in journalism to B.A. holders in 1935. NorLhwesern

followed in 1937, when it eliminated its bachelor's degree in

journalism, and began to offer only the master's. Although medill's

Dean Olson would look back on the creation of the "five-year

program" as his preeminent contribution to the Medill

it is hard to avoid the conclusion that it failed in most. lespects.

There were only two years in which no bachelor's degrees in

journalismwere awarded--1940 and 1941. In 1942, Olson restored the

bachelor's degree owing

five-year plan would be

war is over." However,

to the war emergency, but advised that

"put into full effect again as sc:. as

the

the

the bachelor's degree was not eilminated

after the war. Indeed, it grew steadily, from one awarded in 1942

to 80 in 1948. Throughout the world of journalism education, in

fact, the bachelor's has remained the standard journalism degree."

Taken to its final conclusion, the downplaying of the

technical side of journalism courses by the elite schools put the

45 "Toward Higher Standards," The Journalism Bulletin : (1924),
19; Eric Allen, "Presidential Address: Medical Schools, Law Schools
and Schools of Journalism, " Journalism Quarterly 8 (1931), 196-203.

"Emery, The Press and America, p. 738; "Summary of Proposed
Plan for Reorganization of Medill School of Journalism," 1937;
"Proposed Program for Restoration of Bachelor's Degree in Journal-
ism," undated, MSJP, No Box #, Folder 1, "Reports, Proposals,
Papers"; Olson to Dean of Faculties Payson Wild, November 10, 1953,
MSJP, Box #16, Folder 5, "Correspondence," Northwestern University
Archives.
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onus of practical training back on the newspapers cher:- .

review of the schools' achievements in 1925, an arr._ . The

Bulletin pointed out that most schools had realized that ":he mere

merhary,cs of newspaper work can best be taught in the shop."

Stanford's journalism school director proclaimed that- -he

job of the newspaper itself to train its craftsmen."'

As the elite schools thus tried to distance their cLrl-iuium

from that of the trade schools, they simultaneously woiked to

establish the hegemony of their professional vision through control

of journalism school accrediting. The elite schools nc.ted with

approval the successful efforts of the medical profer;sion in

stemming the proliferation of medical schools, and they w:Iged a

similar battle to limit the number of schools that oEfered

journalism degrees."

In its early days, the AASDJ had simply appointed itself the

accrediting authority for journalism education. Member.ihlp in the

Association was by invitation only, and invitation wa: i. ngent

on adherence to AASDJ standards for journalism educ3ti. This

self-assumed accrediting function was soon formally recognized by

various higher education organizations, and the AASDJ members took

°Myers, "What Have the Schools Done?" p. 1; Lindley, Approach-
es, p. 88. See also Stritch, "A New Program of Studies," p. 83.

""Too Many Schools?" The Journalism Bulletin 1 ti7J24), 61;
George Turnbull, "The Comparative Size of the Journalism Field,"
Journalism Quarterly 8 (1931), 224-234; "The AASDJ AcceptIs New
Accrediting Policy," Journalism Quarterly 22 (1945), 40; Allen,
"Presidential Address," p. 198; "Building Schools of Medicine," The
Journalism Bulletin 1 (1924), 99-102; "Convention Proceedings,
American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism,"
Journalism Quarterly 24 (1947), 79.
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to referring to themselves as "Class A" schools of

The Bulletin lauded these efforts, urging in a 1924 ed.-

"schools of limited resources and limited size" should :he

role of pre-professional schools, channeling promising

"institutions with full Class A rating."5°

In the 1930s, the AASDJ moved to gain greater legitIm3cy for

-:ienus to

its accrediting program by gaining

titioners. In 1930, after receiving

various professional associations,

the participation of prac-

expressions of suport from

the AASDJ formed a joint

council--composed of five AASDJ educators and one member eJi::h from

the five main professional associations51--to establish a framework

for accreditation. In 1945, the AASDJ relinquished i's self-

appointed accrediting role to this council, which vesi-?d l::'wer in

a seven-member accrediting committee. Four of the seven members

were to be educators from AASDJ schools.52

The AASDJ thus ceded its unilateral accrediting power to a

more representative body, but retained its dominantl voice in

setting educational standards. It had also strengthenc3d its Lies

with the industry, gaining greater legitimacy for itself as the

""The AASDJ Accepts New Accrediting Policy," p. 34; Emery and
McKerns, "75 Years in the Making," p. 1.

50"Too Many Schools?" p. 61

51The five professional associations were the American Society
of Newspaper Editors, the American Newspaper Publishc:s Associa-
tion, the Southern Newspaper Publishers Association, Inland
Daily Press Association and the National Editorial Ass:A:Id' ion.

52"The AASDJ Accepts New Accrediting Policy," pp. 39-40, 43-44;
Emery and McKerns, "75 Years in the Making," pp. 1, 32.
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exclusive arbiter of journalistic qualifications. Ref.,T

new sense of legitimacy, the organization made membership aw=omatic

for all accredited schools, and in 1948 it changed it7 1:17..',e from

the American Association of Schools and Departments o:

to the Association of Accredited Schools and Dep.:::rs

Journalism.s:

Sensing that they were being scpleezed out, the trade schools

rebelled. In 1944, fourteen non-AASDJ schools formed a rival

association (the American Society of Journalism School Administra-

tors) . The new association rallied around the banner of freedom in

journalism education and !presented itself as the .!1zImp1on Df

"medium-sized grassroots journalism schools." It accuse:I The AASDJ

of imposing arbitrary yardsticks for accrediting and of "restrain-

ing and humiliating" schools not affiliated with the "

controlled accrediting.54

The AASDJ did its best to ignore

unta" that

the rebels and pl!sh ahead

with its accreditation program.55 In 1953, however, its effcrt_s to

retain control of accreditatior were smashed by the NaL.onal

Commission on Accreditation. The National Commission had been

established in 1950 by 1200 college and university presidents, who

felt they were losing control over the professional schools on

53The 1949 convention minutes are the first to rfer tc the
organization's new name. "Official Minutes of 1949 AATJ-AASDJ-ASJSA
Convention," Journalism Quarterly 26 (1949), 493.

54Emery and McKerns, "75 Years in the Making," p. 26.

55Norval Neil Luxon, "Journalism Accrediting at the End of Five
Years," Journalism Quarterly 28 (1951), 483-487.
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campuses. The National Commission wanted to put an

multiplicity of independent accrediting agencies, and r.0 a=edi-

tation on an institution-wide basis. The AASDJ, howeve!,

on the primacy of its own standards for journalism d. S rhe

National Commission responded by announcing that it wou__

the trade schools' ,sbociation in evaluating journalism params.

This turn of events shocked the AASDJ. Its efforts to

establish a legitimate accrediting program suddenly were on the

verge of being discarded. At the 1953 gathering of journalism

teachers, the trade schools and the professional school:. out

their differences. Members of the trade schools' 157- ,:laz.lon

reiterated their hostility to bureaucracy and regimentat. and to

the idea that "bigness" was proof of high quality. They called for

local autonomy in evaluating journalism education, saying that

students, faculty and local boards of trustees knew "what

kind of department should be maintained" than did some

team sent in from the outside."

The AASDJ blustered and defended its record, but in the end it

was forced to compromise. In a late-night meeting with the leaders

of the trade schools, AASDJ representatives agreed to allow the

rival association to appoint two of the four educator mombers to

the accrediting committee. The AASDJ thus retained the ui e It

had created for journalism accrediting, but forfeited is3oininant

56Emery and McKerns, "75 Years in the Making," pp. 27, 36.

""Official Minutes of the 1953 Convention, Associ,-it Ion for
Education in Journalism," Journalism Quarterly 30 (195),),
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voice within that structure. At the end of the 1953 -.T.,.,.

AASDJ president warned members that they must be "vigii.an' -ioainst

attempts to water down the standards of journalism ed,.

. We have gone as far as . . can be expected

operating on accrediting changes."58

Reflecting its disappointment with the power lost *o tne trade

schools, the AASDJ no longer maCe membership in its own assc:iation

automatic upon accreditation. Humbled, it changed its name back to

the American Association of Schools and Departments of ,7c,:rnalism.

Members even considered raising the standards for me:nbc.nip to

levels well above those required for accreditation, but se,:iled on

a system that called for approval of new members by a maDority of

existing members.59

The trade schools, meanwhile, luxuriated in t.,,Hr new

legitimacy. Although they resented the continuing :rcal

attacks by the AASDJ," they proudly reiterated their OW11 vision

of journalism education in the years after the 1953 compromise.

They stated their commitment to faculty with professional experi-

ence, a clear slap in the face of the AASDJ, which had been

58Ibid., pp. 539-549; Emery and McKerns, "75 YF-11.1 .n

Making," p. 28.

59"Official Minutes of the 1954 Convention, Association for
Education in Journalism," Journalism Quarterly 31 (1954), 530;
"Official Minutes of the 1955 Convention, Association for Education
in Journalism," Journalism Quarterly 33 (1956), 133-134; "Official
Minutes of the 1956 Convention, Association for Education in
Journalism," Journalism Ouarterly 34 (1957), 155-156.

"See, for example, Emery and McKerns, "75 :n the
Making," p. 28.
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empnas...zing the need tor teachers with advanced degrees. The

convention minutes also ring with reaffirmations of the "principles

of freedom of journalism education."61

IV. The Schools and the Industry

The history of the professions is filled with similar examples

of "trade" schools confrontina "professional" schools. In medicine,

there was a network of for-profit medical schools; in law, there

was the :group of night law schools. In those cases, however,

organizations within the industry itself backed the professional

schools over the trade schools. With aid from state regulation,

they maiginalized these educational alternatives. Michael Schudson

nas characterized these struggles as evidence of the conflict

between professionalism and the democratic ethos in American life.

The trade schools represent democracy because they open up access

to the occupation. In journalism, the freedom-of-choice rhetoric

adopted by the trade schools reflected this more democratic ethos.

In journalism, however, practitioners did not close ranks behind

the professional vision of education, as occurred in law and

medicine.'

Much has been made in journalism history of the resistance of

""Eleventh Convention of the American Society of Journalism
School Administrators," Journalism Quarterly 33 (1956), 134;
"Thirteenth Convention of the American Society of Journalism School
Administrators," Journalism Quarterly 35 (1958), 142.

Schudson, "The Flexner Report and the Reed Report," pp. 347,
358-361; Jencks and Riesman, The Academic Revolution, p. 202.
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traditionalists to the idea of the college-trained newspaoer

wotker: More significant for this discussion were the _3pl.L:s

among practitioners who did accept the notion of the educated

journalist and of journalism schools. These splits reflected the

fragmentation and stratification within the industry itself.

The elite schrmolL' growing disparagement of courses em-

pn.asizIng techniques progressivly alienated many Doul:".alism

practitioners. This alienation comes through clearly in the 1931

Ls,:ue of Journalism Quarterly, the successor to the Bulletin.

Reprinting the addresses from the educators' annual convention, the

journal sandwiched Bleyer's social scientific description of what

newswriting courses should be between two analyses by practicing

journalists of what editors wanted from the schools. Both practi-

tioners recommended that the schools provide more practical

training.

This type of split between practitioners and professional

schools is not surprising. In their influential book The Academic

Revolution, Christopher Jencks and David Riesman described the

endency of professional practice to diverge from professional

training. Practitionurs frequently criticize professional schools

tor teaching ovet.y academic material with limited practical use.

Sutton, Education for Journalism, pp. 7-10; O'Dell, History
of Journalism Education, pp. 1-53.

"Harold B. Johnson, "What the Editors Expect of the Schools
of Journalism," Journalism Quarterly 8 (1931), 30-32; Fred Fuller
Shedd, "The Newspaper Heritage," Ibid., 52-55. See also Joseph
Medill Patterson's address at the opening ceremonies of the Medill
School, MSJP, Box 16, Folder 1, "Establishment and History,"
Northwestern University Archives.



d'sce--ned by Sel,cks and R'eman

applIcability to jo:irnaiism. Their discussion dealt mcre wl:n

pl.Y-es-zional schools that._ had previously defeated chailenc:ez

"trade" schools. In Jencks and Riesman's book, the orofession.:.l

schc.ols are alleady the exclus'_ve pathway into :he oc2171,2..

this was n-- the case. Splits between piact :t..Jners

proLessional schools empowered the growing group of :lade

schools within journalism education.

However, one of the most significant points for journalism

education is that not all practitioners shared such attitudes. The

American Society of Newspaper Editors, for example, issued a report

In 1930 critical of the exLessively vocational nature cf the

:rainino offered in journalism schools. Similar sentiments were

expressed at different times in Editor and Publisher." In addi-

tion, the AASDJ was able to gain the support of the professional

associations for its accrediting program. Clearly, there were

...mortant element,' within the industry that shared the elite

schools' professional vision.

J:trrunatelv for .fle AASDJ, these elements did not rorm a

ccherent professionalizing bloc within the industry. No single

professional association commanded undivided respect within the

industry. The American Society of Newspaper Editors, the grou, most

'Jencks and Riesman, The Academic Revolution, Ch. 5

-Bleyer, "What the Schools Are Trying to Do," p. 43; Problems
of Journalism, 1930 Proceedings, ASNE, pp. 44-47. See also Joseph
Medill Patterson's attack on purely technical training in a New
York Daily News editorial in 1935, MSJP, No Box #, Folder 1,

"Reports, Proposals, Papers," NorthwestE-n University Archives.



sympathetic to the views Cr. tne AASDJ, was oy no means represent:a-

of all the papers in the country. In additicn, the AA'41-)J

confronted a mix of news outlets that were alike only in that "_hey

lumoed together as mass media. Small :own papers had diff.-ren:

ieguirements than metropolitan dailies, which both differed from

the country weekly, the trade journal, the magazine, and :-,ther

plint journalism. The advent of radio, and later reievi-

journalism only added fuither to the mixture. The dissii1ar-

17ies between these various media prevented the development of a

coherent industry position and common professional goals that could

have empowered the AASDJ to regulate entry into the occupation.

No less important was the ambiguous attitude of the publishers

regarding professionalization. Publishers often observed the

rhetoric of professionalization, but they also had an interest in

keeping editorial wages low. Strict control of entrance into the

occupation worked against that interest. Indeed, almost from the

l'utset, the educators criticized the publishers for not paying the

;curnalism school graduates their worth. If the value of a

c,ssional education was not recognized in a journalist's s,alary,

trie educatois argued, how could the schools attract the bright

The publishers were quite adept at manipulating the term
"professional" to serve their interests. Publishers fought the
trade union tactics of the Newspaper Guild, for example, in its
effort to raise wages by declaring that collective bargaining was
illegitimate among "professionals." See Arthur Robb, "Shop Talk at
Thirty," Editor and Publisher, January 29, 1944, p. 52.
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s::.dents so necessary for the improvement at journalism

The general history of the professions reveals th,:tt .7cher

occupations could overcome such structural disorganization when one

or more groups within the occupation successfully mobilized 1=he

,esources of the state to impose licensing requiremen7.:. and

_.et_fation. The professionalizing elements in journalismflirted

with similar ideas. Bleyer, for example, supported efforts to

a i sate licensing in Wisconsin. Qualms about th,-,

Amendment and restrictions on the freedom of the press, however,

usually intervened co prevent any sustained campaign.

That threw the issUe of licensing and certification back on

the industry itself. During the period, various plans for profes-

sional examinations and licenses administered by industry-wide

"press institutes" were offered up in the pages of the Bulletin and

the Quarterly. Similarly, the Hutchins Commission endorsed the

creation of a citizens' commission that would oversee and criticize

See, for example, Northwestern University Bulletin: The
President's Report for 1929-30, vol. 31, (Evanston: Northwestern
University, 1930), 162; Allen, "The Social Value of a Code of
Ethics," p. 175; Allen, "Presidential Address," pp. 204-206;
"Earnings in Journalism," The Journalism Bulletin 2 (1925), 29-33.
The ASNE also complained occasionally about the effect of low
salaries on the professionalization of journalism. See Problems of
Journalism, 1924 Proceedings, ASNE, p. 125.

Beginning in 1953, Journalism Quarterly began annual surveys
of journalism school enrollments and placement, showing average
starting salaries, always pointing out that the journalist earned
substantially less than other professionally trained occupations.

M.V. Atwood, "Proposed Plan for Certifying To Capability of
Persons in Journalism," Journalism Quarterly 8 (1931), 24; John
Drewry, "Presidential Address: The Journalist's Inferiority
Complex," Journalism Quarterly 8 (1931), 21; Miller, "The Profes-
sional Spirit," p. 7; Donald K. Ross, "Willard G. Bleyer and
journalism Education," Journalism Quarterly 34 (1957), 473.



css leo-mance. Again, howeveI, 7he i'-aamenza7i:n

industry prevented the building

student of the Hutchins Commission has written, "there

aoreed-uoon framework or set of standards which a citicens'

:omission could apply in monitoring press performance."

coulO be reached on -iournalism education.

The Results

The end result of these various conflicts was the persistence

of a number of alternative routes into journalism. A system of

Class schools of journalism restricting entry to only those with

"professional" training did not emerge. Instead, the Clciss A

schools existed alongside the trade schools and alongside more

traditional types of on-the-job training both for holders of non-

journalism liberal arts degrees and for those with only high :-,chool

7.11pldms.

Evidence for these conclusions comes trom a seris of

soci)lcgical studies of the backgrounds cf journalists dul._17:.g :he

first 5C, years of the schools' existence. These studies indicate

that considerably less than half of the editors and reporters

surveyed were trained in journalism schools. Table 1 reproduces the

results of five such studies done between 1931 and 1954. In only

-Jerilyn S. McIntyre, "The Hutchins Commission's Search for
a Mcicil Framework," Journalism History 6 (1979), 63; Commission on
Freedom of the Press, A Free and Responsible Press, 100-102; E.J.
Mehren, "Foreword: Ethics in Journalism," The Annals ot the
American Academy of Political and Social Science 101 (1922), 169;
Drewry, "The Journalist's Inferiority Complex," pp. 20-23; Atwood,
"Proposed Plan," pp. 24-29.



one stJ.,Idy did che pr.:,porion of journalism school-trained

and reportiers reach one third, and that level was achieved on,_- in

a study of one Milwaukee daily. While these figures provide c-nly

crude indications, because of the widely different sample popula-

tions, the general conclusions are clear.

Table I::: Degree-Holding
Among Journalists Surveyed, 1931-1954

1931 1937 1941* 1950* 1954a
Sample size (505) (127) (55) (112) (2,483)

1954b1.
(633)

% holding:
Bachelor's
of Journalism 12.7- 10.2 33.0 3C.0 26.6

,

20.I1

Non-Journalism
B.A. 40.8 51.1 55.5 60.0 54.2 70.5

Master's of
Journalism 2.0 1.8

Non-Journalism
M.A. 6.2 4.0 4.1 4.6

*: Studies or individual local newspapers. **: Percentage of
chose journalists surveyed who received "any professional
training;" percentage of total sample not provided.

Two studies of more recent vintage offer further support for

-Sources: 1931: Robert Harrel and Walter Pitkin, Vocational
Studies in Journalism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1931),
152. 1937: Leo Rosten, The Washington Correspondents (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1937), 328-329. 1941: Francis Prugger, "Social
Composition and Training of Milwaukee Journal News Staff,"
Journalism Quarterly 18 (1941), 234. 1950: Warren Carl Engstrom,
Social Composition and Training of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune
News and Editorial Staffs (M.A. Thesis: University of Minnesota,
1950) . 1954a and 1954b: Keen Rafferty and Leonard L. Jermain,
"College Backgrounds of Staff7, of American Daily Newspapers,"
Journalism Quarterly 41 (1954), 492.



-nls illgument. :.;chnst-ne's 171 suivey of

hl-cadcast journallsts nationwide showed that only

undergraduate journalism or communications degrees, and only 8.8%

held more advanced professional degrees. David Weaver's and G.

Cleveland Wilhoit's 1982 survey of 1000 print and broadasr

urnalists found levels of 40.6% and 8.8% for undergraduate and

advanced journalism degrees, respectively. Ir seems cler,

:herefoe, chat the elite schools' vision of a piofessiona1_cL112s

3oulnalists has yet co be brought to fruition.

If a variety of pathways into the occupation persisted, it

ight be teasonable t_L) expect to find certain types of aspiring

journalists in greater concentration in certain pathways than in

others. Throughout this period, journalism was predominantly a

white male occupation, although white women made steady inroads. It

seems reasonable to assume that the more informal paths of entry

into the occupation would similarly be dominated by white men.

Groups who were excluded trom these pathways for reasons of gender,

.John W.C. Johnstone, et. al., The News People: A Sociological
Portrait of American journalists and their Work (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1976), 200, 203.

David H. Weavet and G. Cleveland Wilhoit, The American
Journalist: A Portrait of U.S. News People and Their Work (Bloom-
ington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 47, 56-57. Weaver and
Wilhoit argue that the media are recruiting more heavily from
journalism schools than in the past, and their figure of 40.6% of
working journalists with journalism degrees supports such a
statement. This could indicate that the journalism schools are
belatedly assuming their position as gatekeepers. I would argue,
however, that a reduced number of arts and humanities graduates
during the 1970s, combined with the prestige accruing from the
Watergate investigation, have caused a temporary blip in the
figures.
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trace or social class might then be more likely ',lc 1:urn he

formal credential of a journalism degree to gain access 7 he

occupaclon. Sucn a hypot.hesis would De supported by data snowing a

marked difference between the make-up of the journalism s7uden:

ani that cf the oc_:..:pacion itself.

A gender analysis the graduation lists for the fll

years of the Medrii School at Northwestern, the first twenty years

at the University of Missouri, and a 1925 list of 382 graduates

from 26 different schools and departments show that women made up

a greater percentage of the student body than of the occupac:._r: as

a whole. For example, of the 916 who graduated from the University

of Missouri jo...,rnalism school between 1909 and 1928, 32 r3b.4t;

were women. Of the 227 who graduated from the Medill School bet:ween

1922 and 1931, 111 (48.8%) were women. And of the 1925 list, 156

;40.8%, were women. Figures from the census for the "editol:-s and

reporters" occupational category, on the other hand, show that

women made up only 12.2% of the occupation in 1910, 16.8% in 1920,

in A s:mi] r analysis for race and

perhaps show similar results.

Again, such figures provide only crude indications, but they

are backed up by the visible discomfort of journalism educators at

:4The graduation figures for Medill come from Northwestern
University Bulletin: The President's Report, vols. 22-32 (Evanston:
Northwestern University, 1922-31) . The Missouri figures come from
Williams, Twenty Years of Journalism Education, p. 453. The 1925
figures were published in "The 1925 Graduates," The Journalism
Bulletin 2 (1925), 31-34. The occupational figures are from
Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930, vol. 5, General Report
on Occupations (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1933), 20.
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cne number of woi.len in their courses. A Wisconsin ii..iSrn

wro:e In a cc,u1s,a in

departments" broadened the available field of study, thus saving

the schoo, from "the embarrassment incident to the pels:;Ent

influx :..)f women students into journalism courses." Similarly, the

Dean at tne Medill School praised a 1937 reorganization on the

progiaa, on a graduate basis because it "materially reduce,-: the

number of women in the school." In her own survey of the hostility

of journalism educators toward women, Maurine Beasley concluded

chat "journalism education provided a credential for women who, tar

more than men, were barred from the alternative route of on-the-job

training."'E

VI. Conclusions

By the mid-1950s, the professional project that had motivated

creation of the schools began to recede in importance.

The elite schools faced challenges on another front--the invasion

of their academic turf by the new discipline of communications.

Research began to play an increasingly important role in the elite

schools' justification of their existence. The year 1955 saw the

first "rump session" devoted to the 1,resentation of research in

Moss ..7ommunications at the annual meeting of the journalism

-Maurine Beasley, "Women in Journalism Education: The
Formative Period, 1908-1930," Journalism History 13 (1986), 17;
"Study of the School of Journalism," 1940, MSJP, No Box #, Folder
1, "Reports, Proposals, Papers," Northwestern University Archives;
Grant Hyde, "Raising the Quality of Students," The Journalism
Bulletin 4 (1928), 21.



3-

teachers. By 158, it was a regular feature of the convention.

Journalism Quarterly began its transformation into a forum for

i_resencing quantitative tesearch rather than proposais on ruither-

ing the professionalization of journalism..c

The rhetoric, however, remained in place. Course catalogs

still tomote the idea that a professional education is

rh,: aspiring journ:Alisc. This paper has located the sc.:ui.:e or

his rhetoric in the formative period of journalism educaticn and

in the elite schools' battle to restrict entry into journalism. It

has tried to show the importance of the links between professional

schools and the occupation they serve. Unlike other professions, in

which a strong professi:nalizing c-alition made up of pracitoners

and educators were able to create a system of restricted profes-

sional education, in journalism no such coalition emerged. Unlike

other professions, which could rely on the state to help enforce

certain professional prerequisites, journalism's peculiar privileg-

es under the Constitution prevented such a reliance.7'

'''Smery and McKerns, "75 Years in the Making," pp. 39-40. The
two cumulative indexes to Journalism Quarterly provide a useful
categorization of articles that clearly shows the changing focus of
the journal.

77This bears only indirectly on the question of whether
journalism is really a profession. Theorists have abandoned the
attempt to compile lists of a priori attributes that define a
profession, so the lack of a required type of specialized training
does not reflect directly on the question of journalism's status.
Most recent work has looked more at questions of an occupation's
self-perception as a profession and the status of its practitioners
within society. See Randall Collins, "Changing Conceptions in the
Sociology of the Professions," in Rolf Torstendahl and Michael
Burrage, eds., The Formation of Professions: Knowledge, State and
Strategy (London: Sage Publications, 1990), 11-23; Laurence Veysey,
"Who's a Professional? Who Cares?" Reviews in American History 3
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The schools could not shut down the alternative routes into

journalism, although the degree seems to have been a valuable

credential for some who were barred from those alternative routes.

:?.1rent figures seem to indicate that the degree has come be

useful for getting a first job, even though it is far from heing

the calling card of the professional journalist Thus while the

educators of the elite schools were not able to rea'ize their

vision of a small group of schools controlling access to jour-

nalism, perhaps the schools helped another group--the studt,nts--

realize a different set of visions.

(1975), 419-423; Robert Dingwall, "Accomplishing Profession,"
Sociological Review 24 (1976), 331-349. Studies of journalists
include Jack McLeod and Searle Hawley, Jr., "Professionalization
among Newsmen," Journalism Quarterly 41 (1964), 529-538, 577; Swen
Windahl and Karl Erik Rosengren, "Newsmen's Professionalization:
Some Methodological Problems," Journalism Quarterly 55 (1978), 466-
473.
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SAVANNAH'S LITTLE WATCHDOG WEEKLY:
THE GEORGIA GAZETTE, 1978-1985

On April 10, 1978, Georgia's first newspaper, the

Georgia Gazette, was revived in Savannah. Over the next seven

years, the little weekly broke major stories, exposed corruption,

and editorialized passionately, earning the newspaper a

reputation as one of the most enterprising and aggressive

weeklies in the country. The Gazette's reporting led to the

investigation and Eventual criminal conviction of state Labor

Commissioner Sam Caldwell, the first constitutional officer in

Georgia ever convicted of a felony. And in 1984 the Gazette's

editor, Albert Scardino, became the first weekly editor in more

than 20 years to win the prestigious Pulitzer Prize for editorial

writing.

The history of the Gazette is one of a scrappy,

unconventional newspaper that was constantly threatened with

bankruptcy and struggled simply to survive. Certainly, these

characteristics alone do not set the Gazette apart from the

scores of upstart papers that report the news aggressively in the

face of long odds. What made the Gazette different was the

impact its editorial commitment wrought and the wide recognition

the weekly received.

This paper examines the brief but colorful history of the

Gazette, focusing on its news and editorial approach. Through

interviews with key participants and an examination of back

issues and other secondary sources, a picture emerges of what can

2
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be achieved by a small newspaper that reported the news fairly,

yet aggressively and was not afraid to take a stand.

***

The Gazette was the passion of Scardino and his wife,

Marjorie. The young couple returned to Albert's hometown in 1976

believing they could "make a difference," in the words of

Marjorie.' Concerned over what they believed to be a host of

problems

scrutiny

-- chiefly a local

the Scardinos

aggressive

their own

government operating without any

decided to start the Gazette as an

alternative to Savannah's two daily newspapers. Using

funds and money raised from family and friends, the

Gazette was launched in 1978. Albert served as editor; Marjorie

served as publisher in addition to maintaining a law

practice.' The Gazette todk its name and masthead from

Georgia's first newspaper. The original Georgia Gazette was

first published in 1763, and despite a tumultuous history,

survived the Revolutionary War and two more decades, before

closing in 1802.4

The question for the new Gazette was how the newspaper was

going to distinguish

Savannah's dailies.'

Ernest C. Hynds said

itself and compete successfully with

In American Newspapers in the 1980s,

weekly newspapers can best compete with

their daily counterparts by "providing more and better coverage,

particularly of important local issues."' What constitutes

"more and better coverage," of course, has long been subject to

debate. Although the literature is not in complete agreement on
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the subject, most studies have found that community newspapers

generally avoid controversy, choosing instead to emphasize social

and personal news.'

Of course, there have been repeated calls from industry

observers for more comprehensive coverage of community affairs by

weekly newspapers. Writing in 1977, a year before the Gazette

began publishing, journalism educator Walter Fox said such

coverage was particularly needed in the modern era where the

immediacy of television news was undermining many newspaper

functions, relegating them to interpretation and in-depth

coverage.'

The Gazette heeded this call. In planning the Gazette, the

Scardinos envisioned a weekly newspaper that would emphasize

analytical and investigative stories along with a strong

editorial page.' The lead editorial in the first issue laid out

the Gazette's mission and approach to covering news. Albert

Scardino wrote: "We've revived the Georgia Gazette to give

Chatham County a broader range of fact and opinion than has been

available in recent years... Our editorial staff won't hesitate

to report the news wherever we find it, and if we haven't touched

one of your nerves by the end of the year, we probably haven't

done our job.""

The Gazette's aggressive approach to news was not

surprising considering Albert and Marjorie Scardino's journalism

backgrounds. Both had been reporters with the Associated Press

and Albert had worked briefly for two large daily newspapers.'
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The couple simply applied the aggressive news coverage used by

most large news organizations to the Gazette. Albert Scardino

summed up this news approach in an interview when he said: "I

never thought that just because a publication was small, the

journalistic standards were different. u12

A story published in 1979 that exemplified the Gazette's

approach to news dealt with the new Chatham County courthouse.

The clerk of the court was unhappy about the new building and

during an interview Albert Scardino asked him what was wrong.

Among other things, the clerk said, the new building did not have

enough bathrooms. Scardino went back and looked at the

architect's plans and told the clerk there were two bathrooms

planned at the end of the hall. The clerk said, "No, that's not

enough; we need four...I'm not going to let any of these big

nigger women come in and sit down on these toilets [when] I've

got all these white girls working in my office." Scardino

returned to the office and wrote a story about the clerk's

complaints regarding the courthouse, including his remark about

the "big nigger women." The result: "We made an enemy for a

long, long time," Scardino said.'

Such an aggressive approach to newspapering often made the

Scardinos unpopular in Savannah. The couple was repeatedly

ignored on the city's streets, and on several occasions

businesses pulled their advertising. The newspaper's boxes were

dumped into the Savannah River, and at one point, the FBI warned

the Scardinos to check their cars for bombs.'

0
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For the Scardinos, however, the rewards of such a philosophy

were seeing how the Gazette often could have an impact. An

elementary school principal in Savannah had come to believe that

students in her school were ruining their health by eating too

much candy. The principal took an aggressive approach to the

problem and the Gazette reported it. Albert Scardino related the

story years later:

I think she [principal] was a well-meaning lady
who had slipped a gear. She began conducting searches
throughout the school and having female teachers do
body searches of the girls for candy. It was easy to
write a story about how ironic it was that fourth-
graders, as part of their curriculum, had to memorize
the Bill of Rights while in that same fourth grade
they were experiencing this violation of the Fourth
Amendment prohibition against unreasonable searches,
and then to see within twenty-four hours the principal
being suspended.'

Early in 1980, the Gazette'published its most controversial

story and one that caused lasting resentment among many people in

Savannah. That month 23-year-old George A. Mercer, IV, a member

of one of the city's most prominent families, was reported

missing. Initially, the only publicity given to the case was a

small item in the Savannah Morning News. Albert Scardino

received a tip on the story. In questioning police and friends

of Mercer's, Scardino learned that the young man had been

kidnapped and was being held for ransom."

Scardino contacted Mercer's father who would not acknowledge

that his son had been kidnapped. The elder Mercer, chairman of

the board of the Savannah Memorial Hospital and a former member

of the Chatham County Commission, pleaded with Scardino not to
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publish the story, saying any news might endanger his son's life.

Scardino was not convinced, however, and in a copyrighted story

published the Gazette broke the news of Mercer's kidnapping."

The story caused an immediate outcry in Savannah. Many

people believed that publicity about the case not only would

endanger Mercer's life but alert his kidnapper that authorities

were looking for him. Some accused the Gazette of publishing the

story only to gain publicity for the newspaper. A bank canceled

a large advertising campaign that was to begin in the Gazette.

Some people pointedly snubbed Albert Scardino on the street.

Twenty readers also wrote angry letters to the newspaper

canceling their subscriptions.'

Albert Scardino said that he expected some criticism of the

story from the Mercer family but was surprised by the outcry from

the rest of the community. Scardino, however, defended running

the story.

... I know and respect the Mercer family. I sympathized
then and now with their plight. But I also felt a
responsibility to my readers and to the people of
Savannah generally. After all, I was sitting on
information that a member of our community had been
kidnapped, possibly even killed. A kidnapper and
possibly a murderer was loose in Savannah. I concluded
the public had both a right and a need to know such
information."

George A. Mercer, IV eventually was found dead in a shallow

grave in a wooded section of Savannah. He had been shot twice.

His kidnapper, 24-year-old Michael Harper, a local man who had

previously served time for extortion, was arrested. He was

eventually convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison.
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The Chatham County coroner later ruled that Mercer had probably

been killed the first day he was missing. 20

But the implication that Mercer's death had occurred before

the Gazette's story did little to reduce animosity toward the

newspaper. When Albert and Marjorie Scardino walked into a

downtown restaurant one day for lunch, the ten or so diners got

up and walked out.21 Rumors got back to the Gazette's office

that a group of prominent Savannah businessmen had discussed ways

of coordinating an advertising boycott, although no organized

boycott ever took place.'

The Mercer case and the Gazette's role in it attracted the

attention of columnist and author Calvin Trillin. He devoted a

chapter. to it in his 1984 book, Killings. The chapter, entitled

"Among Friends," detailed tile kidnapping and mur.der, as well as

the Mercer family's attempts to quash the story. "The real

improper thing was not that we endangered his [Mercer's] life but

that an upstanding, powerful, rich member of the community asked

us to do something and we ignored his request," Scardino told

Trillin. "That was the special betrayal that caused the special

animosity."'

It was ironic that a crime story such as the Mercer

kidnapping would turn out to be one of the most controversial

stories published by the Gazette. "We didn't cover crime

generally," Albert Scardino said later. "Both [daily] papers had

police reporters. There was no way we could beat them. ti 24 But

5 23
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the next year, the Gazette was mired in controversy and, once

again, it was the result of a crime story.

On March 11, 1981, the Gazette ran a front-page story

identifying a Savannah dentist as the prime suspect in the murder

of a 20-year-old woman. The victim had been stabbed thirty-eight

times in the chest with a small, sharp instrument, believed to be

a letter opener. The suspect, Jack E. Ramsey, Jr., lived in the

same duplex with the victim and had a history of alleged sexual

abuse of his female dental patients in his office, according to

the Gazette story. 25 The lead of the story said:

Savannah police have narrowed their search for
the murderer of 20-year-old court reporter Cam
Manzies to one suspect, Savannah dentist Jack E. Ramsey,
Jr., sources close to the investigation said Monday. 26

Less than a week later, however, attorneys for Ramsey sued

the Gazette seeking damages for invasion of privacy stemming from

the story. According to the lawsuit, which asked for damages

totalling $2.4 million, the story was published to increase the

paper's circulation. The suit alleged that because of the story,

Ramsey had suffered emotional distress and destruction of his

reputation. The lawsuit, however, did not allege libel and did

not challenge the accuracy of the story.'

The Gazette had a libel insurance policy that covered legal

expenses from lawsuits. Using the insurance policy to pay its

lawyers, the newspaper moved to subpoena possible witnesses and

view documents in the case from the dentist and from

investigating officers. By using its power of discovery as a

5 (:4
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defendant in the suit, the Gazette delved further into the case

and reported developments over the next two months.'

Attorneys for Ramsey went back to court seeking a

restraining order prohibiting the paper from publishing any

material it obtained from discovery. On June 30, a Superior

Court judge granted the order, although limiting it only to

information obtained by the Gazette during discovery and not to

any material gained through independent investigations by the

paper. In his order, the judge said he was aware the newspaper

had constitutional rights but that Ramsey also had rights which

deserved protection.'

The Gazette immediately appealed the decision to the Georgia

Supreme Court. On November 13, 1981, the court overturned the

circler, ruling that the order was an unwarranted restraint upon

the newspaper's guarantee of free press." The Gazette received

more good news a few months later when the Superior Court judge

dismissed the invasion of privacy suit filed against the paper by

Ramsey. The judge ruled that the stories published by the

Gazette involved matters of "legitimate public interest" and were

not an invasion of privacy.' Ramsey, as a dentist, was a

member of a "learned profession," the judge said, who by his

calling, placed his private life open to public scrutiny.n The

fact that Ramsey had not been charged with the murder was of

little significance. "If Ramsey were in fact not a suspect, his

ground of recovery is libel, not invasion of privacy," the judge

wrote.'
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With the Ramsey case behind the newspaper, things were

fairly uneventful on the pages of the Gazette during the first

half of 1982. But the lull did rot last long because on July 7

the Gazette broke its biggest story. The previous month Albert

Scardino received a telephone call from an employee with the

Georgia Department of Labor who said he had a story about the

department. The man who claimed he had been strong-armed by

department officials into contributing to the re-election

campaign of Labor Commissioner Sam Caldwell. The man said the

department was rife with corruption. He said he had approached

several other newspapers in the state with the story but none had

been interested.'

Caldwell had long been a fixture at the state capitol in

Atlanta. For 16 years, he had Been commissioner of the Labor

Department, a far-flung bureaucracy that employed thousands of

workers statewide. Crusty and white-haired, Caldwell was

considered a capable bureaucrat who was even better at holding on

to his job.

The Gazette had developed good sources at the FBI from the

Mercer kidnapping. Using the FBI and other sources, Scardino and

David Rogers put together a story outlining corruption within the

Labor Department that began with the commissioner. It was the

lead story in the July 7 issue. The story, which had several

typographical mistakes, began:

The FBI has launched (an) investigation into
charges that Sam Caldwell, state labor commissioner, has
created a political empire financed by extortion,
prostitution and gambling which he and his underlyings
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[sic] have used to manipulate election campaigns from the
municipal level to the highest offices in Georgia,sources
closely involved with the case reported last week.'

The staff believed the Caldwell story would be a one-shot

thing for the paper. Once the initial story appeared, they

expected the state's daily newspapers would pick up the story and

the Gazette, with its limited resources, would not be able to

compete.36 But the daily newspapers ignored the story, and so

the Gazette continued looking into allegations

Labor Department. Scardino said later:

surrounding the

I was surprised that no other papers picked up
the story for a long time. Then I got angry. I got angry
[with] the arrogant people at the daily papers. [To them] it
was impossible that a little weekly paper in southeast
Georgia could break a story about what was happening at the
capitol.... I said to Dave [Rogers], °Let's keep at it.
We'll do it every week until either we go out of business or
someone else picks up the story."'

The Gazette ran stories on the Caldwell investigation for

six straight weeks before the story was picked up by any of the

state's daily newspapers.

In all, the Gazette ran more than twenty stories on the

Labor Department investigation during 1982. The stories outlined

illegal activities not only by Caldwell but dozens of other Labor

Department employees. David Rogers wrote the vast majority of the

stories and did an excellent job in Scardino's view. Rogers'

dedication to the story was even more remarkable because it

occurred during some of the Gazette's most difficult days

financially. Rogers was the newspaper's only full-time reporter

at the time and was getting paid sporadically. Often, the
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Gazette could not even afford to put gasoline in his car so he

could pursue the Caldwell story around the state."

By September of 1983, the Gazette was able to report that

Sam Caldwell had been indicted for fraud. In a story written by

David K. Rogers, the newspaper said:

Sam Caldwell, who for more than 16 years ruled
Georgia's strongest political empire as Commissioner
of Labor, was indicted by a Fulton County Grand Jury
Tuesday on charges that he defrauded the state and
violated his oath of office. He was booked at the
Fulton County Jail Wednesday and released after posting
a $5,000 bond."

In the last issue of 1983, the Gazette reported that

Caldwell and fifteen other Labor Department officials had been

indicted on additional charges of racketeering in connection with

illegal. fundraising practices in Caldwell's 1982 re-election

campaign. The indictments l)rought to forty-four the number of

Labor Department officials throughout the state under indictment

or already convicted of criminal charges."

Not all the Gazette's investigative stories were as well

done. As 1984 began, the Gazette turned its attention to the

problem of unpaid state license fees imposed on doctors, lawyers

and other professionals. The Gazette's story said the city of

Savannah was losing as much as $500,000 each year by failing to

collect the fees. The city had been relying on an "on your

honor" system for payment of the fees. Enforcement of the city's

tax laws, however, was virtually non-existent, according to the
4 1story.
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Three weeks later, the Gazette began a six-part series

examining the various groups of professionals who were negligent

in paying the license fees.' Among these professionals were

lawyers, physicians, dentists, veterinarians, architects,

engineers and accountants. At the end of each of the stories,

the Gazette listed in agate type the professionals who had failed

to pay the fees. In the first story of the series, the Gazette

revealed that nearly one-third of the attorneys practicing law in

Savannah had not paid the tax in 1983, costing the city more than

$22,000. Although the State Bar of Georgia listed 512 lawyers

licensed to practice in Savannah, nearly 300 of those failed to

pay the professional fee, according to the Gazette's stoty.'

There were problems with the series, however. In a number of

instances, professionals who were listed as not paying the fees

had actually done so." The Gazette was forced to correct the

errors and also printed angry letters from professionals who had

been mistakenly listed as not paying the fees.

A better example of the Gazette's investigative efforts was

an examination of Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation. The giant

airplane manufacturer was one of Chatham County's largest and

best-known employers. In a copyrighted story published August 16

1984, the newspaper broke the story of how Gulfstream had avoided

millions of dollars in county taxes.' The county Tax

Assessor's Office had been alerted to possible discrepancies in

inventory values when the Gazette questioned Gulfstream's

practice of valuing the jet aircraft parts as scrap metal. The
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company disputed the tax assessor's findings but eventually paid

more than $2 million in back taxes." Scardino later said he

believed the Gulfstream story was "the most important story we

did. [The] issue was one of fundamental fairness."'

The Gazette had closed by the time Gulfstream paid its back

taxes to the county and so was unable to report the fruits of its

investigation. But in 1984 the newspaper was able to close the

book on Sam Caldwell's political career. Bowing to an outpouring

of public and political pressure after his indictment on criminal

charges, Caldwell resigned in May, less than two years after the

Gazette's initial story appeared." He was eventually convicted

on fraud charges, sentenced to five years in prison and fined

thousands of dollars." The Gazette could rightly claim that it

had helped to bring doWn one of the state's most 16owerful and

corrupt public officials.

Certainly, the Gazette was not without its "eroblems.

Erroneous information frequently was printed and proofreading,

even of headlines, often was abysmal. But to its credit, the

Gazette always corrected the mistakes, often poking fun at itself

in the process.

For all the Gazette's success journalistically, the

newspaper was never a success financially. The Scardinos had

only $50,000 to launch the paper and that money was used up

within the first year. Drastic cost-cutting measures were

implemented and the Scardinos gave up their salaries. Even so,

the Scardinos repeatedly was forced to dip into their own savings
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savings and borrow from family and friends to keep the newspaper

operating.5°

With its emphasis on analytical and investigative stories,

the Gazette catered to an upscale, professional audience, but

that market proved to be small in Savannah. The newspaper's

circulation peaked at barely more that 4,000 and most years

averaged about 2,500. With a small circulation, the Gazette could

not boast of being able to successfully penetrate households in

Savannah. Major advertisers never bought space regularly or in

large amounts and so the Gazette relied on small, independent

advertisers. In all, the Gazette lost more than $500,000."

The Gazette's owners tried various ways to keep the

newspaper afloat. Less than six months after it began

publishing, the newspaper merged with the Savannah Journal-

Record, a free distribution paper in the city. That qualified

the Gazette to serve as Chatham County's officials legal organ.

The designation brought in approximately $100,000 in adverting

revenues.' But the designation also prompted a series of legal

battles with Morris Communications, owners of the city's two

dailies. Legal notices had been carried for decades in one of

the dailies, and Morris filed a lawsuit charging that the Gazette

had not been publishing long enough to serve as the county's

legal organ. The case eventually went to the Georgia Supreme

Court which ruled in favor of the Gazette.' Morris then sought

a new state law which would have taken the designation away from

the Gazette because of its limited circulation. That move also

5 :3 1
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failed, but two years later Morris regained the legal notices

contract."

The owners of the Gazette also started a commercial job shop

and two free shopping guides to take advantage of the growing

population in Savannah's suburbs. Both ventures improved the

company's financial picture. But they did little to reduce debts

which had grown to $275,000 by 1980.'

Despite the Gazette's mounting financial problems, the

newspaper continued to show that it was not afraid to court

controversy including on its editorial page. The newspaper

frequently took unpopular stands, criticizing individuals,

government and business. Here again, the Gazette stood apart

from many weeklies. Several studies have shown that many

weeklies do not emphasize their editorial page and often avoid

controversial subjects."

Albert Scardino wrote the majority of the Gazette's

editorials. The style of the Gazette's editorials generally was

simple and direct. Many of the newspaper's most effective

editorials were blunt, while others were mockingly sarcastic.

One editorial about the Chatham County School Board director took

the director's critics to task for their attempts to thwart his

efforts at improving schools.

Ronald Etheridge, that educational dictator who is
threatening our right to have a mediocre public school
system, is at it again. As if trying to improve the
quality of education in Chatham County were not enough,
Etheridge is now infringing on our children's God-given
right to take an extra week of summer vacation, expecting
our kids to actually show up for the first day of school.

'"2ti3
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In case you missed it, Etheridge and his Bull
Street bullies have posted billboards throughout the
county urging students -- especially those 15% who
traditionally fail to appear -- to make it to school on
Aug. 27, the first day of school this year.

This obvious kind of meddling with the status quo
must be dealt with forcefully, or pretty soon Etheridge
will make some outrageous demands on our children, such
as requiring that they do homework...5'

The local government was a frequent target of the paper's

editorials. In a 1983 editorial the Gazette spoke out against the

Chatham County government's propensity for conducting its

business secretively:

Just whose government is it, anyway?
Over the past three or four years, the operations

of our county government have grown more and more
secretive. There is nothing sinister going on here. At
least we don't think there is. No one has anything in
particular to hide.

...When government operates in secret, it no longer
belongs to the governed. It becomes the property of those
in office. They can twist it, abuse it, steal from it,
destroy it or expand it, as they see fit. Or they can
just take advantage of their privacy to avoid answering to
anyone else.

No one ever said that the truth will make us
comfortable, but it will set us free, and as long as the
government of Chatham County belongs to the citizens of the
county, we will make every effort to squeeze information
that belongs to the public out of those who hold the keys to
the file cabinets."

Not surprisingly, the Gazette editorialized heavily about

Labor Commissioner Sam Caldwell. In its first editorial on the

controversy, published two months after the story broke, the

paper wasted few words in expressing its opinion. The Gazette

called for Caldwell's resignation, noting that the commissioner

acknowledged that some of his employees were coerced into making

contributions to his re-election campaign, although he denied he
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was involved in other illegal activities.' As usual,the paper

was blunt:

...If even a small portion of the allegations are true
and Caldwell knew nothing about them, he should be locked up
for incompetence, mismanagement and stupidity. If he did
know, he should be locked up for being a crook.

In either event, he should not continue to handle
a department with a budget of nearly $90 million and a
staff of nearly 2,000 employees."

In all, the Gazette published more than ten editorials about

Sam Caldwell and the Department of Labor. Most of the editorials

had the no-nonsense directness that characterized the Gazette's

work. In another 1983 editorial, the Gazette said the Caldwell

episode was symptomatic of other serious problems within the

state government.

Corruption in government grows like mold. Give it
something to live on and provide just the right conditions
for growth and it will spread until it covers everything in
sight

Sam Caldwell turned our state Dept. of Labor into
a perfect medium for growing corruption. For 16 years
he built an empire insulated from what few checks and
balances existed in our state government....

...Under state regulations, when a job comes open,
it must be advertised within the department so that those
who are already on the payroll have a chance at
advancement. Time and again, the better jobs were filled
by a Caldwell cronie (sic) from a small, rural county who
had no understanding of what to do and no qualifications
for the job, much less any experience in the state Dept.
of Labor....

We have a long way to go to reform the government
of Georgia. If we stop with the Dept. of Labor, the mold
will grow back as soon as we turn off the light.'

Editorials about the Caldwell scandal were among those that

won Albert Scardino the 1984 Pulitzer Prize for editorial

writing. The award, considered the most prestigious in print

journalism, is awarded for "clearness of style, sound reasoning,
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moral purpose and power to influence public opinion. n 62 The

last weekly editor to win a Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing

was Hazel Brannon-Smith of the Lexington (Mississippi) Advertiser

in 1963. One Pulitzer judge said the jury was impressed by the

toughness and directness of the Gazette's editorials. But the

jury also could not overlook the newspaper's investigation of sam

Caldwell and the Labor Department. In fact, the idea that a

little weekly newspaper could break such a big statewide story

seemed so improbable that jury members checked it out to make

sure the story was true.'

The idea that a Georgia weekly could achieve such feats

caught the attention of the national media. The Gazette and the

Scardinos were the subject of stories in the New York Times,"

Washington Post," Time," and other publications. The

Washington Post story noted, "[Albert] Scardino and his wife,

Marjorie... are celebrities this week in their home town, but the

caase-fire in the Scardinos' war of words with the community is

destined to be short."'

Yet less than a year after winning the Pulitzer Prize, the

Gazette was out of business. The parent company's mounting debts

made it impossible for the newspaper to continue publishing. 68

News of the Gazette's closing appeared in the Chicago Tribune,

New York Times, Wall Street Journal and other newspapers. Many

of the stories were laudatory, including an editorial eulogy in

the Atlanta Constitution, one of the many papers scooped by the

Gazette during its history.
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The death of any newspaper, even a so-so one is
saddening; of a good one, tragic; of a good eccentric
one -- well, maddening. Spend a wrench of the gut,
then, for the Georgia Gazette, the Savannah weekly that
will fold March 1.

In its few years of publication, the paper, with
a circulation of just 3,000 made up in zeal and commitment
what it lacked in resources. It broke major stories,
investigated and exposed boondoggles and editorialized
with both fists. Its editor, Albert Scardino, won the
Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing last year, the first
editor of weekly to do so in 20 years.

Scardino says he is closing the paper because it
no longer makes "any sense financially." Perhaps, but
it has made a great deal of sense journalistically."

* * *

Certainly the Scardinos achieved their goal of "making a

difference" in Savannah by publishing the Gazette. In its news

and editorial columns, the weekly had an undeniable impact. The

Gazette was not without its problems, most notably financial onea

stemming from a small cirCulatiOn and poor advertising sales.

These financial problems made publishing the Gazette an uphill

struggle and eventually the newspaper succumbed. Problems aside

however, the paper has to be considered a great success

journalistically. Few newspapers of any size can boast of

achieving what the Gazette and its staff did in just seven years.

For that reason, the Georgia Gazette's place in journalism

history is secure.
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Exposing the foundation:
The cultural underpinnings of the Hutchins Commission

Abstract

The Commission on Freedom of the Press met during the
mid-1940s to determine the nature of freedom of the press in
twentieth-century America. Along with their expertise and
intelligence, the commissioners brought the philosophical
fabric of the first decades of the twentieth century. This
broadcloth was woven from a succession of social movements
including progressivism, authoritarianism, collectivism and
nationalism as well as from the intellectual thought of the
Chicago School and John Dewey.

This preliminary study presents these major impulses of
thought as a framework from which the value and continuing
relevance of the work of the Hutchins Commission can be
analyzed.
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Exposing the foundation:
The cultural underpinnings of the Hutchins Commission

This study is a preliminary inquiry into the

relationships between American culture and the conception

and decisions of the Commission on the Freedom of the Press

(the Hutchins Commission). More specifically, it is an

attempt to identify the relationships between commission

members and social movements that were set in motion at the

end of the nineteenth century, including progressivism,

authoritarianism, collectivism and nationalism, and the

intellectual thought of the Chicago School as represented by

John Dewey. By examining the various individuals involved

in the commission -- as influenced by the major impulses of

thought -- the cultural significance of A Free and

Responsible Press can be evaluated. This appraisal could

then, as Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., wrote in the foreword of

The Crisis of the Old Order, be understood "against the

background of a generation's ideas, hopes and experience."

It is generally conceded that the commission report was

one of the most forceful critiques of the press ever

presented to the public by a respected group of

intellectuals. It is, perhaps, the best statement of why

the press is crucial to the American political system and

why its freedom may be in jeOpardy due to its inadequacies

and abuses. In addition, the report stands as a product of

a period of rapid advancements in mass communication, when

people were intensely conscious of its potential, and when
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journalists were becoming aware of the dilemma of

reconciling democratic ideals with the practical realities

of the business of journalism. Previous studies have cited

press criticism as the precursor of the commission.' This

study places the commission's conceptual context in the

philosophical'landscape of the first decades of twentieth-

century America. Within this groundwork rests the framework

to accurately judge the value and continuing relevance of

the commission's work.

The Hutchins Commission

In December 1942, publisher Henry Luce asked his

friend, University of Chicago president Robert M. Hutchins,

about freedom of the press and his obligations as a

publisher. From this query was born the Commission on

Freedom of tha Press, an inquiry into freedom of the press

to be headed by Hutchins and financed by Luce.2

The commission met at intervals of approximately every

six weeks from December 1943 to September 1946, a total of

17 two-day or three-day meetings. From these meetings

emerged the general report, A Free and Responsible Press,

and four other volumes on special topics, and an essay by

William Hocking.2

Citing the pressing need for information during a time

of world crisis, Hutchins said in the commission's final

report that the group had concentrated its efforts on

determining the "role of the agencies of mass communication

'44



in the education of the people in public affairs." The

report cited five "ideal demands of society for the

communication of news and ideas:" 1. A truthful,

comprehensive, and intelligent account of the day's events

in a context which gives them meaning; 2. A forum for the

exchange of comment and criticism; 3. The projection of a

representative picture of the constituent groups in the

society; 4. The presentation and clarification of the goals

and values of the society; 5. Full access to the day's

intelligence.4

In light of these ideals, the commission found freedom

of the press in the United States endangered. It

subsequently assigned the press the burden of accountability

-- meaning that "the press must now take on the community's

press objectives as its own objectives."5

Critics of the commission claimed the report lacked a

"thorough moral foundation" and represented "superficial

collectivism."4 Despite the criticism, media

accountability, subsequently reformulated by Theodore

Peterson in Your Theories of the Press into the social

responsibility theory of the press, has been one of the

major normative concepts in media ethics since the 1940s.7

Although clearly outstanding in their respective

fields, many of the commission's members were former

government officials and were dedicated to carrying on the

public service ideals that had taken hold among

intellectuals from the Progressive Era onward. Several of
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them, including Archibald MacLeish, Beardsley Ruml, Harold

Lasswell, John Clark, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., John

Dickinson, Charles Merriam and George Shuster, as well as

staff members Robert Leigh and Llewellyn White, had been --

or were at the onset of the commission's meetings --

consultants or staff members for various New Deal agencies.

Members of the commission were also linked as alumni or

faculty members to four universities. Hutchins, Luce,

MacLeish and Reinhold Niebuhr were Yale graduates."

MacLeish, Dickinson, William Hocking and Zechariah Chafee,

Jr. were associated with Harvard.' Graduates of Columbia

University included Shuster, Schlesinger, Merriam, Hu Shi

and Leigh.m Most importantly, perhaps, more than half of

the commission, including Merriam, Lasswell, Chafee, Clark,

Hutchins, Robert Redfield, and Ruml were associated with the

University of Chicago as faculty or alumni and shared

philosophical as well as political ideologies.n

The Chicago School

The pragmatism that John Dewey and his colleagues and

their students collaborated on at the University of Chicago

at the turn of the century was a distinctively American

philosophy. It had its roots in James and Peirce, but what

emerged from the efforts at the Chicago School was unique.

The Chicago pragmatists saw both science and values arising

from human action, and they proceeded to derive an entire

philosophy from the analysis of action.
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Because the Chicago philosophy acknowledged relevance

between biology, psychology and sociology, it was able to

provide a perspective for an array o'f disciplines. So the

Chicago School was not merely a school in the sense that

individuals working together were evolving a philosophy, but

in that their work had effects in a cluster of fields of

thought around philosophy. The areas of psychology,

educaion, religion, sociology, economics and political

science were particularly affected.a

The school began to take form in 1894 when Dewey came

to Chicago from the University of Michigan and became head

professor of philosophy. With him came assistant professor

of philosophy George Herbert Mead. As the founder and

guiding light of the Chicago School, Dewey's former

colleagues paid careful attention to all that he did, with

the result that Chicago students could point to Dewey as

their mentor long after his departure to Columbia in 1904.13

Perhaps the most important single factor in the

dissemition of ideas from the Philosophy Department in the

beginning was the University Elementary School, or the

Laboratory School, as it came to be known. Scholars came to

teach and observe there and for many of them their interest

in its educational theories led to an acquaintance with

Dewey and his philosophy.0

Enthusiasm pervaded the university at the beginning of

the century that was evidenced by the keen interest taken by

faculty members in their colleagues' work. Chicago School
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graduate and faculty member Lasswell acknowledged faculty

members Ruml and Merriam as "key figures in the

interdisciplinary growth of the social sciences."n As

evidenced by the numerous cross-references in their

voluminous writings, faculty members not only shared a keen

interest in each other's work, but promoted Chicago School

philosophy in their own work. Graduate students were also

caught up in the

the school.n

In essence,

6

immense creative activity and enthusiasm of

the Chicago School came to an end in 1931

when President Robert M. Hutchins obtained a promise of

funds from outside the university if Scott Buchanan was made

chairman of the department. (Mead was serving as chairman

following the retirement of James Tufts.) Under opposition,

Hutchins withdrew his request for Buchanan, but not before

Mead's recommendation that members of the department should

start looking elsewhere had resulted in a rash of

resignations.v

Political and Social Thought

Progressivismn

The seeds of the Progressive spirit germinated slowly

in the years following the Civil War, fertilized by the

often disparate values of reformers, displaced individuals

and groups and an emerging generation of politicians

sensitive to these new moods." People sought some way of

coming to terms with and asserting control over the
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increasingly complicated institutions of twentieth-century

America. Progressivism involved a search for order: an

effort to grapple with the inherent anarchy of economic life

by introducing further elements of organization and

stability to industrial capitalism.=

Progressives sought a more efficient system of

production and distribution, more reliable executive and

administrative decision-making, and reforms that could

eliminate the danger of widespread social chaos.n Hutchins

wrote:

If a people does not appear to be capable of self-
government, the aim of self-government should not be
given up. The first priority is to do everything
possible to develop the wisdom of the people through
communication, education and law. The problem is not
to figure out alternatives to democracy, but to make it
work =

At the heart of the Progressive movement was an effort to

synthesize theory and practice, liberty and community, and

self and society. The movement was perfectly suited to the

skills and ambitions of the intellectual community because

they believed that America could be remodeled through the

application of intelligence to social problems and that

ideas alone could awaken public virtue. For the generation

of intellectuals who came to maturity during these years,

including members of the Hutchins Commission, the

Progressive crusade offered an opportunity tc influence

policy, develop and publicize programs appropriate for a new

society, and help generate a revolution in literary as well

as in political life. Reforms were proposed which attempted
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to embrace every facet of the nation's experience --

offering what Christopher Lasch has called "political

solutions for cultural problems and cultural solutions for

political problems."m

Progressivism represented the first response of the

twentieth century to the advancements which threatened to

obliterate nineteenth-century America. Ironically, in their

attempts to make sense out of the modern world with

ideologies and forms of political action that blended old

and new, many were perceived as radical innovators with

profoundly conservative goals.24

As long as these impulses could be translated into

concrete legislative proposals, particularly at the state

level, Progressivism flourished. Trusting in the informed

individual to promote and direct social action, however,

progressives often mistook exposure of a problem for its

solution and inevitably foundered on fundamental questions

involving the structure and future course of American

society.n

The hopes and optimism of the Progressive era finally

became casualties of World War I. For most Americans the

1920s was a period of sheer survival, relegating

Progressivism to a cluster of ideas and unrelated programs

instead of a national political movement. But many were

still entranced by the dream of a totally new society. For

some liberals in the 1920s, the Progressive example was not

so much forgotten as simply in need of redefinition and
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reapplication to contemporary issues.

Many intellectuals of the 1920s felt that nineteenth-

century values had lingered into the modern world and had

frozen America in attitudes totally inappropriate to

twentieth-century conditions. By concentrating on values

and life-styles, as opposed to questions of state and

finance, intellectuals were able to deal with matters over

which they might exert some influence. By arguing that the

central dilemma of American life was its outmoded ideas and

attitudes, they could point to change in consciousness as

the only legitimate means of transforming society.26 Man,

so middle-class Americans were told by a new generation of

intellectuals, could shape his own destiny. He could reform

and improve his social and economic institutions, and the

place to start was with the new industrial and financial

empires.27

For John Dewey, American's central problem was one of

cultural lag -- a conflict between industrialism and

potential abundance on the one hand and a rigid adherence to

capitalist values on the other. Only when men renounced the

ideological heritage of the nineteenth century could science

work to improve the quality of American life. Even though

many intellectuals of the 1920s shared in Dewey's beliefs,

when it came to formulating a program there was little

agreement. With the growing liberalism of the decade, some
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progressives evolved into liberals. Others who remained

true to their earlier views found the liberalism of the

decade dangerous.

The depression only sharpened Dewey's reformism. More

than ever, he found himself in public view advocating social

reform. He reduced the issues of the depression to one

central question:

Are the people of the United States to control the
government and to use it on behalf of the peace and
welfare of society; or is control to continue to pass
into the hands of small, powerful economic groups which
use the machinery of administration and legislation for
their own purposeen

Authoritarianism

The vacuum left by Herbert Hoover's departure in 1932

following the election of Franklin Roosevelt helped generate

a powerful impulse toward authoritarianism. This impulse

was international in scope; as Americans went to the polls

to elect a new leader, authoritarian and militaristic

leaders abroad, notably in Germany and Japan, were

consolidating their power and nurturing hopes of bigger

gains.29

In the United States, part of this impulse toward

authority was manifested in well-publicized demagoguery,

typically by regional or faction-conscious spokesmen on the

political right. Much was offered to believe in, and

schemes and would-be leaders came from everywhere, including

Louisiana governor Huey Long, Detroit's Father Charles

Coughlin, Dr. Francis Townsend, Father Divine of Harlem, Guy
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Ballard, and Arthur Bell -- who convinced some 14,000

Americans that the energy at the earth's core could be used

to produce wealth and luxury for all.= At the peak of

their popularity, between 1932 and about 1934, such schemes

generated more enthusiasm than the Hoover administration's

austere admonitions to have faith that recovery was on the

way.n

The likely reason is that Long, Coughlin, Townsend and

the others were charismatic, sharply defined, dynamic men

who projected compelling images of leadership. How they

might have fared in positions of real authority in the

government was not the question. While Hoover and his

dwindling group of supporters counseled caution and

deliberation, these men called for action and aroused

Americans to work for explicit goals.n

It is likely that a substantial part of the huge

victory margin of Roosevelt in 1932 -- he carried 42 states

to Hoover's six -- is attributable to this yearning for a

strong national authority figure and a strong federal

government. The people, wrote Frederick Lewis Allen, craved

"leadership, the thrill of bold decision."n

Roosevelt's controlled experimentalism may have been a

major source of vitality for the era. As Schlesinger wrote,

Roosevelt approached massive unemployment and depression in

a pragmatic spirit, "in a spirit which guaranteed the

survival rather than the extinction of freedom, in the
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spirit which in time rekindled hope that free men could

manage their own destinies."34

Even diehard Republicans and radicals were impressed by

Roosevelt's swift and confident assumption of power and his

alacrity in dealing with crises: the sense of momentum,

command and hope perhaps was too invigorating and reassuring

for second thoughts. But even Roosevelt's moving always, in

his phrase, "slightly to the left of center" was an

abbreviated version of Dewey's pragmatism -- Dewey's goals

went well beyond Roosevelt's. Dewey believed

liberalism must now become radical ... For the gulf
between what the actual situation makes possible and
the actual state itself is so great that it cannot be
bridged by piecemeal policies undertaken ad hoc.n

Harvard philosopher Hocking, perhaps the most

consequential voice of the Hutchins Commission, also

suggested goals well beyond those of Roosevelt. He wrote:

Economic processes constitute a single and healthy
organism only when the totality of persons in a
community who have a right to consume determine what is
produced .. .36

Collectivism

It was, ironically, the Roosevelt administration as

much as any reform movement that prepared the way for the

second major impulse of political and social thought in the

1930s. The social programs of the New Deal gave strong

institutional ratification and reinforcement to the impulse

toward collectivism by supporting the efforts of Americans
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to work together for the common good. Jerilyn McIntyre

suggested:

The New Deal's blend of a mixed economy and a managed
society offered a way to reconcile individualism and
collectivism without rejecting the values or disrupting
the basic structure of American economic and political

Agency after agency was created to promote collective

self-help; the Works Progress Administration, the Civilian

Conservation Corps, the Rural Electrification

Administration, the Tennessee Valley Authority and the

Federal Arts Project. The National Industrial Recovery

Administration and Agricultural Adjustment Act provided

frameworks for collective action by businessmen and farmers,

while the National Labor Relations Act recognized and

fostered collective endeavors of workers. Some of these

programs worked in widely varying ways and with quite

different goals, but all shared a basic faith in the

efficacy of common endeavor -- a faith stimulated at least

in part by the larger impulse in the culture to which they

also, of course, contributed.m

Hutchins Commission member Clark explained the

prevailing assumption:

A free system is one ... with a minimum of coercion and
a maximum of reliance on voluntary action, including
the voluntary assumption of the obligations that go
with working together.m

Few Americans in the mid-thirties were not included in

some form of federally encouraged social and economic

kr) 5 5
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collectivism, and only a few did not welcome it. As with

the impulse toward authority, the implications of the

impulse toward collectivism were obscured by its immediate

benefits. The heyday of the impulse toward collectivism was

between 1933 and about 1935, but its roots lay far in the

past. Proponents of socialist thought had been recting the

intellectual scaffolding for collectivism in the United

States for some time, most recently using as an inspiration

the communist successes in the Soviet Union. Stalin's much-

heralded emphasis on planning and cooperation and

submergence of the individual in the society seemed to many

Americans to be working miracles in economic growth and

restoration of national unity and pride. The Soviet model

appealed powerfully to American intellectuals not only for

its planning and cooperation but also because it was a

If symbolic suggestion of a new way of life." John Dewey

favorably likened the Russia of the early 1930s to frontier

American in its pioneering spirit and "collectivist

mentality."40 Cooperation was "indigenous to Americans,"

according to T.V. Smith, and the New Deal simply raised

"connotative echoes in the culture organic to America."41

The Progressive era brought some reforms but only the

most obvious problems were resolved; the fundamental social

and economic structures stood virtually untouched. Even the

romance of intellectuals with communist and socialist ideas

in the 1920s caused no immediate or large-scale changes in

the lives of ordinary Americans. It took tho crushing
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collapse, disillusionment and desperation of the Depression

to open the way to the possibility for substantial overhaul

and real movement toward collectivist ideals. What most

people sought above all else was a stable, ordered, coherent

social order. The means to reach this goal were unclear,

but, as Richard Fells wrote, it was the decade's "dominant

assumption that one could overcome inner turmoil by becoming

part of a stable community, that private problems could be

solved through collective outlets." The individualism that

had blossomed and been nurtured in the 1920s had, with the

deepening of the Depression, become the "chief symbolic

villain for most intellectuals" in the 1930s.42 The "search

for community," guided many intellectuals during the middle

years of the Depression. Dewey suggested that an active,

cooperative life in which individual differences merge into

common interests was vital to democracy.

What probably cemented collectivism firmly into the

foundation of the American system was Americans' direct

experience with it in their daily lives, especially in the

form of government programs. Federal collectivism was

perhaps felt most intimately in rural America, where the

Depression struck its hardest blows. At least 3.5 million

rural households were on public or private relief at some

time in the 1930E, and foreclosure or bankruptcy struck

750,000 farms between 1930 and 1935.0

Collectivism exerted a powerful influence on American

thought and life in the middle 1930s. It overlapped with
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other influences but probably never before had so many

Americans been willing to embrace the principle of common

endeavor in order to benefit the greatest number.

Just as the successes of New Deal reforms had helped to

foster the collectivist impulse, so did the excesses and

increasingly apparent dangers posed by those programs help

to dilute public enthusiasm for wholesale social and

economic cooperation. By 1936 a generally widespread

disillusionment with the early promise of New Deal

collectivism was apparent. President Roosevelt himself,

seemingly satisfied that most of his central legislative

initiatives were safely underway, had begun to back off from

his embrace of collectivist approaches to government. The

1936 election showed another sign of collectivism's decline:

socialist and communist candidates together got only about a

third of their combined vote in 1932.

Moreover, by 1936 events and political trends abroad

were beginning to shape Americans' perceptions of

collectivism. The intellectual's shining example of

collectivism in action, the Soviet Union, began a ruthless

purge of old Bolshevik heroes like Leon Trotsky. Americans

were also watching with horror the growing hegemony of the

National Socialists in Germany under Hitler. When the

Soviet Union joined with the Nazis in a nonaggression treaty

in August, 1939, the remaining admirers of the Soviet

experiment seemed to disappear overnight.

If the early years of the Depression had radicalized
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many intellectuals and made ordinary Americans amenable to

collectivist approaches to reform, the shocks of the later

years of the decade were beginning to turn a large

proportion of them into liberty-loving patriots.

By 1939 Archibald MacLeish was telling his countrymen

that "America was promises," the "promises are for the

taking," and freedom must be defended.

Nationalism

What these phenomena signified was the emergence of the

final major impulse of American thought in the 1930s -- a

resurgent affirmation of American traditionalism and

democracy that continued after the United States declared

war. Just as many Americans had sought strong leadership in

1932 and 1933 they felt by 1938 and 1939 a need to reassert

fundamental American principles and traditions. The goal

this time was not reform; for isolationists it was a kind of

withdrawal, for interventionists it was a psychological

girding for battle.

As part of the preparation for struggle, Americans

began reminding themselves what their traditional values

meant to them; often those values, when examined, tended to

coalesce into equality of opportunity and the virtues of

self-government. Robert Hutchins reflected this trend with:

The supporters of democracy must ... [believe] that it
is the most just form of government, since justice
requires self-government, and that it is in any event
the most desirable, since it rests on the wisdom of the
people, which extends to a vision of the common good,
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and a better vision than any man or group of men is
likely to have.*

His work in the education movement, along with that of

commission members Niebuhr and Shuster, attempted to give

purpose and meaning to the disordered lives of Americans.*

By the end of the 1930s, Americans had turned to

administrative authority as an escape from thinking further

about morality and politics, democracy and socialism, self

and society that intellectuals such as Dewey had urged.

There was a renewed interest in the average American in the

late thirties: not the impoverished, desperate American who

was the supposed beneficiary of the reforms of the mid-

thirties, but the ordinary middle-class citizen who had

weathered the rigors of the Depression and could take on any

challenge and emerge victorious. Throughout the decade the

edge of social criticism had been tempered by a compulsion

to reassure people that things would doubtlessly improve.

Thus the attack on the capitalist misuse of science and

technology led not to a more humane industrialism as Dewey

had prescribed but to a rediscovery of tradition and

national identity and the common man.

The intellectuals' zeal to serve society and shape the

course of history led them gradually to suspend their

critical faculties. Inexorably, they moved from rebellion

to responsibility, from dissent to affirmation, from an

interest in the avant-garde to a fascination with the mass

media, from an unlimited investigation of social issues to a

ritual glorification of America. But as the generation of
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intellectuals who had reached maturity during the

Progressive era, the 1920s and the Depression lost the

energy and imagination to commit themselves to the

continuing struggle for radical change, they left behind a

legacy of unsolved dilemmas with which postwar America would

be confronted.

Conclusion

Most of the members of the Hutchins Commission came to

maturity during the first decades of the twentieth

century.0 They expressed a political world view that

encompassed various ideals of the American reform tradition

as it had evolved during their lives. Their pragmatism

reflected the functionalism that characterized progressivism

in the 19208 and 1930s.* By stopping short of advocating

government ownership of media and calling for the media to

carry diverse views (despite considerable doubt about the

rationality of humanity and its ability to discover truth),

the commission's report struck a balance between

individualism and collectivism. It contained the very blend

of libertarianism and collectivist press theory that the

intellectual progeny of the first decades of the twentieth

century would advocate. Their reluctance to break with

traditional values -- such as democracy and freedom of the

press -- was characteristic of nationalism in the early

1940s and the changing face of liberalism.
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The commission was profoundly influenced by the

ideology of John Dewey. The foundation of the commission's

report rested solidly on a suspicion of the press as a

potential instrument of suppression and deceit. Dewey had

warned that the factors which made the press useful to

society could also "create a problem for a democracy instead

of providing a final solution."0 But there was also a

profound regard for the benefits of a free press. With a

voice akin to others' on the commission, Schlesinger wrote,

"Our national life has been healthy and virile because of

the opportunity to criticize, protest and espouse unpopular

causes."50

The philosophical framework the members of the

commission brought to the inquiry is evident in the nature

of their final report. It shows both a profound regard for

the principle of freedom of the press as well as the

skepticism characteristic of liberal thought in the

perceived need for organizational structure. At the

commission's meeting in June, 1943, Ruml said:

order must have within it enough freedom to provide a
generative force for evolution, but not so much as to
destroy order.0

The serious debate by the commission concerning tile

nature of the council which would oversee media and the

decision to avoid direct governmental intervention reflected

the pragmatic philosophy of Dewey. His suspicion of social

doctrines but faith in communication as an educational tool

was appreciable. Lasswell's explanation of how
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responsibility was to be interpreted reverberated with the

Chicago philosophy:

For our present purpose, this does not mean formal
legal requirements, but rather those more general and
elastic requirements imposed by "a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind."52

The report also reflected the social nature of action

as described by Dewey. Defining accountability so "the

press must now take on the community's press objectives as

its own objectives" is concordant with Dewey's philosophy.m

Remarkably, the commission lacked one of the

fundamental tenets of both Dewey and the commission itself -

- diversity. Dewey believed the diversity of free

expression could remain alive even while liberalism went on

to "socialize the forces of production."m At the

commission's meeting in May 1946 Niebuhr emphasized that

the primary threat to freedom comes out of the
centralization of power in the means of
communication...m

The commission's concern over media monopolies reiterated

Dewey's 1931 concern that small,'powerful economic groups

might "use the machinery of administration and legislation

for their own purposes."54 It was, apparently, initially

perceived to be of sufficient importance to include

economists John Clark and Beardsley Ruml on the commission.

The lack of philosophical diversity in the commission

may have been a manifestation of the growing sense of

nationalism at the time -- an attempt to protect some of the

same values they were asked to evaluate. More likely, it
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was due to the involvement of sponsor Luce in the formation

of the commission. Despite efforts to hide his connection

with this process, Luce's hand is revealed in examination of

correspondence in the Robert M. Hutchins Papers at the

Joseph Regenstein Library at the University of Chicago.57

Luce's nationalistic fervor and moral determination in the

late 1930s and early 1940s as well as his penchant for

creating small groups to resolve Lucian dilemmas, may have

resulted in the selection of like-minded intellectuals.

Additional research involving the papers of all

commission members as well as those of Luce may provide a

clearer, more extensive picture of the motivations and

philosophies of the individuals involved. Many of the

primary sources used in this paper were written several

years following the inquiry and may reflect ideologies

somewhat different from those of the commission participants

in the 1940s. In addition, a careful examination of

individual philosophies would offer a complete picture of

the ...leology of the Chicago School and the commissioners.
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"THE TRUTH ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS':
Katherine Anne Porter and Journalism

The study of literary journalism most often focuses on

journalists who share with fiction writers techniques such as narration,

description, and dialogue, but such a study omits half the equation. On the

other side are literary figures such as Stephen Crane, Samuel Clemens, Ernest

Hemingway and others, who often began their literary careers smelling ink

and newsprint and collaborating with daily newspaper editors.

One modern Southern woman writer is among those who

learned a way of seeing and conceptualizing events during her abbreviated

media career. Katherine Anne Porter wrote for a Port Worth tabloid, The

&Ng and for Denver's Rocky Mountain News (1918-1919). A study of her

work reveals the importance of place and the supremacy of the moment

and--with the exception of The Never-Ending Wrongindicates a desire to

stand outside the action.

As a former newspaperwoman, Porter understood the

significance of observation but did not feel a compulsion to interpret current

events. A strong journalistic influenoenot always an obvious part of her

memoirs or published conversations with neremerges in an examination of
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three selected works, a novella, Pile Norm Pile Rider; an extended essay,

The Never-Eading Wrong; and a short story, 'The Grave."

"The Truth About What Happens': Katherine Anne Porter and

Journalism" explores Porter's use of style and point of view and takes

seriously the autobiographical allusions to her early media career. It also

reveals her desperate longing to believe in a personal, individual truth.

Her career in media most certainly affected her development as

a writer of fiction. This study focuses on the style, structure, and intent of

Pale Horse, Pile Rider, The Never-Ending [Profit and 'The Grave." The

importance of newspaper work in the fictional references to editors and

newsrooms is obvious; less perceptible is the influence of journalism on

Porter's understanding of the significance of perception as reality, on her

interest in historical event and on her devotion to detail.

In her article "Katherine Anne Porter, Journalist," biographer

Joan Civger acknowledges Porter's rejection of her own work as a journalist

and calls it "unfortunate" because it "deflected attention from material which

is crucial to the understanding of Porter's lffe and art." She then cites a

comment Porter made late in her career:

I forgive that critic here and now, and forever, for calling me

a "newspaper woman" in the public prints. I consider it

actionable libel, but, as is too often the case in these incidents,

he has a small patch of solid ground under him...

Fifty-odd years ago, for eight short months of my ever-

lengthening (or shortening?) life, I did have a kind of a job on a

newspaper, The Rody Mountain News)
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However, having worked in media and having been captivated

by real people in real situations. Porter used what she had learned as an

observer of human nature and as a news and feature writer. Porter saw into

the life of things and found what fellow Southerner Eudora Welty called "my

real subject human relationships."2

Furthermore, Porter exhibited the single most important trait

for any successful journalist: an obsession with the people around her. She

once said of herself: "I have a personal and instant interest in every human

being that comes within ten feet of me, and I have never seen any two alike,

but I discover the most marvelous differences."3

The pathway between journalism and fiction for Porter cannot

be said to be clearly definable, but it can be said to be significant. Her

frequent use of fly-on-the-wall point of view; her attention to detail; her

reference to newspapers; her devotion to description and pla,...e; her concern

with chronology, event and narrative; and her passion for capturing the

moment may be said to have been born during her early experiences in

newsrooms.

Pale Borst; Pale Rider

Katherine Anne Porter described much of her own journalistic

career in Pile Norse, Pale Rider, a novella. The title comes from a spiritual

quoted by Miranda, the heroine: "Pale horse, pale rider, done taken my

lover away."4 In the novel, Miranda and her friend Towney are banished to

routine jobs at a newspaper. one to the theater beat, the other to the society

beat.
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Before the popular journalistic notion that truth is often a

matter of perspective or vantage point, reporters were asked to be objective

and to cover both sides of the story (as if only two existed). While Porter

worked for newspapers in Illinois, Texas, and Colorado, the prevailing

philosophy was that newspapers printed the truth (or ought to).

A recurring theme in Porter's novels and short stories is the

longing for personal truth; for example, in Old Monthly Miranda dismisses

"other people's memory of the past", and establishes her independence.

Miranda thinks.

Ah, but there is my own life to come yet, she thought, my own

life now and beyond. I don't want any promises. I won't have

false hopes. I won't be romantic about myself. I can't live in

their world any longer, she told herself, listening to the voices

back of her. Let them tell their stories to each other. Let them

go on explaining how things happened. I don't care. At least I

can know the truth about what happens to me, she assured

herself silently, making a promise to herself, in her hopefulness,

her ignorance. (p. 221)

Although Porter knows that Miranda is destined to fail, she is sympathetic in

her portrayal of her heroine.

In Ale Horse, Pale Rider, Miranda seeks the same assurances

tirt she can discern truth. Porter lets Towney say with sarcasm, "I read it

in a New York newspaper, so it's bound to be true" (p. 284). As a journalist

familiar with the William Randolph Hearst-Joseph Pulitzer-Adolph Ochs

newspaper wars from the early 1880s to 1900, Towney understands the
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irony of her words, and Porter seems to wish that a newspaper's factual

account were reliable and that the account were truth itself.

Instead, yellow journalists (a term derived from the fact that

Hearst and Pulitzer fought over ownership of Richard Outcault's cartoon strip

'The Yellow Kid") told the truth only when it was sensational enough to sell

newspapers. Only Ochs succeeded because he promised to provide "all the

news that's fit to print" and then followed through.

In Rile Horse, Pale Rider, Porter deals fictionally with two

events in her own life: her work as a reporter for the Rocky Mountain News

from 1918-1919 (she wrote 81 stories with bylines between Feb. 18, 1919,

and Aug. 17, 1919) and her near-fatal illness during an epidemic that struck

Denver in the fall of 1918.

Porter's journalism career had begun several years before her

often-chronicled time at the Rocky Mountain News, however. Porter moved

to Chicago when she was 21 and worked as a reporter for a short time (until

she was distracted by watching a film in production, went back to the

newspaper five days later, was paid $18, and was immediately fired).

She then worked for a tabloid in Fort Worth before moving

from Texas to Colorado in 1917 with a fellow journalist, Kitty Barry

Crawford, whose husband was a news editor and had owned The Critic The

friends rented a cabin on Cheyenne Mountain near Colorado Springs.

Porter later moved to Denver, rented a room in a

boardinghouse at 1510 York St., and became a reporter for the Rocky

Mountain News, then at 1726 Welton St., earning approximately $20 per

week. She reviewed books, plays and concerts; interviewed celebrities; and

rewrote crime stories. According to scholar Enrique Hank Lopez, Porter's
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"incorruptible tell-it-like-it-is attitude"6 was later adopted by Miranda in

/We Herm, Ale Rider.

The novel also chronicles the flu epidemic that hit Denver

during Porter's time at the Rody Mounts& News. Porter's new love

(accurately named Adam in the novel) died, and she became seriously ill

herself. Porter had met Adam Barclay, a lieutenant, at the Tabor Grand

Opera House in Denver. In the late fall of 1918, both Porter and her beloved

contracted the flu. He died.

The pale rider of the text is, of course, Death, and during her

illness Porter believed she was dying; her hair turned white and she became

crippled when one leg swelled from phlebitis. Quoted in an article in The

Denver Post March 22, 1956, Porter remembered the epidemic: "I was

taken ill with the flu. They gave me up. The paper had my obit set in type."

Asked about Adam, Porterfighting back tearssaid, "It's in

the story. He died. The last I remember seeing him... It's a true story... It

seems to me true thia I died then, I died once, and I have never feared

death since."7 (The event which precipitated the 1956 interview was a

planned television adaptation of Pile Norse, Pile Rider.)

Porter also wrote of that period of her life: "My mood for

several years thereafer was that it was not a world worth living in."8 She

treats the experience fictionally by describing Miranda's "lost rapture":

There was no escape. Dr. Hildesheim. Miss Tanner, the nurses in

the diet kitchen, the chemist, the surgeon, the precise machine

of the hospital, the whole humane conviction and custom of

society, conspired to pull her inseparable rack of bones and

wasted flesh to its feet, to put in order her disordered mind,
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and to set her once more safely in the road that would lead her

again to death. (p. 314)

In the novel. Miranda's experience and salary certainly reflect

accounts of Porter's early days as a reporter. Asked for money to support

the war effort, Miranda says in Pal e Arse, Pale Rider, "I have eighteen

dollars a week and not another cent in the world. I simply cannot buy

anything" (p. 273). She also describes the exhaustion and recurring

deadlines of newspaper work in the novel. Porter writes:

Mter working for three years on a morning newspaper she had

an illusion of maturity and experience; but it was fatigue

merely, she decided, from keeping what she had been brought

up to believe were unnatural hours, eating casually at dirty

little restaurants, drinking bad coffee all night, and smoking too

much. (p. 280)

With humor and obvious first-hand knowledge, Porter describes

Miranda's conflicts with irate readers and impatient editors. The

descriptions of the newsroom (where people sat on her desk and where she

heard the incessant "rattle of typewriters" and the "steady rumble of

presseC--p. 282) are realistic, as are Porter's memories of rigid stylistic

principles:

They lolled away, past the Society Editor's desk, past Bill the

City Editor's desk, past the long copydesk where old man

Gibbons sat all night shouting at intervals, large! Jager and

the copyboy would come flying. "Never say people when you
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mean persons," old man Gibbons had instructed Miranda, "and

never say practically, say vh-tually, and don't for God's sake

ever so long as I am at this desk use the barbarism inasmuch

under any circumstances whatsoever. Now you're educated,

you may go." (p. 274)

In her1961 thesis at the University of Colorado at Boulder,

Kathryn Adams Sexton documents her interviews with those who worked

with Porter at the Rocky Mountain News in 1918. She says that Bill, the city

editor, is William C. Shanklin; Old Man Gibbons is Frank McClelland; Jarge is

George Day, the copy boy (later the Rev. George T. Day); Mary Townsend is

Porter's friend Eva Chappell; Charles E. Lounsbury is Chuck Rouncivale,

sports editor.9

One of Sexton's sources also remembers Adam as a "tall, blonde,

debonair, and young lieutenant who called for Miss Porter at the News office

during their short acquaintance."10

Articles in the Rocky Mountain News attest to the seriousness

of the flu epidemic in Denver. According to Sexton, the epidemic raged in

the Army camps in late September, and by Oct. 6, public places in Denver

were closed to help contain the virus. By Nov. 12, the "flu ban was listed,

and theaters and places of amusement were again opened:11 Sexton writes.

After her experiences in Chicago, Fort Worth, and Denver, Porter

moved to New York (1919), Mexico (1920), and back to Fort Worth (1921) to

write for a trade magazine. In 1963 in an interview in the Paris Review,

Porter "indicated that it was better for a writer to work as a waitress than as

a newspaperwoman; it was better to take dull jobs that would not take all

her mind or time,"12 according to George Hendrick in Katherine Anne Porter.
577
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Porter's career as a journalist was prompted by her need to

support herself until she could become known as a writer of fiction, although

she never became wealthy. Shortly before Porter died at the age of 90, she

was living in a four-story brownstone house on East 65th Street in New York

City. (Porter lived in the upper two floors of the house and rented the

ground floor to others.) Slit., left journalismnot primarily because of its

low salaries and long days--but because she valued the writing of fiction

more than the writing of rwws and features.

Porter boasted a relatively small canon when she died Sept. 18,

1980, in the Carriage Hill Nursing Home in Silver Springs, Md. Her works

include Flowerigg Judas and Other Stories; Pale Horse, Pile Rider; The

Legokg Tower and Other Stories; The Bays Before; and Ship of Fools.

However, she won great literary acclaim for the short stories and novellas

she wrote primarily between 1922 and 1940, and her novel, The Ship of

Fools (1962), won her popular and limited financial success.

The Collected Stories a fratherifie Anne Porter (1965) won her

both the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award for Fiction in 1966. In

1967, she received the Gold Medal for Fiction of the National Institute of

Arts and Letters. (The award is given only once every five years and had

previously gone to none other than William Faulkner.) Howard Payne

University in Brownwood, Texas, bestowed an honorary doctorate on Porter

during the first symposium on her works in 1976.

Porter never acknowledged the debt she owed to her training

and experience as a journalist, and most critics have avoided assessing it. In
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one newspaper article published in The Denver Post Jan.31, 1937, one

unnamed newspaper writer ventures:

After cultivating an unusual gift for word arrangements, which

captivated a large reading public when she was a Denver

newspaper reporter, Katherine Anne Porter has been

designated to receive one of the four $2500 fellowship awards

by the Book of the Month Club to "writers whose works are

insufficiently read."13

In addition to the long hours and poor pay of the working

journalist, Porter struggled with the sexism implicit in the newsrooms of the

early 1900s. She often was given stories considered the domain of women.

One biographer says of Porter's earliest newspaper assignments:

It was a huge brawling city, seething with surface excitements,

particularly so for a young convent girL .. But the articles she

wrote had nothing to do with that aspect of Chicago; her

assignments were those generally given to female reporters--

wedding notices, obituaries and cultural activities, plus filling in

as a coffee-maker and sandwich-getter for the editorial staff.

Crime stories and political scandals were the exclusive province

of male reporte,..s.I4

Hired briefly by The Critic in Fort Worth in 1917, Porter wrote society

columns, fashion news, and drama reviews for the weekly tabloid that was

devoted to politics, drama, and local events.
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The woman who would one day win a Pulitzer Prize and the

National Book Award was assigned to stories about music clubs. One critic

includes a particularly poor excerpt from one of Porter's stories: "The music

club is organizing Sing Songs, where our soldier boys may harmonize

together quite chummily."13 She also wrote society columns, fashion news

and drama reviews.

When Porter applied for the job at the A'oc.ty Afouataia News,

the editor cited her lack of experience (a fair claim) and was "shocked to find

that the applicant, K. Porter, was a woman,"16 records Joan Givner in her

biography Katherine Anne Porter: A Life

Porter took her experience with the Rock y Afounisin News and

created the Blue Mountain News of Pale Horse, Pale Rider. In the novel

Miranda strikes up a friendship with Mary Townsend, the society editor, at

the News. Porter writes of the two women reporters with a compassion

born of experience:

!Mary Townsend's! column was called Ye Towne Gossyp, so

of course everybody called her Towney. Miranda and Towney

had a great deal in common, and liked each other. They had

both been real reporters once, and had been sent together to

"cover" a scandalous elopement in which no marriage had taken

place, after all, and the recaptured girl, her face swollen, had sat

with her mother who was moaning steadily under a mound of

blankets. They had both wept painfully and implored the

youn3 reporters to suppress the worst of the story. They had

suppressed it, and the rival newspaper printed it all the next

day. Miranda and Towney had then taken their punishment
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together, and had been degraded publicly to routine female

jobs, one to the theaters, the other to society. (pp. 274-75)

Porter implies that concern for the objects of the news story was seen as

weakness by the male editor And disdained as "female" failure or poor

judgment. Their "punishment" was to be relegated to female news beats--

always frivolous and undemanding.

In a review May 4, 1919, in the Roc ly Mountain Aews, Porter

writes of the stereotypically virtuous and insipid women in the dramatic

productions of the day: "We are deadly weary of the women who kneel, in

song and story, at the feet of the world asking forgiveness for problematical

errors. Why don't they stand on their feet and say: 'Yes, I did it. What are

you going to do about it, my friends?'"17 Porter believed in the equality of

professional women and challenged herself never to "kneel. .. at the feet of

the world."

The Never-Ending Wrong

An example of Porter's personal investment in event and of her

longing to believe in society and in the judicial system is her book The

Never-Ending Wrong." The extended essay is a severely flawed piece of

literature, but it remains a testament to Porter's courage. In the foreword,

Porter writes:

This book is not for the popular or best-selling list for a few

weeks or months. It is a plain, full record of a crime that

belongs to history.
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When a reporter from a newspaper here in Maryland asked to

talk to me, he said he had heard that I was writing another

book... what about?... I gave him the title and the names of

Sacco and Vanzetti. There was a wavering pause... then: "Well,

I don't really know anything about them... for me it's just

history."

It is my conviction that when events are forgotten, buried in

the cellar of the page--they are no longer even history.18

Ironically, by compromising the focus and style of The Never-

Ending Storyby denying it placement in the "popular or best-selling list

for a few weeks or months"--Porter relegated the arrest, trial and execution

of Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti to the very place she dreaded--the

unpopular and unread "cellar of the page."

Porter became interested in the trial of a shoemaker and a

fisherman, both accused of a violent robbery and murder on April 15, 1920,

in South Braintreee, Mass. The Italians were political activists, and Porter

and her group, which boasted literary notables like John Dos Passos and Edna

St. Vincent Millay, suspected the motives of those who arrested and

sentenced the two.

Those who opposed the verdict believed that Sacco and Vanzetti

had been found guilty primarily because they had been called "foreigners"

and "anarchists" throughout the trial. The period after the end of World War

I was characterized by heavy pressure toward ethnic unification,

Americanization and forced culturalization. It also was the end of a massive

immigration period and was a time of economic chaos.
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Documenting the hatred the public felt toward Sacco and

Vanzetti, Porter writes in The Never-Ending Story:

Judge Webster Thayer, during the Sacco-Vanzetti episode, was

heard to boast while playing golf, "Did you see what I did to

those anarchistic bastards?" and the grim little person named

Rosa Baron... who was head of my particular group during the

Sacco-Vanzetti demonstrations in Boston snapped at me when I

expressed the wish that we might save the lives of Sacco and

Vanzetti: "Alivewhat for? They are no earthly good to us

alive." (pp. 5-6)

Although modern reporters have abandoned for all time the

notion that objectivity is possible in news coverage, Porter became overly

involved in the case, making her suspect as a witness. The same accusations

leveled against Truman Capote (as he both describes and creates the

character Perry Smith in In Cold Rood) can be leveled against Porter and

her treatment of Sacco and Vanzetti. She writes:

They were put to death in the electric chair at Charlestown

Prison at midnight on the 23rd of August, 1927, a desolate dark

midnight, a night for perpetual remembrance and mourning I

was one of the many hundreds who stood in anxious vigil

watching the light in the prison tower, which we had been told

would fail at the moment of death; it was a moment of strange

heartbreak. (p. 8)
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The melodrama in the passage is unlike Porter's carefully

crafted tales of a young female reporter in Denver and two children

exploring a graveyard. The narrative becomes an essay, personal and

compelling, but it is not straight news, a feature, an editorial or even an

example of commentary. Read as if it were a journal, The Never-Ending

Story chronicles Porter's own political development more effectively than it

ever addresses the charges against Sacco and Vanzetti. Explaining her

disillusionment with communism, for example, Porter writes:

I flew off Lenin's locomo'tive and his vision of history in a

wide arc in Boston, Massachusetts, on August 21, 1927; it was

two days before the putting to death of Sacco and Vanzetti, to

the great ideological satisfaction of the Communist-headed

group with which I had gone up to Boston. It was exactly what

they had hoped for and predicted from the first: another

injustice of the iniquitous capitalistic system against the

working class. (p. 20)

When Porter marched in protest againit the impending

executions, she was arrested, released on bail and re-arrested in a recurring,

ritualistic manner. As she said, "My elbow was always taken qUietly by the

same mild little blond officer, day after day; he was very Irish, very patient,

very damned bored with the whole incomprehensible show." (p. 25)

Porter includes dialogue between "her policeman" and herself,

lending even more support to the sense that The Never-Ending Story is a

personal memoir of a public controversy (Porter acknowledges, "It is hard to

remember anything perfectly straight, accurate"--pp. 31-32) and not a news
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story designed to inform or persuade. Her disdain for those appointed to the

latter task is apparent in the piece when she describes "several of the more

enterprising young reporters... swarming over the scene like crows to a

freshly planted cornfield" (p. 36).

Porter calls the execution a "terrible wrong" that was

perpetrated "not only against the two men" but "against all of us, against our

common humanity and our shared will to avert what we believed to be not

merely a failure in the use of the instrument of the law, an injustice

committed through mere human weakness and misunderstanding, but a

blindly arrogant, self-righteous determination not to be moved by any

arguments, the obstinate assumption of the infallibility of a handful of men

intoxicated with the vanity of power and gone mad with wounded self-

importance" (p. 43).

From her post outside the prison, Porter recalls her horror at

the execution: "Life felt very grubby and mean, as if we were all of us soiled

and disgraced and would never in this world live it down" (p. 45). That

sense led her to the title, which she bases on the "anguish that human beings

inflict on each other--the never-ending wrong, forever incurable" (p. 62)..

The Never-Eadifig Wrong cannot compete with the remainder

of Porter's canon. 'The Grave," for example, demonstrates mastery of the

short-story genre and of languige itself. But the extended essay does

provide another glimpse into Porter's connection with historical event and

her dtsire to record and Liderstand it. Ironically, in this case her rejection

of the formulas she learned while writing for newspapers hampered her and

damaged her art.
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After Porter's stint as a newspaperwoman, it is no surprise that

she deals in her fiction with the difficulty of a woman's choosing her identity

in spite of the disapproval of society. It is also no surprise that Porter

emphasizes the values considered by her culture to be important primarily

to women.

In 'The Grave," Porter tells of nine-year-old Miranda exploring

an old family graveyard with her brother. Not fond of dolls, Miranda wears

overalls and reaps the scorn of the community:

Ordinarily Miranda preferred her overalls to any other dress,

though it was making rather a scandal in the countryside, for

the year was 1903, and in the back country the law of female

decorum had teeth in it. Her father had been criticized for

letting his girls dress like boys and go careening around astride

barebacked horses. Big sister Maria, the really independent and

fearless one, in spite of her rather affected ways, rode at a dead

run with only a rope knotted around her horse's nose.19

Older women in the community snarled at Miranda: "Ain't you ashamed of

yoself, Missy? It's against the Scriptures to dress like that. Whut yo Pappy

thinkin about?" (p. 365)

Porter created strong, independent women (such as Miranda

and Ellen Weatherall of "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall") and treasured the

things of the heart. A cutline beneath a photo of Porter in The critk after
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she was hired in 1917 is ironic in noting that Porter's interests ran counter

to established (male) society:

She has come to Fort Worth to devote her young life to The

Critic Miss Porter likes things which many people consider

frivolous and of no consequence--Society and the many small

factors which go toward making life pleasant and interesting.20

What made life "pleasant and interesting" for Porter were

human relationships and the wonder and intricacy of human growth and

change, but as Givner notes, "Porter herself never acknowledged and

probably never realized how much she gained at this time from her

journalistic experience."21

What she gained was in part an awareness that no event is

isolated or unimportant and that events are part of a web affecting many

people profoundly. The simplest occurrence covered by a newspaper

reporter or a short story writer may reverberate through time.

William L. Nance writes in Katherine Anne /trier and the Art of
Rejection that Porter's characters lived lives of deep desperation and that

their progression was, at best, linear. He writes: "For all [of her charactersi,

life begins in bitterness and corruption, proceeds in pain and lovelessness

through successively deeper disillusions, and ends in nothingness, the

foreknowledge of which casts a gradually thickening pall of despair over all
of j.t."22

However, in his bleak summary Nance fails to understand one

of Porter's basic themes: the price of self-discovery and the ultimate cost of

acquiring one's own truth. Surely in Pale Horse, Pale Rider; 'The Grave" and
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other works, the quest is not without reward. It is when the characters fail

to understand their own susceptibility to self-deception that Porter reminds

the reader to turn his or her gaze inward.

In "The Grave," Porter's most-often critiqued short story, a

young Miranda and her twelve-year-old brother Paul take their Winchester

rifles into the woods to shoot small game. They explore a graveyard in

which the coffins have been dug up and moved, and in the course of the day

discover treasures: a gold ring and a tiny silver dove (laden with symbolism,

as countless critics have noted).

The two shoot a pregnant rabbit, and when Paul cuts it open,

the children discover unborn baby rabbits. The description of the dead

rabbit marks Porter as a master of detail and precise observation, a gift that

had served her well during her days as a reporter:

Very carefully he slit the thin flesh from the center ribs to the

flanks, and a scarlet bag appeared. He slit again and pulled the

bag open, and there lay a bundle of tiny rabbits, each wrapped

in a thin scarlet veil. The brother pulled these off and there

they were, dark gray, their sleek wet down lying in minute

even ripples, like a baby's head just washed, their unbelievably

small delicate ears folded close, their little blind faces almost

featureless. (p. 366)

For this study, what is important about the central event in

"The Grave" is that Porter never explains it; she recreates the moment and--

in Ernest Hemingway fashjonallows the reader to bring it to life. The

reader may then deal with the rich possibilities that range from horror at
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the grotesque sight of dead baby rabbits to wonder at the fragility of life and

appreciation for the initiation experience of the two children.

The story ends with Miranda walking down a city street twenty

years later:

One day she was picking her path among the puddles and

crushed refuse of a market street in a strange city of a strange

country, when without warning, plain and clear in its true colors

as if she looked through a frame upon a scene that had not

stirred or changed since the moment it happened, the episode of

that far-off day leaped from its burial place before her mind's

eye. (p. 367)

A vendor carrying dyed sugar sweets had walked past, reminding her of the

tiny unborn rabbits, and that memory reminded her of her brother:

It was a very hot day and the smell in the market, with its piles

of raw flesh and wilting flowers, was like the mingled

sweetness and corruption she had smelled that other day in the

empty cemetery at home: the day she had remembered always

until now vaguely as the time she and her brother had found

treasure in the opened graves. Instantly upon this thought the

dreadful vision faded, and she saw clearly her brother, whose

childhood face she had forgotten, standing again in the blazing

sunshine, again twelve years old, a pleased sober smile in his

eyes, turning the silver dove over and over in his hands. (pp.

367-68)
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The reader may then construct his or her own understanding of

the "sweetness and corruption" of the described experience, which reads like

a powerful news account. A slogan which editors utter often in newsrooms

is, "Show, don't tell." 'The Grave" is one of the finest expressions in

American literature of a writer adept at doing just that.

In 'The Grave," Porter describes a day of hunting by a young

girl and her older, more worldly brother ("You don't care whether you get

your bird or not," he said. 'That's no way to hunt"--p. 364). Miranda, whose

name is from the Spanish "mirar," which means "to watch," longs to see, to

understand. "Oh, I want to see," she cries (p. 366).

Porter writes, "Yet she wanted most deeply to see and to know.

Having seen, she felt at once as if she had known all along. The very

memory of her former ignorance faded, she had always known just this" (p.

366). In spite of the reader's identification with Mirrnda, the events of the

story are left intact and are relayed with careful attention to time and

description.

Cutting open the dead rabbit--a graphic and intense moment--

takes on a significance of its own; Porter practices well her journalistic duty

to accuracy, detail and stark observation. The meaning, themes and

implication are the reader's to discern. Often, Porter explores techniques of

fiction-writing, including stream-of-consciousness point of view, but she is

never more persuasive than when she relates a narrative from the detached

perspective of an observer or reporter.

In 'The Grave," the memory of the day in the graveyard with

Paul evokes specific thoughts (longing for childhood, desire to see her

brother, a sense of isolation in a strange city, etc.), but the meaning is

created by the reader as he or she interacts with the rich sign system in the
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gmeyard, with its silver doves, gold rings, hollowed-out graves, and unborn

babies.

The former newspaperwoman remained devoted to truth

throughout her career in fiction, although even when writing the simplest of

news stories, she never mistook accuracy and factual relation of event for

"truth" in its purest form. Having called Miranda her "witness, observer, or

sharer," Porter herself attests to the fact that it is Miranda who best captures

her own quiet quest:

All stories of any sort with Miranda in it are based on some

experience of my own and Miranda is not intended to be a self-

portrait--she is my representative, the witness, observer, or

sharer, sometimes all three in the stories where she figures.23

In Old Mortall 1y; Porter clarifies the connection between herself and her

fictional creation when she writes:

What is the truth, she asked herself as intently ao if the

question had never been asked, the truth, even about the

smallest, the least important of all the things I must find out?

and where shall I begin to look for it? Her mind closed

stubbornly against remembering, not the past but the legend of

the past, other people's memory of the past, at which she had

spent her life peering in wonder like a child at a magic-lantern

(p. 221)
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Media critic Roger Rosenblatt understands the separate function

of the reporter and the writer of fiction, as does Porter. In his essay

"journalism and the Larger Truth," he writes:

If one asks, then, where the larger truth is to be sought, the

answer is where it has always been: in history, poetry, art,

nature, education, conversation; in the tunnels of one's own

mind. People may have come to expect too much of journalism.

.. The trouble is that people have also come to expect too much

of journalism at its best, because they have invested too much

power in it, and in so doing have neglected or forfeited other

sources of power in their lives. Journalists appear to give

answers, but essentially they ask a question: What shall we

make of this? A culture that would rely on the news for truth

could not answer that question because it already would have

lost the qualities of mind that make the news worth knowing.24

Rosenblatt does not suggest the supremacy of fiction over journalism. He

argues instead that the two cannot be compared, for they provide t ,ro

different kinds of truth for the reader.

Porter's work, which is often based on actual events as 'The

Truth About What Happens" illustrates, interprets and persuades. Even in

their dedication to chronology and fact, her narratives appeal to the part of

the reader that longs to order, to understand, and--as Miranda would sayto

see.

Miranda's thoughts recorded at the end of Olc Mortality are

dramatic monologue, of course, for Porter knows well that Miranda--like her
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ancestorsinevitably will deceive herself and that she will retell history as

she needs to remember it. Nonetheless, the author of news stories and

Pulitzer-Prize winning fiction never seeras to have despaired of one day

being in possession of "the truth about what happens."
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ABSTRACT

Under the Newspaper Preservation Act of 1970, competin2

newspapers can enter into Joint Operatin2 Agreements (JOA's) allowing

them to consolidate business operations, yet maintain separate editorial

status. The JOA in Knoxville. Tennessee, is unique. It began in 1957, 13

years before the Newspaper Preservation Act was passed. The JOA Ni as

renegotiated in 1986 by Gannett and Scripps-Howard, the newspaper owners

at that time. The rene2otiated JOA resulted in a switch in publishing times

plus a change in the division of profits from the JOA. Concurrently. the two

owners rene2otiated their JOA in El Paso, Texas. That agreement gave

Gannett a building and increased its share of revenue. In 1992. the weaker

Knoxville newspaper ceased publication, thus endin2 over 100 years of

competition.
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THE JOINT OPERATING AGREEMENT BETWEEN
NEWSPAPERS IN KNOXVILLE---A UNIQUE SITUATION

The Newspaper Preservation Act of 1970 allows competing

daily newspapers in the same town to form business monopolies and yet

maintain independent editorial status (Fisher). The purpose of the act is to

help weak newspapers survive by allowing them to fix market prices and

divide market shares, yet retain separate editorial and reporting voices

(Garneau). The term Joint Operating Agreement (hereafter called JOA)

means any contract. joint venture, or agreement entered into by two or more

newspapers that allows joint printing, publication, distribution, advertising.

and circulation between the two papers, provided there is no merger of the

editorial or reportorial staffs (U.S. Code).

JOA's have been around since the 1930's. However, it was not until

the Newspaper Preservation Act was passed in 1970 that the agreements

became legal (Garneau). The law came about after the Supreme Court, in

1969. decided that two Tucson. Arizona. dailies violated antitrust law by

merging non-editorial operations. All previous JOA's were grandfathered.

To qualify for a post-1970 JOA. one of the newspapers must prove it is

likely to fail ("Joys of Advertising"). The law, administered by the Justice

Department. permits the government to suspend anti-trust laws and allows

competing newspapers to form one publishing company that publishes two

editorially independent papers (Garneau).

The two daily newspapers in Knoxville. Tennessee, the Journal and the

News-Senthwl, signed a JOA agreement in 1957. The News-Senlinel was to

print, distribute, sell, and produce advertising for the Journal and provide
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office space for both. The agreement stipulated that the Journal, the morning

paper. would be published Monday through Saturday. The News-Sentinel,

Knoxville's afternoon paper, would be published Monday through Saturday

afternoons and on Sunday mornings. Under the terms of the JOA, the

Journal agreed to give up its Sunday paper. The JOA gave the News-

Sentinel 77.5 percent of the profits and the Journal 22.5 percent (Bond).

The News-Sentinel traces its lineage to the post-Civil War period.

The Knoxville Sentinel was founded in 1886 by John Tevis Hearn, a

Kentucky native. The newspaper continued until 1926 when it merged with

the Knoxville News and became the News-Sentinel. The Knoxville News

was owned by Scripps-Howard and was founded by Edward J. Meeman, a

distinguished editor and community leader. When the Knoxville Sentinel

and the Knoxville News merged, Scripps-Howard became the owner and

made Meeman the editor. The News-Sentinel's second editor was Benton J.

Strong, who held the position until 1934. Marshall McNeil became the third

editor and was replaced by George Carmack in 1937. Loye W. Miller, who

came with Meeman to establish the Knoxville News, replaced Carmack in

1940 and continued as editor until 1966. He was succeeded by Ralph

Mil lett. who retired in 1987 (Deaderick). Harry Moskos, a Scripps-Howard

editor in El Paso, Texas. was named the News-Sentinel's editor in 1987 and

currently holds the post (Hive ly).

The Journal remained a locally owned newspaper until the 1980's.

The paper traces its lineage to William "Parson" Brown low, a prominent

figure of the Civil War era and a Tennessee Reconstruction governor.

Brown low founded the Tennessee Whig in Elizabethton, Tennessee in 1839,

and in 1849 he rloved it to Knoxville. After Brown low's death in April of

1877, the newspaper fell into the hand of his protégé, Capt. William Rule.
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Through the absorption and combination of a number of papers, the

newspaper first appeared under the Journal name on February 1885, but a

year later it became the Journal and Chronicle when Rule and Samual

Marfield of Circleville, Ohio, purchased the assets of the failed Chronicle

and merged the two publications. Rule bought Marfield's interests in 1889

and the newspaper became the Journal until 1898, when the Journal linked

with the Tribune. Hard times were ahead for the Journal and Tribune, as it

was known until 1925 when it again became the Journal (Glenn). Rule

continued ,o work until the age of 89 and was hailed by the press when he

died in 1929 as "the world's oldest active editor" (Deaderick). That same

year the newspaper went bankrupt and passed into receivership until it was

purchased in 1936 by Roy N. Lotspeich. Lotspeich ran the newspaper until

he died in 1952. His wife, Ethel Moore Lotspeich, took over the newspaper

and became one of the few female publishers of the day. After Roy

Lotspeich's death in 1951, a disagreement between family members resulted

in a legal battle that was eventually won by Mrs. Lotspeich. However, the

legal costs had drained the coffers of the Journal to the point that Mrs.

Lotspeich sought a JOA with Scripps-Howard, and it was under her direction

in 1957 that the Journal and News-Sentinel formed the JOA. Mrs.

Lotspeich ran the Journal until her death in December 1962 (Smith). Her

son-in-law, Charles H. Smith Jr., became editor. When he died in 1972, he

was succeeded by his son, Charles H. Smith III. as editor and publisher

(Worth).

When Charles Smith III took over the Journal, it continued to lose

circulation. In 1980, Charles Smith III was killed in an airplane crash and

again a battle erupted over control of the Journal (McMahan). In 1981, the

heirs of Charles Smith III agreed to sell the newspaper to the Gannett
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Company for $26.3 million (Worth). The sale of the Journal to Gannett

included the regulations of the JOA that were negotiated in 1957. Gannett

named Ron McMahan, former press secretary to then-Senator Howard

Baker, as editor and furnished the financial resources to upgrade the

newspaper. From 1981-1986 under Gannett's leadership, the circulation of

the Journal increased from 52,000 to 67,000 and that of the News-Sentinel

dropped from 100,000 to 92,000. Revenues at the Journal rose from $1.8

million to $6.2 million over the five-year period (McMahan).

During the pre-Gannett years, the editorial and business management

of the Journal was not strong, and the paper suffered losses of both

circulation and advertising. The Journal served a smaller and more rural

audience than the News-Sentinel. In contrast, the News-Sentinel had a

larger circulation and its suLv_ribers were residents of Knoxville, upper East

Tennessee, and surrounding states (McMahan). This ran against the then-

emerging trend of weakness among afternoon newspapers. The years 1981

and 1982 alone saw the death of five established afternoon newspapers: the

Cleveland Press, the Des Moines Tribune, the Minneapolis Star, the

Philadelphia Bulletin, and the Washington Star. One newcomer to the

afternoon, New York News' Tonight, also succumbed. (Death in the

Afternoon).

Durin2 the late 1970's and early 1980's the city of Knoxville

underwent many changes. In 1982, it hosted the International Energy

Exposition. From the World's Fair Knoxville gained a major convention and

exhibition site, interstate highways through the city were improved, airline

service was enhanced, outstanding restaurants opened, and four first-class

hotels were built. Flamboyant banker Jake Butcher, whose banking empire

later crumbled, served as chairman for the World's Fair. His First United
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American Bank added a skyscraper to Knoxville's skyline just prior to 1982.

and the energy-related fair called worldwide attention to the Tennessee

Technology Corridor as a suitable location for sophisticated industries. In

addition, construction for the University of Tennessee's 25,000- seat

basketball arena began (Creekmore).

In 1986, Scripps-Howard and Gannett renegotiated both the JOA's in

the Knoxville and El Paso, Texas, markets. Under terms of the new JOA's,

the followin2 events occurred (McMahan):

I. The Journal and News-Sentinel would exchange publication cycles

effective June 30, 1986. The Journal would become the afternoon

paper. and the News-Sentinel would become the morning paper.

2. The Journal's share of profits in the Knoxville JOA would increase

from 22.5 percent to 25 percent, and the News-Sentinel's share would

fall from 77.5 percent to 75 percent.

3. Gannett's share of the JOA in El Paso, Texas, went from a 50-50

percent share to an 80-20 percent share with Scripps-Howard.

4. Scripps-Howard gave Gannett the building in El Paso where the

newspaper is published.

Effective July 1, 1986, the News-Sentinel became the morning

newspaper in Knoxville, and the Journal moved to the evening slot. The

new pact called for the Knoxville JOA to run for 20 years, until December

31, 2005; and, the agreement was to be automatically renewed for 10 years

unless one of the two parties gave notice two years before the renewal date.

The new El Paso JOA did not include a change in the publishing cycles of

the newspapers; however, Scripps-Howard agreed to transfer to Gannett a 50

percent interest in the Newspaper Printing Corporation that acted as business

and production agent for both El Paso papers. The El Paso JOA was to
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continue until December 31, 2015; and, Gannett's share of profits increased

from 50 percent to 80 percent, while Scripps-Howard's revenue share

dropped from 50 percent to 20 percent. The building in which the

newspaper was published was transferred from Scripps-Howard to Gannett

(Radolf).

Within a month after the JOA was renewed with Scripps-Howard,

Gannett got out of the Knoxville market. Gannett was involved in several

JOA's and owned 67 newspapers at the time; however, Knoxville was the

only market in which Gannett owned the non-dominant paper. Gannett

decided to sell the Journal and gave the local CEO the option to buy if he

could raise the money (McMahan).

Ron McMahan, Journal CEO and editor, found a financial partner in

Bill McKinney. McKinney had been the publisher of the newspaper in

Marietta. Ohio, which he had sold to Gannett. On August 1, 1986, the two

bought the Journal for $25 million and entered into the JOA with the News-

Sentinel that had 19 years to go (Moxley). McMahan and McKinney were

equal partners; however, only six months into their partnership, the deal

turned sour. McMahan and McKinney were constantly at odds with each

other (McMahan).

On August 2, 1988, McMahan and McKinney sold the Journal to the

Persis Corporation, a small family-owned media company based in Hawaii

(Moxley). Persis paid $38 million for the Journal and named Gerald Garcia

the editor. The terms of the contract stated that McMahan could not stay as

editor, but could remain for six months as a consultant. McKinney chose not

to remain and left town. Garcia came to Knoxville from Bryar. Texas,

where he had been editor and publisher of the Persis-owned Bryan-College

Station Eagle
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Persis endured difficult times after its purchase of the Journal. The

economy slowed, and !:he Journal's circulation and advertising dropped.

Since Persis did not profit from ownership of the Journal, the company

explored other avenues. In December 1989, Persis bought the Maryville-
Alcoa Daily Times, an independent newspaper located 15 miles from

Knoxville, and named Gerald Garcia editor and publisher there as well

(McMahan). At the time of the takeover, the circulation of the Daily Times

was 21.000. The purchase gave Persis a modern newspaper printing plant 15

miles from Knoxville, where its Journal was being printed by the News-

Sentinel Company under the JOA (Garneau). To counteract the competition

in Blount County by Persis, the News-Sentinel opened a Blount County

Bureau in February 1991. It still prints a daily Blount County section that is

distributed with the News-Sentinel in that area (Hive ly).

On January 10, 1990, the News-Sentinel filed a lawsuit against Persis

alleging the JOA was violated because of the recent purchase of the Daily

Times. The lawsuit asked the Chancery Court to either dissolve the JOA

between the News-Sentinel and the Journal, or to order the Persis

Corporation to relinquish control of the Daily Tittles. Further, the lawsuit

asked the court to immediately enjoin the Journal and the Persis

Corporation from managing and operating the Daily Times. The lawsuit said

the purchase of the Daily Times by the Persis Corporation violated a clause
of the JOA that stated the two Knoxville newspapers agreed to cooperate
with each other in every proper way that would permit a successful operation
under the agreement. The Daily Times competes with the Knoxville papers
for advertising and circulation revenue in adjoining Blount County.

The lawsuit contended Persis had access to the News-Sentinel's

confidential business information and trade secreL. The suit also alleged
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Persis had access to strategic plans for the two papers through 1992. The

News-Sentinel claimed that Garcia and Persis could use the confidential

business information and trade secrets to unfair competitive advantage over

the Sentinel (Balloch).

On June 9, 1991, the Journal and the News-Sentinel announced they

had agreed to terminate litigation, and they had agreed to end the JOA by

December 1991. Both newspapers planned to publish separately and

competitively after the JOA ended. The papers would compete

economically for advertising and circulation, as well as editorially. Persis

planned to print the Journal in the newly acquired Maryville plant. Under

the severance agreement, the News-Sentinel agreed to pay the Persis

Corporation $40 million in two $20 million installments in place of the

payments the Journal would have received under the JOA through

December 31, 2005 (Bond) .

Both the Scripps-Howard and the Persis Corporations described the

termination of the JOA as an amicable Parting and stated they believed the

agreement was in the best interest of the newspapers and the community.

Lawrence A. Leser, president and CEO of the Scripps-Howard Company,

said, "This one-time payment is less than the expected amount The News-

Sentinel would have paid in distributions to the Journal had joint

operations continued through 2005. We look forward to hardy economic

competition in addition to the fierce editorial competition that has existed

between the tv -0 newspapers for many years" (News-Sentinel, 9 June 1990).

Thurston Twigg-Smith, president and CEO of Persis Corporation,

said, "We are pleased with the agreement. Once we concluded that it was

unlikely that the JOA would be extended beyond 2005, we wanted to begin

separate publication at a time when the Journal was a strong and vital part

C' )3
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of the community. We look forward to the challenges ahead of us as we

continue to serve our readers and advertisers" (News-Sentinel, 9 June 1990).

The JournaPs owners continued to assert their plans to compete until

December 2, 1991, until Gerald Garcia, publisher of the Journal, announced

the Journal would cease daily publication effective January 1, 1992,

terminate all 69 employees, and instead publish a weekly edition. Thus, the

Journal scrapped plans to move its printing to Maryville when the Journal

ended: and, Knoxville joined the ranks of cities with only one daily

newspaper. At the time of the JOA termination, circulation of the Journal

was 40,780. Daily circulation for the News-Sentinel was 106,708, and

Sunday circulation was 181,347. The JOA in Knoxville had been

terminated after 34 years. Replacing the Journal would be a new

publication called Weekend Journal to be printed in Maryville. Garcia said

the decision to convert the Journal to a weekly came after a careful review

of the viability of continuing the Journal as a daily after the JOA

termination (Journal, 31 December 1991).

Garcia said, "The Weekend Journal will be a unique source of local

news, entertainment, and exclusive and complete coverage of the University

of Tennessee sports program with a section devoted entirely to the

Volunteers. Included with the newspaper will be USA Weekend Magazine

and a color comics section" (Journal, 31 December 1991).

The Weekend Journal was published only from January until August

of 1992.

The JOA between the Journal and the News-Sentinel is unique in

three ways. First, the JOA is unusual because there was a link between the

JOA in Knoxville and the JOA in El Paso, Texas. Gannett and Scripps-

Howard owned newspapers in both those cities and renegotiated both JOA's
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at the same time (McMahan). The second reason the JOA is one of a kind is

that it was the first time newspapers switched publication cycles as part of a

JOA (News-Sentinel, 30 June 1986). "Apparently Scripps-Howard insisted

on converting the News-Sentinel to a morning publication, leaving Gannett

with the choice of building a new plant or switching the Journal to the

afternoon" (Miller. Chen and Everett). Gannett agreed to make the switch in

return for an increased share of revenue and concessions under the JOA in El

Paso, Texas (Miller, Chen, and Everett). The third unique trait of the

Knoxville JOA is the way the final split between the newspapers came

about. Owners of the Journal bought a newspaper plant in an adjoining

county and began publishing a nearby daily in a way that its partners thought

vi)lated the JOA. It also meant that the weaker paper's owners had a daily

newspaper printing plant in place and could have continued publication

without the JOA if they wished. This caused the News-Sentinel to file a

lawsuit against the Journal, which eventually led to the News-Sentinel's

buyout of the JOA for $40 million.

When the Journal folded, Robert Hive ly, publisher of the News-

Sentinel, said, "Two independently owned newspapers competing in the

same market provide a better product. I regret that Persis did not choose to

continue the Journal and invest the $40 million in the newspaper" (Hive ly).

Since 1986 to early 1992, 115 daily newspapers passed into history,

leaving only 39 cities with competing daily newspapers. The JOA, which

was passed to preserve competition within a market, seems to offer little

incentive to newspapers today. In early 1993, 19 JOA'S were in place, but

industry observers expect more JOA's and newspapers to disappear in the

next decade (Fisher).
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"I do not think JOA's are a thing of the future. Most JOA's will

probably not be renewed when thh time is up," said Bob Hive ly, publisher

of the News-Sentinel (Hively).

Robert Picard, editor of the Journal of Media Economics, said in

September of 1992, "I think we'll see a lot of buyouts, shutdowns, and re-

negotiations of JOA's in the next few years" (Fisher).

"What JOA's do is delay the inevitable," said John Morton, newspaper

analyst with Lynch, Jones & Ryan. "At some point, one newspaper becomes

so weak it becomes a drag on the other. Then, they reach some type of

agreement to end the thing" (Fisher).

Picard said, "If the dominant newspaper knows it can hang on for a

few years, and the other one will die, why shouH it split its profits for 20 to

30 years in a JOA when it can have full profits if it just hangs on for a few

more years?"(Fisher)

Tim Pilgrim. author of "Newspapers as Natural Monopolies," said

daily newspapers destroy their competition because the strongest paper

dominates the newspaper market until the weaker daily is killed off

(Pilgrim).

The JOA in Knoxville didn't work. Although it lasted for 34 years, it

failed to save the Journal. Conditions were right in many ways for a JOA to

save the weaker newspaper, and opportunities existed for success of the

JOA. Gannett, the largest newspaper chain, had a chance to make it work.

Then Persis had its turn and failed. If the second daily newspaper cannot

survive in Knoxville, where can it?

As Christy Fisher wrote in Editor and Publisher few months ago,

"R. I. P., JOA." (Fisher).
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